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This volume presents the highlights of the 10th CLARIN Annual Conference 2021. The conference
was held on 27th —29th September 2021 and because of the COVID-19 pandemic, for the second year
in row a virtual format had te be adopted.
CLARIN, the Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure, is a virtual platform that
is accessible for everyone interested in language. CLARIN offers access to language resources, technology, and knowledge, and enables cross-country collaboration among academia, industry, policy-makers,
cultural institutions, and the general public. Researchers, students, and citizens are offered access to digital language resources and technology services to deploy, connect, analyse and sustain such resources. In
line with the Open Science agenda, CLARIN enables scholars from the Social Sciences and Humanities
(SSH) and beyond to engage in and contribute to cutting-edge, data-driven research based on language
data in a range of formats and modalities.
The infrastructure is run by CLARIN ERIC1 , a consortium of participating countries and institutes
that since it was established in 2012 has grown ins size considerably. Currently there are 21 member
countries, 2 observers, and more than 100 associated research institutions who are all encouraged and
supported to be represented at the annual conference which is meant to be a central event for CLARIN
community and which is one of the crucial instruments for CLARIN to function as a knowledge hub.
At the conference, consortia from all participating countries and the various communities of use meet,
in order to exchange ideas, experiences and best practices in using the CLARIN infrastructure. The conference covers a wide range of topics, including the design, construction and operation of the CLARIN
infrastructure, the data, tools and services that are or could be on offer, its actual use by researchers,
its relation to other infrastructures and projects, and the CLARIN Knowledge Infrastructure. The aim is
to attract researchers from all the various SSH fields who work with language materials, i.e. the people
who are the raison d’être for CLARIN. Early in 2021 a call2 was issued for which 40 abstracts were
submitted. The authors of the submissions to the main conference sessions represented 25 countries,
both CLARIN ERIC countries (20 members/observers) and countries outside the CLARIN consortia,
including Belarus, Brazil, Luxembourg, Spain and Switzerland, to testify the relevance of the CLARIN
infrastructure outside the federation, and also externally to Europe.
One of key missions of CLARIN is to foster interactions and synergies between consortia. The Annual
Conference represents an excellent opportunity to promote collaboration and this year’s event smoothly
reflects a good level of cross-country cooperation: out of 35 papers accepted, 10 papers have been written in collaboration by authors of different countries and institutions. The number of the cross-country
submissions has been increasing significantly in 2021, passing from 17p.c., registered in 2020, to 29p.c.
of papers written in collaboration between different countries. This fact is even more remarkable, if we
consider that in 2021 the pandemic dynamics imposed significant mobility restrictions, thus preventing
or making collaboration even more difficult.
All submissions were reviewed anonymously by three reviewers (PC members and reviewers invited
by PC members). Out of the 40 submitted abstracts 35 submissions were accepted for presentation at the
conference (acceptance rate 0.88). The 35 submissions were grouped in the following subjects:
1
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• Annotation and Acquisition Tools (7 papers)
• Legal Issues Related to the Use of LRs in Research (4 papers)
• Repositories and National CLARIN Centres (6 papers)
• Research Cases (3 papers)
• Research Data Management, Metadata and Curation (6 papers)
• Resources (9 papers)
Not suprisingly, Resources, Annotation and Acquisition Tools and Repositories and National CLARIN
Centers, each of them representing the kernel of CLARIN, are confirmed as being the areas of major
concentration of papers also in this year’s Annual Conference, with 9, 7 and 6 papers respectively. Then,
Research Data Management and Legal issues, with 10 papers in total, appear to be the other central topics
of the Conference. Lastly, 3 papers in total address research questions that require the use of approaches,
tools and data available through the CLARIN infrastructure.
The accepted contributions were published in the online Proceedings of the Conference3 .
Following the well received student poster session that was part of the programme of the 2018-2020
editions of the CLARIN Annual Conference, a PhD-session was organised with 7 presentations by PhDstudents. The abstracts of the student presentations were published in the online programme of CLARIN
2021 4 .
The 2021 edition of the CLARIN Annual Conference was shaped as an online event. The virtual
format enabled us to share quality content with almost 425 registered participants, including attendants
of previous editions as well as newbies with an interest in getting familiarised with what CLARIN is
about. The conference programme contained both traditional conference elements, and novel items better
suited for the virtual set-up:
• Invited talk ’From Punched Cards to Linguistic Linked Data ...Through Infrastructures’ by
Marco Passarotti. The talk discussed how linguistic resources have become increasingly accessible
and, lately, interoperable from the very first years of computational linguistics until the present day.
• Invited talk ’Language Technologies Beyond Research: From Poetry to the Music Industry’
by Elena González-Blanco. The talk showcased the potential of lyrics (the text of songs) analysis for
the improvement of recommendation systems in the domain of music, an entertainment in general,
in order to achieve better customer experience across different industries.
• Invited talk ’Language Modeling and Artificial Intelligence’ by Tomáš Mikolov. This talk presented the accomplishments reached so far in statistical language modelling, and scientific challenges that are still in front of us. There is a need to focus more on developing new mathematical
models with certain properties, such as the ability to learn continually and without explicit supervision, generalise to novel tasks from limited amounts of data, and the ability to form non-trivial
long-term memory.
• Panel on ’The Role of Corpora for the Study of Language Use and Mental Health Conditions’
was moderated by Henk van den Heuvel with the following experts: Gloria Gagliardi, Stefan Goetze,
Saturnino Luz, Khiet Truong.
• During two of the three lunch slots a programme element was offered that allowed additional discussions and networking:
– CLARIN Café: “CLARIN Café: Interactive QA Session for Newcomers in CLARIN from
the SSH Domain” with the aim to allow an open question and answering session.
3
4
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– Lunch break ’Have Your Lunch with the BoD’ that was open to all participants who were
interested to ask direct questions and have a conversation with the members of the Board of
Directors.
• Sessions of accepted conference papers were organised as regular sessions with a presentation
followed by QA.
• During the CLARIN Student session, PhD-students presented their work in progress: studies supported by or contributing to the CLARIN infrastructure. The aim of the session was to put the
spotlights on the next generation of researchers and enable them to receive feedback on their work
from CLARIN experts.
• The Teaching with CLARIN session5 invited university lecturers who had used CLARIN resources, tools or services in their courses to present their experience and suggest future steps that
could help facilitate and accelerate the further integration of CLARIN into university curricula.
Three of those submissions were granted with an Award:
– Teaching with CLARIN Jury Award was awarded to:
* Mietta Lennes, Faculty of Humanities, University of Helsinki, Finland, for the ’Introduction to Speech Analysis’6
* Darja Fišer and Kristina Pahor de Maiti, Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia,
for ’Voices of the Parliament: A Corpus Approach to Parliamentary Discourse Research’7
– Teaching with CLARIN Audience Award was awarded to Diana Maynard, Faculty of Engineering, University of Sheffield, UK, for ’GATE Training Course’8
• As usual the CLARIN Bazaar provided an informal setting for conversations with CLARIN people
and a space to showcase ongoing work and exchange ideas. The presenters were grouped together
by topic in the same breakout rooms to encourage the interaction.
• Each day was finished a wrap-up session that combined both personal highlights of two experts in
the field and an illustration by by professional sketch artist.
In addition, on the event page9 CLARIN published a rich set of materials related to the conference:
• The
complete
conference
programme
and
most
of
the
https://www.clarin.eu/content/programme-clarin-annual-conference-2021

slides

presented:

• Recordings of keynote, panel, and CLARIN Café that are available on the CLARIN YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlKmS5dTMgw3MwkJw4fNYsGx994Zi-Gly.
After the conference, the authors of the accepted papers and student submissions, as well as participants of the CLARIN in the Classroom session were invited to submit full versions of their papers to be
considered for the post-conference proceedings volume. The papers were anonymously reviewed, each
by three PC members. We received 19 (including 1 student paper) full length submissions, out of which
17 were accepted for this volume. All the main topics addressed at the conference are covered in the
papers.
We would like to thank all PC members and reviewers for their efforts in evaluating and re-evaluating
the submissions, Maria Eskevich from CLARIN Office for her indispensable support in the process of
preparing these proceedings, and our colleagues at the Linköping University Electronic Press, who have
5
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ensured that the digital publication of this volume came about smoothly. In order to support the programme chair and the programme committee in the organisation of reviewing and programme planning,
a programme subcommittee was established starting from CLARIN 2020. With respect to the establishment of the programme subcommittee, it was decided that the programme chair from the preceding year’s
conference is one of members in order to ensure continuity from one year’s conference to the following one. The members of the 2021 PC subcommittee were Monica Monachini, Eva Hajičová, Costanza
Navarretta, António Branco, Tomaž Erjavec, and Jurgita Vaičenonienė.
Members of the Programme Committee for the CLARIN Annual Conference 2020:
• Lars Borin, Språkbanken, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
• António Branco, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal
• Tomaž Erjavec, Jožef Stefan Institute, Slovenia
• Eva Hajičová, Charles University Prague, Czech Republic
• Erhard Hinrichs, University of Tübingen, Germany
• Marinos Ioannides, Cyprus University of Technology (CUT), Cyprus
• Langa Khumalo, South African Centre for Digital Language Resources, South Africa
• Nicolas Larrousse, Huma-Num, France
• Krister Lindén, University of Helsinki, Finland
• Monica Monachini, Institute of Computational Linguistics “A. Zampolli”, Italy (Chair)
• Karlheinz Mörth, Institute for Corpus Linguistics and Text Technology, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria
• Costanza Navarretta, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
• Jan Odijk, Utrecht University, The Netherlands
• Maciej Piasecki, Wrocław University of Science and Technology, Poland
• Stelios Piperidis, Institute for Language and Speech Processing (ILSP), Athena Research Center,
Greece
• Eirikur Rögnvaldsson, University of Iceland, Iceland
• Kiril Simov, IICT, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria
• Inguna Skadiņa, University of Latvia, Latvia
• Koenraad De Smedt, University of Bergen, Norway
• Marko Tadič , University of Zagreb, Croatia
• Jurgita Vaičenonienė, Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania
• Tamás Váradi, Research Institute for Linguistics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary
• Kadri Vider, University of Tartu, Estonia
• Martin Wynne, University of Oxford, United Kingdom
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Additional reviewers of this volume:
• Olivier Baude, France
• Federico Boschetti, Italy
• Riccardo Del Gratta, ILC “A. Zampolli” CNR Pisa, Italy
• Angelo Mario del Grosso, Italy
• Kinga Jelencsik-Mátyus, Hungary
• Neeme Kahusk, Estonia
• Christophe Parisse, France
• Niccolò Pretto, Italy
• Efstathia Soroli, France
• Thorsten Trippel, University of Tübingen, Germany
• Iulianna van der Lek-Ciudin, CLARIN ERIC, The Netherlands
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Abstract
This paper describes the preparatory phase of a CLARIN-funded project called ‘Voices from
Ravensbrück’, which aims to introduce a new type of corpus in the CLARIN resource family
called ‘Oral Histories’. The first task consisted in curating and transcribing a set of interviews
conducted by the Italian author A.M. Bruzzone with five Italian survivors of the Ravensbrück
concentration camp back in 1977. This posed considerable challenges inherent in integrating
legacy data from the pre-digital era in the CLARIN infrastructure. The second task was exploring
the potential of automatic speech transcription for this type of oral history data. The third element
of this exploratory phase was identifying potential partners and suitable data for creating a
multilingual collection of existing oral history interviews with survivors of concentration camp
Ravensbrück. These preparatory steps were necessary to move to the final phase of our project
and realise our overall objective of creating a resource family compliant with CLARIN standards
and enabling scholars to analyse interviews from a comparative multilingual and
multidisciplinary perspective

1

Italian Interviews: Curation

In 1976, Anna Maria Bruzzone and Lidia Beccaria Rolfi collected testimonies of 5 Italian women who
had been deported to the Nazi concentration camp Ravensbrück. The analogue archive containing the
Italian interviews was donated to Siena University by Anna Maria Bruzzone’s niece. Siena University
digitised all the recordings of Bruzzone’s archive according to IASA standards (.wav format, 96000 Hz,
24 bit). Preservation copies were created and were structured as follows: i) audio files, ii) photos of the
carrier, iii) metadata.
Bruzzone’s Ravensbrück collection consists of 14 audio cassettes, with a total duration of about 18
hours and 20 minutes, and contains four long interviews. We know that Anna Maria Bruzzone
transcribed the recordings step by step for her publication, writing everything down that she heard. Still,
unfortunately, the handwritten transcriptions were lost. Her book, titled Le donne di Ravensbrück
(Beccaria Rolfi, Bruzzone, 1978, ed. 2021; Figure 1), was divided into 4 sections, each one related to a
deportee testimonial (except for the last): Lidia Beccaria Rolfi, Bianca Paganini Mori, Lidia Borsi Rossi,
the sisters Nella Baroncini Poli and Lina Baroncini Roveri. In 2016, the book was translated into German
(Als Italienerin in Ravensbrück. Politische Gefangene berichten über ihre Deportation und ihre Haft im
Frauen-Konzentrationslager; Beccaria Rolfi, Bruzzone, 2016). In order to re-use the oral archive and
offer insights into valuable legacy data, it was necessary to first define a proper legal framework for

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
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Figure 1: Cover of the volume curated by Lidia Beccaria Rolfi and Anna Maria Bruzzone
(2021 edition).
issues related to copyright and privacy. According to Italian law, the copyright of the interviews has
been passed on to Bruzzone’s niece Paola Chiama and to the heirs of Lidia Beccaria Rolfi, co-author of
the volume. In the act of donation to Siena University, P. Chiama has authorised the re-use of the archive
for research, dissemination, and teaching purposes (after giving her appropriate advance notice). As for
the privacy issues, the legal framework for the re-use and the release (via a CLARIN repository) of the
digitized Italian interviews has been accurately defined with the advice of Giuseppe Versaci, lawyer and
data protection officer of Siena University and member of the CLARIN Legal and Ethical Issues
Committee. In detail, it was considered that, according to Italian law, access to the audio interviews is
in any case possible on the basis of the legitimate interest of research forty years after the recordings
were made – or sixty years, in case of documents containing data that is likely to reveal the state of
health, sexual life or confidential family relationships (Legislative Decree 22/01/2004, art. 122). This
normative reference is coupled with art. 2 Legislative Decree 196/2003 (Italian privacy code), which
gives the heirs the possibility to exercise rights concerning deceased persons (“The rights referred to in
Articles 15 to 22 of the Regulation concerning the personal data of deceased persons may be exercised
by any entity having a vested interest or acting to protect the data subject as the latter’s agent, or else on
household-related grounds deserving protection”).
Notwithstanding this legislative backing, for ethical reasons, it was decided to inform all legal heirs
of the five interviewees about the initiated project to obtain their additional consent. With this aim, two
distinct documents have been prepared: a) a private letter containing all the information about the
project’s backgrounds and goals, and b) a document with detailed information on how the data was
processed. The final texts of these documents were submitted to the data protection officer to verify the
full compatibility with the Italian and EU legal frameworks.
Once the legal provisions of the project were clear, the heirs of the interviewees had to be traced back.
In this phase the support of two Italian associations, the ISR, Istituto Spezzino per la storia della
Resistenza e dell’Età Contemporanea, and the ANED, Associazione Nazionale Ex Deportati was
crucial. For all the interviewees, a direct living heir was identified and contacted. Four of the contacted
heirs (Aldo Rolfi, Eligio Roveri, Giorgia Poli, and Anna Maria Mori; the last also on behalf of her sister
Paola Mori) have notified their full consent to the project, while an answer is still awaited from Borsi
Rossi’s heir. Each heir has also received a digital copy of the interview related to his/her relative. Though
not set in legal obligations, this approach reflects the type of relationship that oral historians have with
their narrators and their next of kin, one in which ‘a shared authority’ on the output of the research is a
common practice (Frisch, 1990).
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During the project, metadata files compliant with CLARIN standards were created. They were based
on an existing CMDI profile developed for an earlier CLARIN interview data curation project named
Oral History Interview (it can be found as OralHistoryInterview1). However, the profile was created for
born-digital interview data generated through a new project. Whilst it is true that this profile provides a
set of components useful to report pertinent traits of oral interviews (e.g., interviewee and interviewer
specifications, interview methods, audio characteristics, and annotation protocols), it only partially
adapts to speech materials like the ones contained in the Anna Maria Bruzzone archive: indeed, legacy
data pose peculiar challenges on the basis of the relationship among the original documents (analogue
carriers), their digitised versions, the documental units (i.e., a single interview which might be contained
in more than one single analogue carrier). Therefore, the specificities of Bruzzone’s archive with its
original analogue recordings require a partial reorganization of the components of the metadata file, to
abide to the archival principle of provenance. The following components must be added: a) information
about the context in which the interviews were conducted; b) information about the process of
digitisation of the interviews.
A rearrangement of the original CMDI OH profile component is necessary to meet these new
requirements. This could be the addition of two components – Context of Creation and Context of
Digitisation – or the addition of one field with the name Description (in the example of the scheme
shown in the appendix, the two specific fields have been added). For entering the resource family in the
online catalogue of CLARIN, it is important to take into account that three levels of access are required:
1) to the entire collection, 2) to the subcollections in a particular language, and 3) to the single interview.
To this end, the lat-corpus profile of the TLA can be used.

2

Transcription

Under the CLARIN umbrella, starting from the 2016 CLARIN Oral History workshop in Oxford, a
group of experts interested in speech data with very different backgrounds – oral history, computational
linguistics, anthropology, sociolinguistics, phonetics, and phonology – started exploring how
technology can be integrated into research that involves spoken narratives contained in oral archives,
thus creating a network called Speech data and Technology2 (Draxler et al., 2020; Scagliola et al., 2020).
For making the initial transcriptions, the T-Chain was used. The T-Chain is an open-source transcription
workflow for interviews that can be accessed via the TranscriptionPortal3, where scholars can upload
audio files, select the spoken language and, for some languages, a Language Model, and process their
files. The digitized version of the five interviews was used as a “stress test” to ascertain the T-Chain’s
potential with legacy data. The T-Chain proved to be extremely useful for phonetic and word alignment.
At the same time, its use in this preparatory project outlined the workflow’s technical, economic and
organizational limits. If one can rely on a previous, accurate transcription, the alignment (both at
phonemes and words levels) appears to be rather good. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of an
excerpt from an automatically generated word alignment.
For this alignment, the original speech signal was processed using the Google automatic speech
recognizer for the Italian language, which returned an orthographic transcript. This transcript was
corrected manually, and then processed with the MAUS web service (Kisler et al., 2012) in order to
obtain the alignment. The final result is a three-tiered transcription, which specifies the position of the
orthographic words, their expected canonical pronunciations, and the sounds of the actual utterance: the
actual utterance is often quite different from the expected pronunciation, due to coarticulation, accented
speech, and low signal quality. This position is generally given either in timestamps or sample points
relative to the start of the utterance. Table 1 shows the same excerpt as a table, ready for import into a
spreadsheet, database system, or statistics package.

1

https://catalog.clarin.eu/ds/ComponentRegistry/#/; look for the profile OralHistoryInterview
https://speechandtech.eu/
3 https://speechandtech.eu/oh-portal
2
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Figure 2: Excerpt of an automatic alignment: the top shows the raw audio signal
waveform, the three tiers display the orthographic words, their expected pronunciation,
and the actual pronunciation, each with its exact position within the signal.
Line

Begin

Tier

Text
…

47

21.6800

ORT-MAU

che

48

21.8200

ORT-MAU

il

49

21.8500

ORT-MAU

50

21.9000

ORT-MAU

51

22.6000

ORT-MAU

52

22.7000

ORT-MAU

acquista

53

23.1300

ORT-MAU

in

54

23.2200

ORT-MAU

55

23.3100

ORT-MAU

deportato

Campo

…

Table 1: Table rendering of the time-aligned orthographic transcription on the word level
in Figure1.
The audio files originally come in archive quality (96 kHz sample rate, 24-bit linear quantisation, stereo)
to result in a data rate of 0.58 MB/s. Many speech processing tools do not require such high data rates,
and thus the audio files were downsampled to 16 kHz, 16-bit linear quantisation, mono for a data rate
of 0.032 MB/s (a >90% reduction). This downsampling is done before the audio data enters the T-Chain
to reduce the amount of data to transfer.
After this pre-processing step, we verified the potential of the ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition)
system for the Ravensbrück interview data. Since we cannot rely on academic open-source ASR
software for the Italian language, we were forced to use a commercial system, which obviously was not
trained on legacy data. Given the varying acoustic quality of legacy data, the variable interview settings,
and the presence/absence of vernacular speech throughout the interviews, we decided to proceed with a
qualitative/quantitative evaluation of the effective ASR performances.
The ASR outputs were evaluated for two example audio documents: i) the initial part (48 minutes, of
which 44.55 spoken) of the interview with Lidia Beccaria Rolfi (file name: BRZTO061a); ii) the initial
part (31 minutes, of which 29.30 spoken) of the interview with Lina Baroncini Roveri and Nella
Baroncini Poli (file name: BRZTO067a).
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The two samples have been selected since they represent a pair of opposites: the interview with Lidia
appears to be linear, with a sharp prevalence of one of the actors (Lidia), while the interview with Lina
and Nella is rather complex, presenting a more intricate diarization among four speakers (Anna Maria
Bruzzone, Lidia, Lina, and Nella) and a more vernacular style.
The two ASR outputs for each file have been compared with transcriptions of the same samples that
were manually corrected to obtain the highest achievable accuracy. In line with the most widespread
standards, a threshold of 30% was fixed for an acceptable Word Error Rate (WER). In both cases,
however, the WER significantly exceeded the threshold. The interview with Lidia produced a 37.9%
WER, while the one involving Lina and Nella reached a WER of 43% (WER was obtained using the
wersim package in R). Nevertheless, the adoption of the ASR during the transcription seems to provide
valuable help in simplifying the process. The technical limits reported here may be overcome in the
(near) future, as well as the economic ones.
On the other hand, legacy data pose huge issues with respect to the quality of the signal because: a)
in most cases, only a single microphone, placed at a considerable distance from the main speaker, is
used, resulting in several speakers in the same audio track, i.e., no channel separation; b) practical
constraints play a role with regard to respecting audio quality standards during the recording of the
interview (unexpected factors); and c) the interview style (overlappings, changes in volume, vernacular
forms).
In the light of these issues, some changes in the workflow are currently being carried out: i.e., the
addition of further chain elements intended for audio definition and noise reduction in order to enhance
the performances of the T-Chain. At the same time, the potential of ASR with such data should be
emphasized. In case we succeed in collecting a considerable number of interviews from Ravensbrück,
we could be able to compute a new language model which will be undoubtedly more effective for this
type of legacy data. At present, however, both a manual correction phase for the ASR results and a fullmanual transcription for the most complex audio segments remain the only feasible procedure to get the
optimal transcription.
In view of the objective to facilitate the use and re-use of the four interviews for various disciplines,
the verbatim transcriptions of the digitised audio have been created in such a way as to adhere to the
requirements of linguistic research. To this end, the actual dialogues’ diarization has been transcribed
as it is, even in case of non-linear exchange (e.g., speech overlaps or abnormal turn-takings). Hesitations
and reformulations have been transcribed as well, together with other salient acoustic signals (e.g.,
interjections, laughing). In the transcript, both the discontinuities produced by the actors (e.g.,
vocalizations like eeh, mmm, and silences) and the ones produced by contextual factors (e.g.,
environmental noises, technical issues of the record) have been included. Following such criteria,
approximately 1025 minutes have been manually transcribed. The software used to create most of the
manual transcript was OCTRA4 (ver. 1.4.3). In some cases, the open-source Audacity software (ver.
3.0.5) was used to increase and decrease the signal amplitude to solve particularly complex speech
segments. The transcription was done on an ASUS ZenBook Pro15 laptop running Windows 10.

3

Ravensbrück Multilingual Survey

The second part of the project aimed at reaching out to existing oral history archives and to authors who
have used interviews for their publications on Ravensbrück in languages other than Italian, to explore
the possibilities for contributing to a multilingual resource family (Calamai et al., 2021). This means
that we have also identified some ‘uncurated’ material that stems, in some cases, from the pre-digital
era, such as was the case with the Bruzzone archive. Although the digitisation of this material is beyond
the scope of this project and the mission of CLARIN, it is important for the various research
communities to know that such material exists. Consequently, in the near future, we will connect to the
staff of EHRI5 (European Holocaust Research Infrastructure) to inform them about our findings and
endeavours to trace oral history data on Ravensbrück.
In the Netherlands, seven authors of books on Ravensbrück have been traced and contacted through
the website of the Ravensbrück committee6, to find material that is not yet published online. In addition,
4
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6 https://www.ravensbruck.nl/
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the museum of resistance in Amsterdam and the broadcasting company VPRO have also been contacted.
With regard to existing online oral history collections, the project can draw on Getuigenverhalen.nl7,
which is already directly accessible online. Concerning interviews conducted in English, there is a vast
array of online interviews projects from which data could be harvested for the resource family: Shoah
Visual History (US), Fortunoff Collection (US), United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (US),
Imperial War Museum (GB). The USHMM is the only institute to provide direct online access to
metadata, audio/video and transcripts, and has expressed its interest in collaborating and sharing its
resources. In other cases, different forms of controlled access have been encountered. With regard to
interviews held in German, we have found three online archives to draw on: one German large-scale
video-multilingual archive8 initiated by film-maker Loretta Walz, who is interested in collaboration, and
two Austrian oral history collections, Erzählte Geschichte and VideoArchiv-Projekt Ravensbrück. To
explore the possibility to broaden the range of languages, we have also identified archives in Poland9
and Spain10.
With regard to the diversity of variables that determine the ease with which the resources can be found
and accessed and the level of richness of the data, the following categories can be distinguished:
a. Analogue or digitised interview data that is not available online but in private hands or at foundations
run by volunteers, or held at archives, libraries, and museums, but without direct access because of
lack of metadata description (e.g., Bruzzone archive before the CLARIN funded project);
b. Digitized or digital-born interview data on Ravensbrück that is part of a broader project, that abides
to a metadata standard and can be easily identified through a refined search environment and can be
directly accessed online (USHMM, Getuigenverhalen);
c. Same interview data of the point (b), but with access restricted to registered users after the creation
of a personal account (Shoah Visual History, Fortunoff);
d. Digitized or digital-born interview that has been generated for a specific project on Ravensbrück,
and are either published online as an autonomous resource (the video archive of Loretta Walz in
Germany), or after some time have been integrated into a broader library system. The VideoArchivProjekt Ravensbrück can be found in the Austrian mediatheque, but the possibilities for granular
searches with regard to the metadata of a specific interview are therefore very limited. The same
applies to other projects that have been first created as autonomous entities, but as funding ends, have
been integrated into a library system.
Within each category, several variables should be taken into account:
1. The modality of the interview (audio and/or video);
2. The mono- or multi-linguality of the interview;
3. The style (in-depth interviews generated according to rigorous academic standards or more casual
interviews filmed at an occasion (international gathering, manifestation, current affairs program);
4. The different categories of survivors involved: political prisoners, resistance fighters, aid workers,
Jews, Jehovah’s witnesses, gypsies, and groups defined as ‘socially deviant’ (homosexuals,
prostitutes, petty criminals);
5. The relationship between the interviewer and the interviewee.
The richness of perspectives offered by a multilingual resource family about Ravensbrück will offer
novel points of view on language diversity within the context of digitisation and public history,
conversational styles, and interview styles.

4

Conclusions

This paper shows how the integration of legacy data from the pre-digital era in the CLARIN
infrastructure poses considerable challenges. It has been necessary to work on the creation of an ad-hoc
CMDI profile explicitly devoted to oral history materials originally stored in analogue carrier. At the
same time, legacy data can help automatic speech transcription (especially when they appear to be
7
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thematically coherent and in a good state of preservation). The project Voices from Ravensbrück
produced full verbatim transcription of the Italian interviews collected by Anna Maria Bruzzone: a
valuable resource for a number of social sciences and humanities sciences, especially in view of its
upcoming storage in an accessible CLARIN repository. In parallel, potential partners and suitable data
for creating a multilingual collection of existing oral history interviews with survivors of concentration
camp Ravensbrück were identified and contacted in order to create a resource family that is compliant
with CLARIN standards, enabling scholars to analyse interviews from a comparative multilingual and
multidisciplinary perspective. This last aspect, in particular, directly recalls the transnational perspective
of the project: at the moment, scholars from five distinct European institutions (specifically from Italy,
The Netherlands, and Germany) are involved in the project, each one bringing specific expertise and
competencies.
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Appendix 1
Specimen of metadata profile (Interview with Lidia Beccaria Rolfi)
Component

Component I

Component II

Element

Value

Description
ID

Anna Maria Bruzzone Archive - Ravensbrück series
to be determined

NumberOfSpeaker
Duration
Owner
Genre
Modality

2
06:56:58
Università degli Studi di Siena, Archivio Storico dell'Ospedale Neuropsichiatrico di Arezzo, Arezzo (AR), Italy
Interview
Audio

ContextOfCreation

This interview with the Ravensbrück ex-deported Lidia Beccaria Rolfi was originally recorded on a series of analog cassette
tapes by the oral historian Anna Maria Bruzzone in preparation of her book (Women of Ravensbruck; original title: Le
Donne di Ravensbruck, Einaudi, first publication: 1978). The interview comes from the union of 9 different files, deriving
from the digitisation of as many sides of 5 audiocassettes. The original audiocassettes are located in the Archivio Storico
dell'Ospedale Neuropsichiatrico di Arezzo (Università degli Studi di Siena), Arezzo (AR), Italy.

Role
Name
Surname
Organisation
E-mail

Coordinator of the project
Silvia
Calamai
Università degli Studi di Siena, Siena, (SI), Italy
silvia.calamai@unisi.it

Role
Name
Surname
Organisation
E-mail

Curator of the analogue collection
Lucilla
Gigli
Università degli Studi di Siena, Siena, (SI), Italy
lucilla.gigli@unisi.it

Element

Value

ContextOfDigitisation

The digitisation of the audioscasettes was carried out on 10/01/2019 at the Centro di Sonologia Computazionale
(Università di Padova), Padova (PD), Italy.

Role
Name
Surname
Organisation
E-mail

Expert in charge
Alessandro
Russo
Centro di Sonologia Computazionale, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica (Università di Padova), Padova (PD), Italy
alessandro.russo@unipd.it

DigitalAccess
Availability
CatalogueLink

to be determined
to be determined
to be determined

InterviewSummary

Language
Iso-369-3-code

[0.00 – 15.00] Interview starts in the middle. Lidia says that when she was born, her father was 45 years old. She had a very
happy–childhood;
she
was thewith
last her
of 5memory
children,ofand
care
of the
her war
morewas
than
herwith
mother.
Her father
was
[0.00
15.00] Lidia
resumes
Julyher
25 sister
as an took
illusion
that
over,
one brother
in military
prison–and
the Lidia
othertalks
one about
at home
leave. Sheinfelt
had fallen,
war
wasDoleatti,
also over.
was her
[0.00
15.00]
heron
experience
jail.that
Thenow
firstthat
nightMussolini
she was with
Carlettithe
and
Pina
butItsince
they
had become
close,
separated,
and
she were
was put
three
Jew
from Saluzzo.
She
spent three
[0.00
– 15.00]
Lidiathey
sayswere
that in
the blocks,
there
no with
toilets.
After
aninmates
interruption,
the tapes
resumes:
Lidia months
recountsin
about–the
winter
’44 when
the SS
made
concession
andChristmas
put a cantharus
outside
block;and
onethen
night,transferred
the cantharus
[0.00
15.00]
Theoftaping
resumes
from
thea episode
of the
meal. They
weretheir
punished
to
another
block. She
Lidiacontinues
resumes telling
harsh
of a band rouge.
A girl
who
this position
to help
[0.00
– 15.00]
talkingthe
about
thepunishment
day of the evacuation.
They are
told
to accepted
take everything
they need.
Sheher
takes
a blanket
and waits
all day without
eating.
evening
they
a red
it waseven
the though
offices and
that
[0.00
– 15.00]
Lidia continues
to talk
aboutTowards
when they
wanted
hersaw
to get
offlight;
the train
she documents
had the same
pass
like the
others.The
Shefollowing
arrived inyear,
Fossano,
but theretowas
no transportation
available, so
she went
sleepthe
in Cuneo
at aby
[0.00
– 15.00]
she returned
France
to meet her companions
because
shetoknew
addresses
heart, and there she met only Monique and lived for a period in Paris. It was not a political meeting, but afterward, they
Italian
ita

Multilinguality

Monolingual

Name
Surname
BirthPlace
BirthCountry
ResidentPlace
ResidentCountry
Role
Family
EthnicGroup
Age
BirthYear
Sex
Education
Profession
Anonymized

Lidia
Beccaria Rolfi
Mondovì (CN), Italy
Italy
Mondovì (CN), Italy
Italy
Former deportee in the Ravensbrück concentration camp, writer, anti-fascist activist
Parents employed as farmers. Last of six siblings (of which known Rita, Luigi, and Enrico). Mother of one (Aldo Rolfi).
Italian (Piedmontese)
51 (at the time of the interview). Deceased in 1996.
1925
Female
Teaching diploma
Teacher, writer
False

LanguageName
Iso-369-3-code
Description

Italian
ita
The spoken variety is the Regional Piedmontese Italian. Local lexical forms are sometimes adopted. Other languages
(French, German) are occasionally used for specific terms.

ResourceFamily

InterviewGeneral

ContextOfCreation

Contact

Contact

Component

Component I

Component II

ContextOfDigitisation

Contact

DigitalAccess

InterviewSummary

Language

Multilinguality
Interviewee

Language
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Component

Component I

Component II

Element

Value

Name
Surname
Role
RelationToInterviewee
RelationToProject
BirthPlace
BirthCountry
ResidentPlace
ResidentCountry
Family
EthnicGroup
Age
BirthYear
Sex
Education
Profession
Anonymized

Anna Maria
Bruzzone
Main investigator, historian
Shared native city (Mondovì)
Author, main investigator
Mondovì (CN), Italy
Italy
Torino (TO), Italy
Italy
unknown
Italian
51 (at the time of the interview). Deceased in 2015.
1925
Female
Bachelor of Arts, Major in Psychology
Teacher, historian, writer
False

LanguageName
Iso-369-3-code
Description

Italian
ita
The spoken variety is the Regional Piedmontese Italian.

Keywords
FullTranscript

Mondovì; First postwar period; Alpini corps; Fascism; Mussolini; racial laws; Spanish Civil War; Abyssinian War; Second
World War; Nazi occupation of Italy; Ravensbrück; concentration camp
Yes

SpatialCoverage
TimeCoverage

Northern Italy, Ravensbrück
1918-1945

Interviewer

Language

InterviewContent
InterviewKeywords
Full transcript
Coverage

InterviewMethod
RecruitmentMethod
unknown
PreInterviewInformationunknown
TypeOfInterview
Free interview
TopicList
unknown
InterviewAudio

SpeechTecnicalMetad
ata

AudioFileName
AudioFormat
AudioQuality
RecordingConditions

BRZTO061a.wav, BRZTO061b.wav, BRZTO062a.wav, BRZTO062b.wav, BRZTO063a.wav, BRZTO063b.wav, BRZTO064a.wav,
BRZTO064b.wav, BRZTO065a.wav
.wav
Good
Indoors

SamplingFrequency
NumberOfChannel
ByteOrder
Compression

96 kHz
2
little_endian
none

BitResolution

24 bit

MimeType

audio/wav

AnnotationProtocol
CharacterEncoding
AnnotationFileName
AnnotationType
Standards
AnnotationFormat

time aligned transcript
ASCII
BRZTO061a.txt, BRZTO061b.txt, BRZTO062a.txt, BRZTO062b.txt, BRZTO063a.txt, BRZTO063b.txt, BRZTO064a.txt,
BRZTO064b.txt,
BRZTO065a.txt
ortographic,
phonetic
[Lidia:] speaker
[mmm] [eeh] vocalized disfluencies
.txt

MimeType
InterviewAnnotation
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Abstract
This paper sketches a user-oriented, qualitative methodology for both (i) monitoring the existence
and availability of language resources relevant for a given CLARIN national community and
language and (ii) assessing the offering potential of CLARIN, in terms of Language Resources
provided to national consortia. From the user perspective, the methodology has been applied to
investigate the visibility of language resources available for Italian within the CLARIN central
services, in particular the Virtual Language Observatory. As a proof-of-concept, the methodology
has been tested on the resources available through the CLARIN-IT data centres, but, ideally, it
could be applied by any national data centre aiming to assess the existence of LRs in CLARIN
for any given languages and check their accessibility for the interested users. We thus argue that
such an assessment might be a useful instrument in the hands of national coordinators and centre
managers for (i) bringing to the fore both strengths and critical issues about their data providing
community and (ii) for planning targeted actions to improve and increase both visibility and
accessibility of their LRs.

1

Introduction

With a distributed network of over 70 centres, CLARIN ERIC’s principal aim is to ensure easy access
to language resources and tools by researchers from all over Europe and beyond, independently of the
original producers, and of the centre or consortium physically hosting them. Therefore, a lot of effort has
always been put by CLARIN ERIC into developing and operating central functionalities that would serve
this key purpose, to the point that today one does not need to know where a given resource is deposited
or even be aware of its existence to be able to find, access and use it. This is achieved also thanks to the
CLARIN portal, which acts as a gateway to the whole network’s offerings.
The first and foremost central service, the CLARIN virtual shop window, is the Virtual Language Observatory, the VLO, (Uytvanck et al., 2010)1 , which makes language resources (LRs) searchable via a
unified interface offering faceted search, on the basis of common standardised metadata descriptions.
The VLO harvests metadata from all of the official CLARIN data providing centres, as well as from
other affiliated catalogues and repositories, e.g. the Europeana catalogue (Eskevich et al., 2017)2 . Other
interesting and useful central discovery services are the Federated Content Search (FCS)3 , the Language
Resources Switchboard (SB)4 , and the CLARIN Resource Families5 . Visibility and usability are directly
proportional not only to the quality of the data itself but also, more importantly, of its metadata descriptions. While the central services offer key discovery and data inspection functionalities, because of the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
https://vlo.clarin.eu
2
See
also
https://pro.europeana.eu/post/clarin-and-europeana-make-discovery-andprocessing-quick-and-easy-for-135-000-cultural-heritage-objects
3
https://contentsearch.clarin.eu/
4
https://switchboard.clarin.eu/
5
https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families
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distributed nature of the CLARIN infrastructure, the responsibility of the quality of both data and metadata descriptors ultimately lies within the official repositories and data providing centres of each national
consortium and partner.
In this paper we argue that, in order to maximise the visibility of LRs within the CLARIN central services, a good practice for national consortia or national data centres would be to regularly monitor these
four “points of access” and analyse how the language resources hosted at their centres or relevant for their
research community show up from a user perspective. The activities we propose are complementary to
the automated metadata checks that centres can carry out thanks to the CLARIN curation dashboard6 .
What we suggest here is a methodology of a more qualitative nature: an assessment aimed at ensuring
that any researcher/end-user can effortlessly find the resources she needs and easily use them as intended.
As pointed out by Sugimoto (2016), ‘despite the wide array of useful services for (digital) research in
linguistics and the humanities [. . . ] it is unclear whether the community is thoroughly aware of the statusquo of the growing infrastructure’. Such an analysis could thus prove useful for bringing to the fore both
strengths and critical issues of their data providing community and for planning targeted actions to improve and increase LRs visibility and accessibility: e.g. (meta-)data curation activities; training events
on best practices for data and metadata representation, publication and management; specific outreach
and communication activities. For reasons of space, in this work we focus on the VLO and attempt to
sketch an analysis of the visibility and searchability of language resources (broadly intended as both data
and tools/services) as a useful instrument in the hands of repository managers, consortium managers,
user-involvement referents and/or national coordinators for planning recovery or improvement actions,
as well as targeted communication and engagement strategies. As a case study, we will look at the resources hosted within the CLARIN-IT consortium as well as resources in or about the Italian language
hosted elsewhere, under the assumption that they would be of special interest for the Italian CLARIN
user communities.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 will briefly present the background and related works we
considered. Section 3 outlines the methodology devised as an instrument for monitoring the visibility
and searchability of LRs in the VLO. In section 4 we will apply the methodology to CLARIN-IT and to
Italian as a use case and proof-of-concept. The insights and take-home messages are discussed in section
5. Finally, the conclusions will briefly anticipate how a monitoring of the other points of access, an issue
that will have to be tackled in the near future, might be implemented and how it can be useful.

2

Background Context and Related Works

2.1 The CLARIN-ERIC Four Points of Access
Virtual Language Observatory. The VLO (Uytvanck et al., 2010; Goosen and Eckart, 2014) constitutes the main CLARIN central discovery service, i.e. the principal means of finding and exploring Language Resources, broadly intended as both data and tools/services, which exploits the potential of CMDI
metadata (Broeder et al., 2010; Broeder et al., 2012) harvested from all the CLARIN B and C centres
and other affiliated repositories. The more data providers make use of shared CMDI metadata profiles for
describing their LRs, the more easily findable metadata would be in the VLO, because centrally constant
work is dedicated to refining the mapping of metadata onto VLO facets and to improve VLO functionalities. This huge harmonisation effort of course comes at the cost of losing some specificity (that can still
be maintained locally) and of a certain degree of fallacy. This is why periodic monitoring and metadata
curation also on the side of local repositories would be advantageous.
There are two ways the VLO can be searched: it can be queried, first, with a classic search by keyword
terms and the results further filtered using predefined facets. Keyword search also supports a pretty
expressive advanced syntax (Goosen and Eckart, 2014) that allows the expert user to perform quite
specific searches7 .
6
7

https://curation.clarin.eu/
For details see https://www.clarin.eu/blog/vlo-updated-advanced-search-facilities
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The second one offers faceted browsing: as facets can also be used independently, a user can filter
metadata records according to the available categories - the facets - and carry out targeted searches.
There are 12 different categories, plus two other useful facets, that can be selected in order to narrow
down the selection of displayed records:
1. Language - the object language relevant for the resource or tool;
2. Collection - the collection to which the resource or tool belongs;
3. Resource Type - the type of the language resource (e.g. tool, lexicon, grammar, corpus);
4. Modality - the modality of the content of the resource or intended for the tool (e.g. spoken or
speech);
5. Format - the mime type used in the resource or by the tool;
6. Keyword - keywords describing the resource or tool;
7. Genre - the genre of the content of the resource (e.g. narrative or conversation);
8. Subject - the subject or topic of the content of the resource;
9. Country - the country of origin of the source material of the resource;
10. Organisation - the organisation currently responsible for the resource or tool, i.e. the holder of
distribution rights;
11. Data provider - the repository in which the resource is actually deposited and that makes it available;
12. National project - the CLARIN national consortium to which the resource pertains.
The Federated Content Search (FCS). Most textual and corpus resources hosted by CLARIN centres can be searched and inspected via dedicated query interfaces or applications run by the centres
themselves or by the institutions that own the resources (Odijk, 2017). However, such search interfaces
are not always easily usable by first-time users as a vast array of query languages and different implementations can be found, which require time and effort to be learned. In order to spare researchers from
learning several new query languages before even being certain that the resource actually meets their
needs, CLARIN offers a Federated Content Search (FCS) service8 , “an integrated search facility to make
these unrelated and partly overlapping content search engines available to the research community” from
one single point of access and by using a common syntax (Odijk, 2017, p.41). FCS enables a user to
enter a single query that is sent simultaneously to multiple search engines at different federated CLARIN
centres, which in turn search in the corpora they host. FCS therefore gives users the possibility to conduct a full-text search across all federated resources, or a selection of them. FCS is thus thought of as a
first-level exploration of CLARIN corpus- and textual data, which allows the identification of relevant
resources.
The Language Resource Switchboard (LRS). Many of the resources that can be discovered through
the VLO can be used in many ways. On the one hand, a user can directly download the resources from the
local CLARIN repository where these are stored and analyse them offline with her own preferred tools.
On the other hand, these resources may be fit to be processed directly by CLARIN tools and services
which are available online and distributed over various technical centres in Europe. CLARIN has streamlined this process, thus allowing the users to easily access tools that can be applied to a specific resource
by immediately selecting it from the VLO or by using a specific tool: the Language Resource Switchboard (henceforth LRS). LRS therefore is a tool that helps a user find a matching language processing
web application for a given resource and process it directly.
8

https://www.clarin.eu/content/federated-content-search-clarin-fcs
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The CLARIN Resource Families (CRF, Fišer et al. (2018)) is an initiative aimed at providing a userfriendly overview per data type of the available language resources in the CLARIN infrastructure. The
listings for each family are meant to facilitate comparative research and are designed for researchers from
the digital humanities, social sciences and human language technologies.
Each family is briefly described and the metadata and the links to the respective download pages and
concordancers are displayed. Currently, there are 12 corpora families, 5 families of lexical resources,
and 4 tool families.9
2.2 Related Works
Considering the variability of the CMDI metadata framework (Haaf et al., 2014) and the fact that the
needs of the users may change over time10 , the VLO represents an asset that needs a frequent scrutiny in
terms of visibility and searchability of LRs.
Different researchers have approached the analysis of the VLO from different perspectives (among
others see Lušicky and Wissik (2017) and King et al. (2016)). Particularly, two works have influenced the
development of the current methodology. Odijk (2014) approaches the VLO from a critical perspective.
He examines the searchability of the resources in the VLO with a special attention to the analysis of
the structure of their metadata. He shows that finding data of which it is unknown whether they exist
is very difficult and in practice in most cases even impossible, given the widely varying granularity of
the metadata descriptors and the fact that metadata are often made in isolation ending up in unnecessary
differences. His idea of outlining a method aimed at regularly checking the state of the resources in the
VLO has proved to be really important given its dynamic nature and its continuous update with new
resources.
On the same line, Odijk (2019) further investigates how to enable an easy discovery of LRs and focuses
on tools because the search was not easy and because there were no facets dedicated to software for
refining a search. He implements a specific faceted search and proposes a curation procedure to secure the
uniformity of descriptors and to make sure that the descriptions based on other profiles correctly contain
the relevant information and use the right vocabularies. Odijk fundamentally highlights the necessity for
a coordination of a national metadata creation and stresses that every national consortium must reserve
economic effort for active participation in the metadata curation task force.

3

Methodology

In this paper, we take into account and complement previous related works by proposing a user-oriented
methodology for a qualitative assessment of the visibility and findability of LRs, which can be applicable
to every national project. We suggest the following checks should be carried out not only by data managers of new consortia after the registration of at least one B or C centre, but also, periodically, for any
national consortium, especially when new centres are registered or new large collections are injected.
The aim is to determine the extent to which the resources are correctly and adequately described in terms
of metadata descriptors associated to them.
In general, the idea is to explore and test an assessment procedure that may assist repository managers,
national coordinators or even the CLARIN central office in harmonising the content of each repository
and consequently of the VLO, to the benefit of end-users.
The methodology is composed of two phases. The first phase deals with the inspection of the LRs
available from the data centres of a given national consortium, as they show up in the VLO. This is
performed by exploiting various facets. The second phase deals with the investigation of the existence in
the VLO of the main language(s) of the national project under scrutiny, by means of a systematic analysis
of LRs distribution among organisations, collections and data providers outside the national consortium.
In what follows we display the structure of this methodology.
9
10

https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families
Hence the urgency to periodically assess also user needs, as done by Monachini et al. (2018), or Lušicky and Wissik (2017)
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3.1 Phase 1: Check for a National Project
At first, the national consortium of interest should be selected from the National Project facet, in order
to highlight only the LRs that are provided by its centres. Successively, the results are to be filtered in
order to classify the retrieved LRs and check how they are described using the VLP facets, according to
four different steps:
1. Languages: check the languages present and calculate the number of LRs for each language;
2. Organisations and Collections - check the Organisations and Collections involved and calculate the
number of LRs for each;
3. Resource Type and Data Providers - classify the type of LRs deposited by each data provider;
4. Formats and Availability - Check if:
(a) The information on availability is clearly and correctly provided;
(b) The items deposited and marked as available have an actionable resource, i.e. a resource that
can be downloaded and potentially analysed with offline tools or processed directly e.g. via the
LRS.
3.2 Phase 2: Check for a Specific Language
As mentioned in 1, under the assumption that the resources for national language(s) are of particular
interest for the community of the corresponding national consortium, we deem it useful to monitor also
for the existence, visibility and accessibility of LRs for that specific language(s) outside the consortium
centres. This might give national coordinators a useful overview of the presence of their language(s)
internationally, and help them plan specific actions in the interest of their communities. In this phase, we
thus foresee the following steps:
1. Select the national language(s) from the Language tab in order to show only the LRs of interest;
2. Calculate the number of Collections hosting these LRs;
3. Calculate the number of Organisations responsible for these LRs;
4. Calculate the number of Data Providers who deposited these LRs;
5. Compare the results with the information in possession of the national coordination team.

4

Applying the Methodology: the Case of CLARIN-IT and Italian Resources

4.1 CLARIN-IT
At present11 CLARIN-IT has 8 member institutions and two data centres:
• ILC4CLARIN12 , the national CLARIN B data centre, hosted and managed by the CNR Institute
for Computational Linguistics “A. Zampolli” in Pisa, the founding member of CLARIN-IT; and
• ERCC13 , a CLARIN C centre, hosted by the Institute for Applied Linguistics (IAL) at EURAC
Research in Bolzano
Both centres offer the whole community to deposit services for the long-term preservation of data in
certified repositories that comply with CLARIN requirements and which are regularly harvested by the
VLO. The consortium also comprises two K-centres:
11

We last updated data on 15 January 2022. As new resources may be constantly deposited, the figures are likely to be
different at the time of reading.
12
https://ilc4clarin.ilc.cnr.it/
13
https://clarin.eurac.edu/
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• the CLARIN K NOWLEDGE C ENTRE FOR D IGITAL AND P UBLIC T EXTUAL S CHOLARSHIP
(D I PT EXT-KC)14 , jointly maintained by University Ca’ Foscari in Venice and ILC-CNR; and
• the transnational CLARIN K NOWLEDGE C ENTRE FOR C OMPUTER -M EDIATED C OMMUNICA TION AND S OCIAL M EDIA C ORPORA (CKCMC), a transnational K centre hosted in Italy by the
Institute for Applied Linguistics, Eurac Research (IAL) in Bolzano.15
Currently, CLARIN-IT offers seven different digital collections, which are deposited in one of the
two data centres. It thus serves different research sub-communities, particularly oral archives, computermediated communication, and digital classics. For the latter it is worth mentioning the effort carried out
to facilitate the integration and deposit of important textual collections, such as for instance the Archivio
della Latinità Italiana del Medioevo (ALIM).
4.2 Phase 1: CLARIN-IT in the VLO - the National Project
Following our methodology, the CLARIN-IT resources in the VLO are easily extracted by filtering the
results for CLARIN-IT within the national project facet16 , as shown in fig. 1.

Figure 1: VLO facets - searching for National project.
The query returns 890 different LRs, of which 72 are hidden because they are considered duplicates,
which leaves us with 818 distinct resources, as displayed in Table 1.
Duplicate records are automatically hidden in the VLO main search results on the basis of their naming
(i.e. title), and are listed under each affected record instead. After a careful examination, most of the
apparently duplicate items from our query result in being false duplicates. Within the ALIM Literary
Sources for instance, all of the 50 hidden items are in fact different critical editions of the same texts
made by different editors. Since they have exactly the same title, the system considers them as duplicates.
For example, the Summa Dictaminis corresponds to three records, one for each editor (Matteo de’ Libri,
M. Thumser, Emil Polak). While a possible strategy to avoid this could be to add “by EDITOR” to the
14

https://diptext-kc.ilc4clarin.ilc.cnr.it/
https://cmc-corpora.org/ckcmc
16
The executed query is https://vlo.clarin.eu/search?fqType=nationalProject:or&fq=
nationalProject:CLARIN-IT
15
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Facets
Languages
Organisations
Collections
Format
Resource type
Data providers

LRs
27
16
12
10
6
2
818 + 72 duplicates

Table 1. CLARIN-IT resources in the VLO along the main dimensions of analysis.

‘title’ (e.g. Summa Dictaminis BY MATTEO DE’ LIBRI), this practice would conflict with the decisions
taken by the data depositors.
4.2.1 Step-1 - Checking the Languages of the National Project
The first step involves the analysis of the distribution of the languages covered by the resources deposited
or described in the CLARIN-IT centres: we identified 27 different languages.
Language
Latin
English
Italian
Arabic
German
Ancient Greek
Ancient Greek (to 1453)
Dutch
French
Czech
Modern Greek
Modern Greek (1453-)
Basque
Breton

n. LRs
734
44
38
32
12
10
8
4
4
2
2
2
1
1

Language
Cimbrian
Croatian
Karelian
Ladin
Ladino
Mòcheno
Sardinian
Saurano
Slovenian
Spanish; Castilian
Trentino
Tyrolean
Veneto

n. LRs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2. Languages in CLARIN-IT.
As Table 2 shows, CLARIN-IT offering is not restricted to Italian only, but it presents LRs in a variety
of languages. We acknowledge the substantial presence of LRs in various other languages like English,
German, Dutch, French, in addition to a smaller number of LRs in other important European languages
like Czech, Modern Greek, Slovenian and Spanish. The wide variety of languages deposited in CLARINIT is also evidenced by different regional and minority languages spoken in the North of Italy such as
Tyrolean, Trentino, Saurano, Ladin, Cimbrian and Mòcheno17 .
Among the languages, a conspicuous share is represented by Latin and Ancient Greek LRs, and the
ILC4CLARIN centre appears to be specialised in hosting them. A closer look, though, reveals an overrepresentation of Latin LRs, which appear to be more numerous even than the Italian ones. This is due
17
For Sardinian, Karelian, Basque and Breton, there is actually no LR available. In fact, the record refers to a survey run in
2016 by the Digital Language Diversity Project, a dataset containing the original responses to a questionnaire about the online
use and usability of these four regional and minority languages.
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an organisational choice of the ALIM corpus. As described in Boschetti et al. (2020), every text of that
corpus is deliberately deposited as a separate ‘corpus’ resource, so that it reflects the organisation of the
original archive; this, however, contrasts with common corpus linguistics practices. Indeed, the peculiar
choice of depositing the ALIM corpus as a collection with every document described as a single corpus
resource has obvious drawbacks in terms of visibility and searchability, in that it skews the counts in
the searches and unnecessarily overloads the search result pages in the VLO. At the same time this
structure makes the texts directly and easily actionable by means of NLP services or corpus management
tools, available for instance via the Language Resource Switchboard; thus, in terms of accessibility and
usability, such an organisation may prove advantageous.
Finally, a similar issue can be observed for Lexical Resources, among which Arabic appears to be
over-represented. A closer inspection reveals that the high amount of Arabic LRs - in total 32 - is also
due to the way in which the Al Qamus al Muhit - the Medieval Arabic Lexicon (Nahli et al., 2016) has
been deposited: each letter of the lexicon has been treated as a single deposited resource. Therefore, as
in the ALIM archive case, the 30 entries are actually all parts of the same dictionary, i.e. the Al Qamus
al Muhit.
4.2.2 Step 2 - Checking the Organisations and the Collections Involved
The second step allows us to identify the organisations and consortium members which are actively
contributing their resources to CLARIN-IT and analyse how the collections are represented in the VLO
for each organisation.
Organisations

Collections
ALIM Literary Sources;
ALIM Documentary Sources

n. LRs

DigiLibLT

DigilibLT

364

Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale “A. Zampolli” ILC-CNR

ILC4CLARIN : ILC Data & Tools
MQDQ Galaxy
Eurac Research: Learner Language;
Eurac Research: CMC & WaC

ALIM Archivio della Latinità Italiana del Medioevo

Institute for Applied Linguistics, Eurac Research
CIRCSE Research Centre
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Università di Parma
Ghent University
Gruppo di ricerca BIA
Bibliotheca Iuris Antiqui

Organisations
Institute of Information Science and Technologies ”Alessandro Faedo”
ISTI CNR
Escuela Universitaria de Turismo ”Felipe Moreno”
Universitat de les Illes Balears

Collections

n. LRs

ILC4CLARIN : ILC Data & Tools

1

ERCC Open: CMC & WaC

1

40 - 2

Università del Piemonte Orientale

ILC4CLARIN : OPEN Data & Tools

1

12

CNR Edizioni

ILC4CLARIN : OPEN Data & Tools

1

CIRCSE

8

Università di Pisa

ILC4CLARIN : OPEN Data & Tools

1

ILC4CLARIN : OPEN Data & Tools
ERCC: Various;
ERCC Open: Learner Language

3

Università di Salerno

ILC4CLARIN : OPEN Data & Tools

1

2-1

University of Verona

ERCC: Various

1

BIA-Net FONTES

1

Venice Centre for Digital and Public Humanities (VePDH)

ILC4CLARIN : OPEN Data & Tools

1

344 - 10

Table 3. Organizations and Collections in CLARIN-IT.
In the case of the Italian network, for instance, we identify 16 different organisations currently responsible for 13 collections, as Table 3 shows. Among these, the Archivio della Latinità Italiana del
Medioevo (ALIM)18 and the Digital Library of late antique Latin texts (DigiLibLT)19 are responsible for
the highest number of Latin LRs. The former is responsible for the ALIM Literary Sources and ALIM
Documentary Sources collections. The latter controls the DigilibLT collection. Similarly, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, and more specifically the CIRCSE Research Centre, is responsible for the Latin
collection CIRCSE, which is composed of Latin lexical resources, corpora and dictionaries, as well as
tools for processing Latin texts. ILC-CNR and EURAC, the two CLARIN-IT data providers (cfr. Section
4.1), are directly responsible for 42 and 12 LRs, respectively. ILC-CNR is responsible for two collections: ILC4CLARIN: ILC Data & Tools, containing about 40 resources, and the MQDQ Galaxy collection, which contains 2 resources20 . EURAC is responsible for the Eurac Research: Learner Language
collection, with 2 resources, and for the EURAC Research: CMC & WaC collection, with 4 resources.
As it is clear from Table 3 above, the majority of the organisations are from Italy. Surprisingly, there
are, however, two foreign organisations depositing data in Italy: the Ghent University from Belgium,
responsible for three annotated learners’ corpora, two in English, French and Dutch, and one in German;
and the Universitat de les Illes Balears from Spain, which is responsible for an English lexical resource.
18

http://en.alim.unisi.it/
https://digiliblt.uniupo.it/
20
Musique Deoque is a project exploring texts of Latin poetry composed in Italy between 1250 and 1550. http://mizar.
unive.it/poetiditalia/public/
19
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At close examination of the collection ILC4CLARIN: ILC Data & Tools, we noticed the presence of
additional 17 LRs for which the organisation is not visible from the VLO, although this information is
encoded in the full metadata records stored in in the local repository.
This discrepancy may be due to mapping issues between CMDI profiles and VLO facets (already
mentioned by Odijk (2019)).
4.2.3 Step 3 - Checking the Resource Types and the Data Providers
As regards the third step, we shall examine how LRs are distributed among the data providers with a
focus on Resource type in order to get some information on their specialisation. As Table 4 shows, there
are two Data Providers in CLARIN-IT: The ILC4CLARIN Centre at the Institute for Computational
Linguistics and the EURAC Research CLARIN Centre.
ILC4CLARIN
Corpus
Text
Lexical Resource
Software, webservice
Language Description
Total

n. LRs
375
362
47
14
1
799

Eurac Research
corpus
Lexical Resource

n. LRs
18
1

19

Table 4. Resource type for each Data provider.
A rich array of LRs is deposited within both of the CLARIN-IT centres. The majority of them are
described under the label corpus and text. The type lexical resource corresponds to a broad category
and includes lexicons, ontologies, terminologies, e-dictionaries, wordlists etc. . Lastly, the software and
webservice categories include on-line applications, off-line tools and (web)services, which can be used
to perform different kinds of analyses on language data.
4.2.4 Step 4 - Checking the Formats and Availability
The last step concerns the query on the available Formats and Subjects of CLARIN-IT resources. This
step allows us to assess whether all resources are correctly deposited and whether they have been further described with suitable and harmonised subject keywords. In the Italian case, the coverage for the
latter seems to be incomplete (only 18 LRs are mapped onto VLO subjects keywords, whereas many
of the keywords present in the national repositories are not visible in the VLO) and harmonisation
could be increased by using controlled vocabularies. One important final check relates to the Availability facet, which indicates the “degree to which resources and tools are publicly accessible”. In the
case of CLARIN-IT, most of the LRs are publicly available; however, the filter also returned 29 resources
with unspecified availability . A closer inspection shows that these correspond to corpora from the ERCC
repository and webservices from ILC4CLARIN which are in fact available. This finding might be helpful
and lead to amendments of the records.
4.3 Phase 2: Other Resources for Italian in the VLO - an Overview
This second phase aims at investigating the existence, visibility and availability of Italian language resources within the CLARIN ERIC network outside CLARIN-IT 21 . The idea behind this examination is
to shift the perspective from a specific National Project and to focus, instead, on resources of potential
interest for the national community, but residing somewhere else.
As indicated in section 3, this phase is composed of 4 steps.
1. Selection of the language. In this use case, we select Italian from the language facet and this search
gave 9774 LRs present in the VLO.
21
The query relative to Phase 2 is https://vlo.clarin.eu/?0&fq=languageCode:code:ita&fqType=
languageCode:or
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2. Check for collections: we determined that 94 different collections contain Italian LRs.
3. Check for organisations: there are altogether 109 organisations responsible for the distribution of
Italian resources.
4. Lastly, check for data providers: we identified 31 data providers distributed over 15 national projects
depositing Italian resources in CLARIN.
The following Table 5 summarises these pieces of information.
Italian in the VLO
Number of LRs 9774
Collections
94
Organisations
109
Data Provider
31
National Project 15
Table 5. Italian resources in the VLO, provided by organisations outside CLARIN-IT.
By comparing the list of the member organisations of CLARIN-IT with the results obtained from the
first test, we end up finding some interesting aspects of the presence of the Italian language in the VLO.
First, in addition to Italy and CLARIN-IT, fourteen other countries manage and deposit Italian related
LRs. Secondly, and more interesting, there are some institutions located in Italy, not (yet) members of
CLARIN-IT, who have deposited some LRs in other CLARIN ERIC centres. For example, the organisation CNR OVI appears to be the provider of 5498 resources which are catalogued by Europeana22 , a
European Initiative not directly linked to CLARIN-IT which also catalogues the collections of the Plutei
della Biblioteca Laurenziana, with 1966 LRs, and the collection of the Biblioteca Riccardiana, with 10
LRs. The Italian Archivio Storico Civico e Biblioteca Trivulziana located in Milan, which is responsible
for the manuscript Concetti amorosi, cioè lettere giovenili, et amorose by Vinetia Compagni, and the Biblioteca Bertoliana located in Vicenza, responsible for the Lettere Amorose by Ferrante Pallavicino Luca
Assarino, have both deposited these resources to The Language Bank of Finland (FIN-CLARIN). As
another example, the University of Naples L’Orientale is responsible for the MPI EVA corpora: Jakarta
Field Station, a collection of 251 recorded conversations of bilingual Indonesian/Italian children, and
deposited it into the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (CLARIAH).
The overview offered by this second test gives us some important insights that can help to enhance
the visibility of the Italian language from the perspective of the national consortium, by also highlighting
those resources which are not under its management.

5

Lesson Learnt

After having sketched and applied a step-wise methodology for monitoring the availability and visibility
in the VLO of LRs, in this section we concentrate on and sum up the lessons we learn from this exercise.
While there certainly is ample margin for improvement, we see that the methodology already provides
useful insights: on the one hand, it gives useful indications on possible actions that national coordination
teams and centre managers may put in place to enhance and promote the consortium offerings; on the
other hand, it brings to the fore problematic or controversial issues and thus indicates possible directions
for improvements. The results emerging from the different search dimensions may thus help devise targeted communication and engagement actions, or plan recovery strategies. Here below we provide a few
examples.
The ‘Organisation’ dimension in Phase 1 helps us monitor the consortium members’ activity as LR
providers, and may help coordinators set up actions targeted, for instance, at understanding the reasons
22

https://www.europeana.eu/en/about-us
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behind a low activity and plan opportune recovery actions, such as specific training events, incentives,
focused workshops, or other UI events. At the same time, low activity in providing LRs may instead
indicate the given institution has a different profile and might be better involved in other kinds of actions,
e.g. in training and UI activities.
The ‘Organisation’ dimension in Phase 2 helps monitor the activity in depositing data of (national or
international) non-member institutions. This might be valuable information for coordinators interested
in enlarging their consortium, or in strengthening its international collaborations, as it brings to light the
most prominent external providers of LRs of interest for the consortium communities. This may lead to
fostering, for instance, mobility grants, joint initiatives, or even new joint K-centres.
The ‘Language’ dimension in Phase 1 provides interesting indications on the main interests of the
active national community and may lead to targeted communication and dissemination actions aimed at
maximising national visibility and findability of relevant resources and technology. For instance, national
and local websites may be restructured in order to highlight the key resources for the target communities
(something similar to the LRFs initiative, but tailored to the national scene). Dedicated info- or training days may be organised at various selected locations, for increasing awareness within the national
communities.
The ‘Language’ dimension in Phase 2 instead provides useful insights on the availability of LRs for
the target language(s) from other CLARIN projects and also informs about the interest for one’s national
language in the rest of the pan-European network. This again may lead to the setting-up of new mobility
grants and joint initiatives.
On a more technical, day-by-day operational level, we have seen how the proposed monitoring procedure may also bring to light inconsistencies and problematic issues, for which repository managers
may want to plan recovery actions. Some of the identified problematic issues may also be of interest at
central level and worth discussing in the appropriate CLARIN ERIC committees, as they may lead to
improvements of the central services, as the work by Odijk (2014) already demonstrated. For instance,
both the issues of false duplicates and of the granularity of text collections that emerged from Phase 1
(cfr. section 4.2 and 4.2.1) may be an interesting point of discussion both locally and at central level.
Locally, it might lead to a confrontation with the responsible of the collection to explore the possibility
of aligning their choices to the current majority practices, as well as to targeted data curation activities
and metadata refinement.
Centrally, it could raise awareness on peculiar needs of local communities and either lead to an enhancement of central services, or foster the development and dissemination of more stringent and clear common best-practices. Hence, they might be interesting topics for discussion for the Standing Committee
for CLARIN Technical Centres and the curation task force.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we have drafted a methodology for monitoring the existence and visibility of LRs of relevance to a national consortium and applied it to CLARIN-IT as a test case. With the growth of the Italian
consortium, a thorough check of the LRs contributed by the various actors across the existing official
repositories had also become necessary. This qualitative assessment exercise has proven extremely useful and, with adequate extensions and improvements, might become a model for other national projects.
Future additions might be to include more dimensions to be assessed, for instance a template search for
key resource types, such as reference corpora and lexicons, to ensure that they appear as expected.
While this first assessment focused on the first and most important CLARIN point of access – VLO
– similar procedures should be devised also for the other ones. Centres offering NLP web services via
the LRS should for example monitor which resources are considered a good match for their tools, and
check the outcomes of the analysis, to see if they correspond to the expectations; centres having corpora
in the FCS could run test queries to see if selected segments of their corpora actually appear as results
in appropriate searches. As for the CRFs, manual curation and updating is currently carried out by a
dedicated task force. However, with the growth of the initiative (in terms of families and described items),
monitoring of own resources becomes all the more important, for instance to signal changes in resource
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size, in the links to online access interfaces, etc. Also, via the CRFs initiative we may discover important
resources that are not yet deposited in a CLARIN centre and take steps to encourage their authors to
deposit them in a certified repository. Conversely, one may inform the CRFs task force of interesting
resources that might be added to the appropriate RF. Thus, monitoring the CRFs and close collaboration
with its team can be a source of mutual growth for national repositories and central services, also in terms
of reaching out to resource creators that are not yet aware of what CLARIN has to offer them.
Finally, it is important to mention a further, useful central facility offered by CLARIN, which will
need to be monitored once it becomes to be more widely used, namely the possibility of creating Virtual
Collections23 both by listing individual resources, and as the outcome of a specific VLO query. Creating
a collection such as “Italian historical corpora” could allow users of the Italian national node to access
distributed resources at a glance. Such collections, if created from a VLO query, will always be updated
with all relevant resources, and in any case provided with persistent identifiers, thus making them easy
to be cited in publications.
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Abstract
The Icelandic L2 Error Corpus is an expanding collection of texts written by users of Icelandic as
a second language, published on CLARIN. It currently consisting of 22,705 manually-annotated
errors in different categories pertaining to grammar, spelling, lexical and other issues. The corpus
was used to perform a contrastive interlanguage analysis, first using a native speaker reference
corpus – the Icelandic Error Corpus, then analysing the corpus internally based on linguistic
features relevant to second language acquisition. This paper presents the corpus and first results
of the analysis.

1

Introduction

Icelandic is a small but increasingly popular language among language learners, both immigrants in Iceland trying to fit into the society and language enthusiasts at large. However, the popularity of Icelandic
is a quite novel phenomenon and teaching materials are still scarce and constantly in development. With
the rise of language technology efforts in Iceland, it is finally possible to utilize the new technologies in
creating ICALL solutions and a major step towards this is creating an error corpus consisting of texts
written by users of Icelandic as a second language. At the moment of writing, the Icelandic L2 Error
Corpus is a collection of 85 texts, predominantly student essays, annotated for various types of errors.
The corpus contains a total of 147,465 words, 15,571 revision spans and 22,705 error instances, where
a revision span is a word or a continuous span of words that have been corrected in the annotation process and an error instance is a link between a revision span and a categorization of an error found in the
span. This corpus is still likely to grow and is expected to be utilized in analysing learners’ interlanguage
for the purpose of perfecting teaching materials (both electronic, textbooks and syllabi) and automatic
correction tools.
The paper is structured as follows. The theoretical background on learner corpora is discussed in
section 2, followed by an overview of previous research on learner interlanguage for Icelandic and the
introduction to the new Icelandic L2 corpus in section 2.1. Section 3 describes the methods that we used.
Section 4 presents an analysis using two comparative methods.

2

Properties of L2 Mistakes and Error Corpora

The potential that learners’ errors have as an indicator of the developmental stages they are likely to
have reached in second language acquisition (in further text: SLA) has become obvious already in
the 1960s (Thewissen, J., 2013). With the advancement of technology and the rise of corpus linguistics and computer-aided SLA since the early 1990s, more emphasis has been put on the importance
of creating learner corpora. These are collections of texts that have been annotated for errors, as this
provides access not only to the distribution of learner errors from various perspectives but to their entire interlanguage (Díaz-Negrillo, A., and Fernández-Domínguez, J., 2006), and is key in creating automatic correction tools, development of syllabi, curricula, exams, textbooks and graded readers for SLA.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Notable learner corpora include CITE https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/
ilc/cecl/learner-corpora-around-the-world.html.
The first step in examining learner corpora is the standardization of error typologies. Most error tagging systems to date tend to be token-based and focus on five distinct linguistic error categories: non-word
errors, grammatical errors, lexical errors, errors related to style, and punctuation errors. Non-word errors
refer to simple spelling mistakes and accidental repeating of a character or word that result in a word that
does not exist, and they are among the most common errors made by native speakers, as well as a specific
type of context-related lexical errors which are commonly referred to as confusion sets (Golding, A., and
Roth, D., 1999; Ingason, A. K., Jóhannsson, S. B., Rögnvaldsson, E., Loftsson, H., and Helgadóttir, S.,
2009; Friðriksdóttir, S. R., and Ingason, A. K., 2020). These are often related to semantically distinct
words that are homophones (e.g. leyti ‘degree’ and leiti ‘hill’ in Icelandic and piece and peace in English). However, for second language (henceforth, L2) users, grammatical and lexical errors are typically
more prominent than in native speakers, and tend to decrease with advancing proficiency level, as the
interlanguage is developing closer to the target language. For optimal analysis it is important to observe
the size of the corpus and the diversity of submitted texts (both variety of authors and genres). As for the
very process of language learning and errors that occur within the interlanguage, there are several factors
that need to be considered, some of which are connected to the language situation or task (such as the
genre and length of the text and use of reference tools) and others pertaining to the learner (their age,
gender, proficiency level, mother tongue and other linguistic background) (Granger, S., 2008).
Scholars have been divided to what extent crosslinguistic influence plays a role. First language (L1) interference was considered crucial in SLA until more extensive research was conducted. Modern theories
such as the processability theory emerged, which state that all language learners go through five distinct
stages of grammar acquisition, regardless of their native language, and it is not possible to skip a stage
or process them in a different order (Pienemann, M., 2011). The theory does not reject crosslinguistic
interference but claims that only those linguistic forms that the learner can process can be transferred to
the L2 (Pienemann, M., Di Biase, B., Kawaguchi, S., and Håkansson, G., 2005). Therefore, other second
languages that the learner acquired before the target language are also relevant, as transference can occur
from any other languages that the learner acquired and having internalized more than one grammatical
system leads to a generally better understanding of language processing or meta-linguistic awareness
(Cummins, J. 1991, ). Nevertheless, relevant literature indicates that some classes of common errors are
independent of native language background (Gamon, M., Leacock, C., Brockett, C., Dolan, W., Gao, J.,
Belenko, D., and Klementiev, A., 2013).
An important standard for assessing the stage of learners’ interlanguage is the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) that was launched by the European Council in 2001
as an international standard for describing language ability. It describes language ability on a six-point
proficiency scale - A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2. A is considered the beginner level, B1 intermediate, B2
advanced and C proficient (near-native) level (Piccardo, E., Goodier, T., and North, B., 2018).1 The
scale is particularly important in evaluating learner errors, as specific types of errors typically emerge on
specific proficiency levels. Certain stagnation and regression points have been noted, particularly the one
between B1 and B2, where the probability of some types of errors tends to increase rather than decrease.
In this case, regression is viewed as a normal part of learning progress, as learners move towards more
complex use of language and attempt making longer sentences (Thewissen, J., 2013).
The next section will review previous research on the acquisition of Icelandic as L2 and introduce the
L2 error corpus for Icelandic, a novel kind of resource in the context of Icelandic language technology
that is still in development.
2.1 Resources for Studying L2 Errors in Icelandic
To understand the context of teaching Icelandic as a second language, one must bear in mind that Icelandic is a small language that was historically spoken by a homogeneous population. For a very long
1

For
more
details
about
proficiency
level
assessment
scale,
see:
https://www.coe.
int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.
3-common-reference-levels-global-scale
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time, not many foreigners were interested in learning this language and no textbooks or teaching methodology existed. It was not until the 1980s when Svavar Sigmundsson, using contrastive linguistics methods, decided to analyze mistakes of learners of Icelandic, predominantly those of Scandinavian origin
(Sigmundsson, S., 1987). As the interest in learning Icelandic as a second language grew, the first textbooks started being published and teaching methodology started developing, setting the standard for
the order of grammar acquisition for Icelandic later reiterated and revised many times. However, it was
not until very recently that attention was drawn to learner errors in adopting the syllabus to the natural
order of acquisition. Using the processability theory, Sigríður Þorvaldsdóttir and María Garðarsdóttir
(Þorvaldsdóttir, S., and Garðarsdóttir, M., 2013) started looking into the order of acquisition of cases
for their learners‘ interlanguage on the lowest proficiency levels. Most recently Gísli Hvanndal Ólafsson
has examined the general acquisition of grammar from absolute beginners to level A1 (Ólafsson, G. H.,
2016) – including cases, verb conjugations and declension of nouns, adjectives and pronouns. Finally the
learner corpus was published last year (Ingason, A. K., Stefánsdóttir, L. B., Arnardóttir, Þ., Xu, X., and
Glišić, I., 2021) and is at this point still in development. The corpus in its current form is published in a
CLARIN repository under a CC BY 4 license.
The Icelandic L2 Error Corpus2 currently consists of 85 texts from 36 second language speakers of
Icelandic with 15 different first languages, containing 22,705 categorized error instances. Further analysis
of the corpus data will follow in section 4. The texts are previously unpublished and obtained directly
from their authors, who choose whether the text is to be published under their name or anonymously.
The call for texts was first directed to the students of Icelandic as a second language at the University of
Iceland but was subsequently extended to a public call. At the moment of writing, the texts are for the
most part student essays submitted for evaluation in various courses at the university. The mean number
of words per text is 1780 but this number changes drastically when separated by skill level (with the mean
for A1 texts being 324 words and 5177 words for C2) as both the written language expression ability and
the nature and type of the texts vary - the highest skill level texts typically being long academic essays
and parts of or entire MA theses. For more numerical data based on skill level, see Table 4. The currently
small size of the corpus (however relatively large when compared with other learner corpora and taking
into account the number and variety or the annotated errors) and slow process of acquiring texts are
related to the protection of authors’ rights, as the University and language school do not have authority
to share students’ essays and the authors need to submit texts and fill out the publication agreement
themselves.
The advantage of using student essays is the accessibility of texts (as it is otherwise very difficult to
obtain texts in Icelandic written by foreigners) from subjects with different first and second language
background. Furthermore, it is also relatively easy to estimate their proficiency level based on their study
progress. The Icelandic as a second language program is separated into a one-year Practical diploma
in Icelandic which covers the proficiency level A1-A2 and a 3-year bachelor degree where the students
are estimated to be on the level B1-B2 by the end of the first year, and reach B2-C1 by the end of the
program (Garðarsdóttir, M., and Þorvaldsdóttir, S., 2020). However, due to the nature of the writings
(academic texts) some types of errors tend to be more prominent than in other types of writings. Apart
from that, many generic errors might be removed as the texts tend to be polished for better academic
success. Texts that arrived from outside of the University were separately scrutinized and the proficiency
level was estimated based on the CEFR scale. Bearing in mind the relevant factors in SLA mentioned in
section 2, other required information that the subjects provided themselves include their native language,
second language(s), length of residence in Iceland and how long they have been learning Icelandic at the
time of writing of the submitted text. Other basic demographic information such as age and gender are
also part of the form, but are not required. As a relevant number of subjects chose to omit this data, it
was not taken into the analysis.
How the corpus was built and the process of extracting and analysing relevant data will be explained
in the next section.
2
The corpus is available at: https://repository.clarin.is/repository/xmlui/handle/20.500.
12537/106
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3

Methods

The texts for the Icelandic L2 Error Corpus were collected through an open online publication agreement
and manually proofread and mapped for errors. Microsoft Word’s track changes feature was used for
this because it preserves the original version of the text along with the corrected version. After the
proofreading process, both versions of the text were extracted and converted, using a Python script,
into a single augmented TEI format XML document with labeled enumerated sentences, words and
punctuation, and revision spans with unique id numbers containing errors. The errors were analysed and
annotated manually and the annotators would label one or several error codes in each revision span.
Figure 1 shows an example of a complex revision span containing several error codes and a dependent
error.

Figure 1: An example of revision spans with multiple error codes and a dependent error.
The figure demonstrates that a revision span can have both multiple codes for different errors, as well
as codes which apply to the same error in which case they share the same index (idx). So in this example,
the error id "15-1" refers to the first character in the revision span, whereas the two words that follow
need to be covered by two different error types as there is both invalid syntax (permutation of word order)
and a erroneous choice of words involving both of them and both error codes are labeled "15-2". The
error code dep is not included in the annotation list as its purpose is to annotate that the error in question
is a dependent error connected to another in a different revision span, using the original error’s idx. The
corpus syntax along with the error annotation system used for error labeling was originally developed
and used for the Icelandic Error Corpus (Ingason, A. K., Stefánsdóttir, L. B., and Arnardóttir, Þ., 2020)
which contains errors in native speaker texts. However, as the applicability of the corpora extended and
they are being used in creating a spelling and grammar correction package for Icelandic,3 it became
evident that relying on this formatting of revisions spans is sub-optimal, as it makes it impossible to
know automatically which subset of the tokens of the revision spans are concerned with which errors.
The spans are therefore being revised in the new version of the corpora and should ultimately include
information that should connect each word in the span to a specific error it is related with.
The annotation system that was originally created has also undergone changes in the process of creating the L2 corpus, as new labels needed to be added for errors that were specific for second language
use (the list of errors specific to the L2 corpus can be viewed in Table 2). The error tagset consists of 6
3

The correction package, Greynir Correct, is available at: https://github.com/mideind/GreynirCorrect
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main categories (coherence, grammar, orthography, style, vocabulary, other) which are further divided
into subcategories. Some subcategories are very narrow while others are more wide-ranging (notably
the Orthography-Punctuation category) and in total there are 259 error codes. The codes are meant to
be short but descriptive and are often abbreviated versions of the issue they pertain to, e.g. simple4cont
stands for simple-for-continuos, where a verb is used in the simple tense and should be in the continuous tense; agreement-pred signifies that a predicate is not in agreement with its subject. Some error
codes are more specific, such as geta, which indicates that the Icelandic auxiliary verb ‘geta’ (e.’be
able to’) is wrongly used with an infinitive or present tense instead of past participle. A list of all the
codes along with an example and a description is available at https://github.com/antonkarl/
iceErrorCorpusSpecialized/blob/master/errorCodes.tsv.
After the dataset of TEI documents has been finalized (note that new texts are still likely to be added
and the corpus is a work in progress), statistical analyses were conducted that included quantifying the
number of texts, revision spans and error occurrences in the corpus, contrasting the L2 error corpus with
the Icelandic Error Corpus by ranking the frequency of the error codes extracted as the number of errors
per 1000 words. Moreover, each document contains metadata including the author´s first language, other
languages, length of residence in Iceland, length of study of Icelandic, and proficiency level. This data
is stored to extract specific information on errors based on these parameters and will be analysed in the
next section.

4

Data Analysis

As stated before, learner corpora can provide invaluable insight into the learners’ interlanguage, uncovering various linguistic features depending on the variables that the analysis focuses on. The method
primarily used for this purpose is contrastive interlanguage analysis (CIA) which compares varieties
within one language using two types of comparison: comparing learner language with native speaker reference corpora (L2 vs. L1) or comparing different varieties of learner language (L2 vs. L2) (Granger, S.,
2008). The former can uncover the distinguishing features of L2 language use while the second allows us
to assess the generalizability of interlanguage features across different factors, learner and task based. As
an error corpus for L1 Icelandic has recently been finalized, this provides us with the possibility to make
a CIA based on the first type mentioned, and the results will be presented in the following section. For
the L2 vs. L2 analysis, as the corpus is still small and the distribution of features such as age or mother
tongue is not as wide, the focus will be on the proficiency level and length of residence, which tend to
intertwine.
4.1 General Characteristics of L2 Errors Comparative to L1 Errors
Corpus

Files

Total words

Revisions

Categorized Errors

Errors/1000w

Icelandic Error Corpus
Icelandic L2 Error Corpus

4,046
85

1,137,941
147,465

44,261
15,571

55,346
22,705

44.56
153.97

Table 1: Numerical data for both L1 and L2 Icelandic error corpora.
To compare the errors of L2 speakers to native speakers, a contrastive analysis was conducted between
the L2 error corpus and the general Icelandic Error Corpus (Ingason, A. K., Stefánsdóttir, L. B., and
Arnardóttir, Þ., 2020).
As Table 1 demonstrates, the number of errors per 1000 words is significantly higher in L2 texts than
in the general corpus, and despite the general corpus being much larger with tenfold total word count,
the total number of errors in the L2 corpus is still quite statistically significant.
This is not surprising as learner errors are quite frequent, and particularly on lower proficiency levels
the text can be so convoluted and inaccurate that making revisions proved to be a challenge as sometimes
entire sentences needed to be rewritten for the text to be semantically coherent. However, it must be
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noted that the learner error corpus contains significantly fewer and less genre-diverse texts so this may
not be reflective of L2 users as a population.
The analysis also sheds light on a significant disparity in frequency of certain error categories and
subcategories in L2 Icelandic compared to L1 errors. The most frequent error category in the L2 corpus
is grammar, which accounts for almost half of all errors (43.57%). In comparison, the category grammar
accounts for only 11.8% in the general Icelandic Error Corpus. The punctuation (12.14%) and wording
(11.63%) subcategories are most prominent in second tier, where wording is also a specific error code
with highest frequency (unsurprisingly, as many otherwise unsorted errors connected to choice of words
tend to fall under it). Each other error category comprises 5% or less of total errors. Depicted in Table 2
are all error codes that appear only in the L2 corpus, 30 of which are within the grammar category.
Grammar
case-verb
genitive
act4mid
tense4perfect
case-collocation
extra-sub
extra-dem-pro
v3-subordinate
perfect4tense
adj4noun
mid4pass
pass4mid
passive
extra-fin-verb
extra-munu

case-prep
pro-inflection
missing-sub
missing-fin-verb
act4pass
mid4act
missing-dem-pro
numeral-inflection
missing-obj
noun4adj
case-adj
pass4act
geta
extra-prep
syntax-other

Orthography
wrong-symbol
Vocabulary
context
though

interr-pro
þar4það

Table 2: Error codes that appear only in the L2 error corpus
These errors mostly involve case government (case-verb, case-collocation, case-prep, case-adj) as it
is not intuitive in the language learning process which case is governed by a certain preposition or verb,
as well as the use of grammatical voice, and inflectional errors in closed word classes. Inflectional errors
in nouns or verbs are also among the most common errors but are also prominent in the L1 corpus. Fixed
word order in Icelandic is not intuitive for the learner either which created two additional error subclasses
within syntax. Another very specific error type for L2 in the lexical category is context – an incorrect
word chosen for the specific context often prompted by a literal dictionary translation.
The frequency of error codes was ranked to identify to which extent subclasses differ in frequency
between the corpora. When the frequencies of multiple error codes were identical, they were ranked
equally. If the error code does not appear in a corpus, the rank is by default higher by one than the total
number of ranks. The relative rank (∆ rank) between the corpora was calculated for each error code. A
high number indicates a large difference in ranks between corpora for an error code, and a low number
indicates similar rankings.
Table 3 shows that the two types of error that are ranked among highest in both corpora are wording
and nonword error, the latter being possibly a simple typing error or an attempt to write a word form that
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Error Codes

Main Category

Subcategory

Rank L1

Rank L2

∆ rank

wording
nonword
date-abbreviation
extra-conjunction
comma4colon

style
orthography
orthography
vocabulary
orthography

wording
nonword
punctuation
insertion
punctuation

1
3
99
32
89

1
3
99
33
90

0
0
0
1
1

Table 3: Error codes with most similar rankings between the corpora.

does not exist, whereas the former is the most general error type which includes any type of formulating
a phrase or a clause in a wrong way, and is often combined with other error types.
4.2 Errors by Proficiency Level and Length of Residence

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Errors per 1000 words based on length of residence and proficiency level.
Factors that are generally considered in evaluating the interlanguage development are the length of
study of the target language as well as the level of interaction and use of the language (does the learner
live in the country where the language is spoken, how much are they exposed to the language daily
and through which outlets). However, recent research has advised against relying on criteria that assign
proficiency by length of study in a language learning program and suggest rather that each learner’s
production be individually assessed (Thewissen, J., 2013).
Level
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2

Files

Total words

Total errors

Errors/1000w

19
19
12
11
10
14

7,759
11,900
12,900
19,504
22,617
72,785

2,359
2,625
2,363
3,550
3,225
8,583

304.03
220.59
183.18
182.01
142.59
117.92

Table 4: Total number of files, words, errors and errors per 1000 words per skill level.
In this corpus, the proficiency level that learners achieve mostly correlates with the time they have
spent residing in Iceland. For 31 of the submitted texts, the author started learning the language before
arriving to the country, whereas for the remaining texts the learner started learning the language imme-
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diately or some time after starting to live in Iceland and is likely to have not had much contact with the
language before commencing the formal learning process. The two graphs in Figure 2 show the number
of errors per 1000 words based on length of residence and the proficiency level and show a downward
curve which was to be expected as SLA progresses. The width of the bars indicates the total number of
words within the given category, notably highest in 4-6 years of residence and level C2, as was briefly
mentioned in section 2.1 and laid out in Table 4 (as received texts on this level were mostly longer essays
or entire theses). An interesting development is that the downward trend is not as sharp between levels
B1 and B2, and in fact the frequency of wording and nominal-inflection errors increases, which is in
line with the typical regression point mentioned in section 2, that the probability of some types of errors
increases rather than decrease between levels B1 and B2. Even though this type of regression is expected
and observed through SLA research, it needs to be stated that there are no strict guidelines and defined
grammatical and lexical requirements that learners need to reach to officially be on a certain level on the
CEFR scale for Icelandic. Therefore, it is entirely possible that at the beginning of their second year of
the BA in Icelandic as a second language, not all students have reached level B2 and there is likely some
overlap in the labelling of texts between these two CEFR levels.
Finally, we should also keep in mind that the general error corpus has the average of 44 errors per
1000 words whereas the average for the highest level (C2) and longest dwelling (more than 6 years) is
117 and 91 respectively which shows that non-native speakers are more than twice as likely to make
mistakes even as they approach near-native competence as much as possible. However, the nature of
errors changes over time.
Table 5 shows the frequency of the (5) most common errors per proficiency level. Nominal-inflection is
an error type that consistently ranks among the most frequent. This is not surprising, and as Þorvaldsdóttir
and Garðarsdóttir point out in their research (Garðarsdóttir, M., and Þorvaldsdóttir, S., 2020), acquisition
of cases is a slow process with many typical points of overgeneralization (subject as nominative, object as
accusative, atypical subject as dative etc.), and the results indicate that the learners assume the so-called
structural case later than thematic case with the most atypical idiosyncratic case being the latest and
most reluctantly accepted which in most cases is the genitive case. A common source of case errors also
comes from the previously mentioned case governance which also ranks high on all levels. For example,
L2 users will commonly misuse a phrasal verb and instead of interpreting it as a verb clause they would
take the preposition as part of a prepositional clause with the following noun and apply the case that
preposition governs (so [leysa af ] + accusative becomes leysa +[af + dative]).
Although the general wrong-choice-of-words error, wording, ranks consistently highest (and as was
shown, is also the most frequent error type in the general corpus), the occurrence of the more particular
choice of word error, context, drops between levels, being in 4th place on A2 and dropping to the 7th place
on level C1. Another common error type, nonword, is likely to not be a competence error but accidental
or caused by over- or underuse of specific Icelandic accented vowels. However, its frequency being
significantly higher on the lowest proficiency level does to some extent stem from overgeneralization,
e.g. assigning a wrong gender to a noun creating an incorrect inflection form, or conjugating an irregular
verb as regular. Other noteworthy error types are ind4sub / sub4ind which track the incorrect use of the
subjunctive mood and rise in frequency as proficiency level increases (particularly ind4sub, as learners
tend to overuse the indicative mood). This is not surprising, as beginner and lower intermediate learners
use simpler sentence structures and do not learn about grammatical mood until later on in the learning
process, and this type of grammatical error is among the most common for native speakers as well.
Lastly, there is a number of ambiguous cases where it is not clear whether an error is a spelling
or a grammatical error and in these cases it is hard to estimate the author’s intention. Here the error
would be categorized based on the overall analysis of the given text and the skill level and its linguistic
expectations, i.e. if the text has repeated unambiguously inflectional errors, the error in question would
most likely be categorized as such, whereas if the grammatical correctness of the text overall is high, it
would be interpreted as a spelling-orthography related error.
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5

Conclusion

This paper introduces the Icelandic L2 Error Corpus, the first learner error corpus for Icelandic, which
is a collection of texts written by users of Icelandic as a second language. The majority of the texts are
student essays submitted by students in the Icelandic as a second language program at the University of
Iceland. The texts have been manually annotated for errors based on an error tagset previously built for
the general Icelandic Error Corpus based on native speaker texts. First results of two CIA approaches are
also presented, first comparing the L2 corpus with the general corpus and second analysing the L2 error
corpus focusing on proficiency level.
Error Codes

Category

Subcategory

Freq

Errors/1000w

A1
wording
nominal-inflection
nonword
missing-period
extra-word

style
grammar
orthography
orthography
vocabulary

wording
inflection
nonword
punctuation
insertion

236
115
91
76
72

30.42
14.82
11.73
9.79
9.28

A2
wording
nominal-inflection
wrong-prep
context
extra-comma

style
grammar
grammar
vocabulary
orthography

wording
inflection
prep
lexical
punctuation

260
185
97
91
88

21.85
15.55
8.15
7.65
7.39

B1
wording
nominal-inflection
extra-word
extra-comma
def4ind

style
grammar
vocabulary
orthography
grammar

wording
inflection
insertion
punctuation
definitiveness

254
93
83
83
81

19.69
7.2
6.43
6.43
6.27

B2
wording
nominal-inflection
extra-word
nonword
missing-word

style
grammar
vocabulary
orthography
vocabulary

wording
inflection
insertion
nonword
omission

558
202
87
84
84

28.61
10.36
4.46
4.31
4.31

C1
wording
nonword
ind4def
nominal-inflection
agreement-concord

style
orthography
grammar
grammar
grammar

wording
nonword
definitiveness
inflection
agreement

453
130
108
105
99

20
5.75
4.77
4.64
4.38

C2
wording
nominal-inflection
nonword
wrong-prep
extra-comma

style
grammar
orthography
grammar
orthography

wording
inflection
nonword
prep
punctuation

802
508
309
296
249

11.02
6.98
4.24
4.07
3.42

Table 5: Most common error codes by proficiency level in the L2 corpus
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At this point, the corpus consists of 15,571 revision spans and 22,705 categorized error instances.
When compared to the L1 error corpus for Icelandic which has more than a million words and 44,261
revision spans, the overall number of errors is only slightly less than half of the number of errors in the
general corpus, which is both valuable for research and analysis and developing the correction tool, and
indicates a great distinction in the frequency of errors L2 and L1 users make in written form, as was
further shown in our analysis. It should be noted that a total of 85 texts by 36 learners with only 15
first languages, and at the moment of writing, the immigrant population in Iceland uses more than 100
different native languages, might not be fully representative of the L2 community in Iceland (and we
hope the further expansion of the corpus will provide more diversity).
The preliminary results show a large disparity in the quantitative distribution of errors in the Icelandic
L2 Error Corpus and the general Icelandic Error Corpus. This disparity relates to both the occurrence of
different error categories, where grammar related errors are 4 times more prominent in the L2 corpus,
and the total error rate, which is 3 times as high for the L2 corpus compared to the native speaker referent.
Moreover, it is still more than twice as high when the L2 speakers have reached the highest proficiency
level and dwelled in the country for more than 6 years. The L2 vs. L2 analysis also yielded interesting
yet predictable results, showing the downwards trend of error occurrences as the learner’s proficiency
and their length of residence in Iceland increases, with a notable slight increase in certain types of errors
between levels B1 and B2.
Learner error corpora are important for shedding light on learner interlanguage which can aid the
development of various automatic language correction tools and teaching materials and also provide
insight into how and in which order certain grammatical and lexical categories are acquired and internalized. Thus we hope to further expand this corpus to provide more possibilities to analyse various features
of learner language that could not be covered so far due to the limited size of the sample and its lack of
diversity of highlighted linguistic features. With the expansion of the corpus, it has potential to become
an important asset for learning Icelandic.
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Abstract
This paper describes the TEI-based ISO standard 24624:2016 ‘Transcription of spoken language’
and other formats used within CLARIN for spoken language resources. It assesses the current
state of support for the standard and the interoperability between these formats and with relevant tools and services. The main idea behind the paper is that a digital infrastructure providing
language resources and services to researchers should also allow the combined use of resources
and/or services from different contexts. This requires syntactic and semantic interoperability. We
propose a solution based on the ISO/TEI format and describe the necessary steps for this format to work as an exchange format with basic semantic interoperability for spoken language
resources across the CLARIN infrastructure and beyond.

1

Introduction

Today, the CLARIN infrastructure is well established across Europe, comprising a network of centres
providing a vast number of digital resources and services. Since an increasing number of funders require researchers in the humanities and social sciences to deposit their data for reuse, the collections
of digital resources hosted within CLARIN are growing steadily. Following the digital turn, the use of
CLARIN’s tools and services for manual and automatic analysis has also become a relevant option for
research projects from various disciplines. An ideal scenario would allow researchers to use and freely
combine data and tools or services from different CLARIN centres and contexts across the infrastructure.
This, however, is still possible only for smaller sets of resources – large scale interoperability remains
a desideratum. Unlike early digital corpora created by pioneering corpus linguists, digital language resources today seldom fit into the traditional view of language data as ‘natural running text’ or ‘a single
stream of tokens’. This is particularly true for spoken or multi-modal resources, which are at the same
time no longer a rare exception in the resource landscape.
In this paper, a TEI-based ISO standard for the representation of spoken language transcription will
be introduced and its current and future relevance for CLARIN and related contexts will be discussed.
After this introduction we will provide an overview of tools and services which are currently available to
work with that standard in creating, enriching and publishing spoken language data.

2

A Standard for Spoken Language Transcription?

2.1 Interoperability of Existing De-Facto Standards and Tool Formats
One reason for the heterogeneity of spoken language corpora is the existence of several widely used
tool formats. ELAN (Sloetjes, 2014), Praat (Boersma, 2001), CLAN (MacWhinney, 2000), Transcriber
(Barras et al., 2001), FOLKER (Schmidt, 2016) and EXMARaLDA (Schmidt and Wörner, 2014) all
come with their individual formats, which are, apart from Praat’s TextGrid format, XML-based. These
formats are mainly based on similar tier-/time-based data models, i.e. they model transcription as a set of
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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tiers with different characteristics containing different information, and are already to a sufficient extent
interoperable – from the syntactic perspective (Schmidt et al., 2009). A file in one format can usually be
converted into a file with a representation of the data using another format. There are undoubtedly some
limitations regarding conversion scenarios, depending on the varying complexity of data models, where
e.g. certain tier hierarchies or associations between annotation elements in ELAN’s EAF format cannot
be modelled by the more restrictive data model for Basic Transcriptions (EXB) in the EXMARaLDA
system. In these rather rare cases, customised workarounds are still possible.
From a semantic perspective however, interoperability is not that straightforward, since both the set of
tiers used and their content vary to a great extent. One solution to this dilemma would be to standardise
tiers and tier content. As an example, the CHAT format of the CLAN software, depicted in Figure 1, exactly defines the set of transcription and annotation conventions to be used for common spoken language
phenomena, which makes the data easy to process and understand. But researchers are at the same time
required to subscribe to theoretical concepts implemented by these conventions, and this is not a good
basis for a standard to be used across discipline boundaries.

Figure 1: The CHAT transcription system defines the units of the transcription, the annotation tiers and
the transcript layout.
On the other side of the spectrum, the EAF format of the ELAN software hardly imposes any restrictions on the individual researcher, who is free to define the structure and content of the data format
according to her needs. While this promises a perfect fit for the individual research context, data modelling is not trivial and not all variation is semantically relevant. This means that transcripts containing
e.g. a basic orthographic transcription, interlinear glosses and a translation into English can be modelled
in various ways using different tier types and names, making automatic processing of similar resources
difficult since the semantics of the tiers are only documented for humans. It should be noted that ELAN
has been providing means to define the semantics of tiers and annotations using external controlled vocabularies or references to ISOcat for many years. The comprehensive evaluation of annotation practices
in language documentation corpora presented by von Prince and Nordhoff (2020) shows that this has
however hardly been adopted by researchers using the software. This might be related to the proliferation of data categories in ISOcat or simply a matter of lacking awareness of the problem.
2.2 The ISO/TEI Approach to Standardisation and Interoperability
The ISO standard for Transcription of spoken language (ISO/TC 37/SC 4, 2016; Schmidt, 2011) is based
on the TEI Guidelines (TEI Consortium, 2021), mainly on the chapter ‘8 Transcriptions of Speech’1 .
The idea behind the standard is to find a solution that differentiates between general information that is
shared across different research methods and disciplines on the one hand, and information that is theorydependent (cf. (Ochs, 1979)) and therefore cannot be standardised, on the other. Standardisation can be
applied to aspects of the shared reality of spoken conversation, which includes e.g. the modelling of
participants and the temporal alignment of their contributions. These aspects, referred to here as macrostructure, are not defined by transcription conventions or other theoretical constructs.
1

https://tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/TS.html
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Unlike many of the widely used transcription tool formats, the ISO/TEI format depicted in Figure
2 is not a pure tier-/time-based format. Instead, it models speaker contributions as a common list of
<u> elements. Its structure is thus more similar to written documents. Speaker contributions are often
considered to comprise several linguistic units, accordingly <u> elements may contain one or more
<seg> elements corresponding to the linguistic units defined by the relevant transcriptions system via
@type and @subtype attributes. References to defined speakers and time points are modelled by the
attributes @who, @start and @end, with the option to use <anchor> elements for additional alignment in any position2 . Annotations are by default modelled in a standoff manner by <span> elements in
<spanGrp> elements, the annotation level defined by a @type attribute. Annotations can be used with
<anchor> elements as in Figure 2 or refer to words, <w> elements, if the text has been tokenised and
marked-up accordingly. An additional element <annotationBlock> is used to group the speaker
contribution <u> with all annotations referring to it.

Figure 2: A simple example of the transcription macro-structure of the ISO/TEI format.
Below the macro-structure, within the speaker contribution, there are many differences in the precise
form of representation for verbal and accompanying non-verbal elements and features across transcription systems. We will refer to this level, which may also contain widely recognised linguistic units such as
words, as the micro-structure. The differences between the representations used in various transcription
systems are partly due to important reflections of theoretical differences, but in other cases the syntactic
differences resulting from the choices of transcription symbols do not reflect any semantic differences,
and in some cases syntactic or symbolic identity obscures semantic differences. Figure 3 shows the traditional printed representation of the same speaker contribution using two different transcription systems.

Figure 3: The same speaker contribution transcribed according to two different transcription systems;
GAT (Selting et al., 1998) (above) and HIAT (Rehbein et al., 2004) (below)
To the human reader, the similarities are striking and the slight differences in the representation of
identical phenomena are easily deciphered. Both transcription systems use double parentheses to represent non-verbal and non-phonological elements, the green highlighting of the ‘((cough))’ was therefore
added to this example to indicate syntactic and semantic identity. The short (0.3 seconds) pause and the
uncertainty regarding which colour (black or blue) will be used to paint the door share the same semantics
2
Owing to performance reasons and ease of processing, the ZuMult project (cf. Section 4.3) uses ID/IDREFs instead of
XPointers for pointing between elements.
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but are syntactically different, the added highlighting is yellow. The uncertain part is even structurally
different, since the HIAT system (below in Figure 3) requires the alternative interpretation to be transcribed in an additional tier for comments (‘k’) below the main transcription tier. The two full stops
highlighted in red are on the contrary syntactically identical, but their semantics differ, since the two
transcription systems use this symbol to denote different types of units within the speaker contribution.
It is possible to represent this example in the ISO/TEI format without taking the transcription conventions into account. In Figure 4 this has been done for the same example with the GAT version above and
the HIAT version below. The same similarities and differences still apply and the structural difference in
the representation of uncertainty is encoded once through symbols in the text of the speaker contribution
for GAT (above in Figure 4) and once as an annotation of the uncertain part for HIAT (below in Figure
4). With this representation of the data in the same format, syntactic interoperability has been achieved.
Reliable automatic processing or querying of the content of this type of data across collections using
different transcription systems still remains difficult, since there is no semantic interoperability on this
level.

Figure 4: The examples can be represented in the ISO/TEI format without using the implicit information
of the transcription conventions.

Figure 5: When encoded using the ISO/TEI format, the partly identical meaning of the different transcription symbols becomes explicit and only the theory-dependent differences of Figure 4 remain.
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Semantic interoperability can be achieved through standardisation, though while some aspects of the
micro-structure can be standardised, such as the existence of pauses and (possibly) non-verbal behaviour,
the detailed choices regarding e.g. a set of relevant different pause durations or the descriptions of nonverbal behaviour have to correspond to the theory-dependent transcription system currently in use. The
same is true for the details of the segmentation into linguistic units in <seg>s, which usually differs
according to the linguistic level used as the basis. Allowing for controlled variation within this area makes
it possible to represent data created with different transcription systems using the same standard format.
In Figure 5 the micro-structure has been parsed according to the different transcription systems during
the conversion process and a common representation of shared phenomena – the word and non-word
tokens, the pause, and the uncertainty with the alternative interpretation – has been achieved. It has also
become possible to explicitly express the different semantics of the units below the speaker contribution,
i.e. the different meaning of the full stop in the two transcription systems, through the use of <seg>
elements with @type and @subtype attributes, in this case intonation phrases based on interactional
prosody for the GAT system and utterances based on the pragmatics level for the HIAT system. This type
of conversion results in transcription data that is semantically interoperable where this is possible and for
which semantic and theory dependent differences become explicit and machine-readable.

3

Acceptance of ISO/TEI and Related Formats in CLARIN

Within CLARIN, centres are not bound to accept or support particular formats. In accordance with the
requirements of the CoreTrustSeal (CoreTrustSeal Standards and Certification Board, 2019), which is a
prerequisite for the certification of CLARIN B centres (cf. (Wittenburg et al., 2019)), all centres do however provide information about accepted file formats for resource deposits. Some centres have compiled
individual lists for this purpose and others still refer to one of several older general lists and overviews
of standards and recommendations for CLARIN3 . While these lists pre-date the ISO/TEI format, they all
include TEI as a general recommendation. At the time of writing, seven B centres point to such external
information4 .
The CLARIN Standards Committee has been gathering information on the recommendations on standards and formats actively issued by individual (mainly B) centres and made this information available
on their web page5 and as the basis for the relaunch of the CLARIN Standards Information System
(SIS)6 . A brief assessment of this information can provide insights into the current and potential support
for the ISO/TEI standard within CLARIN. For this paper, the Standards Information System and the
original recommendations given by individual centres were surveyed. Since the transformation from the
various centres’ individual recommendations into the SIS might be a source of inaccuracy, the original
documents and websites were revisited for centres that have not validated and confirmed their SIS information. As not all centres accepting data deposits provide detailed individual recommendations yet, the
picture is however still not complete. Since there is also no consistent and reliable information on the
general types of resources a centre accepts nor on specific restrictions e.g. regarding languages or time
periods, negative results cannot really be interpreted in the sense of lacking acceptance for ISO/TEI or
related formats, since the centre might not accepts resource types for which ISO/TEI is a relevant format.
Nevertheless, of the centres that provide their own preferences and recommendations, three groups
with respect to ISO/TEI support can be distinguished. According to validated information of the SIS
and the centres’ original recommendations at the time of writing, four B centres already recommend
ISO/TEI explicitly7 . These are the CLARIN.SI Language Technology Centre, The Language Bank of
Finland (FIN-CLARIN), the Hamburg Centre for Language Corpora (HZSK) and the Leibniz-Institut
für Deutsche Sprache (IDS). In addition to the information from certified B centres, the centres TOols
for LANGuage (ORTOLANG) and Language Archive Cologne (LAC), which are both participating in
3

Such resources are e.g. https://www.clarin.eu/faq/what-standards-are-recommended-clarin or
https://www.clarin.eu/sites/default/files/Standards\%20for\%20LRT-v6.pdf
4
cf. https://github.com/clarin-eric/standards/issues/14
5
https://www.clarin.eu/content/standards
6
https://standards.clarin.eu/sis/
7
cf. https://standards.clarin.eu/sis/views/view-format.xq?id=fTEISpoken
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Figure 6: Information on the ISO/TEI format in the CLARIN Standards Information System (SIS).
CLARIN knowledge centres and aiming for B Centre status, also explicitly recommend the ISO/TEI
format for incoming deposits.
Forming a second group, further centres recommend TEI, and thus implicitly ISO/TEI, though this
variant is not explicitly mentioned8 . Among these are the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and
Cultural Heritage - A Resource Centre for the HumanitiEs (ACDH-ARCHE), Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen (EKUT), the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities (BBAW), The
CLARIN Centre at the University of Copenhagen (CLARIN-DK-UCPH), the ZIM Centre for Information Modelling (ZIM) and the Meertens Instituut/HuC (MI) (which only includes XML in the list,
but refers to TEI as an example). The centre Collections de corpus oraux numeriques (COCOON) also
recommends TEI, is however not a certified B centre. As noted above, all centres referring to existing
CLARIN documents also in effect recommend TEI without further restrictions.
The third group is the most interesting, since these centres explicitly recommend other widely used
formats and not ISO/TEI. The CMU-TalkBank (CMU) recommends CHAT (only), MPI for Psycholinguistics (MPI-PL) recommends CHAT too, though in addition to EAF and Praat, which are in turn also
8

cf. https://standards.clarin.eu/sis/views/view-format.xq?id=fTEI
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recommended by the Bayerisches Archiv für Sprachsignale (BAS). Both Praat and EAF can be converted into the ISO/TEI format with dedicated software as described in (Schmidt et al., 2017), and this
also applies to CHAT data that passes the data quality and consistency tests in CLAN. Still, the ISO/TEI
format seems to be of little relevance to these four centres, presumably because of strong traditions and
eco-systems around specific formats for specific types of resources and research areas. Furthermore, the
LINDAT/CLARIAH-CZ centre, which does not give explicit recommendations on formats to depositors,
now hosts the TEI-based TEITOK system (Janssen, 2021), which includes both a search engine, visualisation and editing functionality and has many features for spoken language. Since this TEI variant
is interoperable with e.g. EXMARaLDA and EAF through a set of scripts, interoperability between the
TEITOK and ISO/TEI formats is also feasible.
As expected, TEI, the ISO/TEI format, and formats that can be converted into the ISO/TEI formats
are often recommended for resource deposition across the infrastructure. A more systematic approach
towards the description and dissemination of format recommendations would facilitate further steps towards enhanced interoperability for transcription data in CLARIN. The Standards Information System
can now be used to manage and analyse the relevant information as provided by the centres.

4

Tools and Services for ISO/TEI within and beyond CLARIN

Whether or not a new standard is widely adopted crucially depends on how well it interoperates with existing tools and methods. Ideally, researchers can continue working with established workflows and will
profit from additional benefits because these workflows are becoming standard-compliant. The ISO/TEI
standard was defined with this practical goal in mind. In what follows we will look at different stages
of the research data lifecycle for spoken language corpora, explaining and illustrating how existing tools
and methods interoperate with the standard.
4.1 Data Creation (Transcription)
Among the existing, widely used tools for transcription (see above), the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor
and FOLKER/OrthoNormal provide the most direct interoperability with ISO/TEI. The tools continue to
write their tool specific format, but now have an additional option for exporting ISO/TEI. In the case of
the Partitur-Editor, the export can be configured to use different algorithms for segmenting transcribed
text into word and non-word tokens (such as pauses or descriptions of non-verbal behaviour) according
to different transcription systems (see Figure 7). The Partitur-Editor can also import files in the ISO/TEI
format. Since the internal tool format does not represent tokens and other parts of the micro-structure, this
is strictly speaking a lossy transformation. The information, however, can be automatically reconstructed
from implicit information during the corresponding export process.

Figure 7: ISO/TEI export dialog of the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor.
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The other transcription tools mentioned above (i.e. ELAN, Transcriber, CLAN and Praat) do not (as
yet) provide direct means of importing or exporting ISO/TEI. The conversion can, however, be achieved
via the EXMARaLDA Partitur-Editor (which has import filters for all of the formats), via TEI-Drop, a
dedicated tool for that purpose, or via web-services (Schmidt et al., 2017).
4.2 Data Enrichment (Annotation)
Since the creation of the ISO/TEI standard, the format has been used as the basis for enhanced interoperability with existing annotation tools and services. In many cases, this was software created on the
basis of data models or notions of written language. Since the ISO/TEI standard is a TEI-based format,
it shares a common core with TEI variants used for written language data and thus facilitates interoperability across the spoken and written modality. For instance, the development of WebAnno-MM (Remus
et al., 2019) as an extension for audiovisual and transcription data in the ISO/TEI format allows manual
annotation with a wider textual focus than transcription tools offer, and also more complex types of annotations such as tree or chain annotations. The original user interface for annotation tasks and the score
visualisation for transcription data are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Annotation and multimedia transcript score view in WebAnno-MM.
For automatic annotation, the converters described above were integrated into the WebLicht SOA
(Hinrichs et al., 2010) of CLARIN-D, thus enabling the use of various services from all German centres. Initially, this meant another mapping to formats and services for written data (internally, TCF, see

Figure 9: An ISO/TEI annotation chain defined in WebLicht.
(Schmidt et al., 2017)), but services adapted to spoken language data based directly on the ISO/TEI
format have now also been developed (Fisseni and Schmidt, 2020) and can improve results where the
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linguistic characteristics of spoken and written language differ to a great extent. A sample processing
chain is shown in Figure 9. The speech data web services provided by the BAS (Kisler et al., 2017) have
been able to import and export ISO/TEI data since version 2.36 of January 2020.
4.3 Data Publication and Analysis (Dissemination)
Based on the ISO/TEI format, the project ZuMult has developed new web-based functionality for both
visualisation and browsing of spoken language corpora within qualitative approaches and for complex
querying and analysis9 . Query is based on an extension of the MTAS system (Brouwer et al., 2017)
which can generate Lucene indices directly from the ISO/TEI XML files. Users can thus be provided
with very powerful and efficient querying possibilities in CQP (Frick and Schmidt, 2020). Visualisation
uses various XSL transformations to generate, directly from the ISO/TEI XML file, configurable displays
of the transcript (in HTML), a density viewer (in SVG) and configurable video subtitling (in VTT) all of
which are synchronised with each other and with the underlying audio or video (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Different visualisations of an ISO/TEI transcript, integrated and synchronised in the ZuViel
tool of the ZuMult project.
Another corpus analysis platform that now supports the ISO/TEI format is Tsakorpus (Arkhangelskiy et al., 2019), which is one use case for ISO/TEI within the long-term project INEL in Hamburg
(Ferger and Jettka, 2020). A project in the related field of language documentation, the international
(French/German) DoReCo project (Paschen et al., 2020), developed the Multitool10 that can generate
ISO/TEI as a distribution format for resources in various languages and tool formats. The ISO/TEI standard is also used as a pivot format for different tool formats in the tool TEICORPO11 developed at the
CLARIN K centre CORLI to facilitate data sharing and long-term preservation (Parisse et al., 2020).
Since the main aim is a direct lossless conversion from the ELAN, Praat, Transcriber and CHAT formats, the work is complementary to the existing solutions based on the EXMARaLDA system. The
conversion solutions developed at CORLI also focus on the macro-structure and TEI-conform means of
representing arbitrary tier structures found in tool formats of varying complexity without attempts to map
micro-structure information systematically.

5

Discussion

The development of interfaces between the ISO/TEI standard and various existing tools and services has
shown that this is not only feasible, but also efficient using the ISO/TEI standard as a pivot format. This
is important since software development and maintenance is usually the bottleneck in the development
9

http://zumult.ids-mannheim.de/ProtoZumult/index.jsp
https://github.com/DoReCo/multitool
11
https://ct3.ortolang.fr/teicorpo/
10
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of the infrastructure. As (Parisse et al., 2020) point out, researchers also need to continue using tools they
are familiar with. The ISO/TEI format could enhance interoperability for spoken language resources in
CLARIN, especially since the already mentioned centres CORLI, LINDAT and IDS, and parts of the
CLARIN Knowledge Centre for Linguistic Diversity and Language Documentation (CKLD), already
actively use TEI for spoken data. Using a TEI variant to achieve interoperability has also proven successful in the case of parliament corpora (Erjavec et al., 2022). By using a TEI-based format for spoken
data, apart from the proximity to more familiar written language data models on the textual level, interoperability on the metadata level could also be facilitated. With the TEI header, there is also a common
structure for a core set of relevant contextual information on the setting and the participants, e.g. for analyses within virtual collections. Since TEI is used and extended in many contexts, there are also existing
conventions for basic token-based linguistic annotation (Bański et al., 2018) and a common approach
for the integration of the W3C standard RDFa is being developed (Chiarcos and Ionov, 2019) to tackle
the issue of strict linked data requirements, which are also relevant for the interoperability aspects of the
FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016).
Though conversion is already possible for widely used tool formats, as pointed out above, only features
of the macro-structure are strictly defined by the ISO/TEI standard, and only syntactic interoperability is
to some extent simple to achieve. For semantic interoperability, the tier structure, the annotation levels
and schemas and the conventions for transcription – the micro-structure – also need to be made explicit
and machine processable to allow for tokenisation and structural mark-up. This means that a conversion
into the ISO/TEI format is not only a question of interoperability with a standard, but at the same time
a process of FAIRification, of defining the semantic model of the data, making it more transparent and
increasing the number and types of possible re-use scenarios. Creating digital language resources that
are FAIR according to the well-known principles is a great, and often somewhat abstract, challenge for
CLARIN and its users. We suggest that the adoption of the ISO/TEI standard with its basic semantics
and the corresponding conversion scenarios as a way of assessing digital language resources could not
only improve interoperability across resources, but also increase their general FAIRness. By using TEI
as a common format and settling for answers to the question of machine-readable annotation documentation (Chiarcos et al., 2020) CLARIN could help foster a culture of data documentation required for
interoperable and truly FAIR infrastructures for both humans and machines.

6

Conclusion

As this paper has tried to demonstrate, TEI-based standardisation for a sufficiently well-specified domain
can make a contribution towards improved syntactic and semantic interoperability in a landscape where
different tool-specific formats are already established. Although many issues still remain to be solved,
we think that this approach is the most concrete and pragmatic that can be realised in a heterogeneous
context such as CLARIN. The ISO/TEI standard, in this sense, is both a technical basis for data exchange
in the ‘real world’ and a conceptual model for thinking about farther-reaching standardisation. Adopting
such standard proposals as preferred formats of CLARIN centres can further help to consolidate such
common ground.
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Abstract
This paper represents the CLARIN Knowledge Centre for Belarusian text and speech
processing (K-BLP) which is based at the Speech synthesis and recognition laboratory, the
United Institute of Informatics Problems of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus,
Minsk. The CLARIN Knowledge Centre for Belarusian text and speech processing is part of
the CLARIN ERIC, which holds the European ESFRI (European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures) certification as a landmark research infrastructure. Services for text and speech
processing, which were developed by the Laboratory, are presented in the article.

1

Introduction

Today, computer technologies are developing rapidly. They capture all new areas of life and fields of
knowledge, including those related to language and the transfer of knowledge. For the development of
machine dictionaries, translators, search engines and databases, text corpora are increasingly being
used. The creation of a corpus can be carried out in different ways, methods, and stages. All of them
are quite laborious and require knowledge in linguistics and programming. Proofreading and
verification of texts are especially time and human resources consuming stages. In the case of parallel
corpora, the problem of sentence alignment is added to this. To solve these and similar problems, a lot
of work is being done in the Speech synthesis and recognition laboratory of the United Institute of
Informatics Problems of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (SSRLab laboratory,
https://ssrlab.by).
The SSRLab laboratory established the K-BLP Centre in 2020. It provides users with knowledge
for text, speech and other data processing for Belarusian, Russian, and English. The K-BLP Centre
proposes tools for text, speech and other data processing for languages, especially for the Belarusian
language. The centre also offers wide-ranging user support, guidelines and instructions for each
service and material.
We are committed to widen the access to Belarusian developments in the computational linguistics
environment and popularize our tools within the Republic of Belarus and abroad (Figure 1). It is very
important to support available tools and promote them to improve and facilitate the access for
researchers in humanities and social sciences that contributes to wide-ranging user support, guidelines
and instructions for each service. Primary target audience of K-BLP are researchers in humanities and
digital humanities with an interest in different aspects of computational linguistics and natural
language processing.
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Figure 1. Overview of Belarusian text, speech and other data processors
Next, we will demonstrate a number of services and tools that are used by SSRLab when preparing
text corpora. Most of them are developed in the laboratory. Some programs, such as NooJ (Silberztein
2016; NooJ), were created by other people or organizations, but the laboratory offered it as a tool for
collecting and processing Belarusian text information. Developing of several services was supported
as part of a new CLARIN project in 2021 “Preparation of available K-BLP tools and resources for the
metadata ingestion into CLARIN virtual language observatory (VLO) and representation in CLARIN
Resource Families”.

2

K-BLP's Main Aims within CLARIN ERIC Research Infrastructure

The main task of the K-BLP Centre is to extend our resources and tools of natural language processing
and organize them according to the data within the CLARIN Resource Families in the examples of
other resource families (cf. de Jong, 2020). Increasing the interest in Belarusian developments in
computational linguistics and popularizing available tools and resources are the main directions of KBLP. To follow these aims, we should widen the number of scientific organizations of K-BLP (except
the UIIP of NASB), add new resources and structuralize our Belarusian services within the CLARIN
classification. It is very important to promote available resources to facilitate access for researchers.
That is why we propose wide-ranging user support, guidelines and instructions for each service. We
also plan to create and maintain new tools for electronic text and speech processing in the Belarusian
language.
At present K-BLP has main strategic priorities such as:
1. To attract other scientific organizations and institutes with research centres for computer
processing of the Belarusian language to widen K-BLP (such organizations as Belarusian State
University, the Centre for the Belarusian culture, language and literature researches of the National
Academy of Sciences and other).
2. To expand K-BLP with such resources as new Belarusian corpora (at least 3), dictionaries
(approx. 5-7 items) and other tools for computer processing of Belarusian text and speech information
(5-7 tools).
3. To annotate and systematize new resources and tools as consistent with a description of all
resources deposited in other CLARIN ERIC centres.
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4. To optimize existing resources and tools in K-BLP according to the CLARIN ERIC
classification of resources.
5. To organize the overviews of developed Belarusian tools according to the types of data in the
resources and listings sorted by language.
6. To provide a user-friendly overview of the available Belarusian language tools in the
CLARIN infrastructure for researchers from digital humanities, social sciences and human language
technologies.
7. To create and maintain an infrastructure to support the sharing, use and sustainability of
Belarusian language data and tools for research in the humanities and social sciences.
We hope to implement our plans listed above in the near future with the help of CLARIN ERIC.

3

K-BLP Centre Initial Activities

The Speech synthesis and recognition laboratory of UIIP NASB established K-BLP Centre in
September 2020. Step by step, it started the process of CMDI metadata creation for all online
resources. So the part of the services is now available via the VLO. Currently, our centre offers data
processing services and tools computational platform for electronic and speech processing platform
which includes over 65 services (Dzienisiuk, 2020), a speech intonation analyser and trainer
IntonTrainer (Lobanov, 2019), Belarusian NooJ module for convenient processing of Belarusian
language via NooJ linguistic development environment), tutorials and exercises. All provided services
can also be accessed through the links directly via http://www.corpus.by/ link. Detailed information is
available on the Speech synthesis and recognition laboratory of UIIP NAS Belarus web-site.
The Laboratory works on such main scientific research directions as digitization of cultural
heritage, high-quality text-to-speech synthesis, robust recognition of discrete and continuous word
sequences, computer systems for the rehabilitation of people with hearing and vision disabilities. In
addition, we work with systems, programs and platforms for processing big data, universal algorithms
for stationery, online and mobile platforms for asynchronous input and output storing and issuing
information from different platforms, semi-automatic systematization and processing of data by
administrators of target programs (Figures 2–4).

Figure 2. Text-to-Speech Synthesizer
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Figure 3. Actual materials of K-BLP

Figure 4. Tools for text processing in K-BLP
Our staff also uses the approaches to process audio and text forms of speech, which are often found
in the development of modern systems that work with the input and output of large-scale speech
(BigData) on different platforms.
We intend to create and maintain user infrastructure to support the sharing, use and sustainability of
big data and tools for research in computational linguistics, the humanities and social sciences. Almost
all our digital resources are open, free and available to scholars, researchers and scientists from all
spheres through single sign-on access.
All products are made to solve the problems of developing algorithms, resources and methods of
Internet input and Internet output of speech, saving and systematizing large volumes of speech. The
results can be adapted for wide use in applied and practice-oriented research that requires processing
large amounts of data at different levels.
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One more task is to provide a user-friendly overview of the available tools for researchers as well as
to organize the overviews of developed methods and algorithms according to the types of data in the
resources and listings sorted by language. Our team has considerable experience in accumulating big
data in different formats and platforms. There are specialists in programming, front- and back-end
development, project managers, computational linguists and philologists. We are open to create and
develop new resources, tools, algorithms and methods according to users’ demands.
Certainly, the K-BLP Help Desk was organised to provide people from Belarus and foreign
countries with information about CLARIN ERIC, about Belarusian language in general and computer
tools for text researches. There are two main possibilities to apply for such information: via contact
page on the web-site https://clarin-belarus.corpus.by/contacts/ or via contact email which is available
on the platform corpus.by. We receive one or two inquires every month.
Besides, several employees who works at SSRLab teaches computer linguistics and other courses
(“Problems of AI”, “Computer technologies in linguistics”, “Speech synthesis and recognition”,
“Automatic translation”, etc.) at Belarusian State University and Minsk State Linguistic University.
Therefore, students (about 90 per year) ask a lot of questions during classes and while preparing their
home works and projects. The most frequent questions are the following: How to get acquainted with
computer linguistics, esp. with Belarusian computer linguistics? Where one can find digital resources
on the Belarusian language and literature? Where one can learn about history of Belarus and the
Belarusian language, about traditions and culture?
We try to respond by ourselves, there is a special collection with most useful resources on the website about Clarin https://clarin-belarus.corpus.by/materials/. A lot of services are presented on the
platform www.corpus.by and on the site of our colleagues https://bnkorpus.info/index.en.html. There
is a nice cooperation between SSRLab and the Institute of linguistics named after Yakub Kolas of the
Belarusian Academy of Sciences http://iml.basnet.by/, so their consultations are possible, too.

4

Optimization of Information Pre-Processing for the Corpora Creation

Various types of the text processing are important directions of the Belarusian CLARIN Knowledge
Centre activities: speech to text and text to speech conversion, spell checking, transliteration,
transcription, etc. One of them is NooJ platform. The NooJ application is a shell for word processing
and a convenient tool to compile a corpus of texts. It was developed by Max Silberztein (Silberztein
2016), professor of Université de Franche-Comté, France. (Cf. section 5 below.)
At different stages of the corpus preparation, we had specific tasks. To solve them, as well as for
other purposes, the laboratory staff developed a number of useful tools and services. Some resources
are currently being improved as part of the 2021–2022 project “Preparation of available K-BLP tools
and resources for the metadata ingestion into CLARIN virtual language observatory (VLO) and
representation in CLARIN Resource Families”. The following discussion will overview some of them.
When data is collected in large quantities, there may be texts or their fragments in different
languages. In our case, it was important to select texts in one language, either only in Russian or only
in Belarusian. To check that the text is written in the required language, it is useful to use the service
(LanguageIdentifier).
The “Language Identifier” service was developed to the identify the language of the text which has
been submitted to the input. For now, the service recognizes five languages: Belarusian, Russian,
Ukrainian, English and German. The text language is identified by the service using the statistical
method and the rule application method. The priority of “statistics over rules” or “rules over statistics”
is determined by the position of a special toggle switch variable. The ability to change the position of
this toggle switch is currently hidden from the user. However, if necessary, it can always be used by
the developer. The sensitivity threshold of the algorithm, the minimum and maximum number of
characters of the text to be processed can be just as easily changed. The plans for the improvement of
the service include the ability to define several languages of multilingual text and the generation of
statistics on the use of each individual language, the expansion of the language palette, using new
identification rules. To access the “Language Identifier” service via the API, one needs to send an
AJAX request of the POST type to the address https://corpus.by/LanguageIdentifier/api.php.
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High quality of the created program largely depends on the source data. It is important to ensure
that the collected texts of a compiled corpus, do not contain errors, typos, repetitions, or unnecessary
information. One spell checker package for MS Office Word, LibreOffice, OpenOffice, Thunderbird
and several web-browsers was developed by one of our colleagues (Praverka pravapisu). It corrects
texts fairly well, but it requires special search, download and installation.
In contrast, in our projects the majority of texts are proofread by editors and proofreaders –
members of the project team. In addition, all texts are automatically checked by a special free online
service which was also developed by the laboratory staff (SpellChecker).
The service receives an electronic document that requires verification. By pressing the “Check it!”
button, the service compares text words with words in attached dictionaries. The service qualifies the
words of the input text found in at least one dictionary as spelled correctly and discards them. Words
that are not found in dictionaries are qualified by the service as misspelled. The service displays them
in a list in alphabetical order. Currently, the quality of the text proofreading is an integral requirement
for many fields of activity, especially for communication between people and institutions. In addition,
spelling-correct electronic text is necessary for proper functioning of computer systems of humanmachine communications. The relevance of the service development is also determined by
complicated access to processing tools for Belarusian-language texts. The proofreading of an
electronic text by machine tools always remains relevant, since manual checking of texts by the user
almost definitely means skipping mistakes.
The named service checks Russian and Belarusian documents. To check the Russian language, a
well-known dictionary by Andrei Zaliznyak (Zaliznyak 2003) is used. To check the Belarusian
language several large modern dictionaries are used, cf. the full list on the web-site (Spell Checker). In
addition, the laboratory replenishes its own dictionary, where words that are not included in published
editions are indicated because they are recent or used in narrow areas. Some of the mentioned
dictionaries are being constantly enlarged.
Among several Belarusian services of spell checking, the “Spell Checker” service was created as
one of the stages of preliminary text processing and normalization for a speech synthesizer. It is worth
noting that this service covers the orthographic section of the spelling, but not grammar, syntax or
punctuation. The correctness of word matching and punctuation is outside the competence of the
service and remains for the user or other services that are also involved in the methodology of large
electronic texts proofreading using the platform www.corpus.by services. “Spell Checker” service can
process both small and large texts. For example, it successfully checked the spelling of legislative
codes and literary works with a volume of about 470 000 characters with spaces.
It is important to mention another spell checking tool. There is a specific alteration in Belarusian
orthography. The letter y and the sound [u] are used after consonants and punctuation marks, and after
vowels the letter ў and the sound [w] are used instead (so called “non-syllable w” or “short w”).
Besides this, the sound [w] and the letter ў alternate with the letters в, л and sounds [v] and [l]
depending on the place in the word and its origin. This alternation has certain peculiarities and
limitations, so it was decided not to embed the control of this phenomenon into the general spell
checking service, but to develop a separate tool – “ShortUSpellChecker” (Figure 5).
While searching for possible errors, the service not only determines whether the vowel or consonant
is before “u/w”, but also analyzes characters that are not letters, if the letter “u” is at the beginning of a
word. These characters directly influence the writing of a word. Not all words of the Belarusian
language adhere to the general rules for writing the letter “Ў”. For this reason, the service provides the
opportunity to use an exceptions dictionary (can be attached by a special box) or a user list of
exceptions. The service processes a text, considering these sets of words. There are special rules for
writing abbreviations with the letter “у” in the Belarusian language. To obtain accurate results (since
the service does not distinguish abbreviations from other words automatically), the user is prompted to
enter the abbreviations that appear in the text in the corresponding field. The service considers the
following characters as punctuation marks: “,”, “.”, “:”, “;”, “!”, “?”, “–”, “—”, “(”, “)”. Symbols “[”,
“]”, “{”, “}”, “_”, “%”, “№”, “#”, “^”, “$”, “@” and others are not punctuation marks for the
processing algorithm of the service. A hyphen (“-”) is a punctuation mark (identified with a dash) only
if it is surrounded by spaces on both sides.
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Figure 5. Non-syllable U Spell Checker: [u] or [w]
One more interesting service which is used to prepare data for the corpus is “Grammatical
Dictionary Processor” (Grammatical). This service allows the user to receive previously loaded and
converted to the required format lexicographic data of the grammar dictionary in the form of the
HTML table, and to receive SQL instructions for creating a database that contains the entered
information in a structured form.
Many text analysis-oriented systems need extensive and well-structured vocabulary databases – for
example, automatic annotation and abstracting systems, systems of market analysis, legal linguistic
examination. In addition, the vocabulary base can become the basis of commercial products – such as
programs designed to help the user improve the grammar of the text he or she wrote, or popular
entertainment applications that offer word games to the user. Filling such vocabulary databases (and
especially filling grammatical dictionaries) is a very time-consuming and painstaking process.
“Grammatical Dictionary Processor” service is designed to simplify and automate this process in the
case of working with Belarusian-language data. Thus, the service devotes to provide additional
support to strengthen the position of the Belarusian language in the electronic space.
The results of the “Grammatical Dictionary Processor” service were repeatedly applied in other
tools of the Corpus.by platform.
The service processes texts only in Belarusian. It is available via the API too. The details are
presented here: https://ssrlab.by/en/8071.
This tool is under development yet in a frame of the new project for 2022 year “Preparation of
available K-BLP tools and resources for the metadata ingestion into CLARIN virtual language
observatory (VLO) and representation in CLARIN Resource Families”.
It is planned that part Belarusian general corpus will comprise oral speech, recordings of speeches
and spontaneous conversations. The “Thematic Speech Recognizer” program https://ssrlab.by/en/4962
was developed to speed up the decryption and transcription of audio files. It allows the user to convert
speech to electronic text online. A phonogram no larger than 20 MB is given at the input to the
service. It provides a recognized electronic text of the phonogram at the output. The soundtrack can be
selected from the provided examples, downloaded to the service from the computer's hard drive in
WAV format, and can also be recorded online.
Speech recognition has great scientific perspectives and wide possibilities of application in many
“human-machine” systems, which are built on the basis of speech communication. There are other
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areas that are particularly in need of speech recognition services. For example, journalism, shorthand
and many others. In particular, the recognition of Belarusian speech, which becomes possible with the
help of this service, will allow the full development of Belarusian technical sciences, including
robotics. At the moment, the service is a demonstration that recognizes the Belarusian language of the
following thematic domains: clothes, cities, numbers, etc. The list of domains will be continued. The
tool is implemented and works according to the instruction on creation of programs on the basis of
CMU Sphinx (CMUSphinx). It is available via the API.
When texts are selected, it is often necessary to get their quantitative characteristics. For example, it
is usually useful to make a list of wordforms used. The “Tokenizer” tool was created for this and
similar tasks. The token is a wordform, e. g. come, came, coming, or cat, cats, or Belarusian cases of
‘hand’ рука, руку, рукі, руцэ, etc. “Tokenizer” is intended to locate tokens in the text that requires
tokenization. It is sent to the service input. After its processing, the user receives a list of the extended
tokens on the output. Figures and punctuation marks are processed too. The service handles
Belarusian, Russian and English. It is available via the API. The details are presented here:
https://ssrlab.by/en/5900. The tool is also being developed as part of the “Preparation of available KBLP tools and resources for the metadata ingestion into CLARIN virtual language observatory (VLO)
and representation in CLARIN Resource Families”.

5

Work on Legal Texts

The Speech synthesis and recognition laboratory is working to create a parallel body of legal texts
(Hetsevich 2021). The creation of a corpus of legal texts will allow solving several important tasks to
improve the automatic processing of texts in Belarusian. First, the corpus will allow us to conduct
comparative research and identify features of the Belarusian language in comparison with Slavic and
other European languages. Second, it is possible to create various dictionaries, both monolingual and
multilingual, as well as a linguistic knowledge base for the machine translation system. The corpus
can also be a basis for creating a variety of morphological and syntactic grammars that can be used for
automatic grammatical analysis of texts in the Belarusian language. Finally, with the help of such a
corpus, it is possible to identify the features of the legal style in Belarusian.
For the created corpus the codes of the Republic of Belarus – the most important (together with the
Constitution) legislative acts regulating civil legal relations in various spheres of public activity – were
taken as a base. It is planned to present the texts of the codes in two official languages of the Republic
of Belarus – Belarusian and Russian, and in the future – in other languages. At the beginning of 2022,
18 out of 26 codes were processed and uploaded to the project page, the total number of word forms in
the existing building is about 1 million. The results of the work are at https://ssrlab.by/7804.
Тhe corpus of codes was also compiled in the NooJ format (NooJ), and a trilingual BelarusianRussian-English dictionary of legal terms was created on its basis (Figure 6).
Yuras Hetsevich and Sviatlana Hetsevich from SSRLab laboratory and Yauheniya Yakubovich from
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona created a module to gather Belarusian texts and process them on
the basis of Nooj (Hetsevich Y. and Hetsevich S., 2012). The program helps to ‘develop linguistic
resources to formalize various linguistic phenomena at the orthographical, lexical, morphological,
syntactic and semantic levels, for any natural language’ (NooJ). In addition, with its help everyone can
form their own text corpus, select concordances for the analysed words, search in accordance with
different language parameters and get the necessary statistical information about certain linguistic
facts.
Тhe Budgetary Code, Water Code, Electoral Code, Civil Code, Housing Code, Tax Code, Marriage
and Family Code, Forest Code, etc. have been translated till now. When 17 law codes were translated
into Belarusian, a group of specialists compiled a unified corpus in NooJ format to create a dictionary
of legal terms and expressions. The total number of word tokens is 1,043,018 and 731,584 word
forms.
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Figure 6. Corpus of translations of legal texts prepared in NooJ
As the Belarusian NooJ module already had the general vocabulary "general_be.dic" it was decided
to create an additional dictionary for general unknown words (nearly 150 word forms in initial form)
and a law dictionary (nearly 200 forms). Every initial form (lemma) from the list of unknown general
words was assigned a morphological class. This class shows the flexion features, i. e. how the word
changes. Then the law dictionary in the Belarusian was compiled for NooJ format and now is available
for further text processing with Belarusian texts of any domains. It is an addition to the main NooJ
dictionary for the Belarusian language.
All terms of the Belarusian law dictionary Law_codes_be.dic were correlated with their Russian
equivalents from the parallel corpus of a legal domain. The next step was their translation into English.
Next, several grammars were developed that show the possibilities of applying the established legal
corpus in solving various problems of machine texts processing.

6

Conclusion

Building and running a distributed knowledge centre K-BLP for computational linguistics and natural
language processing requires samples, text descriptions, demos, courses and possible contacts with
specialists of natural language approaches of Belarusian.
K-BLP provides knowledge about tokenization, morphological analysis, voiced electronic
grammatical dictionaries, part-of-speech tagging, frequency counting, spell checking, text
classification and other tools, algorithms and methods used in speech and text processing. It offers
special courses in language processing, data analysis and collecting research data for the fast entrance
of humanities and others into the digital world of Belarusian data processing.
The Speech synthesis and recognition laboratory organises several courses in universities to educate
students and researchers in computer linguistics. Several online education materials in English were
prepared, such as “Lab 0 – How to be acquainted with text and speech processing services in 10
days?”. Introduction into the CLARIN project will be presented here, too. All this will allow the
representation of different tools for computational processing of Belarusian for all interested in it
including foreign scientists and partners.
We are aimed at collecting Belarusian-language linguistic and computer resources for manual and
automatic processing in one unit for popularizing the Belarusian language as much as possible. There
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is a variety of developments in Belarusian, but they are not in the public domain. For this, we want to
conduct research in computational linguistics and modern standard Belarusian and represent results
within the K-BLP Centre. The future idea is to participate with other CLARIN centres in joint
European projects. The plan is to prepare main services and tools from Computational platform for
electronic text & speech processing www.corpus.by for CLARIN Virtual Language Observatory.
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Abstract
We conducted a user survey and expert interviews within the ongoing QUEST project to get an
impression of the needs of users and researchers who are working with multimodal and multilingual linguistic corpora. This contribution describes the design and results of the mixed study,
whose main goal is to improve the reuse potential of these resources, and to identify concrete
topics which are important for the curation of such data.

1

Introduction

Existing approaches to manually or automatically measuring data quality are mostly generically based
and aim at the evaluation of research data in general. They do not provide detailed guidance on research
data management for specific resource types but simply reference the standards of a community without
specifying them further. The research described in this paper was conducted during the ongoing QUEST
project1 (Arkhangelskiy et al., 2021; Arestau, 2021; Hedeland, 2022), which has the aim of enhancing
research data quality and re-use for audiovisual annotated language data, and improving adherence to the
FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016).
QUEST develops discipline-specific curation criteria that are tailored to specific re-use scenarios. With
regard to concrete re-use scenarios for research data from the fields of language documentation, multilingualism research, sign language and oral history, we define requirements for data, their structure and
content. The studies reported here relate specifically to the project’s work on curation criteria for multimodal data and for the linguistic secondary use of multilingual data. We set out to get an impression
of the needs of corpus researchers, and the obstacles which they currently encounter in re-using or creating such data. To evaluate the reuse potential of such language data, we are developing technical and
documentary standards for the various relevant resource types and their metadata alongside disciplinespecific curation criteria geared to specific reuse scenarios. Based on this, we have identified concrete
topics which are important for the curation of such data, and they have informed our development of the
tools and knowledge-base in the QUEST portal.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we first give more background and details
about the QUEST project. We then define what we include as multimodal and multilingual corpora. We
present the design of the survey and interviews in Section 3, followed by their results in Section 4. Finally
in Section 5 we discuss how the results and outcomes have influenced our work on the QUEST project.

2

The QUEST Project

The full title of the QUEST project is “Quest: Quality - Established: Testing and application of curation
criteria and quality standards for audiovisual annotated language data”. The project is funded by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and is one of twelve projects in different
disciplines which all aim to improve the re-use potential of scientific research data. Although the project
is based in Germany, its results are intended to be used by the global research community. The QUEST
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
https://www.slm.uni-hamburg.de/en/ifuu/forschung/forschungsprojekte/quest.html
Amy Isard and Elena Arestau 2022. Curation Criteria for Multimodal and Multilingual Data: a Mixed Study
within the QUEST Project. Selected papers from the CLARIN Annual Conference 2021. Linköping Electronic
Conference Proceedings 189: 189 56–67.
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project is based around seven research centres which were already part of the CLARIN Knowledge
Centre for Linguistic Diversity and Language Documentation (CKLD)2 (Hedeland et al., 2018): the
Data Center for the Humanities (DCH)3 and the Department of Linguistics (IfL)4 at the Unversity of
Cologne, the Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR)5 , formerly at the SOAS University of London
and since 2021 at the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities, the World Languages
Institute6 at the SOAS University of London, the Hamburg Centre for Language Corpora (HZSK)7 and
the long-term project INEL8 at the University of Hamburg, and the Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics
(ZAS)9 in Berlin. For the QUEST project, the CKLD centres were joined by two further partners who
brought expertise in different research areas: the Institute of German Sign Language and Communication
of the Deaf (IDGS)10 at the University of Hamburg, and the Archive for Spoken German (AGD)11 at the
Institute for German Language (IDS) in Mannheim. More details on the background to the project can
be found in Arkhangelskiy et al. (2021).
QUEST has designed an evaluation system which combines several approaches to assessing data quality. A data review process is provided which consists of guided online surveys, web-based quality checks
and subject-specific reviewing. The QUEST portal will cater both to users who are in the process of designing and creating a corpus and those who have already completed their corpus collection and possibly
its annotation. For the former it will provide a knowledge base and walk-through on various topics, such
as annotation schemes, metadata and anonymisation, and providing links to existing resources. For the
latter, users who have a completed corpus may want to deposit it in an archive for long-term storage and
to make it findable and accessible for re-use by other researchers. The QUEST project does not itself
provide storage; archives which choose to make use of the QUEST services can direct corpus creators to
the QUEST portal and questionnaires, where their data can be evaluated and a report generated. Automated tools check for conformity against various criteria, for example whether the structure of the corpus
conforms to what is specified in the metadata. The archive can then judge whether the corpus fulfils their
deposit criteria and inform the corpus creator of any improvements which are needed. Where automatic
checks are not possible, further assessment may be carried out by domain experts, in collaboration with
the archive.
2.1 Multimodal and Multilingual Corpora
There are many different descriptions of what exactly is meant by “multimodal” and “multilingual”
corpora. Below we provide the definitions for both terms as used in the QUEST project.
Allwood (2008, p. 210) discusses many possible meanings for what a multimodal corpus is and settles
on “a digitized collection of audio- and video-recorded instances of human communication connected
with transcriptions of the talk and/or gestures in the recording”. Foster and Oberlander (2007) state that
“A multimodal corpus is an annotated collection of coordinated content on communication channels such
as speech, gaze, hand gesture, and body language, and is generally based on recorded human behaviour.”
In the QUEST project, we include video or audio corpora of spoken or signed language, which have
various levels of annotation including, at a minimum, transcriptions (of spoken language) or translations
(of signed language).
Concerning multilingual resources, we take a broad definition for the concept of multilingualism: “(...)
ist mehrsprachig, wer sich im Alltag regelmäßig zweier oder mehrerer Sprachvarietäten bedient und auch
von der einen in die andere wechseln kann, wenn dies die Umstände erforderlich machen (...)” [a multilingual person is someone who regularly uses two or more language varieties in everyday life and can
2

https://ckld.uni-koeln.de
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also switch from one to another if circumstances make it necessary] (Lüdi, 2011, p. 18). It is not only the
number of languages used in the corpus which is relevant, but also the potential multilingual background
of the participants, which “enable linguists to carry out analyses about multilingual individuals, multilingual societies or multilingual communication” (Schmidt and Wörner, 2012, Introduction). A review
of the literature reveals a broad range of multilingual corpora that focus on different aspects of research
(Schmidt and Wörner, 2012; Hedeland et al., 2014). For instance, for contact language corpora the typological distance between languages is relevant, “since this helps to predict the type of interference that
may occur” (Thomason, 2010, p. 40). The status of the languages and sociolinguistic factors are also
relevant for such resources. For language acquisition corpora several factors must be considered: the individual requirements of the learners, their mother tongue, particularities in the acquisition of language
and the attitude towards the learning of language and the specification of the regional variety (Bergmann,
2018, p. 28). We do not for the purposes of this project include corpora that consist of a collection of
otherwise monolingual sub-corpora.

3

Study Design and Participants

It was decided that the most effective method for designing this study would be a mixed approach (Rubin and Rubin, 2005) which involves both a quantitative user survey and qualitative interviews with
researchers and experts as data providers, users and creators. Both in the survey and in the expert interviews, the participants came from a wide range of research areas. We were interested in researchers
involved both in corpus creation and re-use, and indeed there is not a clear boundary between the two,
as many survey participants mentioned that they had used an existing corpus but added their own annotations (see Section 4.1).
3.1 Survey Design
The target groups of our survey were researchers who were involved in projects dealing with multimodal
or multilingual data. The survey was open between July 2020 and March 2021. During this time it was
advertised a number of times via twitter, DhD-blog, corpora-list, linguistlist, internal mailing lists, and
professional associations.
For the conceptualisation of the survey we were informed by several studies dealing with the curation,
management and reuse of research data (Ferus et al., 2015; Fandrych et al., 2016; Arndt et al., 2018).
Based on these studies and on preliminary criteria we developed a catalogue of questions. We conducted
a pilot survey with five participants prior to the survey release and then finalised the questions together
with other project members.
The survey was created using the LimeSurvey online survey tool12 and was available in German and
English via any web browser. The survey contained a maximum of 74 questions, but was designed so
that later questions were presented depending on the answers to earlier ones, to avoid participants having
to see and respond to questions which were not relevant for them. Data from the survey were handled
anonymously, to ensure that there would not be any privacy concerns and that participants would feel
free to make negative comments if necessary.
Every survey participant was asked to choose one corpus they would like to discuss. The questionnaire
consisted of seven subject blocks covering the following topics relating to that corpus. The questionnaire
subjects were chosen based on the FAIR principles and the objectives of the QUEST project. In all cases,
questions which might lead to a loss of anonymity, such as the name of the corpus, were optional. Some
questions had multiple choice answers, and others allowed free text input. At the end of each section,
there was a text field where participants could add any extra comments. The questionnaire blocks were
as follows:
1. Corpus General Information - which format the corpus was in, which primary data (video and/or
audio) it contained, what questions the participant was researching.
2. Languages - the languages present in the corpus, including primary data and translations.
12

http://www.limesurvey.org
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3. Transcription and Annotation - which transcriptions and annotations were already present, and
which (if any) were added by the participant.
4. Anonymisation - what type of anonymisation was present, if any, and whether it was noticeable to
the researcher, or affected their research.
5. Metadata - which metadata and/or bias statements were included in the corpus, if any, and whether
they were considered to be sufficient.
6. Access - How the participant accessed and worked with the corpus, and any problems which they
encountered.
7. Participant General Information - the country, type of institution and research area the participant
works in.
These subject blocks were chosen so that we could obtain information about the corpora described,
including languages, annotations, and metadata and also about how the corpus was used by the researcher,
and any problems and barriers to re-use which they encountered.
3.2 Survey Participants
The survey was fully completed by 44 participants, and we include only completed results in our analysis.
Although this number of responses does not allow us to draw firm quantitative conclusions, we were able
to observe some trends and received useful feedback in the free-form comment fields.
We had attempted to find a balance, keeping the survey short enough to encourage researchers to
participate but with enough questions to provide us with the necessary information. Most participants
who answered any questions did go on to complete the full survey, so we do not think that the length
contributed to the low response rate. We had intended to publicise our survey at the conferences and
workshops we attended in 2020 and 2021 but the global pandemic meant that these all took place online.
The online platforms which were used could not provide a good virtual substitute for the serendipitous
interactions with other attendees which typically occur during coffee breaks, and where we could have
promoted our survey informally.
The number of questions answered by each participant ranged between 23 and 53, with an average of
35. The participants currently work in 13 different countries: Germany, Italy, Australia, France, Brazil,
Ireland, USA, Hungary, Canada, Czech Republic, UK, Tunisia and Austria, with the majority in Germany
(62%). They are active in a wide range of research areas: Linguistics, Corpus Linguistics, Computational
Linguistics, Historical Linguistics, Multilingualism, Language Acquisition, Sociolinguistics, Translation and Interpreting, Computer Science, Virtual Agents, Multimodal Behaviour, Finance and Sociology.
They are employed by universities (72%), data centres, companies and archives.
3.3 Interview Design and Participants
The two authors of this paper carried out qualitative semi-structured interviews to gather deeper insights
into the experiences and needs of the experts as data providers and users. We conducted 20 interviews
with experts in the areas of multilingual and/or multimodal corpora, and each interview lasted between
45 and 60 minutes. The interview topics were based on the survey, and each interview consisted of three
key sessions: 1) Transcription and Annotation, 2) Formats, Standards and Metadata, and 3) Obstacles,
Wishes, Suggestions and Challenges.
At the beginning of each interview, topics related to the three key sessions were presented to the
experts:
1. Concerning the transcription and annotation of multilingual or multimodal corpora, what are the best
practices and tools in your research community? Are there commonly accepted format standards?
What conventions do you use?
2. What are the best ways to anonymise the data?
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Figure 1: The Tools and Formats of the Corpora from the Survey
3. What are the areas in particular need of investigation in the area of multimodal and multilingual
corpus research?
The experts were free to express themselves on other subjects and were not restricted to the suggested
topics.
The 20 experts were chosen to represent a wide variety of research interests within the subject areas of multimodal and multilingual corpora. The experts worked in universities and research centres in
Germany, UK, Australia, Denmark, Ireland, USA, Norway and Italy, and their main areas of research
included:
• documentation of endangered languages
• semiotics of multimodal signed and spoken language interaction
• multi-party interaction
• non-verbal communication and the socio-linguistic contexts of communication
• sign language corpora
• the interface between spoken language and gestural behaviour
• interpreter-mediated interaction within the study of community interpreting
• the analysis of learner languages and errors
• second language acquisition and first language attrition
• contrastive research

4

Survey and Interview Results

In this section we will present the results of the survey and expert opinions on the various different topics
described in the previous section. In each subsection we first report some findings from the survey and
then summarize the related opinions from the expert interviews.
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Figure 2: Transcription Conventions from the Survey
4.1 Transcription, Translation and Annotation
The survey revealed that corpora described by the participants contained more than 30 different languages
as primary data. Audio recordings were present in 84% of the corpora and video in 41%. Translations
were present in 36% of the corpora, and 30% of participants stated that their research questions were in
the area of multilinguality. This variety of corpora were reflected in a large number of different formats.
We provided the names of common tools but also allowed respondents to add their own. The results can
be seen in Figure 1. Several of these answers (XML, txt, MSWord) give no information about the format
of the corpora, and a number of researchers were unaware of the corpus format, probably because they
had accessed it via a web browser.
Despite the relatively small number of respondents in the survey, a range of transcription conventions
were used, as shown in Figure 2. Sixty-seven percent of the corpora reported in the survey were already
annotated, and 47% of the respondents added further annotations of their own. Some annotations were
included in the majority of the corpora, such as part of speech tagging and lemmatisation, but there was
also a long tail of annotations which appeared only once in our survey, as can be seen in Figure 3.
For some sub-areas there was a more consistent picture; for instance, many of the survey respondents who stated that their research was in the area of multilinguality used the editors EXMARaLDA13 (Schmidt and Wörner, 2014) and ELAN14 (Wittenburg et al., 2006) and the transcription conventions CHAT (MacWhinney, 2000) or HIAT15 (Rehbein et al., 2004), and the same tools and conventions
were among those frequently mentioned by the experts in this area.
Several experts in the multimodal domain remarked that it was not always possible to train annotators
in the use of tools, because of the time required, and therefore annotation was done in simple text files
or spreadsheets. In one case an expert said explicitly that they had decided that they had calculated
the trade-off between time taken to train annotators and time spent correcting mistakes in spreadsheets
and decided that the latter was less expensive. They also said that it was not possible to rely on the
continued availability of specialized annotation tools, whereas commercial spreadsheet software was
likely to remain largely unchanged for many years.
Two challenges in particular were mentioned by the experts concerning translations in the field of
multilinguality. Firstly the four eyes principle should be used, so that at least two translators have read
each text, and secondly there is a need for high language competence, both for the target language and
for the source language in the corpus. It is important to have native speakers for translations, so that you
13

https://exmaralda.org/en
https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan
15
https://www.exmaralda.org/pdf/HIAT EN.pdf
14
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Figure 3: Annotation Types from the Survey
can trust the translation and use it for further research. The four eyes principle can then help in coming
to a consensus on problematic cases.
4.2 Anonymisation and Pseudonymisation
We asked the survey participants various questions about the anonymisation of the corpus which they
worked with. Fifty-two percent said the the corpus had been anonymised in some way, and the details
are shown in Figure 4. Where audio recordings were present, 55% of survey participants said that they
had been anonymised, but this was only the case for 17% of video recordings. Of the corpora that were
anonymised, transcriptions had been anonymised in 86%, translations in 71%, and annotations in 62%.
Audio was anonymised most often with white/brown noise over the affected areas (63%) or with silence. Video was anonymised either by blurring affected areas or by adding black shapes. Translations,
transcriptions and annotations were anonymised in a number of ways:
• Entity name pseudonymisation (e.g. Kiran replaced with Anita)
• Enumerated entity name categorisation (e.g. Kiran replaced with PERSON1, Haruki replaced with
PERSON2)
• Entity name removal (e.g. Kiran and Lagos both replaced with XXX)
• Entity name categorisation (e.g. Kiran replaced with PERSON, Lagos replaced with PLACE etc)
We also asked the survey participants whether they had noticed the anonymisations (78%) and whether
they felt that their work had been affected in any way (13%). Three participants gave details of negative
impacts on their research: one said that white noise in the audio stream meant that they were unable to
hear the pitch contours of the speech, one that anonymisation of names meant that information about
pronoun choices was affected, and another that audio anonymisation prevented them from being able to
study rhythmic patterns and long range phenomena in speech.
The experts agreed that informed consent is very important when recording language data of any kind,
and that it is important to also protect the anonymity of third parties mentioned by corpus participants,
since these people will not have a chance to give their consent. One expert who works with video documentation of small community languages remarked that the choice of whether or not to anonymise a
corpus must be based on the wishes of the language community. In their experience, participants were
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Figure 4: Corpus Anonymisation from the Survey
proud to have taken part and were keen to have their videos available to all. In this case, it was more important to give credit to the participants rather than to anonymise their data. On the other hand, another
expert working in sign language research pointed out that in smaller language communities, people are
more easily recognisable. For example, when the researcher was giving a presentation on the data, members of the audience recognised some of the participants in the videos shown as examples. In these cases,
care must be taken to balance the need for anonymisation against the desire for recognition. The amount
of anonymisation necessary can also depend on the licence under which a corpus will be released.
4.3 Metadata
Eighty-eight percent of the survey participants stated that their corpus provided metadata, 7% that it did
not, and 5% did not know. Ninety-four percent of those who had metadata stated that it was sufficient for
their research needs. Where this was not the case, we asked what was missing, and examples included:
• detailed information of the recording location, the people present, and the position of the recording
equipment
• full information about the languages spoken by subjects in a learner corpus
We also asked whether the corpora had documentation of potential biases in the data, for example in the
form of a Data Statement16 (Bender and Friedman, 2018) or Data Sheet (Gebru et al., 2021); this was only
confirmed in 7% of cases, while 49% stated that there was none present, and the remainder that they did
not know. These statements differ from conventional metadata in that they focus on documenting biases
inherent in the data, so as to prevent inaccurate conclusions being reached from overgeneralizations
based on a sample from a small subsection of a population. This is particularly important when natural
language processing techniques are being carried out on datasets, but it is valuable for any corpus to
document the characteristics of the linguistic background not only of the participants in a corpus but also
of the annotators and curators.
The experts all emphasised the importance of documenting the process of corpus creation in detail,
over and above what is included in the metadata, so that when questions arise later, the answers can be
found in the documentation. All experts also stated that detailed metadata for corpora are essential, and
should adhere to the standards of the appropriate research community.
16

http://techpolicylab.uw.edu/data-statements
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4.4 Corpus Findability, Storage and Access
Some of the survey participants had participated in the creation of their corpus and so were not presented
with questions about findability and access. Most of the participants who searched for a corpus found it
easy to locate and use their chosen corpora (84%). Sixty-five percent had to provide some information
before accessing the corpus, such as email address, affiliation, real name, reasons for access, or a signature. Fifty-nine percent had to wait for some form of verification before accessing the corpus Seventy
percent accessed the corpus via a web interface and the rest downloaded it for offline use.
The corpora were used in a variety of ways, including:
• search queries (77%)
• reading transcripts (54%)
• quantitative analysis (48%)
• listening to recordings (45%)
• watching recordings (27%)
• computational models (25%)
• reading translations (23%)
In the free comment section, several issues with corpus access were mentioned multiple times. One
participant remarked that it was very difficult to find corpora, since they are not all stored in a single
location, and two remarked that they are almost impossible to find through a web search. There are
existing solutions to this problem, including the CLARIN Portal17 , but it appears that some respondents
were not aware of this resource; the QUEST portal will provide a link to this and other resources in its
Knowledge Base.
When asked about barriers to access and reuse, several mentioned the issue of funding - some corpora
have expensive licences, and if a university or department does not already have a licence, the funds must
be obtained from an individual project or research grant. It was also remarked that even if data was freely
available, there remained issues regarding long term availability, since many corpora and software tools
vanish over time if there is no structure for their maintenance.
The experts mentioned that for corpus creators it is important to consider where a corpus will be
deposited when designing the initial corpus collection study. The experts in multimodal corpora also
brought up the issue of funding; where a large corpus is concerned, and particularly if there will be many
video files, funding for corpus storage can be an issue, and must be budgeted for in project applications.

5

Conclusions

This study has provided information about the experiences of multimodal and multilingual corpus users
and creators, which we have used to inform the design and content of the QUEST project portal. We
heard from corpus creators and users from numerous countries and research areas, and were able to
create an overall picture of the current needs and challenges of the research community and how they
might be met.
The results of the study highlighted the need for transparent and consistent criteria for documentation and metadata in the areas of multilingual and multimodal corpora. The QUEST portal will provide
checkers for general metadata standards in common formats such as OLAC18 , COMA19 or CMDI.20
Specific checkers will also be provided for subject areas where metadata standards are available, such as
17

https://www.clarin.eu/portal
http://www.language-archives.org/OLAC/metadata.html
19
https://exmaralda.org/en/corpus-manager-en
20
https://www.clarin.eu/content/component-metadata
18
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sign language corpora (Crasborn, 2010) and RefCo corpora.21 For corpus creators, the Knowledge Base
will contain links to common metadata standards and the CLARIN Concept Registry.22
Another purpose of this study was to identify main points for the development of curation criteria
for transcription and annotation. It is clear that for multimodal corpora in general there are no clear
criteria, since the field is large and heterogenous. In multilingual corpora there are some conventions
which are often used, as described in Section 4.1, and we will provide checkers for these. In addition,
some sub-areas have clear annotation conventions, including second-language acquisition research with
learner corpora and community interpreting corpora. In these two areas it has been possible to draw
up a list of criteria which can be semi-automatically or manually checked. We will also provide links
in the Knowledge Base to the CLARIN Resource Families23 (Fišer et al., 2018), to aid researchers in
discovering existing corpora and annotation schemes relevant to their research.
With regards to data storage and protection, the survey participants and experts mentioned two important topics: the difficulty of discovering and following different national and international rules for
data protection, and the storage of large amounts of video and audio data, which can be problematic,
both in terms of cost and in terms of maintaining long-term storage options. From our survey and expert interviews, it is clear that there is no one rule which must be followed for the anonymisation or
pseudonymisation of corpora. The decision depends on the language community involved and the licence under which the data will be made public (see Section 4.2). The QUEST portal will not attempt
to check whether any form of anonymisation has been carried out, but will provide links to various resources with information on the ethical, legal, and practical aspects of the decision. The Knowledge Base
will contain links to existing resources which can help corpus creators, such as the CLARIN Overview
of Data Protection24 and Data Management Plan25 and the DARIAH Consent Form26 wizard.
This mixed study has allowed us to obtain an overall picture of the current needs and challenges
in multilingual and multimodal corpus creation and reuse. We have used these findings to inform the
development of the QUEST project web portal for quality assurance which aims to improve the reuse
potential of such corpora.
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Abstract
Twitter data is used in a wide variety of research disciplines in Social Sciences and Humanities.
Although most Twitter data is publicly available, its re-use and sharing raise many legal questions
related to intellectual property and personal data protection. Moreover, the use of Twitter and its
content is subject to the Terms of Service, which also regulate re-use and sharing. The first part
of this paper provides an analysis of these issues, whereas the second part discusses two possible
strategies to address them: using the new Academic Research product track, which enables
authorized researchers to access Twitter API on a preferential basis, or relying on the new
statutory copyright exception for Text and Data Mining for research purposes.

1

Introduction

Social media data is useful for a wide variety of research disciplines in Social Sciences and Humanities,
such as sociology, computer science, media and communication, political science, and engineering, to
name a few. With nearly 400 million users worldwide1 and over 500 million tweets per day2, Twitter is
one of the most popular platforms for academic research on social media data.
The main research methods used on social media and Twitter data are: 1) Content Analysis for
systematically labelling text, audio, and visual communication from social media; 2) Thematic Analysis
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1

After: https://backlinko.com/twitter-users (last visit: 4 April 2022).
After: https://www.internetlivestats.com/twitter-statistics/#trend (the number of 500 million tweets per day was
already reached in 2013; the same source indicates that as of 4 April 2022 there are on avarage 9945 tweets per
second, which would suggest a much higher number of daily tweets – almost 860 million).
2
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locating patterns within data through data familiarisation, coding, developing and revising themes; 3)
Social Network Analysis to measure and map the relationships between individuals, organisations, and
other entities; 4) Machine Learning teaching computers with pre-labelled subsets to code the remainder
of the data, 5) Discourse-linguistic analyses of the language and treatment of socio-political and other
issues in Twitter and the comparison with other media. 6) Semantic Analysis examining the meaning of
and the relationship between occurrences of words, phrases, and clauses and 7) Time Series Analysis
for plotting the frequency of items or events in the above across time (for further information, see Ahmed
2019).
Although most Twitter data is publicly available, its re-use and sharing (especially in a way
compatible with Open Science requirements) raise many legal questions related to intellectual property
and personal data protection. Moreover, the use of Twitter and its content is subject to the detailed Terms
of Service, which also regulate data re-use and sharing. This paper provides a brief analysis of the abovementioned issues.

2
2.1

Legal Issues in Twitter Data
Copyright in Tweets

A text is protected by copyright if it is original, i.e., if it constitutes the author’s own intellectual creation
(CJEU, case Infopaq, C-5/08). Very short texts, such as slogans or titles are often considered unoriginal,
because intellectual creation can hardly manifest itself in a very short format. However, the Court of
Justice of the European Union ruled that snippets of 11 consecutive words can potentially qualify for
copyright protection (idem). This should not be interpreted as a strict measure of originality, but rather
as a guideline; on the one hand, not all 11-gramms are protected by copyright, and on the other: some
shorter snippets can also qualify for copyright protection. For instance, according to the opinion of
advocate general Szpunar (2018) ‘”All quiet on the Western Front”, declared what is probably the most
well-known military report in the history of literature. Featured in the novel by Erich Maria Remarque
bearing the same name, this phrase naturally enjoyed, together with the work as a whole, copyright
protection’. Kamocki (2020) argues that only n-grams that are no longer than 3 words can safely be
regarded as copyright-free.
The maximum length of a tweet is currently set at 280 characters (increased from 140 in November
2017), which corresponds to about 50-60 words in English. This is well enough to be protectible by
copyright. However, it has been shown that in practice very few tweets reach the maximum length, and
most of them are in fact considerably shorter: an average tweet in English has been reported to be only
33 characters long, i.e. approximately 6-7 words (Perez, 2017). Nevertheless, even this shorter length
does not allow to exclude average tweets from copyright protection.
This does not mean that all tweets are indeed original and protected by copyright. Arguably, in reality
and from the quantitative perspective most tweets (like ‘Big win!’, ‘LewanGOALski!!!!!!!!!!!1111’ or
‘This is crazy LOL’) certainly fail to meet the originality criterion. However, a pack of several thousand
tweets is likely to contain at least some copyright-protected material (even if it does not include
photographs or other media). Since in many cases it is impossible to determine whether a tweet is or is
not protected by copyright, it is prudent to consider them as being under copyright. Therefore, especially
in analysing tweets en masse, copyright issues have to be observed.
This conclusion has two important implications: one related to the moral rights of authors, the other
to the economic rights. Concerning moral rights, Article 6bis(1) of the Berne Convention provides
authors with ‘the right to claim authorship of the work (a.k.a. paternity right – added by authors) and to
object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the
said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation (a.k.a. integrity right – added by
authors)’. Even if one sets the integrity right aside (arguably, using a tweet in research is never
prejudicial to the author’s ‘honor or reputation’), the paternity right still obliges researchers to mention
the name (or nickname) of the author of every tweet whenever it is quoted or otherwise shared. When
tweets are used in bulk, this may lead to a phenomenon known as ‘attribution stacking’.
More importantly, the authors have the exclusive right of reproduction and communication to the
public of their works. These two economic rights, harmonised in the EU by the 2001 InfoSoc Directive
2001/29/CE (respectively Article 2 and 3), grant the authors of copyright-protected tweets control over
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their re-use; in other words, such tweets can only be copied and shared if the author grants permission
to do so, or if a statutory exception applies. Both hypotheses are discussed in Section 3 of this paper.
2.2

Tweets as Personal Data

Having established that tweets are potentially copyright-protected, it is now time to examine if they
should also be regarded as personal data. Personal data is defined as ‘any information related to an
identified or identifiable natural person’ (Article 4, (1) of the GDPR). As per WP29 Opinion 4/2007 on
the concept of personal data, information ‘relates to’ a person if it is about that person (p. 9).
Tweets necessarily contain information about the author: at the very least the user ID, but possibly
also location data or other identifying content (e.g. information about the author’s opinions, preferences,
etc.). Therefore, they should be regarded as personal data (see e.g., Gold, 2020) and their processing
needs to follow the GDPR, even despite the fact that Twitter is an American company (as per its Article
3.2, the GDPR applies to foreign companies which offer services to EU citizens).
Probably the most important implication of this is the fact that the processing of tweets (including
their copying, storage, analysis, anonymisation or any form of sharing) needs a legal basis in order to
comply with one of the main principles of data processing under the GDPR, namely the principle of
lawfulness (Article 5.1 (a) and Article 6 of the GDPR).
Contrary to a common misconception, consent of the data subject (i.e., the person that the data refers
to) is not always necessary; it is only one of the available options. Moreover, consent does not have to
be given in writing or even (in principle) be explicit, it can also be implied, inferred from an
unambiguous affirmative action. Since Twitter provides its users with the possibility to fine-tune their
privacy settings, including public availability of their tweets and profile information, mere making
tweets publicly available may arguably be interpreted as granting consent to their processing for research
purposes, taking into account that Twitter also expressly informs the users (in its Rules and Policies)
that it conducts research on data. A problem with this approach arises, however, when the user deletes
a tweet, or changes its parameters in such a way that it is no longer public. This should probably be
interpreted as withdrawal of consent (under the GDPR, consent can be withdrawn at any time, cf. Article
7(3) of the GDPR). In such a case, the processing of such tweets should stop (see: EDPB Guidelines
05/2020 on consent under Regulation 2016/679, para. 117), and they should be deleted from the corpus,
which is a major (at least organisational) obstacle.
As mentioned above, alternative legal bases are also available. One of such alternatives, often
regarded as compatible with research purposes, is ‘legitimate interest of the controller’ (Article 6.1(f) of
the GDPR). In order to rely on this basis, the controller should perform a ‘balance of interests’ test to
assess whether the interests of the data subject do not override the controller’s interest (e.g. in using the
data for research purposes). According to the WP29 Opinion 06/2014 (p. 55), the balancing test should
take into account such elements as the reasonable expectations of the data subject (cf. also Recital 47 of
the GDPR), the nature of the data, and the potential impact of the processing on the data subject. In the
context of language research on Twitter data, it seems that the outcome of the balancing test will likely
be in favour of the processing, considering that the data in question are short messages made public by
the data subject, that the data subject should be aware that they can be used for research purposes, and
that language research is highly unlikely to have any negative impact on the data subject. However, also
in this case it can be argued that in a situation where the data subject subsequently deletes the tweet or
restricts access to it (making it invisible to the general public), the balance is tilted in the opposite
direction, and the controller can no longer rely on the ‘legitimate interest’ legal basis to process the
tweet. Furthermore, when the processing is based on ‘legitimate interest’, the data subject has the right
to object to the processing (Article 21 of the GDPR) – in such a case, the processing can continue only
if it passes a stricter test for ‘compelling legitimate grounds’. For now, in the absence of any EDPB
guidelines on the right to object, still relatively little is known about this right and the consequences of
its exercise.
Yet another legal basis that can be relevant for the processing of Twitter data for language research
purposes is ‘public interest’ (Article 6.1(e) of the GDPR). In order to be able to rely on this ground,
processing has to be based on an interest clearly laid down in the law (typically, this basis is used e.g.
by tax authorities). In some CLARIN countries, such as Finland or Norway, whose national laws contain
specific provisions to this effect, this basis is available and recommended for researchers.
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Rather exceptionally, tweets may also contain special categories of personal data (the so-called
‘sensitive data’, cf. Article 9 of the GDPR), i.e. data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions,
religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, as well as genetic data, biometric data,
and data concerning health, sex life or sexual orientation. The processing of such data must be based on
specific, strictly defined legal bases (for example, consent for the processing of such data has to be
‘explicit’, and so our analysis of ‘consent’ as a legal basis for processing Twitter data for research
purposes cannot apply). However, one of these specific legal bases for the processing of sensitive data
applies to Twitter data: according to Article 9.2(e), sensitive data can be lawfully processed if they have
been ‘manifestly made public by the data subject’. Rather obviously, publicly tweeting about e.g., one’s
health (by announcing an operation or a diagnosis) does count as making this information ‘manifestly
public’, and therefore the above-mentioned legal basis can apply. However, it is much less obvious
whether it continues to apply after the relevant tweet has been deleted or restricted. In any case, given
the sensitive nature of those special categories of personal data, researchers should always be very
prudent while relying on this legal basis.
Tweets may also contain personal data related to third persons, i.e. individuals other than the author
of the tweet. Although a lot depends on the circumstances of every specific case, in general it is rather
difficult to find an appropriate legal basis for the processing of such data. In particular, it seems difficult
to rely on consent (as usually nothing indicates that the third person has consented to her personal data
being published in the tweet), or legitimate interest (as the third person has little reason to expect that
her data, tweeted by someone else, will be used for research). Unfortunately, it is rather impossible to
automatically detect tweets containing third persons’ personal data, which further complicates the use
of Twitter data for language research purposes.
Even if the processing complies with the principle of lawfulness (i.e., it has an appropriate legal basis),
there is a number of other requirements in the GDPR that it has to meet. One of such requirements is
related to the principle of transparency, under which the data subjects should be provided with
information about the processing in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form (cf.
Articles 12 and 14 of the GDPR). This information includes, inter alia, the identity and contact details
of the data controller, the purposes for which the data are being processed, the data retention period, and
the rights of the data subject (for more information, see WP29 Guidelines on transparency
(WP260rev01)). In the context of Twitter data analysis, taking into account the sheer amount of
processed data and concerned data subjects, this principle seems particularly difficult to observe.
However, the GDPR, in its Article 14.5(b), includes an exception from this principle for cases where
provision of the information proves impossible or would involve disproportionate effort. As per the
Article 14.5(b) itself, this exception can apply in particular to the processing carried out for research
purposes. In assessing whether the necessary effort is disproportionate, according to the Recital 62 of
the GDPR, account should be taken of such elements as the number of data subjects (the higher the
number, the bigger the effort), the age of the data (the older the data, the bigger the effort) and any
appropriate safeguards adopted by the controller (e.g. pseudonymisation, encryption, restricted access
to the collected data, etc.). This assessment has to be made on a case-by-case basis, but it seems that
when analysing Twitter data for language research purposes at least the first element – the number of
data subjects – will generally weigh in favour of the exception of ‘disproportionate effort’. It should be
noted that even if the exception applies, the controller should still ‘take appropriate measures to protect
the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests, including making the information
publicly available’. A reasonable solution would be to publish the relevant information e.g. on the
project’s website.
2.3

Tweets and Contracts

In order to be able to tweet, one needs to create a Twitter account and accept (among other documents,
such as the Privacy Policy) Twitter’s Terms of Service (ToS)3. Upon acceptance, the ToS become a
binding contract that both the user and the platform provider are bound to respect.
It has been demonstrated supra that tweets can be protected by copyright. Therefore, it is particularly
interesting for further analysis to examine how copyright issues are addressed in the ToS. In Section 3

3

Available at https://twitter.com/en/tos#intlTerms (last visit: 9 February 2022).
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of the ToS, the paragraph entitled ‘Your Rights and Grant of Rights in the Content’ provides the
following:
‘By submitting, posting or displaying Content on or through the Services, [the user] grant[s] [Twitter]
a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free license (with the right to sublicense) to use, copy, reproduce,
process, adapt, modify, publish, transmit, display and distribute such Content in any and all media or
distribution methods now known or later developed (for clarity, these rights include, for example,
curating, transforming, and translating). This license authorizes [Twitter] to make [the user’s] Content
available to the rest of the world and to let others do the same’.
This means that although the user retains copyright in his tweets, he grants Twitter a very broad
permission (license) to re-use them for free on a non-exclusive basis (i.e., the user can still use the tweets
himself and authorise others to do so). As a consequence, someone who would like to copy and share
tweets can receive the necessary authorisation either directly from the user (which in most cases is
unworkable in practice, given the sheer number of Twitter users) or from Twitter (a license from Twitter
would be a sublicense; sublicensing is explicitly authorised by the ToS). Also, theoretically, nothing
prevents the users from re-publishing their own tweets outside of Twitter, including e.g. in .xml format,
and under an open license.
Twitter ToS also grants every user access to the Twitter Services, but no general sub-license to re-use
the content (a limited personal license is provided only to use the software provided as part of the
Services, for the sole purpose of enabling the user to enjoy the services). Moreover, certain uses and
actions are expressly forbidden: for example, the user is not allowed to ‘access or search or attempt to
access or search the Services by any means (automated or otherwise) other than through (...) currently
available, published interfaces that are provided by Twitter (and only pursuant to the applicable terms
and conditions)’. Interestingly, it is allowed to crawl the Services (i.e., presumably, to use Twitter to
find, discover and visit URLs) in accordance with the provisions of the robot.txt file (such uses can
hardly be efficiently prohibited); it is not allowed, however, to scrape the Services (i.e. to extract the
data) without Twitter’s prior permission. It seems therefore that mining of tweets without specific
permission, even if done for research purposes, would violate Twitter ToS, which may lead to
suspension or termination of the user account(s) that is (are) at the origin of these actions, or perhaps
even to a lifetime ban. Theoretically, Twitter could also sue for damages for breach of contract, but this,
in our opinion, is highly unlikely to happen, for at least two reasons 1) the economic loss suffered by
Twitter would probably be negligible, if even possible to quantify, and therefore the amount of
compensatory damages that could be claimed by Twitter would also be negligible; 2) suing a noncommercial research organisation such as a university would result in controversies that may be harmful
to the image of the company. Despite its low probability, the fear of legal action from Twitter is probably
the reason why those researchers who have indeed scraped data from Twitter are not transparent about
it, e.g. in their ethical self-assessments, and therefore many Twitter corpora remain underexplored and
‘under the radar’.
Although the authors have not tested this in practice, they assume that scraping tweets is not only
forbidden by Twitter ToS, but also made impossible (or at least very difficult) by technological
protection measures (TPM). For example, Twitter may detect ‘unhuman’ use of its Services (such as
consulting a very large amount of URLs in a very short period of time from one IP address) and prevent
it. Circumventing such technological measures is not only expressly prohibited by the Twitter ToS, but
also in principle forbidden by law (cf. Article 6 of the InfoSoc Directive).
Another provision of the ToS that is noteworthy from the point of view of this analysis is related to
the termination of the contract. In Section 4, the paragraph entitled ‘Ending these Terms’ provides that
Twitter may suspend or terminate the user’s account or cease providing the user with all or part of the
Services at any time ‘for any or no reason’ [sic!]. Therefore, there is no legal guarantee that Twitter will
continue to provide its Services in the future, which is a major problem from the point of view of
sustainability of Twitter data used for research purposes.

3

Using Twitter Data for Language Research – Possible Strategies

In the previous section, it has been demonstrated that in order to be able to lawfully scrape and analyse
tweets for language research purposes, researchers need, in addition to observing GDPR principles, to
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obtain a specific permission from Twitter, or alternatively to rely on a statutory exception. Both solutions
have their advantages and disadvantages, as discussed in this section of the paper.
3.1

Twitter API for Academic Research

The use of Twitter data for language research purposes is still associated with considerable
organisational effort and lack of legal certainty. In this context, simply applying for a specific permission
from Twitter may be a reasonable solution. This could not only clear any copyright-related issues, but
also diminish the burden related to the GDPR -- when the processing is carried out solely through an
API provided by Twitter, it can be argued that Twitter is a joint controller for the processing.
In July 2020, Twitter launched a new version (v2) of its API. Reportedly, academic researchers were
one of the largest groups of the API users; for this reason, in January 2021 Twitter has launched a new
Academic Research product track, allowing for a preferential access to the API (Tornes and Trujillo,
2021).
In theory, the Aademic Research track allows for a 10 000 000 monthly tweet volume cap (compared
to 500 000 in the general track), although this also depends on the streaming endpoint limits which
reportedly are not entirely up to this standard yet (although they are expected to be raised soon).
Moreover, it is also possible to use more detailed queries and rules (1024 characters per query/rule in
the Academic Research product track, as opposed to 512 in the Standard track). In addition, the Twitter
Development Agreement allows academic researchers to distribute an unlimited number of Tweet IDs
and/or User IDs if they are doing so on behalf of an academic institution and for the sole purpose of
non-commercial research (otherwise, ‘only’ 1 500 000 Tweet IDs per 30 day period can be shared). The
content itself, however, cannot be shared. This might be seen as an inconvenience, but it allows to solve
many GDPR-related problems with tweets that have been deleted or restricted by the user (see above).
The Academic Research product track is available to: 1) researchers, post-docs, professors of fellows
at academic institutions (undergraduates are expressly excluded); 2) Master’s students working on
theses; 3) PhD candidates working on dissertations and 4) persons affiliated with an academic
institutions and working on a clearly defined research project. In all cases, the applicant has to pursue a
non-commercial purpose, and have a Twitter account.
In the process of applying for the Academic Research track, the applicant has to prove his or her
affiliation with an academic institution (by providing a link to the webpage on his or her
institution’s website listing his or her name, or to his or her Google Scholar profile), provide
information about the institution, his or her department or lab, and his or her current role in the research
group. Then, the applicant is asked to answer a very detailed questionnaire about his project including
questions about its name, funding, methodology, the planned use of Twitter data and ways of sharing
the outcomes. Arguably, some may see this questionnaire as intrusive and unacceptable from the point
of view of academic freedom.
Access to the Track is free. There is no information available as to how many requests are granted,
and what are the admission criteria. Successful candidates are bound, like anyone with access to the
API, by the Twitter Development Agreement and Policy. These documents strictly prohibit any attempt
to exceed or circumvent access limitations (rate limits). Moreover, Twitter retains the right to
immediately terminate or suspend access to the API at any time and for any reason. It can be expected
that any attempt to exceed the permissions granted by Twitter will be met with termination of access to
the API. This, combined with the possibility for Twitter to modify or stop providing its Service at any
time, is far from optimal from the point of view of sustainability of research data accessed via the API.
3.2

Statutory Exception for Text and Data Mining for Scientific Research Purposes

As explained above, re-use of copyright-protected content is only possible if it is authorised by the
author (directly or indirectly), or if it is exempted from authorisation by a statutory exception. Recently
the Directive 2019/790 on copyright in the Digital Single Market (DSM Directive) introduced (in its
Article 3) a new statutory exception, supposed to cover such scenarios as using Twitter data for language
research purposes at research institutions. The Directive is now transposed in most EU Member States
(the deadline for transposition was set for 7 June 2021, but in many countries the relevant legislative
processes were delayed by the COVID-19 pandemic).
This new exception allows research organisations (such as universities) and cultural heritage
institutions (such as libraries, museums or archives) to make copies of copyright-protected content in
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order to carry out text and data mining for scientific research purposes (including in public-private
partnerships). The exception only applies to content to which the above-mentioned institutions have
‘lawful access’. This requirement is often presented as a hurdle, but when it comes to publicly available
tweets, the criterion is easily met: as per Recital 14 of the DSM Directive, ‘Lawful access should also
cover access to content that is freely available online’.
In general, copyright exceptions are overridden by contracts. In other words, if a contract (such as
Terms of Service) prohibits certain uses (like scraping), this prohibition remains in principle unaffected
by statutory exceptions. However, the exception for text and data mining for research purposes has a
rare and very important feature: it is not overridable by contracts, i.e. any contractual provision contrary
to this exception is unenforceable (Article 7.1 of the DSM Directive). This means that the beneficiaries
of the exception (research organisations and cultural heritage institutions) may scrape Twitter data,
despite the general prohibition of scraping in the Twitter ToS. It remains to be seen if such use will be
tolerated by Twitter which, as per the ToS, can cease to provide the Services to any user for any reason,
including for no reason at all (see above). In this context, the exception can shield against a legal action
from Twitter for breach of contract, but not against unilateral termination of the contract by Twitter.
Another aspect of the exception concerns its relation with technological protection measures. This
seems to be the biggest grey area of the exception, as Article 3.3 of the DSM Directive allows platform
providers to apply technological measures to disable text and data mining for research purposes, but
only to the extent necessary to ensure the security and integrity of their networks and databases. In our
opinion, Twitter would have a good chance to succeed in arguing that TPMs implemented to prevent
unauthorised scraping are, in fact, necessary to achieve such goals, as unlimited scraping might place
too heavy a burden on their servers and affect the accessibility of their services for other users; however,
it still remains to be seen how this issue will be worked out in practice. According to the DSM Directive,
Member States shall encourage stakeholders to define commonly agreed best practices in this area.
The copies made under the exception (i.e., corpora) have to be stored ‘with the appropriate level of
security’ to protect them against unauthorised access. They can, however, be re-used in other projects
or for evaluation purposes. Unfortunately, the exception itself does not seem to allow any sharing of the
data, although there might be slight variations between implementations in the various EU Member
States; for example, the German implementation (Section 60d of the German Copyright Act) allows for
the corpus to be shared with a limited circle of persons for joint scientific research, which seems to allow
sharing within research infrastructures such as CLARIN.
The advantage of relying on this exception rather than the Twitter API in using Twitter data for
language research purposes is a greater degree of autonomy and control over the data collection process.
On the other hand, it remains an uncharted territory with many great areas. Unlike the use of Twitter
APIs, the statutory exception also does not provide any relief regarding the GDPR compliance.

4

Conclusion

Twitter data present a number of legal issues: tweets can be protected by copyright, they contain personal
data, and access to them is regulated by the Terms of Service. This, however, does not mean that Twitter
data are out of reach for language researchers. Quite the contrary, there are at least two ways to get hold
of such data: via the API provided by Twitter (with a specific, preferential track dedicated to academic
research), or by relying on the new copyright exception for Text and Data Mining. None of these
approaches is fully satisfactory. Moreover, taking into account the specificities of national laws
(especially with regards to the Text and Data Mining exception), identified research questions and
adopted research methods, specific solutions for handling Twitter data should still be adopted on a caseby-case basis.
One such solution that looks quite tempting might be a hybrid approach between the Twitter API and
the statutory exception; in this scenario, the data are accessed via the Twitter API, then copied on the
basis of the copyright exception for Text and Data Mining, anonymised, stored, re-used and potentially
even shared with other researchers (this last element seem to depend mostly on the applicable national
law). As both the Academic Research track in the Twitter API and the relevant copyright exception were
only introduced relatively recently, best practices have yet to emerge – also by trial and, quite inevitably,
by error.
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Abstract
Language researchers are usually aware of intellectual property and personal data (PD) requirements. The
problem, however, arises when these two legal regimes have conflicting requirements. For instance, when
copyright law requires the acknowledgement of the author, but personal data law enshrines the data minimisation principle. It is a practical question for a language researcher whether he should name the author
of the text used for, e.g., building a language model, or follow the data minimisation principle not to name
the author.
The access right that a data subject has introduces similar conflicts. The question is what the scope of the
access right is. Does it cover only processed personal data, or does it extend to data derived from PD?
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The interaction of the freedom of expression with PD protection entails several problems. The question is
whether researchers can publish their research results containing personal data. The General Data Protection Regulation establishes a general framework that needs to be implemented by EU member states. We
analyse different implementations based on examples from several EU countries.

1

Introduction

There is an awareness that intellectual property1 and personal data2 (PD) protection are relevant in language research. These two regimes are often applicable simultaneously, and their requirements might
seem contradictory. Therefore, we have chosen three specific cases3 to outline the interaction of intellectual property and personal data protection and provide preliminary guidance.
Firstly, we explore the interplay between the data minimisation principle and the right to be acknowledged as the author (the attribution/paternity right). On the one hand, the data minimisation principle
enshrined in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires processing4 as little personal data
as possible (Art. 5 (1) c)). According to the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) “Data minimisation
substantiates and operationalises the principle of necessity” (2019: 21). On the other hand, the Berne
Convention Art. 6bis, which sets the international standard and binds all current EU member states (and
almost all of the remaining world), gives authors the attribution (paternity) right. The relevant question
here is whether a researcher who has collected language data containing copyrighted content (for further
discussion on the process of development of language technologies from the legal perspective, see Kelli
et al 2020) should attribute the author of the content or follow the data minimisation principle and remove all personal data (e.g., the author’s name) that is not necessary for processing.
The second case concerns intellectual property protection and the data subject’s access right. A researcher might need to decide what data the access right covers in practical terms. Is it only raw personal
data5 or personal data derived from raw personal data?
Thirdly, we discuss the impact of personal data protection on freedom of expression since publications constitute research outcomes. The two previous questions do not require comparative analysis, but
the situation is different in this case. Therefore, we rely on the General Data Protection Regulation implementation model of the following European Union countries: Austria, Czechia, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, and the Netherlands. Even though not all EU countries are studied, we can draw preliminary conclusions about the implementations. Adding more countries would not change the general picture.

Intellectual property can be defined as “rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific,
literary or artistic fields”. Art. 2 of the Convention Establishing WIPO. IP is traditionally divided into three main
categories: 1) copyright; 2) related rights to copyright; 3) industrial property.
2
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) defines personal data as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location
data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person” (Art. 4 (1)).
3
It should be mentioned that there are several IP and PD protection interaction points whose systematic mapping
is outside the scope of this article. Therefore, we chose cases that could potentially be relevant for language researchers.
4
The GDPR defines processing of personal data as “any operation or set of operations which is performed on
personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction” (Art.
4 (2)).
5
In the context of this article, the concept of raw personal data refers to information such as age, height, weight,
nationality, income, physical characteristics and so forth. Derived personal data is based on raw personal data (e.g.,
subject’s profile as a consumer, the estimation of person’s life expectancy and so forth).
1
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2

The data minimisation principle and the right of attribution

According to the data minimisation principle, PD must be “adequate, relevant and limited to what is
necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed” (GDPR Art. 5 (1) clause c). The
European Data Protection Board (EDPB) outlines the data minimisation obligation for default processing with reference to GDPR Art. 25 (2) as containing the following elements: 1) amount of personal
data collected (unnecessary data is not collected); 2) the extent of their processing (processing is limited
to what is necessary); 3) the period of their storage (the retention period is no longer than necessary); 4)
their accessibility (the access is limited to what is necessary) (2019: 12-14). The following graph visualises the data minimisation principle as conceptualised by EDPB (2019: 21):

The focus of the article is not on the data minimisation principle as such but on the identification of
the data subject. The European Data Protection Board is of the following opinion: “Minimising can also
refer to the degree of identification. If the purpose of the processing does not require the final set of data
to refer to an identified or identifiable individual (such as in statistics), but the initial processing does
(e.g. before data aggregation), then the controller shall delete or anonymise personal data as soon as
identification is no longer needed. Or, if continued identification is needed for other processing activities, personal data should be pseudonymised to mitigate risks for the data subjects’ rights” (2019: 21).
Pursuant to Art. 6bis (1) of the Berne Convention, “the author shall have the right to claim authorship
of the work”. The InfoSoc Directive also contains the obligation to identify the source (incl. the author’s
name), e.g., in the context of quotation or research exceptions (Art. 5 (3), esp. (a) and (d)). The EU case
law reiterates the obligation (e.g., C-145/10). Copyright laws of different European Union member states
contain the same principle. For instance, according to the Estonian Copyright Act “The author of a work
has the right to appear in public as the creator of the work and claim recognition of the fact of creation
of the work by way of relating the authorship of the work to the author’s person and name upon any use
of the work (right of authorship)” (§ 12 (1) clause 1). In other words, there is a legal obligation to
acknowledge the author of a work. Therefore, it is compatible with the GDPR since it names compliance
with a legal obligation as a legal basis for PD processing (Art. 6 (1) c)).
An overarching theme for this and the following section concerns legal obligations relating to derived
data, e.g., data derived through text and data mining (TDM). For further discussion, see Kelli et al.
(2020). Interestingly, the TDM exception contained in the DSM Directive does not require attribution.
However, it should be borne in mind that the TDM exception only limits the reproduction right and does
not allow any communication to the public. If the results of TDM are disseminated (e.g., based on quotation or research exception), the attribution right has to be honoured.6

6

The attribution right exists only in case of the existence of copyrighted content. In the EU case law, it is pointed
out that 11 consecutive words could be copyright protected (C-5/08). However, it does not say that less than 11
words are not copyrighted. For further discussion, see Kamocki 2020.
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3

The right of access and intellectual property protection

In combination with the right to be informed and the principle of transparency, the access right forms a
foundation for exercising the data subjects’ rights. The access right requires the controller to provide
information on the processing of PD, as well as access to the data (GDPR Art. 15). The European Data
Protection Board conceptualises the right of access as follows (2022: 2):

The first question for research organisations and researchers (data controllers) is the scope of the access
right. The question is whether the access right applies to raw personal data or personal data derived from
raw personal data. In other words, this question asks what PD covers.7 The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has not been remarkably consistent. For instance, it has explained that “There is
no doubt that the data relating to the applicant for a residence permit and contained in a minute, such as
the applicant’s name, date of birth, nationality, gender, ethnicity, religion and language, are […] ‘personal data’ […] As regards, on the other hand, the legal analysis in a minute, it must be stated that,
although it may contain personal data, it does not in itself constitute such data” (C-141/12 paragraphs
38, 39). In another case, the CJEU held that “the written answers submitted by a candidate at a professional examination and any comments made by an examiner with respect to those answers constitute
personal data” (C‑434/16).
Understandably, the concept of personal data should be interpreted consistently and extensively.
However, there is no legal clarity on whether data derived from PD should be made available. WP29
(2016: 9) suggests in the context of the right of portability (see GDPR Art. 20) that “user categorisation
or profiling are data which are derived or inferred from the personal data provided by the data subject,
and are not covered by the right to data portability”.
However, in its very recent draft guidelines, the EDPB (2022, paragraph 96) clearly states that not
only the raw data provided by the data subject but also personal data derived and inferred from such
data should be provided to the data subject who requests access to his or her personal data. It should be
noted that non-personal data, even derived or inferred from the data subject’s personal data, are not
concerned with such requests. The data surrounding PD does not have to be made available as well.
Within the context of language research, the question is whether the data subject could require access
to a language model trained using his PD. First, a model that does not contain any personal data is not
concerned with the right of access. Moreover, the language model containing PD can be protected by
intellectual property rights (database copyright, database sui generis right and trade secret 8 ). The
rightholder should have an exclusive right to decide who can access it. The GDPR accommodates this
line of argument in its Recital 63, explaining the nature of the access right: “That right should not adversely affect the rights or freedoms of others, including trade secrets or intellectual property and in
7

For the concept of PD, see WP29 2007.
Article 21 of the trade secrets directive defines a trade secret as information not generally known, having commercial value and its holder has taken steps to keep it secret.
8
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particular the copyright protecting the software. However, the result of those considerations should not
be a refusal to provide all information to the data subject”.
To sum up, the access right does not cover access to a language model containing PD as a whole,
especially when this model can be considered a trade secret. In this context, IP rights prevail over data
protection.

4
4.1

Data subject’s rights and freedom of expression
General background

The data subject has the right to object to the processing and obtain the erasure, restriction or rectification
of PD concerning himself (GDPR Art. 16, 17, 18, 21). These rights may conflict with the author’s right
to make his work available. This question can be framed as an interaction of personal data protection
and freedom of expression (FoE). Personal data protection is not an absolute right (GDPR Rec. 4). Furthermore, freedom of expression is guaranteed by all major international human rights treaties and European legal acts, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19), the Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (Article 10), the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union (Article 11). Therefore, the GDPR allows Member States to limit the data
subject’s rights to reconcile PD protection with the freedom of expression. According to GDPR Rec.
153, “This should apply in particular to the processing of personal data in the audiovisual field and in
news archives and press libraries”.
There are two intriguing questions concerning the interaction of personal data protection and freedom
of expression:
1) how to strike a fair balance between personal data protection and freedom of expression in research
settings? Freedom of expression is usually framed in the context of newspapers publishing facts about
public figures. Freedom of academic expression is somewhat unclear. Still, it has been interpreted to
apply to, e.g., x-ray pictures of medical case studies as standard practice. Such accompanying material
is publicly disclosed in a scientific journal to illustrate the published case. There is no need to obtain the
consent of the x-rayed person for this purpose. Usually, a person cannot be directly identified from such
an x-ray. However, if the medical condition is rare, the individual may still be identifiable with the help
of additional information. As the GDPR defines data concerning health as special categories of PD (Art.
9), this is an especially delicate example.
2) how and where to draw a line between processing for academic expression and research purposes.
Research publication requires prior research. The question is whether this research is covered with the
freedom of academic expression. We admit that the processing could be covered by the freedom of
expression except when data is present in the research publication. It is important to emphasise that the
principles of data minimisation, purpose limitation, accuracy, fairness (GDPR Art. 5), and other requirements need to be followed. Research quality and funding conditions often require the publication of
research data to ensure reproducibility and verifiability of research results. Therefore, there is tension
between the requirements on providing open data and protecting personal data. For further discussion,
see Kelli et al. (2018).
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4.2

Implementation models of EU countries to strike a fair balance between freedom of expression and personal data protection

The main aim of the General Data Protection regulation is to create a uniform regulatory framework
throughout the European Union. However, some aspects of personal data protection are delegated to the
EU member states. Striking a fair balance between freedom of expression and processing personal data
is one of them.
According to Art. 85 (1) of the GDPR “Member States shall by law reconcile the right to the protection of personal data pursuant to this Regulation with the right to freedom of expression and information,
including processing for journalistic purposes and the purposes of academic, artistic or literary expression”. The GDPR Art. 85 (1) further specifies: “For processing carried out for journalistic purposes or
the purpose of academic artistic or literary expression, Member States shall provide for exemptions or
derogations from Chapter II (principles), Chapter III (rights of the data subject), Chapter IV (controller
and processor), Chapter V (transfer of personal data to third countries or international organisations),
Chapter VI (independent supervisory authorities), Chapter VII (cooperation and consistency) and Chapter IX (specific data processing situations) if they are necessary to reconcile the right to the protection
of personal data with the freedom of expression and information”.
Analyzing the implementation routes of selected EU countries to guarantee academic freedom of
speech exemplifies several differences. The approach of the EU countries varies from countries that do
not have any specific provisions to counties with a very detailed regulatory framework. Some countries
are placed between the two.
4.2.1

Countries without specific provisions

For instance, the German Federal Data Protection Act (BDSG) does not contain any rules specifically
implementing Article 85 of the GDPR. The existing broad derogation for research and archiving purposes (Article 27 of the BDSG) is based on Article 89, not 85 of the GDPR. It seems to be deemed
sufficient by the legislator (Deutscher Bundestag, 2018). Specific state acts regarding media and journalistic expression exist in many federal states (Länder), e.g., Hessisches Pressegesetz or
Landesmediengesetz Baden-Württemberg.
4.2.2

Countries with a general provision

Several studied countries have a general provision (with minor additions) limiting the applicability of
the General Data Protection Regulation to protect freedom of expression. These countries are Austria
(the Austrian Data Protection Amendment Act), Finland (the Finnish Data Protection Act), Latvia (the
Latvian PDPA), and Lithuania (the Republic of Lithuania Law on Legal Protection of Personal Data).
These general provisions as such are not very informative and, due to their similar character, are not
presented here.
Although these countries have a literal implementation model, some still have some additional norms.
For instance, Art. 7(2) of the Republic of Lithuania Law on Legal Protection of Personal Data further
provides that the Inspector of Journalist Ethics shall monitor the application of the GDPR and the Law
on Legal Protection of Personal Data and ensure that this legislation applies to the processing of personal
data for journalistic purposes and academic, artistic or literary purposes. Therefore, deviating from the
general principle, the Inspector of Journalist Ethics, not the State Data Protection Inspectorate, is responsible for supervising the processing of personal data for journalistic purposes and academic, artistic
or literary purposes. Currently, the Lithuanian case law and the public decisions made by the Inspector
of Journalist Ethics is too fragmented to make any conclusive statements about the interplay of the FoE
and PD protection, but it seems that the intention is to interpret the concepts of “journalistic purposes”
and “academic, artistic or literary purposes” broadly, as foreseen in Recital 153 of the GDPR.
Article 32(3) of the Latvian PDPA states that when processing data for academic, artistic or literary
expression, provisions of the GDPR (except for Article 5) shall not be applied if all of the following
conditions are present: 1) Data processing is conducted by respecting the right of a person to private
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life, and it does not affect interests of a data subject which require protection and override the public
interest; 2) Compliance with the provisions of the GDPR is incompatible with or prevents the exercise
of the rights to freedom of expression and information.
As one may observe from this quoted provision, it is essentially based on Article 85 (2) of the GDPR
and contains two parts. The Latvian legislator reacted to a necessity to provide exemptions or derogations from certain chapters of the GDPR. As one may observe from the phrase ‘except for Article 5’
contained in the quoted provision, the Latvian legislator chose to apply Article 5 (i.e. principles relating
to the processing of personal data) to be observed while processing data for academic, artistic or literary
expression from all provisions included in the relevant chapters of the GDPR. At the same time, the
Latvian legislator provided two cumulative preconditions referred to in the quoted provision for processing data for academic, artistic or literary expression in order to avoid the application of the rules
included in relevant chapters of the GDPR. Therefore, if at least one of these two cumulative preconditions is not met, the GDPR in full should be applied for such processing.
4.2.3

Countries with an elaborate provision

There are also countries with a more elaborate approach to the interaction of personal data protection
and freedom of expression, such as Czechia, Estonia, France, Greece, Italy and the Netherlands.
Czechia seems to be the EU country with the most detailed regulation. In Czechia, the GDPR is
implemented by a completely new law (No. 110/2019 Coll.). Art. 17 gives the legal basis for personal
data processing for journalistic, academic, artistic or literary expression: (1) Personal data may also be
processed if it serves, in a reasonable manner, journalistic purposes or purposes of academic, artistic or
literary expression. (2) The processing of personal data for the purposes referred above is not subject to
authorisation or approval of the Office and enjoys the right to protection of the source and content of
information, even in the case of the processing of personal data in a manner allowing remote access.
Articles 18 to 22 are devoted to the exceptions related to the right of the subject to be informed,
exceptions related to the protection of the source and contents of the personal information, exceptions
to the right for corrections, deletion and restriction of processing, and the right to appeal. Some of the
exceptions are, however, constrained in specific cases. Art. 23 provides further limitations allowed in
the GDPR.
The last paragraph of Art. 23 contains a catch-all phrase related to the topic: (3) Where the exclusion
or limitation of certain rights or obligations would be likely to result in a high risk to the legitimate
interests of the data subject, the controller or processor shall, without undue delay, adopt and document
appropriate measures to mitigate such or similar risk. It might be interesting to note that the word academic has indeed been used in line with the usual legal text practice, even though outside of the legal
domain, it has a meaning very similar to the French expression ‘académique’ (see the discussion below
about France), with several tens of “Academic” research institutes formed across the country.
In practice, the formal and often informal guidelines of the Czech Office for personal data protection9
are that reporting according to the law should be minimised to clear cases of processing personal data,
and only in the case it is not covered by other provisions of the law. For example, if human subjects
performing tasks (non-medical) in a research project are being paid by the same institution, their personal data are being collected for processing their salaries and covered by the reporting done once by
that institution for the purpose of employment. In such a case, no other reporting is necessary provided
the writings, speech recording, survey results or other data collected from the subjects are anonymised
(or collected anonymously) before they are stored and processed, which is often the case in linguistic
research focused on data collection for machine learning in the area of language technology, where in
fact individual differences are to be suppressed anyway to get generalised behaviour of the models and
resulting software tools and applications.
The Estonian Personal Data Protection Act (Estonian PDPA) has two sections to protect freedom of
speech (Section 4 and 5). Section 4 of the Estonian PDPA regulates the processing of personal data for
9

Available at https://www.uoou.cz/en.
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journalistic purposes10 and is not addressed here. Section 5 concerns the processing of personal data for
academic, artistic and literary expression, which is the focus of the article. According to Section 5 of the
Estonian PDPA “Personal data may be processed without the consent of the data subject for the purpose
of academic, artistic and literary expression, in particular, disclosed if this does not cause excessive
damage to the rights of the data subject”. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Estonian PDPA emphasises that the regulation applies inter alia to books, motion pictures, visual art, biographies and other
content that does not qualify as journalism. According to the memorandum, consent as a legal basis for
processing PD for academic, artistic and literary expression is not required. The reason is that consent
can be withdrawn, which could have an adverse impact on the freedom of expression. Although the law
allows processing PD without consent, it is necessary to strike a fair balance between FoE and privacy
(2018: 13-14).
Article 80 of the French Data Protection Act attempts to reconcile data protection and freedom of
expression in France. It derogates from two general principles: the storage limitation and the prohibition
of processing sensitive data (including data about criminal convictions and offences). It also limits information rights, access, rectification and restriction, and derogates from the rules on data transfers. This
framework applies only when necessary to safeguard freedom of expression and information, and only
when the data are processed: 1) for academic (‘universitaire’), artistic or literary expression, or 2) for
journalistic purposes by professional journalists, in a way that respects ethical rules (deontology) of the
profession. The Article clearly states that other laws and codes regarding violations of privacy and reputational damage continue to apply.
One can be surprised by the adjective ‘universitaire’ in Article 80 of the French Copyright Act (expression universitaire, artistique ou littéraire) rather than ‘académique’ (as in ‘academic, artistic or literary expression’). However, the same wording is used by the French version of Article 85 of the GDPR.
This is because ‘académique’ has a very restricted meaning in French (related to the Académie Française) and should not be interpreted as limiting the derogatory framework to processing made by scholars with a university affiliation.
Article 28 of the Greek Personal Data Protection Act, corresponding directly to the GDPR (Art. 85),
aims to reconcile the right to personal data protection with the right to freedom of expression and information, “including the processing for journalistic purposes and for purposes of academic, literary or
artistic expression”. More specifically, in the framework of these objectives, Paragraph 1 of this Article
explicitly enumerates cases where the processing of PD is allowed: “(a) when the subject of the data has
given his explicit consent, (b) for PD that have been publicised by the subject, (c) when the right to the
freedom of expression and the right to information overweighs the right to PD protection, especially for
topics of general interest or when the PD relates to public persons, and (d) when it is restricted to the
necessary measure to ensure the right of expression and the right of information, especially with regard
to sensitive categories of PD11, and criminal cases, and security-related measures, taking into account
the right of the subject to his private and family life.” We can deduce that the Article looks more into
the ‘journalistic purposes’ rather than ‘academic purposes’. Paragraph 2 of the same Article provides
the exceptions and derogations for processing for such purposes, which are mentioned in Article 85 of
the GDPR.
Article 136 of the Italian Personal Data Protection Code (PDPC) implements Art. 85 of the GDPR.
It regulates journalistic as well as academic works. Article 137 defines the categories of PD that can be
processed without the data subject’s consent. Namely, such categories are special categories of PD and
The Estonian Personal Data Protection Act § 4: “Personal data may be processed and disclosed in the media for
journalistic purposes without the consent of the data subject, in particular disclosed in the media, if there is public
interest therefor and this is in accordance with the principles of journalism ethics. Disclosure of personal data must
not cause excessive damage to the rights of any data subjects“.
11
This is really a different approach from the Netherlands. The Dutch variant links Art. 85 GDPR to academic
expressions. That leads to legal uncertainty whereas the main principles of the GDPR are oriented towards purposes and legal grounds. The Greek approach seems a clarification of the legal ground of the public interest Art.
6 GDPR. The emphasis on public persons is in line with the case law on freedom of expression. This raises the
question to what extent journalistic purposes really are comparable to academic purposes.
10
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PD data related to criminal convictions and offences (GDPR Art. 9, 10). Other sections further restrict
these categories to “Safeguards applying to the processing of genetic data, biometric data, and data
relating to health” (section 2-f) and “Processing entailing a high risk for the performance of a task carried
out in the public interest” (section 2-p). Article 137 (3) provides: “It shall be allowed to process the data
concerning circumstances or events that have been made known (communicated/disseminated) either
directly by the data subject or on account of the data subject’s public conduct”.
In the Netherlands Art. 85 GDPR is implemented in a broad way in article 43 of the Uitvoeringswet
AVG. The Article speaks of the reconciliation of rights for journalistic and academic expressions. As
the Dutch lawmaker explains in the parliamentary discussion (Memorie van Antwoord UAVG 20172018, 34 851, first chamber) Recital, 153 of the GDPR calls for broad implementation. Yet, still, an
assessment of the proportionality has to take place. If needed, transparency requirements and access
rights of Chapter 3 GDPR can be disregarded. This raises the question of how researchers should deal
with transparency requirements inherent to academic research and verifiability. No exemption is possible from the obligation on data protection by design (Art. 25 GDPR). So, a balancing act and applying
data protection principles, like data minimisation, is still mandated. Yet, for instance, when necessary,
in urgent cases, based on this derogation, a researcher can refrain from filling in questions about the
intended processing, where the institution generally would want this in their shared role of controller,
based on the obligation to maintain records of processing activities (article 30 GDPR). This is in line
with article 1.6 of the Netherlands Higher education and Research Act, which states that academic freedom is taken into account in universities of the Netherlands. A data protection impact assessment as a
method for privacy by design could be used to document the balancing act and design a protocol for
verifiability.
4.2.4

Different implementation models and a way forward

Different implementation models raise the question of their potential impact. As a general observation, we would emphasise that Article 85 of the General Data Protection Regulation itself is rather vague.
There is a good reason for this. The right to freedom of speech does not have a clear scope. Freedom of
speech (also academic freedom of speech) is probably differently defined in different EU countries. This
means that what could be protected as academic freedom of speech in Estonian is not necessarily identical to France or Greece. The cultural differences are probably reflected and reinforced in divergent
GDPR Art. 85 implementation models that are not limited to laws but also extend to legal practice. Since
research is becoming increasingly international, this could be a problem.
Personal data protection and freedom of expression are both human rights. This means that one is not
prioritised over another. The critical issue is to strike a fair balance between them, as personal data
protection should not affect academic freedom of expression. While openness promotes transparency
and accuracy of the research, protective measures promote confidentiality. Both aspects are needed to
preserve trust in research among fellow researchers and the general public. The tension might be resolved using the principles on Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability of data (FAIR
2016) advocated by the European Commission (COM(2020) 66). In practical terms, it means making
the metadata open and providing a clear protocol for accessing the content even if it is not offered openly
on the internet.

5

Conclusion

We reached the following preliminary conclusions. Firstly, the data minimisation and the attribution
right are not contradictory concepts. The acknowledgement of the author is compatible with the GDPR
as the compliance with a legal obligation. The attribution does not concern all personal data but only
data that is copyrighted.
Secondly, the access right primarily applies to raw personal data. There is no legal clarity regarding
the access to data derived from personal data. The information not containing personal data is not within
the scope of the access right (even if the information is derived from personal data). The access right
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could be exercised to get access to personal data derived from raw personal data. This is not the case
when such access could conflict with intellectual property rights and trade secret protection. Trade secret
protection considerations could be more relevant here.
Thirdly, personal data protection usually does not take precedence over the freedom of expression
and cannot hinder the academic freedom of speech and the author’s right to disseminate his work. However, there could be restrictions on how it can be disseminated. Conducting research may also be covered
by academic freedom of speech. Although the General Data Protection Regulation provides a framework
to enhance freedom of speech in the field of academic research, its implementation by different EU
countries diverges. It is not necessarily compatible with the GDPR’s aim to establish a uniform framework for processing personal data for research and academic expression and could have a negative impact on the dissemination of research results. Therefore it is advisable to rely on the principles of Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability of data.
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Abstract
By now, digital infrastructures for language data and tools have become commonplace in the
research domain, but their possible benefits are still almost unknown outside of these circles.
However, it stands to reason that the data and methods developed there could also be used by
non-research language actors like publishing houses or libraries. This article presents a use case
within a local language infrastructure project describing our interactions with a newspaper portal
that resulted in modern NLP tools being made available via an API to help improve their online
search. We describe how this use case was implemented, focusing on the problems that came up,
specifically those from the interaction between a research and a non-research institution.

1

Introduction

Large scale research infrastructure projects like CLARIN (De Jong et al., 2018), DARIAH (Edmond et
al., 2017) or ELG (Rehm et al., 2021) aim at making language resources and tools available to, sustainable for and easily reusable by their stakeholders. These efforts have proven to create standards and
frameworks and have become a reference point for visibility. Yet, up to today, the active involvement
of stakeholders and the ambition to attract users to the provided services and tools is challenging. For
example, different User Involvement (UI) events of CLARIN helped to provide specific training to a
number of research stakeholders1 and the CLARIN Resource Families initiative (Fišer et al., 2018) links
resources of several research stakeholders. Still, stakeholders from industry are hardly found among the
users, and experiences from projects that actively involve commercial partners show that the industrial
use of the offered services is indeed difficult.2
This is related to the naturally slow advancement of large scale, complex and usually abstract projects.
In particular, solutions that aim at encompassing various use cases and demands tend to result in powerful
yet generic frameworks, as for example, the Component Metadata Infrastructure3 (Goosen et al., 2014).
Those solutions are not always easy to adopt because they require knowledge and technical skills, and it
is not always clear from the onset whether the actual use case can be implemented. For this reason, and
to bridge the gap between research and application, projects are created that cover domain-specific use
cases with the help of large infrastructures (for example, ELEXIS (Woldrich et al., 2021)).
This paper presents a use case from the local language infrastructure project DI-ÖSS4 (Lyding et al.,
2019). This project bridges the gap between an existing infrastructure project (CLARIN) and a local
community. That is, instead of targeting a specific application domain (like e.g. lexicography) DI-ÖSS
targets a wider set of local stakeholders that are working with language in different ways. By doing so DIÖSS aims to connect those local actors to ideas, procedures and solutions from the large infrastructure.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
See, for example, https://cmc-corpora2017.eurac.edu/uievent/ and an overview here: https://www.
clarin.eu/content/user-involvement-funding#guest-blog-posts
2
Bleichner et al. (2005) report on a cooperation between two German universities and a part of the archiving division of
AIRBUS; Poesio and Magnini (2009) report on a project with data providers of audio, video and text news from Trentino, Italy.
3
https://www.clarin.eu/cmdi
4
Digitale Infrastruktur für das Ökosystem Südtiroler Sprachdaten und –dienste - Digital infrastructure for the ecosystem of
South Tyrolean language data and services
Verena Lyding, Egon Stemle and Alexander König 2022. Collaborating on Language Resource Infrastructures
with Non-Research Partners: Practicalities and Challenges. Selected papers from the CLARIN Annual Conference 2021. Linköping Electronic Conference Proceedings 189: 189 88–100.
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2

Background

2.1 Local Infrastructure Project DI-ÖSS
The presented use case on an interaction between an online newspaper portal and an NLP service hosted
at a research institution was carried out as part of the small local infrastructure project named DIÖSS (Lyding et al., 2019) which ran from 2017 to 2021. The aim of the DI-ÖSS project was to connect
various types of language actors on the local level to exploit synergies between their activities and goals
and the objectives of Eurac Research’s Institute for Applied Linguistics (IAL). The IAL is a member of
CLARIN-IT and is the initiator and leader of the DI-ÖSS project. The project explicitly aimed at the
involvement of non-research partners, which are typically not familiar with infrastructure efforts on the
European level. A consortium with four local language actors was established to explore different use
cases. Next to the newspaper portal two public cultural institutions, a local library partner and a public
culture and language institution, as well as a non-computational research partner working with historical
letters were part of the consortium. The model of cooperation between each of the four local language
actors and the IAL was an asymmetric project cooperation, with the major workload on the side of the
IAL, and a smaller workload on the side of each of the partners, limited to accompanying the use case
development with their relevant institutional knowledge. Any active data curation and development work
was delegated to subcontractors, which were coordinated by the IAL and paid by the project budget.
2.2 Finding Partners
The first phase of the project consisted of the lead partner at IAL searching for cooperation partners.
These partners should be outside of the area of research as the aim of the project was to widen the idea
of infrastructure for language data beyond the scope of research where it is well established by now. As
a first step an extended list was created of institutions that primarily work with language data within the
project’s dedicated geographical region, the Autonomous Province of Bolzano/Bozen in northern Italy.
There can be a case made that any institution is dealing with language data to some degree, but for this list
the focus was on institutions where the language data is their main focus. In the end, this list contained
about 200 entries that could be grouped roughly into seven categories: archives, libraries, online media,
catalogues, cultural institutes, publishing houses and journals. See Figure 1 for their distribution.

Figure 1: Distribution of institution types in preliminary classification
The overabundance of journals in our long list is due to the fact that they are very visible carriers
of local language data, even though a lot of them are not produced by what can be called a ”language
institution”. We kept them in the list, because they can be a rich source of local language data, but
drastically reduced their weight in the following steps, namely the interview phase described below.
The IAL did in-depth interviews with eleven individual institutions, trying to cover all of the various
categories and also looking at institutions of different sizes. These interviews were used to get some idea
of typical processes within these institutions (Lyding et al., 2020) and starting from that develop some
possible use cases that could be worked on with such an institution within the scope of the project.
The IAL then invited some institutions as cooperation partners into the DI-ÖSS project. As during the
interviews, it was tried to cover a wide range of different institutions. But it turned out to be surprisingly
difficult to convince non-research institutions to join this kind of project. We encountered quite strong
reservations regarding whether participating in such a project would be worth the institution’s time. We
assume that this can be explained by the fact that especially institutions organised as a business have to
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always calculate whether the time (and therefore money) they invest into such a new project will be met
by enough revenue, that is, will they get enough out of it or even more general what can they get out of
it. For partners from the newspaper publishing world, three out of the four institutions we contacted were
not interested in any cooperation even though, apart from the possible technological benefits, a small
monetary reward was offered.
2.3 Defining Use Cases
Another problem that paired with this general reservation was the challenging task of envisioning possible use cases that could be explored in such a cooperation. When setting up the cooperation with the
newspaper portal, we tried to develop a use case together with the people working there. But we realised
that it was difficult for them to see beyond their day-to-day work within an established environment
and come up with ideas that could utilise the possibilities lying in such a cooperation with a research
institution. This showed that it is difficult for a potential industrial partner to envision a possible use
case using NLP tools and other language technology methods because the extent of these methods is not
widely known. Therefore, users either have no idea at all what is possible or on the other hand greatly
overestimate the power of these tools and come up with ideas that are virtually impossible with today’s
capabilities. Also, the factor of having to adapt established workflows can pose obstacles for businesses
offering professional services. Any adaptation can lead to a possible disruption of a workflow, and it is
therefore understandable that non-research partners are particularly wary of committing to ’unnecessary’
changes to a running system, even more so if the added value is something abstract like an evaluation
metric, a promise of an improved experience, or a functioning prototype with different data or not fully
integrated into their usual workflow. While we can envision potential use cases and the expected added
value of a project, the cooperation with a research partner and research tools cannot be guaranteed to be
as stable and predictable as commercial services. Insofar, it was a fine line we had to walk in order to
entice partners with possible opportunities on the one hand, but also not to promise too much.
2.4 Related Work
The research community is in active exchange on language research infrastructure initiatives as conferences by the main players CLARIN, META-SHARE and ELG, and dedicated conference tracks at NLP
conferences5 show. Also, calls for application showcases are widely promoted and fostered with financial incentives67 . Despite this active promotion of the adoption of language research infrastructures by
a wider audience, it is extremely difficult to find scientific relations and reports on research - industry
cooperations. This even holds for the inter-institutional projects mentioned above.
While it would be very valuable to gain insights on prior experiences with adopting research infrastructure components for use cases from industry, the lack of these types of publications is also comprehensible. Research - industry cooperations are challenging by nature and in the context of project-based
initiatives often experimental and small in scale. If achieved, results may remain preliminary and use
cases might not always turn out as success stories, thus the motivation to publish about it can be naturally diminished. In addition, scientific conferences generally target substantial scientific contributions
and concluded works rather than work-in-progress reports. In conclusion, our search for related works
has been without noteworthy results and it remains to the scientific community to encourage more project
reporting on less shiny but insightful use cases and cooperations over time.

3

Cooperation with a Newspaper Portal

The use case explored further in this paper is built on the inter-institutional cooperation among the Institute for Applied Linguistics (IAL) at Eurac Research8 and the local newspaper portal salto.bz9 . Among
the cooperations with the four project partners (see above), we decided to focus on this single cooperation
5

https://lrec2022.lrec-conf.org/en/calls-papers/2nd-call-papers/
https://www.clarin.eu/content/user-involvement-funding
7
https://www.european-language-grid.eu/open-calls/
8
https://www.eurac.edu/linguistics
9
https://www.salto.bz
6
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as the local newspaper portal was the most commercial/industry partner within the consortium. Moreover,
the local newspaper was the only partner we had not worked with before. Accordingly, this collaboration
was the most challenging and insightful in terms of identifying a use case and implementing it.
3.1 Cooperation Partner: Salto.bz Newspaper Portal
Salto.bz is a ’news and community portal for South Tyrol’. It has been founded in 2012 as a cooperative
society and its news portal is online since 2013.10 Salto.bz is the first German and Italian bilingual
online news portal in the multilingual province of South Tyrol. It was created with the aim to combine
journalism and social media communication and offers editorial content of professional salto.bz authors
as well as texts, comments and multimedia content provided by its community. It focuses on journalism
and information exchange on daily news and analyses on politics, economy, environment and society.
Among the different news publishers in South Tyrol salto.bz stood out by its openness, interest and
availability for a cooperation with us as research institution. In contrast to experiences from multiple
other attempts to find collaboration partners among local publishers the head office of salto.bz immediately signalled willingness to learn more about the project idea, to discuss specific cooperation possibilities, and to promote the cooperation to its internal workers and to involve them where relevant.
3.2 Use Case: Advanced Search
The initial discussions between the IAL and salto.bz focussed on understanding the structure of the newspaper portal, the uses-cases of their internet users, the types of data which are created and administered
by salto.bz and the related workflows from article writing to publishing. The aim was to identify a use
case that could benefit from NLP treatment. This way, the IAL could offer an NLP service to salto.bz
while, in return, getting access to authentic language data produced in the bilingual context of South
Tyrol to carry out linguistic studies.
Analyzing internal workflows at salto.bz, the following things could be observed. Concerning the
back-end interaction, it became clear that authors do not perform any language processing activities
within the portal. They mainly interact with it to upload and publish new articles. In addition, news
writing and publishing is often carried out under time pressure, and any additional activity required
before completion is not appreciated by authors, unless the added value is very clear. Concerning the
front-end interaction, that is the interaction of readers with the portal, the search functionality within
current news and news in the archive showed some shortcomings in terms of search speed, support for
multiword searches and search by criteria like publication date, author or ressort.
The use case we jointly identified targets the creation of an improved search service for the articles of
the news portal, including recent articles and the entire news archive. To be most useful to salto.bz users,
the outline of the improved search service foresaw the following functionalities:
1. Full-text search with support for multiword searches,
2. Facetting by manually created metadata for each article (i.e., author name, publication date and
section of the newspaper), and
3. Automatically generated keywords as additional facets to refine the search results.
Thus, the use case implements a service of general interest for the news portal and includes an NLP
component prototype which is delivered by the IAL as research partner. The distribution of the work between salto.bz and the IAL of Eurac Research was organised as follows: salto.bz took care of the general
technical aspects of the portal programming, while the IAL provided a computational linguistic component for multilingual keyword extraction from news articles. Detailed information on the distribution of
work and the interaction between project members across institutions are given in Section 4.3 below.
10

https://www.salto.bz/de/faq
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Figure 2: System architecture

3.3 Coordination of the Inter-Institutional Interaction
The inter-institutional cooperation was initiated by the project coordinator of the IAL who contacted the
salto.bz head office and proposed a project cooperation. The salto.bz head office agreed to be part of
the project and participated in several meetings with the IAL to discuss the working reality and content
on the side of the newspaper portal and to identify the specific use case for the cooperation. Once the
use case was established, on salto.bz side the overall interaction continued to be handled by the head
of the back office, who administered contractual aspects and coordinated the participation of salto.bz
employees in the use case, mainly the interaction with the programmer of the portal. On IAL side the
cooperation was coordinated by the project lead in consultation with its other researchers. The technical
implementation was carried out between the programmer at salto.bz and the project researchers at the
IAL. As soon as the system components were in place, also the editor-in-chief of salto.bz got involved on
the client side to give feedback on the user interaction within the author’s interface. The editor-in-chief
also took care of the communication with the authors of salto.bz. Finally, the IAL involved a translation
expert to evaluate and curate the automatically extracted keyword pairs.

4

Implementation of the Improved Search Service

4.1 System Design
The extended search service is designed as a distributed architecture with the search interface running on
the salto.bz news portal and the computational linguistics text processing being performed at the IAL.
Overall, we can distinguish four components of the system architecture (see also Figure 2):
1. The portal back-end, data storage and search engine (salto.bz11 )
2. The keyword extraction service (IAL)
3. The author web interface (salto.bz)
4. The news search web interface (salto.bz).
The portal is centrally based on Drupal12 , an open-source content management system (CMS) that can
be extended with modules to expand its functionality. Thus, the functionality on the salto.bz-portal side
was fully integrated into the CMS and its regular workflow. This means the authors enter their articles via
a web interface and optionally activate a Get Tags-function, which triggers a process on the back-end side
11
Strictly speaking, the division here is subdivided again: The CPU time, the data storage, the general Drupal and Apache
Solr/Lucene installations are provided by an external Internet service provider.
12
https://drupal.org
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of the CMS to send text with metadata to the keyword extraction service to retrieve candidate keyword
pairs. The keyword extraction service at the IAL receives data from the portal back-end, processes the
news article texts and metadata, identifies keywords, sends new keywords for translation to an external
service, and returns candidate keyword pairs back to the portal back-end. These candidates are then
forwarded to the author’s web interface for validation. The author’s interface allows to validate, delete or
modify candidate keyword pairs before the article is queued for review or publication.
4.1.1 The News Search Web Interface
The news search is based on the integration of Drupal with Apache Solr13 , a popular open source enterprise search platform built on Apache Lucene. The web interface allows for full text search and facetting
of results both by metadata information and keywords. Figure 3 shows the results page for the search
Fahrrad (Bicycle). The articles that match the query are shown on the right, with their section (e.g.
UMWELT (Environment)), title, author, publication date, and highlighted text for the query match(es).
The left side (or a popover on smaller screens) shows some of the possible facets to restrict the search

Figure 3: Search results with (some) facets
results: FILTERN NACH (Filter by) RESSORT (Section), AUTOR (Author), and the generated AUTOTAGS (keywords). The first facet, which is at the beginning of the list and not visible any more on this
scrolled down view, is year of publication. Further down the facets list is also a short info box containing
information about search in general and the Autotags feature (our translation):
A search for several words is possible. For an exact search, the terms can be placed in inverted commas.
The number of hits per category is displayed in the search options. Clicking on a value filters by category.
The category ’Autotags’ shows keywords that have been automatically generated using computer linguistic methods. This functionality is the result of a research cooperation with Eurac Research and is currently in beta phase.

4.1.2 The Author Web Interface
The authors of salto.bz enter news content through the author web interface which provides a form
with distinct fields for the news body text, title, section, etc. In terms of content creation, news articles
and metadata such as section or publishing date are manually created by the authors of salto.bz, while
keyword pairs for each text are generated on demand by the keyword extraction service of the IAL. After
entering the news text, authors have to actively retrieve and validate keyword pairs through the system.
Figure 4 shows the author web interface with the part for the keyword extraction highlighted. Keywords
13

https://solr.apache.org/
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are generated by clicking on the ’Get Tags’ button. The automatically extracted keywords will appear
below the text field; light grey indicates new keywords and turquoise keywords that already exists in
the system. Suggestions can be approved (⊕), which adds them to the text field, or can be cleared from
the text field (⊖). New keywords can also be freely added to the text field or any approved one can be
changed.

Figure 4: Author’s web interface for editing an article and the keyword extraction ’Autotags’ highlighted
4.2 Technical Implementation of the Keyword Extraction Service
The keyword extraction tool is a prototype implementation which extracts keyword from an article and
uses the Microsoft Bing translation API14 to translate each extracted keyword into the respective other
language. That is, it receives a text in either Italian or German and returns a list of bilingual keyword pairs
in the form German@@Italian. Together with the developer of the newspaper portal, we defined three
requirements for user interaction. The interface should allow (1) to retrieve a list of candidate keyword
pairs on demand, (2) to select or deselect candidates according to their relevance and (3) to change or
correct the selected candidates if necessary.
Keywords for us are single or multi-word expressions that do not necessarily have to occur in sequence
in the text and are extracted by a handful of manually devised rules15 . Through the rules, we were able
to ensure that some peculiarities of typical local naming, for example, names of public administration
entities, can be recognised in both German and Italian. The translation was done for each keyword independently of its context - this is a borderline use of the translation service, but for a working prototype we
accepted this shortcoming. This implicates that for ambiguous keywords the correct translations cannot
be guaranteed by the system, but are enforced in the manual validation step instead.
On the technical side, the exchange between the parties was standardised. All involved parties could
develop their system independently, and still, the systems could communicate with each other. To this
end, a RESTful application programming interface (REST API) (Fielding, R. T., 2000) was designed and
implemented that allows documents to be sent to the IAL for computer-aided linguistic processing, which
14

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/translator/
See
keyword extractor salto.py
in
https://gitlab.inf.unibz.it/commul/di-oss/
api-service-salto
15
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can be retrieved after successful processing. The API implements an authentication and authorisation
layer that allows us to track which document came from whom so that different processing or licensing
agreements can be considered.
The processing of the documents is (optionally) asynchronous in order to be able to take into account
long-lasting processing. For this purpose, the API assigns an identification token after successfully transmitting a job, which the remote party must use when returning to query whether processing has already
been completed. Once processing is complete, the bilingual keyword pairs suggested by the system can
be retrieved and are displayed to authors for further processing as described above.
The keyword pair candidates are compared with those already in the system, and the already known
pairs are colour-coded. As explained above, the suggestions must be actively accepted, i.e. there is no
mechanism that automatically assigns the suggestions to an article. In addition, the provision of keyword
candidates is beneficial but not critical. In the absence of such suggestions, authors can also complete
editing an article without automatic suggestions by manually entering their suggestions, which are automatically completed with the suggestions known to the system.
Keyword pairs can also be curated in a separate interface. Changes in this interface are recorded so
that traceable changes can be systematically automated. For example, a singular-plural association can
be made, which is then recorded as an entry in a file and considered for future proposals. In this way,
an author could benefit from both the automated system (the proposal) and the regular maintenance of
the taxonomy in a future article. In order to ensure an exchange of information about the acceptance or
the content of the accepted keywords, a data reconciliation is carried out at regular intervals. For this
purpose, the log file is provided by the developer of the news portal and transferred to our system.
It is important to underline that the keyword extraction service is a prototype implementation not a
final product. It has been implemented for the purpose of getting a viable use case up and running within
a project cooperation between a research and a business partner. Given this restricted scope and related
time constraints, no formal user evaluation (neither with news authors nor with the portal users) has been
carried out, but informal feedback on the service has been collected from the news authors throughout
the project and indicated that the overall keyword quality was considered acceptable.
4.3 Interaction between Project Members across Institutions
In addition to the overall coordination of the project work across the two institutions (cf. Section 3.3) in
particular the implementation work had to be orchestrated between the IAL and salto.bz and the different roles of the project participants. The technical implementation of the different system components
were divided as follows: salto.bz was in charge of implementing the back-end of the full text search with
facetting by metadata, as well as the user search interface and the integration of the keyword extraction
tool within the author’s interface. The IAL was in charge of implementing the keyword extraction tool
and making it available as an independent service. While the implementation of the components were
handled independently by the technical profiles (developer/researcher) at both institutions, several interactions were needed to define technical and user-related requirements. The project core team, composed
of researchers at the IAL and the salto.bz developer, regularly met to define which functionalities the
search interface and the author interface should include and how they should be presented to users of the
portal and newspaper authors. The resulting design specification were then first presented to the salto.bz
head office and after to the editor-in-chief to collect feedback for the search and author interfaces. After
the details of the system design were set, the core team worked on defining the data exchange formats
and protocols, which served as basis for the widely independent implementation of the different components by salto.bz and the IAL. Therefore, once the first version of the entire system architecture was put
together again the salto.bz head office and the editor-in-chief were involved for system testing from the
users’ perspective.
Apart from overall design decisions, the cooperative work on this use case mainly concerned the
interaction between the author interface of the news portal and the keyword extraction service offered by
the IAL. Both with regards to the technical data flow and the user interaction, decisions had to be taken
about the number and order of keyword pair candidates, and about how to select and correct them.
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4.4 Required Manual Input of News Authors
The system design, as described above, included the authors’ keyword validation and curation activity
as a fundamental part of the entire search service. Given that the automatic keyword extraction tool can
only work so well in extracting relevant keywords and proposing valid translations for the given context,
the project team decided that the manual validation of each keyword pair would be the base condition for
including keywords as facets within the public search interface.
Once the new search service with keyword extraction was running in beta-version, all salto.bz authors
had to be brought on board. The authors had to be made aware of their task to generate (launch the
automated process) and approve (manually select, discard and/or correct) relevant keyword pairs. This
required teaching them how to use the tool and motivating them to use it for every article they write.
To motivate the authors, the added value of the keyword tool was communicated (the keywords serve as
additional search facets), and the editor-in-chief encouraged participation.
The project core team provided guidelines for selecting or correcting keyword candidates. Finally,
authors were also instructed to document troubles and errors they encountered, as a functioning feedback
loop is essential to maintain and improve the service. In fact, we encountered several situations where
authors had noticed an error and stopped using the tool without informing us.
4.5 Updating Existing Data
Given that the assignment of keyword pairs to articles requires human approval, by the time the search
interface should go live, we had to find a solution for articles written and published before the keyword
extraction tool had been introduced. Asking authors to manually validate keyword pairs for all articles
in the archive was not feasible, therefore we had to find a way to update the articles from the archive in
an automatic way. We proceeded by applying the automatic keyword tool to all articles of the archive,
but kept only those keywords that occurred more than ten times, while discarding all the others. This
resulted in a list of more than 2000 keyword pairs, which were manually corrected (e.g. for translation
errors) and merged by a translation expert, who was subcontracted for this specific task.
The merging task that is the matching of keyword pairs which are not identical but refer to the same
entity or concept was relevant for the keyword list of the articles in the news archive, but is expected
to become recurrently relevant also in the future. Given that every day new keyword pairs are generated
for new articles, it is likely that variants or semantically similar keyword pairs (almost synonyms) will
accumulate and will need to be merged manually to keep the overall amount of keywords under control.

5

Evaluation of the Inter-Institutional Cooperation on Language Infrastructures

The primary goal of the DI-ÖSS project, and more specifically on the cooperation between the IAL
and the salto.bz news portal, was to explore as many aspects of an inter-institutional cooperation on
language infrastructures as possible. In this respect, the presented use case is to be understood as an
all-encompassing feasibility study and not primarily as a technical one. This also means that creating a
functioning prototype was one partial and practical aspect to exercise the inter-institutional collaboration
on a practical use case. The use case of creating an extended search service, in the first place focused on
creating and trial running a workflow that allows for the inter-institutional exchange and processing of
texts, their integration into a running newsportal and the interaction of automatically applied procedures
(the keyword extraction) with manual processing and validation tasks by the news authors.
In the following subsections, we will present a short evaluation of four relevant aspects of the interinstitutional collaboration: (1) technical interaction and performance, (2) quality of automatically and
manually processed data, (3) added value for both institutions, and (4) sustainability of the cooperation.
5.1 Technical Interaction and Performance
On the technical level, the interaction was implemented as a RESTful API without major obstacles, however, a number of factors had to be considered and taken care of: (1) security protocols, (2) monitoring
and error messages/reporting, (3) time delay, and (4) updates of services, program versions, etc.
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example
Ich bin mit Bozen@@Io sto con Bolzano
Alexander Huber@@Alessandro Huber
Flüchtling@@profugo
Kandidatenliste@@Candidati

error type
entire phrase
translation of person names
differing singular plural conventions
translation compounds to MWEs

correction strategy
limit # of (function) words
list of personal names
manual correction
dictionary look-up

Table 1: Error types of keyword pair candidates

Several interaction steps had to be established for the exchange between the authoring interface of the
news portal and the language service provided by our keyword extraction and translation tool.
5.2 Quality of Automatically and Manually Processed Data
The quality of automatically generated candidates of bilingual keyword pairs had to be assessed on two
levels: On the one hand the keyword pair has to be formally correct and meaningful in itself, and on
the other hand the keyword pair has to make up for a meaningful label of the given text. Throughout
development we manually evaluated the generated keyword pairs and identified a number of recurrent
error types, such as longer phrases or translations of person names. Table 1 lists common error types and
strategies applied for their correction.
On the NLP side, we are aware that keyword extraction and translation are in themselves extensive
topics within computational linguistics, but ultimately we opted for pragmatic solutions to get the use
case up and running within a restricted time frame. This was also made all the easier by the fact that
it was desired from the side of the content creators (the news authors) to have full control over all
automatically generated output by being able to check and change the automatically generated keywords
as ’suggestions’ individually. The quality of the suggestions was one important aspect, but the integration
of automatic methods and manual quality control within one workflow was the primary one.
During beta testing the adequacy of keyword pairs for news articles was assessed both by the authors
of salto.bz as well as by a translation expert, specifically appointed for the quality evaluation of the
bilingual keyword data. While a larger number of problems was identified with the formal correctness
of keyword pairs as explained above, fewer issues were encountered with their adequacy to describe the
article’s context. Indeed, most cases of inadequate keyword pairs related to keywords that fit the text, but
are little meaningful as keywords, such as Datum@@data (engl. date), klein@@piccolo (engl. small),
Michl@@Michl (a first name) or Nein@@No (engl. no).
In addition, we encountered a number of keywords with similar semantics that should eventually be
merged into one keyword, (i.e., keywords referring to the same concept such as offener Brief@@lettera
aperta (engl. open letter) and Brief@@lettera (engl. letter) should be merged). Having several keywords
for one concept is particularly unfavourable in the context of the portal archive search, for which the
generated keywords are used as a search facet and apparent ’duplicates’ should be avoided.
Since new keyword pairs get added to new articles over time, the coherence of the overall set of
keywords needs checking and merging at regular intervals. As an activity that is asynchronous to keyword
assignments to single articles it needs particular attention and detailed knowledge of the database and
existing keyword pairs. Therefore, this task is best carried out by a professional with dedicated time for
it. Also, the correction of keyword pairs turned out to be difficult for some authors, who might not be
fully bilingual. To solve the translation and harmonisation issues, we hired a translation professional that
carried out the merging and correction task on a weekly basis during the trial phase.
Since the portal search is publicly accessible by all salto.bz costumers, the keyword results need to
live up to a minimum quality standard, which can only be guaranteed with regular curation, and indeed
the expert role performing the curation would be needed throughout time, which poses a considerable
demand for the sustainability of the use case (see Section 5.4 below).
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5.3 Added Value for Both Institutions
As the idea of the DI-ÖSS project was to develop use cases to show the potential synergies of establishing
a local small-scale infrastructure with non-research institutions one important measure of success was in
how far the work that has been done provided added value for the stakeholders involved. For the IAL the
added value is very real. Every time an article is sent to the keyword generator, we save a copy of it to
our salto.bz corpus that can be used for linguistic analyses, both of Italian and South Tyrolean German.
For salto.bz there are two groups that have to be looked at separately, the authors working with the
new setup and the readers of salto.bz. For the readers the new facetted search provides an obvious added
benefit. They can now more easily search through the archive of news articles with the keywords helping
them find all the articles on a specific subject.
For the authors, the added benefit is less immediate and only occurs if authors indeed can observe
an effect of their extra work of assigning keyword pairs to their texts. By being tagged with keywords
articles in the news archive are more likely to be found when readers search for related topics, and might
in the future even be used to explicitly link older articles to the newly created ones. In this way, adding
the keywords might increase the reach and longevity of an article. At the same time, authors have to
(slightly) adapt their workflow by adding and checking the keywords which means additional work for
them. Even though the amount is very tiny, authors, especially freelancers, already work under pretty
tight deadlines and will try to avoid any delays, even if it is just waiting a couple of seconds for an
external service to produce some keywords.
When evaluating the use case with our partners at salto.bz it became clear that already during the
official run-time of the project the use of the keyword generator had slowly but steadily decreased.
5.4 Sustainability of the Cooperation
Given that the cooperation started as a project effort of limited duration and with limited resources the
question of sustainability is crucial and has to always be kept in mind during the run-time of the project.
The project outcome has to provide enough added value for both sides to continue to invest time to
keep it running smoothly, while at the same time the use case should be set up in such a way that, once
everything is implemented, the amount of maintenance to keep it running is minimal.
As discussed above in 5.3, the added value is significant, but not equally distributed among all parties
involved. While for the IAL and the readers of salto.bz the added value is immediate, the added value
for the authors - increasing the longevity of their articles - can only be measured once the system has
been running for some longer time. This leads to the unfortunate situation that the authors are the ones
that have to continuously invest time into keyword validation, while being the ones for which the added
value is least obvious at first.
Regarding the amount of maintenance needed for the system, the technical maintenance of the keyword generator should be fairly minimal, mostly consisting of keeping the server running and providing
occasional security fixes if necessary. The same should be true for the Drupal UI modifications, though
here any general Drupal updates might make also changes to the keyword UI necessary.
Apart from the technical maintenance, one larger maintenance task is the regular curation of keywords.
To ensure the quality of the service in the long term, the news portal personnel has to regularly merge
and check newly introduced keywords (see Section 5.2 above). We assume that the set of keywords will
naturally consolidate over time to a certain extent, which means that the amount of work involved in
merging and correcting will continuously decrease, but never reach zero.
A possible solution we have discussed to reduce this maintenance workload is to move to a semistatic model: A closed set of keywords is set at a given time, and only keywords from this closed set
are assigned to new articles. This closed set is occasionally updated to include the most relevant new
keywords (”hot topics”) that occur over a more extended time.
As described above, the adoption of the system by the salto.bz authors decreased significantly during
the project’s run-time and we assume it would need new incentives to keep their engagement up. We
therefore have decided to move the system into a more automatic state, where keywords from a closed
list will be assigned automatically to new texts, removing the added work from the author while still
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maintaining a system that assigns keywords to all new texts. In the mid term it is foreseen to revisit the
implementation of the keyword extraction tool with the aim to provide an even more reliable service,
which would naturally reduce the amount of manual curation needed.

6

Conclusions

The reported work on the use case helped better understand what is needed to establish infrastructure
cooperations with non-research partners and what are particular challenges.
The most noteworthy challenge we encountered relates to establishing a cooperation and defining
common use cases. We observed that besides a lack of awareness about ongoing language infrastructure
initiatives, understanding what it can bring in terms of added value is missing on the side of non-research
language actors. Resolving this issue requires extended interdisciplinary communication efforts to identify real needs of business partners and map them to existing LTI solutions. In order to start from tangible
scenarios it would be desirable that infrastructure initiatives like CLARIN worked towards a portfolio of use cases for cooperations with non-research stakeholder groups. The recently started ENRIITC
project16 (McEntee, 2022) looks like it might be making steps in this direction, with its plan of establishing a network of Industrial Liaison and Contact Officers to facilitate cooperation between research
and industry institutions. It also turned out to be highly relevant to reach a common understanding of the
objectives and expectations in relation to the use case, as well as a detailed analysis of the workflow and
roles needed to implement it right from the start of the project in order to create a sustainable initiative.
In the specific use-case of integrating a keyword extraction service into a news portal we ended up with
a workflow that was driven by several layers of indirection. While design decisions were taken by the
project coordination and technical staff, the immediate contribution to make the keyword assignment
happen was required from the news authors, and the results would benefit mainly the news readers. The
missing alignment of expectations of all involved parties resulted in a reduced commitment from the side
of the authors and thus undermined the sustainability of the effort (see 5.3 and 5.4 for some more details).
A second difficulty relates to integrating the technical implementation with established workflows
of a partner institution and fostering the adoption of new procedures. Overall, the communication and
decision-making processes required interactions well beyond the technical level and concerned management and editorial participation to a considerable extent. Also, because the realisation of the use case
impacted the customer-facing newspaper portal search interface, many people outside our direct contacts
paid great attention to all the changes. This experience shows that the workflow planning is a highly
complex problem in itself even before detailed aspects of technical solutions or performance of its individual components come in. Again this shows that a highly interactive communication effort between all
partners is inevitable and an asynchronous project cooperation with the major workforce on the side of
the research partner is not realistically feasible. For future endeavours this suggests that truly interdisciplinary and inter-institutional project cooperations should be targeted, as mentioned above.
Finally, to create a sustainable service addressing questions of quality control and long term maintenance of the service become crucial. The fact that through this project, the news portal created a dependency on an external service as part of their daily workflows underlines the importance of sustainability of
infrastructure services and strategies for long term maintenance, which both pose unresolved challenges,
not only in this kind of interdisciplinary cooperation but in the whole field of technical infrastructure.
We conclude that up until today, establishing any infrastructure cooperations with non-research partners requires substantial efforts in communication, workflow planning and technical solution building on
both ends, the research partner and the industry partner. As long as no portfolio of use cases and applications exist that can be re-purposed, successful cooperations can likely only be created in the context
of bigger funded projects. They would need to bring together research and industry partners for several
years of intense collaboration, since as of today, on the side of the non-research client of European infrastructures, both awareness for what is doable and support for implementation is still greatly lacking,
while on the research side, technical solutions are often not at the level of being ready for the market
without considerable customization.
16

https://enriitc.eu/
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Abstract
We present an annotation management tool, SweLL portal, that has been developed for the
purposes of the SweLL infrastructure project for building a learner corpus of Swedish (Volodina
et al., 2019). The SweLL portal has been used for supervised access to the database, data versioning, import and export of data and metadata, statistical overview, administration of annotation
tasks, monitoring of annotation tasks and reliability controls. The development of the portal was
driven by visions of longitudinal sustainable data storage and was partially shaped by situational
needs reported by portal users, including project managers, researchers, and annotators.

1

Introduction

During 2017–2021, we were setting up the foundation for empirically based research on Swedish as a
second language. The results were released in 2021 under the name of SweLL infrastructure, as a part
of Nationella Språkbanken and Swedish CLARIN.1 The core work entailed collecting and manually
annotating learner written essays, the SweLL-gold corpus (Volodina et al., 2019). However, this process
turned out to be more complex and involved a lot of work “behind the scenes”. First, to make sure the
annotations are reliable, we invested extensive work into developing and documenting a taxonomy of
corrections (or errors, a more traditional term used in other projects) (Rudebeck and Sundberg, 2021)
and a taxonomy of personally identifiable information for successful pseudonymisation (Megyesi et al.,
2021). Second, to ensure the consistency of the manual annotation, we developed a tool to support the
annotation itself, namely the Svala annotation tool (Wirén et al., 2019) and tool for the management
of the annotation process, the SweLL portal. Third, to make sure the resulting collection of essays
can reach the intended user, we worked on the legal aspects of access to the material as well as on
the visualisation of the corpus so that it may be browsed and analyzed statistically based on textual,
educational and linguistic characteristics.
From the above follows that an infrastructure project dealing with the construction and annotation
of an electronic learner corpus entails the collection of data and metadata, followed by the meticulous
selection of essays for manual annotation to ensure the balance and representativity of various metadata
(e.g. the balance between texts of different genres and topics, between the writer’s gender and education
level, etc.) and the annotation itself. There are four pillars that tend to be named in connection to digital
infrastructures: data, tools for data annotation, tools for data exploration, and expertise (Volodina et al.,
2016).2 What is usually overlooked is some project management environment.
Fort (2016) and (Hovy and Lavid, 2010) emphasise the need for an annotation management software
that would ensure the reliability of manual annotations. There are two main reasons for that: First, a
corpus of good quality must boast representativeness of the language it embodies and balance of the
samples that characterise the language. This requires monitoring the collected text instances with regards
to the various types of metadata. Second, the data as such is only the first step, the most interesting
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
https://spraakbanken.gu.se/en/projects/swell
2
https://spraakbanken.gu.se/projekt/swell
Yousuf Ali Mohammed, Arild Matsson and Elena Volodina 2022. Annotation Management Tool: A Requirement for Corpus Construction. Selected papers from the CLARIN Annual Conference 2021. Linköping
Electronic Conference Proceedings 189: 189 101–108.
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research can be done when the data is annotated for one or another text- or language-related feature, and
this annotation should be reliable. ’Tools decay, data stay’ is only true when data is reliably annotated.
The debate on the quality of data annotation often goes in the direction of (1) tag sets – their size and
ambiguity, (2) guidelines – their clarity and degree of detail, and (3) tools used for annotation – their
user-friendliness and support in annotation. The annotation management as such – database handling,
statistical overviews, inter-annotator agreement controls, etc. – is often overlooked or simply not considered in time. This, then, results in an annotation project being managed using Excel files, which leads to
errors, imbalance, loss of annotation or information and ultimately to the reduction of annotation quality
(Stemle et al., 2019).
A number of data management tools have been developed in different projects. Most of them, however, were initially developed to support manual annotation, but with time added some functionality
for database communication and versioning. Some examples of those are TEITOK (Janssen, 2016),
WebAnno (de Castilho et al., 2014), the UAM Corpus Tool (O’Donnell, 2008). Such tools combine
data annotation with data management, which makes them task-oriented and reduces their flexibility in
the choice of an annotation paradigm. For example, in the case of TEITOK, the annotation is performed
using xml TEI format, which may or may not be an optimal format, even though the data management
functionality might satisfy a new project. Creating a universal tool that would satisfy any project (i.e.
’one size fits all’) is no simple task. Due to the outlined considerations, we opted to develop our own
tools, separating data management from data annotation.
The SweLL-gold corpus that we have been constructing over the past several years is aimed at researchers, developers and teachers to promote the fields of Second Language Acquisition (SLA), Language Assessment (LA), Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning (ICALL) and Language
Technology approaches to those – predominantly within CLARIN and other European (due to the GDPR
restrictions) user groups. Due to this, a high standard of annotation is required. The SweLL portal is
one of the steps to ensure those standards. Looking back at our experiences and analyzing the benefits of
an annotation management tool, we can say that its use has helped in more ways than just corpus preparation. Among others, we have tested uploading other (bonus) learner corpora to the portal, and exporting
them from the portal applying a unified set of metadata attributes and values (using ’N/A’ as a value for
absent attributes). This step has helped us make several Swedish learner corpora interoperable with each
other, interoperability being a known challenge in CLARIN-related context (König et al., 2021; Stemle
et al., 2019; Volodina et al., 2018).
The SweLL portal is deployed on the university servers at Språkbanken Text, Sweden, and only
permits the storage of psudonymised text data according to GDPR regulations. Due to this fact, we
are restrictive about allowing free access to the SweLL portal for other users who may incidentally
upload personally identifiable text data. Only approved users are added to the portal. The code for the
portal is available at a GitHub repository3 for users in need of a data management tool.
Below, we describe the architecture of the SweLL portal, from data management to data import
and export, and outline some current developments and future plans.

2

Data Management

The SweLL portal is a user-friendly tool for metadata and data collection and for annotation management. The three modules (datacollection, task_manager, annotation) in Figure 1 are loosely dependent
on one another, so that another hypothetical project might replace only the datacollection and/or annotation modules with their custom implementations.
The datacollection module contains the SweLL metadata model. It is an interface that communicates
with the database, where one can store, access and manage metadata about learners, tasks, schools and
individual texts. New metadata records can be created following a standard form and stored in the metadata container. The metadata container consists of four objects:
1. Source stores information about the school where the essays have been collected. A Source is represented by a school ID, the type of education and the course type.
3

https://github.com/spraakbanken/swell-portal
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Figure 1: A partial class diagram of the application data model.

2. Student stores information about students, including student IDs, and their structured sociodemographic information about gender, mother tongue(s), education, etc.
3. Task stores information about the task learners have received for essay writing, including descriptive
information about the genre, topic, grading system, allowed time, etc.
4. Essay metadata is a record created as a response by a Student to a Task, which also stores information
about the individual performance on an essay. (Essay texts are not stored here, but in TaskObject and
TaskState objects, see below.)

Figure 2: A list of Task metadata records.
In the user interface, under the Metadata tab, it is possible to get an overview of all items in each of
the four objects mentioned above (e.g. Figure 24 ). For each object, there exists an option to filter the
metadata based on different attributes, to open existing records for editing and to add new records (e.g.
Figure 3).

3

Annotation Task Management

The annotation task management is based on two modules in Figure 1, namely the annotation module
and the task manager module.
4

Text in the Figures is predominantly in Swedish.
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Figure 3: A record for Student personal metadata.

The annotation module consists of three tasks: Anonymisation,5 Normalisation and Correction Annotation. Each task type is defined through the workflow control that opens them in an external annotation
tool, SVALA (Wirén et al., 2019), which is a stand-alone application. The SVALA code for all three tasks
can be adapted to annotation of other languages than Swedish.
The task_manager module allows superusers to create, assign and manage annotation tasks using the
TaskObject shown in Figure 1. A TaskObject pairs a task type with a specific essay, e.g. anonymisation
of essay A1AT2. It is implemented with a generic reference to the essay metadata object, ensuring a loose
module dependency. The TaskObject is a collection of three objects, User, Task and TaskState.
1. User is a record associated with an annotation expert performing the task. The record consists of an
ID of a portal user who has been assigned the annotation task.
2. Task represents which annotation task is being performed (anonymisation, normalisation, correction
annotation) and tracks a specific user’s work on a TaskObject. If more than one user work on the same
annotation task, they each have a separate Task with separate progress.
3. TaskState shows three states of work on a Task: assigned, started and completed, each of which can
have a Boolean yes/no flag. Work in the annotation tool generates a sequence of TaskStates, each a
snapshot version of the text plus annotations.
When a User starts an annotation Task, the essay opens in the external annotation tool SVALA (Wirén
et al., 2019)6 . A unique version of the essay is saved in the TaskState on every introduced change by the
annotator in the SVALA tool. Once the annotation task is completed, the task can be marked as Done.
This updates the status of the TaskState in the SweLL portal.
The functionality of the portal allows the superuser to assign the same Correction Annotation task to
several users. When two or more versions of the same correction annotation task are completed, it is
possible to measure Inter-Annotator Agreement (Figure 4). There is a possibility to click on the EssayID
on the Annotations page to view the full text and to monitor the progress of the annotation.
5
6

Later we switched from using the term Anonymisation to use the term Pseudonymisation.
SVALA demo version: https://spraakbanken.gu.se/swell/dev/
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Figure 4: Inter-annotator agreement for a particular essay and a pair of annotators.

4

Annotation Tool and its Demo Version

The SVALA tool (Wirén et al., 2019) is a stand-alone annotation tool that was developed with the aim of
supporting the manual annotation work on learner essays in a user-friendly way. Annotators can use this
tool for different annotation tasks such as pseudonymisation, normalisation and correction annotation.
The essays are shown in the original and target versions, and as a ’spaghetti’ version. The spaghetti
format maps the source text (written by learners) to the target text (normalised by the annotator) token
by token and allows the annotators to add the labels (pseudonymisation or correction) to each edge in
the graph. This tool also comes with an automatic pseudonymisation pipeline that can de-identify the
personal information in an essay using rule-based methods.
SVALA demo version7 is a copy of the SVALA tool (Wirén et al., 2019) that is publically available for
anyone interested in testing the annotation of their datasets. This version is not connected to the SweLL
portal or any database, and is used for demo-purposes and for viewing the full content in the essays
through the Korp corpus search tool (Ahlberg et al., 2013). Full texts that are opened in the demo version
of SVALA can be modified without any risk of sabotaging the annotations on the server, since these
changes are not saved to the database.

5

Statistics

The statistics section shows an overview of the metadata and its frequencies, as well as frequencies over
tokens and sentences in the SweLL-gold corpus. Described below are two ways of viewing the statistics:
1. Statistics: On this page, one can view the statistics of the pseudonymisation and correction labels
together with the number of tokens, correct sentences and incorrect ones in the SweLL-gold corpus as
shown in Figure 5. The statistics for attributes in student, task and essay metadata are also given on this
page. There is an option to download the statistics as a CSV file.
2. Summary: Metadata for students, tasks and essays as well as annotation data can be filtered and
viewed in a table format as shown in Figure 6. To have a better understanding of the data one can even
view the tables summarised into graphs. The statistics can be downloaded for further work either in CSV,
plain text or JSON formats. The summary page also has an option to visualise and monitor the progress
of the annotation work for the project.
A decision has been made in the project not to implement advanced search and filters. Instead, a
possibility is provided to download files with statistics that can be opened using Excel or processed
through other programs that offer advanced filtering.
7

SVALA demo version: https://spraakbanken.gu.se/swell/dev/
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Figure 5: Running statistics over all material in the portal (excerpt).

Figure 6: Statistics with a filter function.

6

Data Import and Export

In SweLL portal, there are two different methods to import the essays into the database, namely, an
XML-import and a raw text import. The XML import has an additional functionality to automatically
create and insert the metadata for a Student, Task, and Essay on importing an XML file. The metadata
attributes are part of the header tag in the XML file. In raw text import, the metadata for Student, Task,
and Essay should be created manually in advance to correctly store the raw text. On completion of the
import, successfully imported essays are ready for annotation in the task manager module.
The data export functionality gives users the ability to export the data based on a variety of selections
as shown below.
• Annotation type - normalisation or correction annotation
• School - school ID (A,B,C...)
• Mother tongue - Arabic, English etc.
• Status - complete, incomplete or both
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• Data type - source or target
• File type - XML, JSON or plain text.
There is a script for converting the working format based on JSON into XML that can be used for
import of the data into the Korp search tool (Ahlberg et al., 2013).
Access to the SweLL portal is password-protected and only users with proper access rights can
import and export the data. The work on documenting the SweLL portal is ongoing, with some
documentation available from the SweLL project webpage.8

7

Future

The SweLL portal at the moment of release contained 502 essays with correction annotation and approx. 700 essays without correction annotation. In the past six months, the collection has grown with approximately 50 more essays which are in the process of manual normalisation and correction annotation.
We expect it to grow further since we are currently collaborating with two international teams who are
reusing our tools: a Slovenian team and a French team. Apart from enriching our data, the collaboration
brings into spotlight aspects that we had not previously considered, including the expansion of metadata
types, e.g. to cover individual differences (modern aptitude tests), more refined taxonomy for tasks (e.g.
what linguistic parameters they stimulate, as a support for language assessment and cross-comparison of
tasks), new taxonomy for content-based feedback and feedback on linguistic features/errors; etc.
We are also planning to provide a possibility for teachers/researchers to visualise the progress of a
subcorpus (e.g. a Class) based on error correction labels. This will help them to identify the necessary
focus for the learners, or to see whether or not the learners are making progress from one written task to
the next.
Our further plans include:
1. Making the data statistics available for non-login users
2. Adding new types of users, e.g. teachers and classes
3. Creating subfolders for the data inside a project so different groups can work and collaborate
4. Creating a possibility for different projects to work independently from each other
5. Visualising learner/groups/class progress over time.

8

Concluding Remarks

In the current project, the aspects of data storage and annotation management have been taken seriously
following the arguments outlined in (Fort, 2016) and (Hovy and Lavid, 2010) that stable annotation
management is one of the important prerequisites for the creation of well-balanced and reliably annotated
corpora. The portal development was incremental, with changes introduced in response to the needs of
the project. Overall, both project researchers and project assistants were aided in their work through the
SweLL portal functionalities. The SweLL portal will continue to be used for new learner corpus
annotation projects as well as for statistical exploration of the material as a part of a newly developed
SweLL infrastructure for second language research.
Given the architechture of the main components in the portal (Figure 1), some further level of abstraction can be added to it, so that the approach and the framework could be applied to a broader
scope of corpus annotation projects. That would entail, for example, scenarios such as an abstracting
database/datacollection module, a module for annotation types/states and a task_manager on the one
hand; and adding flexibility for the integration of an external annotation tool, on the other; with an active
visualisation module and statistics tool.
8

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/en/projects/swell/swell-docs
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Abstract
In this paper we describe how a fairly new CLARIN member is building a broad collection
of national language resources for use in language technology (LT). As a CLARIN C-centre,
CLARIN-IS is hosting metadata for various text and speech corpora, lexical resources, software
packages and models. The providers of the resources are universities, institutions and private
companies working on a national LT infrastructure initiative, Language Technology Programme
for Icelandic. All deliverables of the programme are published under open licences and are freely
accessible for research as well as commercial use. We provide a broad overview of the available
repositories and the core publishing guidelines.

1

Introduction

With the enormous progress in language technology (LT) in the last decades, the use of LT in research
and commercial products has greatly increased. LT tools and resources are now not only used by LT
specialists but also by researchers and developers from various fields. Beside the improvement in quality
and usability, this development is driven by open access to data and software. For such resources to be
of broad use, they need to be easily accessible and thoroughly documented. Thus, the large national LT
infrastructure initiative Language Technology Programme for Icelandic (LTPI) 2019–2023 (Nikulásdóttir
et al., 2020b) chose CLARIN-IS to be the central hub for all deliverables of the programme.
This paper gives a broad overview of the manifold “buffet“ of available repositories and the core
publishing guidelines.

2

CLARIN-IS

Iceland became a CLARIN ERIC member on February 1, 2020 after having an observer status since
November 1, 2018. The Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies is the leading partner in the
Icelandic national consortium. The main motivation for joining CLARIN was to have a secure and well
recognized infrastructure to store all the resources and tools created during the LTPI. But the plan for
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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the near future is to widen the scope and reach out to researchers of humanities and social sciences. A
Metadata Providing Centre (CLARIN C-centre1 ) has been established at the institute that hosts metadata
for Icelandic language resources and distributes them through a Virtual Language Observatory.
As a new member, CLARIN-IS is in the process of establishing a technical Service Providing Centre
(CLARIN B-centre), which will maintain language resources among other tasks. For now, we maintain
a Gitlab2 , where all relevant GitHub repositories are mirrored, and deliver all resources to the C-centre.

3

Language Technology Programme for Icelandic

In October 2019, a consortium of Icelandic universities, companies and institutions (10 in total) started
working on the LTPI. The programme aims at making Icelandic viable in future technologies that rely
on LT in one way or another. To build foundations for that goal, the LTPI concentrates on developing
language resources and infrastructure software, divided into six core project areas:
1. Language Resources
2. Support Tools
3. Machine Translation
4. Spell and Grammar Checking
5. Automatic Speech Recognition
6. Speech Synthesis
Each project area was further divided into work packages with defined goals. In total, 65 work packages were described up front with estimated 1136 man-months over five years to deliver the projects. The
work packages have been revised and defined in more detail every year to keep up with developments
in the field and to adjust work packages within project areas with the aim of meeting the overall goals
of the programme. During the preparation work on the LTPI, other European national programmes for
LT were reviewed and information from experienced partners collected. Further information on related
programmes and the general structure and execution of the LTPI can be found in (Nikulásdóttir et al.,
2020b).
All deliverables of the programme are published under open licences and are freely accessible for
research as well as commercial use. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to have a stable hosting platform
that can ensure access and availability.
In the remainder of this section, we describe each of the core projects, along with evaluation results
where applicable.
3.1 Language Resources
A variety of language resources are being compiled or extended within the LTPI. The following list
describes the main resources.
• The Icelandic Gigaword Corpus (IGC)3 is a large text corpus containing texts from various
sources: news media, parliamentary proceedings, published books, journals, adjudications and
more. The first version, published in 2018, contained over 1.2B running words from texts published until the end of 2017 (Steingrímsson et al., 2018), while the latest version contains close to
1.9B words (Barkarson et al., 2022). Within the LTPI, the corpus is being updated yearly with new
data sources and updated data from previous ones. Each new edition is annotated using the latest
tools. Table 1 shows the development of the corpus, year by year.
1

https://clarin.is/
https://gitlab.com/icelandic-lt
3
http://igc.arnastofnun.is/
2
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Version
IGC-2018
IGC-2019
IGC-2020
IGC-2021

Words (M)
1,253
1,394
1,555
1,871

PoS tagger
IceStagger (Loftsson and Östling, 2013)
IceStagger
ABLTagger 0.9 (Steingrímsson et al., 2019)
ABLTagger 2.0 (Jónsson et al., 2021)

Tagset
MIM-GOLD 1.0
MIM-GOLD 1.0
MIM-GOLD 2.0
MIM-GOLD 2.0

Table 1. The table shows the amount of tokens (millions) for the four published versions of the IGC, as
well as the PoS taggers and tagsets used.

The corpus is published under two different licences. Approximately half of the corpus uses CC
BY 4.0, while the other half is published under the MIM-licence, a custom licence developed for
Icelandic text corpora to use in cases where the publishers of the texts cannot accept the terms of
CC BY 4.0. Both licences allow use of the data for all research and language modelling.
The first three versions of the corpus were published in two parts, one for each licence. As of version
IGC-2021, the corpus is split into eight subcorpora that reflect the different source types: journals,
published books, parliamentary speeches, laws, adjudications, social media and two news corpora.
Evaluation sets have been released to evaluate the accuracy of PoS tagging of different text types
(Barkarson et al., 2020). This can be used to evaluate the tagging accuracy of different subcorpora.
Using ABLTagger 0.9 (see Section 3.2) the accuracy ranges from 94.34% to 97.79%, depending on
text type.
• MIM-GOLD (Helgadóttir et al., 2014) is a corpus of one million tokens, manually annotated with
PoS tags. Within the LTPI, manually checked lemmas have been added to the corpus and the tagset
has been revised in order to be able to accommodate for URLs and symbols like emoticons that
are common in some modern texts and to make clearer distinctions on how to tag proper nouns,
foreign words, abbreviations and more, described in (Barkarson et al., 2021a). A version of this
corpus, MIM-GOLD-NER, in which named entities (NEs) have been annotated, has also been
made available. In MIM-GOLD-NER, about 48,000 Icelandic NEs are tagged with one of eight NE
types (Ingólfsdóttir et al., 2020).
• The LT part of the Database of Icelandic Morphology (DIM), a multipurpose linguistic resource,
has been further developed within the LTPI. The Database of Modern Icelandic Inflection (DMII),
which has been in development since 2002, and comprises approx. 300,000 inflectional paradigms
(Bjarnadóttir et al., 2019a), is accessible at CLARIN-IS (Bjarnadóttir, 2019), together with valency
structures of verbs (Bjarnadóttir, 2021), a list of common abbreviations in Icelandic texts (Bjarnadóttir and Ingimundarson, 2021) and the DMII Core (Bjarnadóttir et al., 2019b), which contains the
core vocabulary of contemporary Icelandic. The database of inflectional paradigms has been compressed and encapsulated in a Python package to facilitate quick lookup in programs (Þorsteinsson
et al., 2021b).
• Skiptir (Rúnarsson, 2020) is a simple command line tool that uses Pyphen to hyphenate text. Along
with the tool a new hyphenation dictionary was compiled (Rúnarsson et al., 2020).
• The new Icelandic Word Web (Daníelsson et al., 2021) is an LT-focused redesign of a database of
semantically related entries. It is stored in a single RDF file accessible directly through CLARIN-IS
(Jónsson et al., 2020c).
• Two evaluation sets for word embeddings have been adapted to Icelandic. IceBATS (Friðriksdóttir
et al., 2021) is an Icelandic adaptation of the Bigger Analogy Test Set (BATS). It contains 98,000
analogy questions that cover inflectional and derivational morphology as well as lexicographic and
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encyclopedic semantics (Daníelsson et al., 2022). An Icelandic version of Multi-SimLex (MSL)
has been compiled. MSL is an evaluation protocol and associated dataset for lexical semantics
(Daníelsson et al., 2021). The original English-language MSL builds on several older, well-known
datasets, most notably SimLex-999, and has been released in more than a dozen languages.
3.2 Support Tools
Several NLP tools have been or are currently being developed or improved upon within the LTPI. Each
tool is either used as part of a processing pipeline, or as a stand-alone tool. Here, we have focused on the
tools that are the most helpful for more complex project areas currently within the LTPI, such as spell
and grammar checking, in order to maximize the use of time and effort.
• Tokenizer: A tokenizer (Þorsteinsson et al., 2021d) has been developed that converts input text to
streams of tokens, where each token is a separate word, punctuation sign, number/amount, date,
e-mail, URL/URI, etc. It also segments the token stream into sentences, considering various corner
cases of abbreviations, dates, etc. to prevent wrong segmentation. It reaches 100% accuracy for sentence detection for texts without (well-documented) edge cases, and 99.7% for token detection. Two
modes of tokenization were implemented to serve the widest audience. PoS tagging and machine
translation use the shallow tokenization, where tokens are separated by white space. Parsing and
grammar correction rely on the deep tokenization, where the tokens have been annotated with the
token type and further information extracted from the token.
• PoS tagger: Before the LTPI started, the best performing PoS tagger for Icelandic was ABLTagger
0.9, a BiLSTM model implemented in DyNet, achieving an accuracy of 94.47% when evaluated on
the MIM-GOLD corpus with the original tagset (Steingrímsson et al., 2019). During the LTPI, this
tagger has been gradually improved. First, it was ported to PyTorch and several parts of it improved,
e.g. by adding pre-trained word embeddings (trained on the IGC), resulting in ABLTagger 1.0 on
CLARIN-IS, which obtains an accuracy of 95.59% on the revised MIM-GOLD tagset, which all
subsequent tagging models use. Second, by incorporating contextualized word embeddings, i.e.
ELECTRA-Small trained on the IGC, resulting in ABLTagger 2.0 in CLARIN-IS (Jónsson et al.,
2021), the accuracy has increased to 96.95%. Finally, by incorporating larger BERT-like models, e.g.
ELECTRA-Base (Clark et al., 2020), the accuracy increases significantly, to 97.71%. This accuracy
score refers to a model excluding the tags for non-analysed tokens (x) and foreign words (e).
• Lemmatizer: With resources from Section 3.1, MIM-GOLD and DIM, a RNN lemmatizer accepting the word form as well as the corresponding PoS tag to predict the lemma has been developed
(Jónsson and Loftsson, 2021). Latest experiments show an accuracy of 98.9% on known lemmas
and 86.6% on unknown lemmas.
• Named Entity Recognizer: In parallel to the construction of MIM-GOLD-NER (see Section 3.1),
three different machine learning models were evaluated (Ingólfsdóttir et al., 2020). The best performing model was a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) model, obtaining an overall F1 -score of
83.9, for the entities Person, Organization, and Location. In the LTPI, we experimented
with fine-tuning BERT-like models using MIM-GOLD-NER, as well as developing a combination
method (Guðjónsson et al., 2021). By fine-tuning an ELECTRA-Base model, trained on the IGC,
the F1 -score increased dramatically to 91.9. An even higher F1 -score was obtained by fine-tuning
a RoBERTa-Base model, trained on the IGC and data from several other sources (Snæbjarnarson
et al., 2022), i.e. 92.7. Combining three BERT-like models, using simple voting in CombiTagger
(Henrich et al., 2009), further increased the F1 -score to 93.2.
• Parsers: Two previously published parsers have been updated within the LTPI, a full parser and
a shallow parser. The rule-based full-constituency parser (Þorsteinsson et al., 2021c) relies on a
wide-coverage context-free grammar (CFG) and uses a parsing system based on an enhanced Earley parser (Þorsteinsson et al., 2019). The grammar contains over 5,600 nonterminals, 4,600 terminals and 19,000 productions in fully expanded form. It also gives feature agreement constraints for
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gender, number, case, and person. An enhanced Earley-based parser generates ranked parse trees in
shared packed parse forests. The parser is the foundation for the grammar checking module in the
spell and grammar checker. The work in the second year led to the tool reaching an F-measure of
81.2.
The shallow parser, IceParser, is useful as a faster, lighter option for basic parsing, where a full parse
is not required, for example in information extraction. The parser, which consists of a sequence
of finite-state transducers, accepts PoS-tagged input and generates output according to a shallow
syntactic annotation scheme (Loftsson and Rögnvaldsson, 2007) . The work on the shallow parser
consisted of making it accept tagged text according to the new MIM-GOLD tagset (see Section 3.1)
and improving individual components. Evaluation shows that the new version IceParser 1.5.0 on
CLARIN-IS (Loftsson et al., 2021) obtains an F-measure of 96.3 for phrases and 83.1 for syntactic
functions.
• Lexicon Acquisition Tool: ALEXIA (Friðriksdóttir et al., 2021; Friðriksdóttir and Jasonarson,
2021) is used to find neologisms as well as other words that are more frequently used than before. It processes the IGC, but can also be adapted to other data sources. It returns a word list with
relevant information, such as frequency per word form.
All the above tools are currently available through CLARIN-IS. By the end of the LTPI, we will also
have added pre-trained embeddings, a Universal Dependencies (UD) parser, and BERT-like language
models to CLARIN-IS, thus ensuring open access to the most important basic support tools for LT.
A few UD parsing models will be trained using GreynirCorpus (Þorsteinsson et al., 2021e), which
is originally a constituency treebank but is being converted to the UD annotation scheme using UDConverter. UDConverter is a tool that has already been used to create two Icelandic UD treebanks by
converting constituency treebanks based on the Penn Treebank (Arnardóttir et al., 2020).
Other, more peripheral resources have been added to CLARIN-IS, such as a parsed corpus with a tree
search program to search for specific syntactic structures (Þorsteinsson et al., 2021e), and a test suite for
different parsing schemas using the parsed corpora.
3.3 Machine Translation
Machine translation (MT) is a substantial part of the LTPI. In its first year, we focused on assessing
methods, gathering data and building up infrastructure. Several deliverables were developed as part of this
effort and published on CLARIN-IS to share between parties of the consortium. In the second year, the
best model methods were further improved and iterated on and collaboration with industry was explored.
In addition, organizers of The Sixth Conference on Machine Translation (WMT21) (Barrault et al., 2021)
were approached regarding adding Icelandic–English as one of the language pairs in the news translation
competition. This was approved and the creation of the datasets used was funded by the LTPI.
Several resources for MT between Icelandic and English have been developed and released.
• ParIce (Barkarson and Steingrímsson, 2019) is a collection of parallel English–Icelandic corpora
suitable for training MT systems. It contains texts from various sources, including the Bible, the
European Medicines Agency, open-source software projects, OpenSubtitles, the Nordic Council of
Ministers, the European Space Observatory and most substantially European Economy Area regulations (Steingrímsson and Barkarson, 2021). Development and test sets for five different subcorpora
(Barkarson et al., 2021b) were labelled and manually reviewed.
• English-Icelandic glossary (Steingrímsson et al., 2021) contains over 230K English-Icelandic
pairs, single words and multiword units, with probability scores for translations in both directions.
The glossary was built using automatic methods for compiling candidate lists, which were then
manually checked by human annotators or compared to available manually curated dictionaries and
word lists.
• IPAC (Símonarson and Snæbjarnarson, 2021) is a parallel corpus extracted from student theses
abstracts that cover a wide range of academic topics. This dataset is diverse in its subject matter and
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contains text in somewhat complex language. It is suitable both for training and as a baseline test
set for evaluating general translation performance.
• Backtranslations are synthetic parallel corpora created using existing translation systems that have
been shown to be greatly beneficial when training neural translation models. Creating the translations requires substantial computational power, so the data has been released publicly (Símonarson
et al., 2021a). The data was collected from Wikipedia, legal documents and news articles.
• Synthetic corpora with injected proper names were created and released. These contain parallel
sentences with names (Símonarson et al., 2020) and entities (Jónsson et al., 2021) substituted and
labelled. These are useful for injecting vocabulary and improving performance when translating
proper names that should not be translated directly.
Three different MT methods were tried and tested in the first year to understand how more traditional
methods and recent advances compared with the available data. The models are available on CLARIN-IS.
(i) Moses is a non-neural statistical MT system which has been shown to perform well in low-resource
settings with limited computing power.
(ii) BiLSTM is a neural MT architecture which was among the best some years ago.
(iii) Transformers are state-of-the-art neural MT models for widely used languages with high resources.
All models were compared and evaluated as described in (Jónsson et al., 2020b). The Transformer model
showed best results indicating that MT for English-Icelandic is not limited by the amount of available
data, i.e. it is possible to make use of the same state-of-the-art methods as for e.g. English-German
translations.
In the second year we built on the experience of the first year and more recent developments in NMT. A
multilingual language model, mBART-25 (Tang et al., 2021), was used as a starting point and then finetuned for translation between Icelandic and English. This is described more thoroughly in (Símonarson
et al., 2021b). The resulting models (Snæbjarnarson et al., 2021) are much improved translation models,
and the backtranslation corpus was regenerated using this data. A command line interface has been made
available for translation that fetches the necessary models from CLARIN-IS4 . Finally, the best NMT
system for translation between English and Icelandic has been adapted for translation of EEA regulations
and has undergone testing at the Translation Center of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Iceland. Initial
results are good, and the collaboration has been extended for another year.
Besides the datasets collected and models trained, some infrastructure development has taken place
to support the translation projects. A web-based translation interface was created and set up online to
compare the different models, along with translations provided by Google. This served as a way to compare translations between the participating organizations and allow for open discussion about evaluation.
The code for the website5 was packaged and released on CLARIN-IS. Model serving infrastructure
was implemented for the different methods, and code and configurations to deploy and run translations
are distributed on CLARIN-IS (Snæbjarnarson et al., 2020; Jónsson et al., 2020a).
3.4 Spell and Grammar Checking
The work in this core project has focused on developing the necessary data and tools for detecting,
categorizing and correcting errors for different user groups. Several resources are currently available
through CLARIN-IS.
An annotated general error corpus, the Icelandic Error Corpus, uses a fine-grained error classification
that facilitates performance measurements of the spell and grammar checking software (Arnardóttir et
al., 2021). The error corpus consists of three text genres: student essays, online news text and Wikipedia
4

The code is available in https://github.com/mideind/GreynirSeq and the package greynirseq is available in PyPI.
5
See https://velthyding.is.
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articles. These texts were previously published, without error annotation, as part of the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus. All texts are proofread and errors annotated according to the annotation scheme, which
consists of three hierarchical levels: main categories, subcategories, and error codes. The error codes are
used when annotating errors, but the main categories and subcategories are used when improving the
spell and grammar checker. The corpus is split into a development and test set to enable its usage when
developing the spell and grammar checker. The corpus consists of 4,044 texts with a total of 44,268 revisions and 56,794 unique errors. The average number of errors per 1,000 words in the corpus is 45.76,
but this count varies depending on text genre.
Three specialized error corpora, each representing a particular user group, have been annotated and
published in order to measure the software’s performance on errors particular to the respective user
groups. The corpora are created using the same methods as used when creating the general error corpus
and the same annotation scheme is used in all cases. Texts included in the specialized error corpora are
collected particularly for this purpose, so more information on the authors can be obtained with their
consent, e.g. their age, native language and name, if they do not wish to be anonymous. The Icelandic
L2 Error Corpus is a collection of texts written by second-language learners of Icelandic (Glišić and
Ingason, 2021; Ingason et al., 2021c). The corpus consists of 76 texts in which 21,842 errors have been
annotated. The authors of the texts are of 16 different nationalities, the most common ones being English
and Filipino. The Icelandic Dyslexia Error Corpus is a collection of texts written by native Icelandic
speakers with dyslexia (Ingason et al., 2021b). The corpus consists of 26 texts, wherein 5,730 errors have
been annotated. The Icelandic Child Language Error Corpus (Ingason et al., 2021a) is the final corpus
belonging to the specialized error corpora. It is a collection of texts written by native Icelandic speakers
aged 10 to 15 and consists of 119 texts with 7,817 annotated errors. All texts in this corpus are published
anonymously.
In addition to these error corpora, various word lists and language models were created to further
improve the spell and grammar checker. They include aggregated error data from different sources, a
database of confusion sets and a trigram language model to help with suggestions for corrections, and
are the following:
• A list of Icelandic words that may in some way be considered inappropriate, taboo and/or loaded
in use or meaning (Sólmundsdóttir et al., 2021). The list also includes words that are not very
inappropriate but can be considered an unfortunate topic for children or questionable depending on
context. The words are grouped together in categories depending on either their meaning, form or
use.
• A list of common misspellings and their corrections was also created (Arnardóttir and Ingason,
2020a). The word forms originate from the development set of the general error corpus and were
annotated as nonwords.
• Yet another word list, created for developing the spell and grammar checker, is a list of automatically prepared word forms containing systematic errors, along with their corrections (Arnardóttir
and Ingason, 2020b). The list was prepared using a word list from DIM, which includes different
Icelandic words and their inflections. In all cases, one item in the word form is changed, i.e. an accent removed from a letter or added to a letter, or a letter replaced by another letter. These particular
errors are common misspellings made in Icelandic text.
• Three datasets related to errors in place names were also prepared. The datasets are in JSON format
and encoded in UTF-8. The datasets are isprep4isloc (Þórðarson, 2020c), which contains the correct prepositions for various Icelandic place names, isprep4cc (Þórðarson, 2020b), which contains
prepositions for various countries and autonomous territories, and cities_is2en (Þórðarson, 2020a),
which maps city names in Icelandic to their English counterparts. By using the last dataset, city
names in English can be translated to Icelandic when correcting text.
• A list of systematic inflectional errors was also created. It consists of common erroneous inflectional
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rules, which have been applied to entries in DIM to produce the error entries. The list is stored as a
config file within the checking software.
• In addition to these word lists, a pre-existing trigram language model, Icegrams (Þorsteinsson and
Óladóttir, 2020), was re-trained, fine-tuned and expanded to include a wider selection of highquality texts from the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus. The spell checker was used to correct the trigram
data beforehand in a bootstrapping manner, as there were cases where very frequent errors were
even more frequent than the correct version in the data. This ensured high-quality trigrams, and that
the model did not suggest these errors at the expense of the correct version.
The spell and grammar checking software (Þorsteinsson et al., 2021a) is a Python package and
command line tool. The version currently available on CLARIN-IS offers token-level correction and
some grammar correction. The checker is available on the web6 .
The token-level correction relies on the tokenizer from the support tools (see Section 3.2), along with
the aforementioned word lists and language models. The basic tokenizer output, i.e. text split into sentences and tokens, is sent through an error tokenization layer. This layer detects context-independent
token-level errors such as duplicated words, single words erroneously written as two or more, and phrases
erroneously written as single words.
The sentence-level correction relies on the full-constituency CFG parser from the support tools. One
of the first layers provides information on all possible tags and lemmas with the help of DIM and built-in
compound analysis. After that, the checker can detect more complex token-level errors, such as capitalization errors and taboo words. Semi-fixed phrases and common erroneous variations are handled with
a list of lemmatized forms of all words in the phrase. The trigram model is used to find all possible
substitutes for unknown or rare words, ranked by likelihood. All error tags and possible corrections are
attached to the corresponding tokens.
The parser chooses the tag that best fits the context and results in a valid syntactic structure. In order
to handle known, invalid structures in the grammar checker, special rules were added to the context-free
grammar to capture those structures and in some cases map them directly to the correct structure. The
syntax tree is also searched for questionable syntactic patterns to detect grammar errors that result in a
syntactically valid sentence that is nonsensical in meaning.
For token-level errors, the checker reaches an error detection F0.5 measure of 62.32, with typos reaching 92.66. For grammar errors, we currently reach an error detection F0.5 measure of 24.64.
The spelling and grammar checker has been integrated into the editorial environment of an international CMS provider used by many Icelandic companies, including large media companies. Collaboration
with a media company was used to carry out user tests and improve the user experience. The results show
the checker to be a beneficial addition to the workflow.
To get the most usable and complete product for the largest user group by the end of the LTPI, the
focus is on incorporating a neural language model, in particular more extensive coverage of grammar
errors, error correction in general, and more detailed guidance tailored to different user groups.
3.5 Automatic Speech Recognition
The emphasis of the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) project within the LTPI has been on data collection, publication of quality ASR recipes and ultimately providing support for commercial applications
depending on ASR. The following data collections have been ongoing during the project:
• Read prompts have been collected using the Samrómur (Mollberg et al., 2020) crowd-sourcing
platform. The platform is derived from Mozilla’s Common Voice project7 . The organization of the
effort is based on the experience of a previous data collection efforts called Málrómur (Guðnason
et al., 2012; Steingrímsson et al., 2017) and a platform called Eyra (Petursson et al., 2016). The
web-based implementation of the platform has enabled easier organization of targeted collection
6
7

https://yfirlestur.is/
https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en
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efforts such as competitions aimed at children, teenagers and people who speak Icelandic as a second language. The platform uses a crowd-sourced verification system where users can vote for the
correctness of read prompts. An automatic system based on forced-alignment scores (Guðnason et
al., 2017) has been used to prioritize this effort. At the time of writing, 4,100 hours have been collected through this system in over 1,000,000 utterances. A part of the corpus has been published on
OpenSLR (Mollberg et al., 2020) as well as on CLARIN-IS (Mollberg et al., 2021).
• Broadcast news corpus has been collected with the aid of The Icelandic National Broadcasting
Service and CreditInfo’s news watch service. The post-processing of this corpus has been extensive as the text needs to be aligned to the speech recordings to get a better time-resolution in the
recorded segments. Force-alignment tools developed in-house (Guðnason et al., 2017) and the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017) have been used to create a database suitable for speech
recognition training. At the time of writing, 487 hours have been collected through this system.
• Question Answering data set was collected using a specialized version of the Samrómur platform
where the prompts were provided especially as questions. The prompts were obtained by pulling
questions from the Icelandic Gigaword Corpus that fit certain criteria. In total, the data consists
of 28 hours of recordings, of which 20 hours have been validated and published (Hedström et al.,
2021).
• Recorded lectures were obtained from nine university lectures. Over 51 hours were transcribed by
hand and published on CLARIN (Ragnarsson et al., 2022).
• Speech dialogue was obtained from conversations recorded on a specially created platform for
two-ways conversations. On the platform a speaker is able to create a virtual chat room and share
it with another speaker. The owner of the chat room can record the conversation and submit it.
Submissions are then transcribed manually. In total, 21 hours have been collected and transcribed
using this platform.
• Other aligned recordings have been collected and prepared for ASR before the start of the LTPI
project with the collection of 542 hours of parliament speeches (Helgadóttir et al., 2017). Other
publicly available sources are being explored. These include open court proceedings and rulings,
recorded and transcribed municipality meetings and public parliament’s committee meetings.
The utility of developing ASR recipes and applications alongside the data collection efforts is twofold.
The obvious one is to create the technology that the data collections are intended to support. It therefore
contributes directly to the main aims of the LTPI. The second utility is also very important which is
to support and hone the data collection efforts with continuous feedback of quality and efficiency. The
ASR recipe developers have had direct say in how the data is collected and curated; and they supported
the post-processing of the data with forced time-alignment tools and automatic quality assessments. The
recipes and applications developed during the project are:
• ASR Kaldi Recipes were developed for adult, adolescent, and children voices (Hernández Mena
and Guðnason, 2022b; Hernández Mena and Guðnason, 2022a). The recipes were based on the read
prompts from the Samrómur and Málrómur data collections (Helgadóttir et al., 2019; Nikulásdóttir
et al., 2018b).
• Web interface for ASR was set up for both real-time speech streaming and off-line speech file
uploads. The repository for setting this up was published with an open-source licence and the service
runs online (Ragnarsson, 2021).
• On-device ASR for smartphones is in development for the Android operating system, using the
Android Speech Recognition Service. The first version is scheduled for release by the end of this
year.
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• ASR recipes for voice control and question answering are being developed with a focus on a few
specific tasks. This includes a specialized language model for questions.
• Specialised ASR acoustic models adapted to children, adolescents and people who speak of Icelandic as a second language.
• Punctuation Prediction System was developed for Icelandic using three different approaches: a
BERT-based Transformer, a seq2seq Transformer and a bidirectional RNN.
• Subword Unit Language Model was developed for Icelandic which showed an improvement in
word error rate.
• Speaker Diarization Toolkit for Icelandic using Kaldi (Fong and Guðnason, 2021).
All these speech data collections and speech data recipes and tools are being prepared for publication
on CLARIN-IS.
3.6 Speech Synthesis
The focus of this core project has been on gathering sufficient resources and tools that are critical in developing a state-of-the-art text-to-speech system (TTS). The following resources are currently available
on CLARIN-IS:
• Talrómur (Sigurgeirsson et al., 2021b) is a corpus containing 213 hours of speech recordings from
eight different speakers. The corpus consists of four male voices and four female voices. The voices
range in age, from 26 to 71 years old, and speaking style. In total, the corpus is made up of 122,417
single sentence utterances. The reading script was generated to maximize coverage of diphones
in the Icelandic language and consists of sentences from multiple different sources (Sigurgeirsson
et al., 2020; Sigurgeirsson et al., 2021a). The recordings were conducted in 2020 by Reykjavik
University and RÚV, the Icelandic National Broadcasting Service, in a professional studio at the
headquarters of the latter. To take the northern dialect in Icelandic into account, two of the voices
were recruited from the north of Iceland and were recorded in a studio at the University of Akureyri.
The audio is published in a single-channel 16-bit PCM wave file with a sample rate of 22050 Hz.
Recordings were made using the recording platform LOBE (Sigurgeirsson et al., 2020) specifically
designed for this purpose.
• Talrómur 2 (Gunnarsson et al., 2021), is similar to Talrómur in many ways. It includes 80 hours
of recordings from 40 different speakers with an even split of female and male voices. The voices
were chosen to create four cohorts where each group consists of speakers with similar voice characteristics. Recordings were conducted in the same studio and with the same equipment as Talrómur.
Both corpora share the same structure, format and audio specifications.
• Resources for TTS text pre-processing are i) a text normalization corpus (Sigurðardóttir, 2021)
containing 140,000 sentences in their original form and automatically normalized for TTS (e.g.
digits converted to their written-out forms and abbreviations expanded) and 40,000 manually normalized sentences, and ii) a pronunciation dictionary (Nikulásdóttir et al., 2018a; Nikulásdóttir
et al., 2022) with around 65,000 manually verified entries, covering the four main pronunciation
variants in Icelandic.
• Based on the text normalization corpus and the pronunciation dictionary, tools and models for TTS
text pre-processing have been developed. For automatic grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (g2p)
two approaches have been implemented: a rule-based module (Nikulásdóttir et al., 2020a), which is
useful in lower resource settings, like on smartphones, and LSTM-based models. There is one model
for each of the four pronuncation variants, and one model trained on Icelandic transcriptions of English words (Nikulásdóttir, 2020; Ármannsson, 2021). The text normalization system is based on
regular expressions (Sigurðardóttir et al., 2021) and handles most cases of text normalization tasks
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that can be expected in common news and sports texts. Modules for text cleaning, text normalization, adaptation of the spell and grammar checker, phrasing, and a complete g2p module including
language detection, syllabification and stress labelling are already available on GitHub and will
be published on CLARIN-IS in 2022. These modules build a complete TTS text-preprocessing
pipeline, also to be published on CLARIN-IS.
• The evaluation platform MOSI (Jónsson et al., 2022) was created and is publicly available. MOSI
supports multiple evaluation methods used for TTS systems, including MOS tests and A/B tests.
Training and development of TTS models using the Talrómur and Talrómur 2 corpora is underway.
Tacotron2 and FastSpeech2 models have been trained on voices in Talrómur using the ESPNet toolkit,
using phoneme inputs. Additionally, a parallel WaveGAN model has been trained on the entire Talrómur
dataset. Evaluations are performed using MOSI. The models and evaluation results will be published by
the end of the LTPI. The first models are already in use by a smartphone application developed within
the LTPI, which will also be published on CLARIN-IS by the end of the programme.

4

Standards and Licencing

One of the core pillars of the LTPI is the publication of data and software under open licences. The
guiding licences are CC BY 4.08 for data and Apache 2.09 for software. In exceptional cases, data have
to be published with more restrictive licences, but all deliverables of the programme will be available for
research and commercial use. An important part of ensuring open licensing is the crafting of agreements
and consent statements for various data collection efforts.
All teams operate by common standards, defined in guidelines for data deliverables, on the one hand,
and for software deliverables, on the other. Wherever possible, the guidelines adhere to international
standards, e.g. regarding data format, metadata, or coding guidelines. Published data adhere to the FAIR
standard10 . Naming, versioning and keyword definitions are coordinated throughout the deliverables. Every software deliverable on CLARIN-IS has a link to the corresponding GitHub repository that is mostly
hosted under the account of the developing partner. In general, the deliverables are separated modules,
e.g. the tokenizer can be found as a stand-alone project. Other projects combine several modules, like the
spell and grammar checker (see section 3.4) and text processing pipeline for TTS (see section 3.6).
Type of Repository
General text corpora, incl. test/dev
Specialized corpora
Parallel corpora
Lexical resources
NLP-tools
Machine translation
Spell and grammar checking
Speech corpora
Speech models and related modules
ALL REPOSITORIES

Number of Repositories
15
9
8
12
12
7
2
6
10
81

Table 2. CLARIN repositories from the LTPI. Status as of January 2022. Each project is only counted
once but repositories have up to 3 previous versions, also available on CLARIN.

5

Usage Scenarios

The aim of the LTPI is that language resources and infrastructure software will be available for research
and commercial use. The aimed-at users are LT specialists and general software developers that need to
8

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
10
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
9
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integrate LT in their products, as well as researchers from various fields.
There are numerous usage scenarios for the “buffet” of the LTPI deliverables. There are several levels
of usage possibilities, reaching from low-level development using corpora and basic tools, to the usage
of production-ready models or plugins/applications. For speech synthesis, for example, developers can
use the speech corpora and necessary language-specific resources, like the pronunciation dictionary, to
train and develop their own TTS models and voices. They can use the delivered TTS voices to integrate
into their application, or they can use the web reader plugin directly to connect to their website.
As an example of products already using core resources, the full parser is the basis of the grammar
checker within the LTPI. It is also used to parse questions and form answers for a voice assistant app,
and is a module in an automatic term extraction software.
Table 2 shows the number of repositories on CLARIN-IS by January 2022 and how they can be divided
into resource categories. We actively reach out to global players in LT to advertise the programme. In
particular, we hope that carefully crafted, language-specific resources, like e.g. the TTS recordings and
diverse gold and test corpora, will help lower the barrier for including Icelandic in existing global LT
products.
It is also worth mentioning that the establishment of CLARIN-IS as the centre for Icelandic LT resources has led to Icelandic LT projects developed outside the programme to be published on CLARINIS as well. Thus, the foundation is laid for continuous delivery of LT resources to CLARIN-IS after the
LTPI ends.
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Abstract

The paper aims at presenting English-Lithuanian corpora for bilingual term extraction (BiTE) in
the cybersecurity domain within the framework of the project DVITAS. It is argued that a system
of parallel, comparable, and training corpora for BiTE is particularly useful for less-resourced
languages, as it allows efficiently to combine strengths and avoid weaknesses of comparable
and parallel resources. A special focus is given to the availability of sources in the cybersecurity domain and issues related to copyright-protected publications, as well as the data curation
performed for building the corpora and depositing them to CLARIN-LT repository.

1

Introduction

The model of combining several types of corpora has been chosen for the bilingual terminology extraction project DVITAS.1 The aim of the project is to develop a methodology for automatic extraction of
English and Lithuanian terms of a specialised domain from parallel and comparable corpora, as well as
to create a publicly available bilingual termbase. Cybersecurity (CS) terminology has been chosen as
a specialised domain for the project because of its particular relevance in today’s digitalised world in
which cybersecurity awareness and cyber hygiene skills are indispensable for every Internet user. The
compiled termbase is believed to be valuable both for specialists of the domain and the general public,
as well as drafters of legal and administrative documents, and translators.
The project aims at employing current deep learning terminology extraction methods. In 2020, the
project team (Rokas et al., 2020) completed a pilot study on semi-supervised automatic extraction of
Lithuanian CS terms from a Lithuanian monolingual corpus. A small-scale manually annotated dataset
(66,706 word corpus with 1,258 annotated cybersecurity terms) was used as a training data. The pilot
study was performed in several stages: firstly, various baseline LSTM and GRU networks were tested
using the Adam optimiser and FastText embeddings; secondly, each of the best baseline LSTM and GRU
networks were tested with various optimisers; and finally, the best model was compared with a model
that has been trained using multilingual BERT embeddings (Rokas et al., 2020). The latter approach
proved to be the most efficient: Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory model (Bi-LSTM) using multilingual Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) embeddings reached F1 score
of 78.6%.
The methodology used in the pilot study will be modified and tested on different configurations of
neural networks taking into account the methods applied in related research. In studies by other scholars,
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
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who applied neural networks for term extraction as sequence labelling task and used larger annotated
datasets, higher F1 score was achieved: e.g., Kucza et al. used a dataset with 78,567 annotated terms
and with Bi-LSTM reached F1 score of 86.73% (Kucza et al., 2018). Other studies on sequence labeling
tasks with multilingual BERT embeddings show that reduction of the number of languages to three in
BERT models may help to achieve higher results compared with the ones achieved with multilingual
BERT (Ulčar and Robnik-Šikonja, 2020). As deep neural network models achieve higher and higher F1
scores, they reveal their performance and effectiveness in the tasks they were trained for and prove their
spot as one of the peak state-of-the-art approaches to terminology extraction.
Thus, we believe that more comprehensive training and testing data obtained from larger bilingual
corpora will allow to improve the preliminary results. Precisely, that is the goal of the present paper to present the motivation behind the idea of creating such a resource, as well as to present solutions to
encountered problems and challenges.

2

Related Research

Bilingual/multilingual term extraction, which is widely used for terminographic purposes, is performed
by using two types of corpora - parallel and comparable. These two types of corpora are distinguished
by the nature of texts that are used to build them. A parallel corpus (bilingual or multilingual) is the
one "that contains source texts and their translations", whereas "a comparable corpus can be defined as a
corpus containing components that are collected using the same sampling frame and similar balance and
representativeness", which means that it should include "the same proportions of the texts of the same
genres in the same domains in a range of different languages in the same sampling period" (McEnery
and Xiao, 2007).
Term extraction from parallel corpora has been already applied for several decades (Kupiec, 1993).
It is considered to be relatively easy, at least from a technical point of view, as in a parallel corpus,
which typically consists of aligned sentences, source and target terms appear in the same aligned pair
of sentences. Parallel corpora are particularly useful for translation studies as their analysis provides
insights into various equivalence issues. They are also extensively used to develop machine translation
(MT) systems and computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools like translation memories (TM) (McEnery
and Xiao, 2007). Moreover, "specialized parallel corpora can be especially useful in domain-specific
translation research" (McEnery and Xiao, 2007).
Lately, the importance of comparable data have been increasing, as more and more papers have appeared on term extraction from comparable corpora (Vintar, 2010; Delpech et al., 2012; Gornostay et al.,
2012; Aker et al., 2013; Chu et al., 2016). Notably, since 2008 a number of valuable research papers on
the usage of comparable corpora for term extraction have been published in Proceedings of the Workshop
on Building and Using Comparable Corpora (BUCC)2
As the extraction of data from comparable corpora is not that straightforward and accurate as from
parallel corpora, scholars have applied a variety of data extraction methods or combinations thereof. For
instance, Steingrímsson et al. suggested combining three different approaches for effective bitext extraction from comparable corpora, namely combining crosslingual information extraction (CLIR), contextualised embeddings, and word alignments; this method is particularly useful for low-resourced scenarios
(Steingrímsson et al., 2021). Sanjanasri et al. used Apache Spark framework for mining bilingual word
pairs from a comparable corpus (Sanjanasri et al., 2021). Vintar et al. suggested applying intersections of
word embeddings for mining semantic relations from comparable corpora (Vintar et al., 2020). Huidrom
et al. proposed using the web as a source for building a comparable corpus for a less-resourced language
pair using the heuristic approach based on sentence-length information and a bilingual dictionary when
such is available (Huidrom et al., 2021). Terryn et al. presented a new approach to monolingual and
multilingual term annotation and automatic term extraction based on the gold standard (Terryn et al.,
2020).
Researchers indicate several important advantages of using comparable data. First, term extraction
from comparable corpora provides valuable terminological data as these data reflect the usage of termi2

Workshop on Building and Using Comparable Corpora (BUCC) - https://aclanthology.org/venues/bucc/.
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nology in original languages which is much more natural than the usage of terminology in translations
that are inevitably influenced by source languages. McEnery et al. also highlight that "specialised comparable corpora are particularly helpful for highly domain-specific translation tasks" (McEnery and Xiao,
2007). Another important advantage of using comparable data is the possibility to include data sources
of a much larger variety, as comparable data is not limited to translated resources, which might be scarce
or lack diversity, especially in cases when both the original language and the translation language are
not English (Alonso et al., 2012; Delpech et al., 2012; Goeuriot et al., 2009; Morin and Prochasson,
2011; Morin et al., 2011; Rivera et al., 2013; Terryn et al., 2020). Thus, building and using comparable
corpora for under-resourced languages next to parallel corpora could be very important for the analysis
of such languages. And finally, comparable corpora are less expensive to build than parallel corpora as
text alignment is not needed for their compilation.
Therefore, some scholars have introduced the idea of combining comparable and parallel corpora to
benefit from the advantages provided by both (McEnery and Xiao, 2007; Bernardini, 2011; Morin and
Prochasson, 2011; Biel, 2016; Giampieri, 2018), yet some researchers concentrate solely on comparable
corpora (Steyaert and Rigouts Terryn, 2019; Vintar et al., 2020).
Thus, there is enough evidence to assume that for an efficient bilingual terminology extraction for
English and Lithuanian languages, we need to build a resource consisting of parallel and comparable
corpora.

3

Cybersecurity Domain and Availability of the Sources

The analysis of the cybersecurity sources revealed that this domain is highly heterogeneous and encompasses diverse types of information accumulated in various discourses. Ideally, the cybersecurity corpora
should be representative of the whole cybersecurity domain and its constituent genres of texts produced
in various discourses.
Wall in his study on cybercrime distinguishes four main discourses relevant to the CS domain: legislative/administrative discourse, academic discourse, expert discourse and popular, emotional or layperson’s
discourse (Wall, 2007). Similarly, for our corpora we distinguished legal, administrative-informative,
academic, and media discourses. We ascribed expert texts written by cybersecurity practitioners to the
administrative-informative discourse. The sources of these discourses were investigated and assessed for
compilation of the corpora. Two most important criteria of source assessment were their suitability for
compilation of a comparable corpus and a parallel corpus and their availability.
Most sources were suitable for compilation of the comparable corpus, which consists of the original
texts in English and Lithuanian. Meanwhile, the sources suitable for the parallel corpus (English original texts and their translations into Lithuanian) were much more sparse. More detailed description of
suitability of the sources for the parallel and comparable corpora is given in Subsection 4.1.1.
Though there were numerous sources suitable for corpora compilation, not all of them were freely
available. Documents produced by national and international legislative and administrative bodies are
commonly accessible without any restrictions. Meanwhile, the access to academic publications is often
restricted. Most relevant academic sources are published by major publishing companies and protected
by intellectual property rights. As we had to ensure proper usage of these texts, we examined the legal
framework related to copyright protection and text and data mining (TDM) activities, as well as possibilities to acquire permissions to reuse relevant copyright-protected publications for corpora compilation,
data extraction and storage in CLARIN-LT repository.
For a long time TDM activities have faced conservative intellectual property protection and strict restrictions (small-scale use, no possibility to develop derivative products, etc.) on the usage of legally
protected sources. This situation has hampered big data projects which are necessary for development of
various AI applications. Therefore, numerous studies have appeared discussing the situation and necessary changes in legal frameworks (Rosati, 2018; Sag, 2019; Flynn et al., 2020).
In the US, the notion of fair use of copyrighted works has been questioned and reinterpreted in law
courts, which have ruled that copying of copyright-protected works for TDM research purposes satisfies
fair use criteria and is not an infringement. The lawsuits concerned the Google Book Search Project (the
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cases Authors Guild v. GOOGLE, 2015; Authors Guild v. HaithiTrust, 2014) 3 .
In the UK, a TDM exception was included in the statutory amendments to copyright law which came
into effect in 2014. Since 2014 Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act (Article 29A) has allowed performing TDM activities provided that the TDM practitioner has lawful access to the resource and that TDM
activities are performed for non-commercial purposes 4 .
Until recently, the EU did not have a uniform legislation regarding copyright protection related to
TDM. Thus, TDM activities were subject to national copyright legislation and exceptions applied to
copyright protection. E.g. in the Lithuanian copyright law (Law on Copyright and Related Rights of the
Republic of Lithuania, last amended in 2015) there were no exceptions to copyright protection concerning TDM activities; Article 22 on reproduction of the copyright-protected work for purposes of teaching
or scientific research did not respond to modern needs of TDM activities as it emphasized the purpose of
illustration, short works, and short extracts 5 .
In 2019, The Directive on Copyright and Related Rights in the Digital Single Market (2019) was
adopted with the aim to uniform and modernise the EU copyright protection, adapting it to the implementation of new technologies. Article 3 of the Directive "Text and data mining for the purposes of
scientific research” states that “Member States shall provide for an exception to the rights provided for
in <...> of this Directive for reproductions and extractions made by research organizations and cultural
heritage institutions in order to carry out, for the purposes of scientific research, text and data mining of
works or other subject matter to which they have lawful access." The Article also states that “Copies of
works or other subject matter made in compliance with paragraph 1 shall be stored with an appropriate
level of security and may be retained for the purposes of scientific research, including for the verification
of research results.”6
The Directive had to be transposed to national legislations in two years; in case of delays, the Directive
had to be applied directly. In December, 2021, the Lithuanian Law on Copyright and Related Rights
amended according to the Directive’s provisions was submitted to the legislature for adoption.
However, the EU Directive has already provoked criticism and calls for further development. The
major problem remains sharing research datasets. The new Directive exempts researchers performing
TDM activities from the obligation to obtain authorisation from rightholders of texts; however, "corpora
compiled on the basis of such exceptions cannot be freely shared, which in a long run may have serious
consequences for Open Science and the functioning of research infrastructures such as CLARIN ERIC"
(Kamocki et al., 2019). Thus, even if research activities are freed from requirement to obtain permission
from rightholders, "knowledge transfer, citizen science and user innovation may paradoxically become
more difficult, as they require sharing of data between various groups of stakeholders" (Kamocki et al.,
2019). In order to prevent this, "it is important to remember that even if certain research activities are
exempted from the rules of copyright, proper licensing is still necessary to efficiently and widely share
the fruits of researchers’ work" (Kamocki et al., 2019).
In our work, the above-discussed legal problems became the reality. While working on collection of
necessary sources, we selected 20 books on cybersecurity written by researchers and practitioners of the
field and published by various publishing houses. As all books were copyright-protected, we contacted
the publishing houses inside and outside the EU (8 in all) in order to request a permission to use the
books for the compilation of our corpora and the storage in the CLARIN’s repository.
We have found out that almost all publishing houses ask to fill permission request forms or use per3
Prof. William T. Fisher III. Authors Guild v. GOOGLE, Inc. https://opencasebook.org/casebooks/
493-copyright/resources/9.2.5-authors-guild-v-google-inc/; Michael Risch. Authors Guild,
Inc. v. HaithiTrust https://opencasebook.org/casebooks/409-an-open-internet-law-casebook/
resources/6.3.1-authors-guild-inc-v-hathitrust/
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6
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in the Digital Single Market and amending Directives 96/9/EC and 2001/29/EC http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/
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mission request systems. The request forms are meant mostly for commercial requests to republish the
content owned by publishers in other publications. Some publishing houses have special request forms
for educational purposes or for authors who want to reuse certain content (e.g. images, charts, tables)
in their academic dissertations/theses. However, none of the forms were suitable for data mining and
sharing; therefore, we had to include extensive comments explaining the specificity of our case.
As our application procedure was the same as the one of commercial requests, we had to indicate
exact number of pages we want to reuse; the reuse of the whole book was not possible. We also had to
indicate the title of the publication in which the content would be reused, the publisher, the format of
publication, print run/number of expected users/download forecast, and other details relevant to print and
online publications. We had to assure that we would be able to make the material secure, so that it would
be password-protected against illegal copying/downloading/distribution. In most cases the permission to
reuse the material could be obtained for one edition of the publication or a maximum period of one year.
In the comment slots (where they were available) we explained that the texts of the books would be
reused as datasets for a research project on machine learning and terminology extraction, the processed
texts would be stored in CLARIN-LT repository and the access to them will be restricted to academic
users only via authentication service with university logins.
Despite our detailed explanations of our research aims in the forms, as well as correspondence with
the publishers, none of the publishing houses granted us free reuse of the requested book extracts. The
charges for an extract ranged from 200 to 5,000 Eur. The permission to use texts of one of the books
was rejected because the rights were held by the author, not by the publishing house. As we did not have
funds allocated for this in our budget, none of the copyrighted books were included in our corpora.
Our experience reveals that publishers do not have special permission request options for reuse of texts
as datasets for TDM activities for scientific purposes. In addition, the publishers are not familiar with
CLARIN infrastructure, its policy, aims and functions. Therefore, corpora stored in CLARIN repositories
have to comply with the same requirements as commercial publications.
Thus, our corpora do not include copyright-protected books on cybersecurity which would be very
important for our terminology extraction research. We had to rely on the inclusion of rather large bulk
of publicly available media texts into the comparable corpus. In order to ensure its use for scientific
purposes, we provided access to the corpus only to academic users of CLARIN-LT repository.

4

Corpora System for Bilingual Terminology Extraction

Five CS corpora have been compiled for this project: a parallel corpus of English texts and their Lithuanian translations (approx. 1.4 million words), a comparable corpus composed of two subcorpora: original
English texts and original Lithuanian texts (approx. 4 million words), and three training (gold standard)
corpora (approx. 0.1 million words each). The system of corpora and a flowchart of BiTE is presented in
Figure 1.
Two of the corpora, namely English-Lithuanian Parallel CS Corpus7 and English-Lithuanian Comparable CS Corpus8 , have been deposited to CLARIN-LT repository9 . The parallel corpus is accessible
under the CLARIN public licence (PUB), while the comparable corpus under the CLARIN academic
licence (ACA).
The next subsections will present two important aspects of these two resources, namely data curation
and composition.
4.1 Data Curation
Data curation is a very important and time-consuming activity, which ensures the quality and endurance
of any dataset. The process of data curation typically involves the following steps: 1) discovering data
sources; 2) acquiring textual data; 3) cleaning, deduplicating and transforming of extracted data, and 4)
7

https://clarin.vdu.lt/xmlui/handle/20.500.11821/46
https://clarin.vdu.lt/xmlui/handle/20.500.11821/47
9
https://clarin.vdu.lt/xmlui/
8
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Figure 1. Corpora system for BiTE

integrating the data with other data sources. In the following subsections we will present the data curation
steps, which are relevant for our project.
4.1.1 Discovering Data Sources
Presently, all the data for any corpora come from the web, however, texts from different discourses come
in different quantities, formats and pose different challenges for a researcher.
First and most obvious source of textual information for our purposes is legal documents on cybersecurity, such as cybersecurity strategies, laws, government resolutions, minister orders, etc. Official national
and EU legally binding and non-binding documents are commonly accessible without any restrictions.
The documents of these categories can be acquired for both comparable and parallel corpora for both
languages (see Table 4 and Table 3).
The second source of information is texts produced by CS experts (practitioners at national and international cybersecurity agencies and other institutions), containing reports, recommendations, information
bulletins, guidelines, are also freely available; however, most of them are suitable only for the comparable
corpus, as only a handful of them have been translated.
The third source of information is academic research publications on the cybersecurity topic. However,
as we have shown in Section 3, access to academic publications is often restricted. Besides, research
books and papers written in English and Lithuanian are seldom translated, thus, again acquired academic
publications are only suitable for the comparable corpus.
The fourth source of information is media articles. This is by far the most voluminous source of
information, as textual information on cybersecurity can be easily acquired by scraping various news
portals ranging from general to specialised. Media articles can only be used for the comparable corpus,
as only very rarely one can find genuine translations with alignable sentences.
As it could be expected, the volume of information on cybersecurity for English and Lithuanian lan-
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guages differ across different sources. As mentioned previously, for the parallel corpus it is almost impossible to acquire original and translated academic texts and it is likewise difficult to find translated
informative texts or media articles. Therefore the corpus relies mainly on EU English documents translated into Lithuanian.
The situation with the data for the comparable corpus is somewhat better: we could find data from all
four discourses for both languages, but, clearly, Lithuanian sources cannot ensure the same diversity and
be of a comparable size to global sources of the English language. Thus, the obvious solution was, firstly,
to acquire as much as possible of Lithuanian data on cybersecurity, and then try to construct the similar
structure for English.
4.1.2 Acquiring Textual Data
The data files containing relevant textual information have been acquired from the web by a variety of
methods:
• using custom developed scrapers, benefiting from Selenium WebDriver Beautiful Soup modules
for Python and targeting general portals (e.g. BBC for English and Delfi for Lithuanian), specific
cybersecurity news portals (e.g. Bleeping Computer) and official EU portals (e.g. EUR-LEX); the
method produces clean plain text files;
• manual downloading of PDF files, where possible (e.g. enisa10 portal);
• manual downloading of web-pages, where scraping was not practical;
• downloading of scientific works in PDF from our home universities’ databases (e.g. master theses
and doctoral dissertations);
Once the data files have been downloaded, the textual data need to be extracted from PDF, MS Word,
or HTML files.
4.1.3 Cleaning, Deduplicating, and Transforming
The acquired data is not always intact:
• textual data extracted from PDF files often contain various problems with line breaking, extra spacing, extra tabs, processing pictures and tables, footnotes interfering with the main text, list of references, text in another language, etc.;
• scraped files are usually in a better shape, however, one can frequently download duplicates of the
same text or extra information from a website; besides, dynamically loaded web pages may obscure
the full data and introduce a plethora of web scraping issues.
The above mentioned problems are difficult to fix automatically, as cluttered files differ depending
on a source. We had to use semi-automatic or even manual find-and-replace routines for cleaning the
files. The deduplication process was alleviated by employing a custom fuzzy matching algorithm to the
scraped data, which was then followed by a semi-manual checking.
After the files have been cleaned, they have to be transformed into the final form. For the parallel
corpus it’s semi-automatic alignment on the sentence level. We chose to use LF Aligner, which is wellsuited for EU official documents (Varga et al., 2005). The resulting files are translation memory exchange
(TMX) files.
In addition, English and Lithuanian texts of the comparable corpus have been morphologically annotated. For the English language we have used a large trained pipeline from the spaCy library11 . The
resulting files are in a vertical tabulated format that marks "word", "lemma", "universal POS", and "fine
grained POS"12 (see Table 1). Due to it’s minimal structural complexity, the chosen format is easily
transformable into any other format.
10

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/
https://spacy.io/models
12
https://github.com/explosion/spaCy
11
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A
wave
of
criticism
was
launched
from
the
privacy
supporters
.
<s>

a
wave
of
criticism
be
launch
from
the
privacy
supporter
.
<s>

DET
NOUN
ADP
NOUN
AUX
VERB
ADP
DET
NOUN
NOUN
PUNCT

DT
NN
IN
NN
VBD
VBN
IN
DT
NN
NNS
.

Table 1. An example of an annotated sentence in the English CS comparable corpus
Likewise, the Lithuanian files have been morphologically annotated with a Lithuanian tagger from
SEMANTIKA-2 project13 , where the information of morphological analysis is presented as "word",
"lemma", and "msd tag"14 (see Table 2).
Ekspertai
vieningai
teigė
,
kad
reiškinys
pavojingas
.
<s>

ekspertas
vieningai
teigti
,
kad
reiškinys
pavojingas
.
<s>

NcmpnnRgp
Vgma3—n–niTc
Cg
NcmsnnAgpmsnn
Tp
Xh

Table 2. An example of an annotated sentence in the Lithuanian CS comparable corpus
4.1.4 Integrating with Other Data Sources
In our case the integration with other data sources has involved the storage and sharing of the compiled
corpora on the CLARIN-LT repository. CLARIN’s DSpace-based depositing service (Mišutka et al.,
2015) is conveniently built and as a depositor you only will be required to consider the following steps:
• description of the data resource;
• supplying the resource with relevant metadata;
• choosing appropriate format acknowledged by the research community;
• choosing of an appropriates licence;
• archiving of the data.
4.2 Composition of English-Lithuanian CS Corpora
4.2.1 English-Lithuanian Parallel CS Corpus
The parallel corpus includes the EU legal acts and other documents from the time period of 2010-2020.
There are 80 files in English and Lithuanian aligned on the sentence level in the corpus. The total size is
1.4m words (EN - 773,373; LT - 633,942). The number of unique words (types) is 12,171 for English,
13
14

https://semantika.lt/
https://github.com/Semantika2/Morfologiniu-zymeliu-standartas
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and 31,558 for Lithuanian. The corpus contains 35,415 aligned segments. The documents are extracted
from the EUR-LEX database and other EU institutional repositories (see Table 3).
Document categories
Legally binding (secondary
legislation)

Official non-binding

Subcategories
Regulations of the European Parliament and of
the Council;
Directives of the European Parliament and of the
Council;
Decisions of the European Parliament and of the
Council
Communications of the European Commission;
Reports of the European Commission;
Recommendations of the European Commission;
Opinions of the Committees of the EU;
Briefing papers of the Court of Auditors

Proportion
60%

40%

Table 3. Structure of the parallel corpus (2010-2020)
4.2.2 English-Lithuanian Comparable CS Corpus
The CS comparable corpus compiled for the project includes texts from the time period of 2010-2021
(except for a few important documents from an earlier period). There are 1,708 files in English and 2,567
in Lithuanian. The total size of the corpus is 4m words (EN - 2,000,586; LT - 2,000,343). The number of
unique words (types) is 37,565 for English, and 101,076 for Lithuanian. Text categories, subcategories
and their proportions within the corpus are presented in Table 4.
Text categories
Academic
Administrative-informative
Legal
Media

Subcategories
Scientific articles, monographs, MA and PhD
theses, textbooks
Reports and recommendations of Cybersecurity
Centres; booklets and posters
CS strategies, laws, government resolutions,
ministry orders
Mass media articles, specialised media articles

EN
19%

LT
30%

8%

11%

18%

4%

55%

55%

Table 4. Structure of the comparable corpus (2010-2021)
When compiling a comparable corpus it is very important to ensure similar sampling procedures for
compared languages, as the goal is to compare how a particular domain is reflected in two distinct languages. As mentioned earlier, in the case of English-Lithuanian CS comparable corpus, it was difficult to
attain the ideal balance of text categories (see Figure 2). Nevertheless, we have achieved, that the media
part and other parts (legal, administrative-informative and academic) if taken together, would be equal
for both languages (55% and 45%). Thus, we have attained the balance between two parts of the corpus,
one of which is more popularised, while the other is more specialised.
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Figure 2. Subcorpora proportions in the English-Lithuanian CS comparable corpus

Ten most frequent lemmas of English and Lithuanian common nouns suggest that the two subcorpora
in the comparable corpus are comparable, as 7 out of 10 nouns are at the top 10 in the both corpora:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

security
information
attack
system
datum
cybersecurity
threat
network
service
user

14,825
7,724
7,338
6,384
6,175
6,073
4,613
4,536
4,129
3,855

saugumas
duomuo
sistema
informacija
tinklas
internetas
vartotojas
valstybė
programa
ataka

’security’
’datum’
’system’
’information’
’network’
’internet’
’user’
’state’
’program’
’attack’

23,110
14,357
11,910
10,815
7,817
7,061
6,760
6,479
6,169
6,121

4.2.3 Training corpora
In order to train neural networks to perform BiTE, training corpora (gold standard) have been compiled.
They have been composed of the same text categories as the main corpora. The comparable training
corpora contain legal texts (legislative acts and government resolutions), administrative-informative texts
(reports and recommendations by CS experts), academic publications (theses and textbooks), and media
articles. Parallel training corpus is composed of the most important EU legal acts and other documents
on cybersecurity issues.
The corpora are being manually annotated by tagging three categories of terminological data: terms
of the CS domain, terms related to the CS domain, as well as proper names relevant to the CS domain.
Four terminology researchers are working on annotation of the training corpora in constant cooperation
with a cybersecurity expert who consults and validates the annotation results (see more in (Rackevičienė
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et al., 2021)).

5

Concluding Remarks

The analysis of cybersecurity sources revealed that this domain is highly heterogeneous and encompasses
diverse types of information accumulated in various discourses. However, availability of some sources
is limited. The limitations mainly concern the scientific publications, most of which are copyrightprotected. Their reuse for TDM activities and storage in research data repositories involves tackling complex (and not adapted to these aims) permission request procedures and often are charged by rightholders.
Though CLARIN constantly raises legal issues related to storing and sharing language resources, further
steps are evidently needed by the research community to foster the development of Open Science.
Acquisition of quality data and its curation proved to be a challenging task due to its dynamic nature,
necessitating manual reviewing and removing clutter or fixing incomplete elements of the data. The data
curation is time-consuming and never ending process, which, nevertheless, needs to be continued in order
to ensure quality and longevity of a resource.
Despite the fact that we could not include all planned sources to our corpora, the compiled parallel
and comparable corpora contain reasonable variation, as they represent the cybersecurity domain in four
different discourses in international and national settings. Thus, we believe that the corpora will provide
sufficient data for the future research: deep learning-based terminology extraction, terminology analyses,
as well as compilation of a bilingual cybersecurity termbase.
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Abstract
This paper presents Cretan Institutional Inscriptions, a resource in the domain of Digital Epigraphy developed at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and supported by CLARIN-IT as part of
its actions addressed to initiatives, projects and events in the field of Social Sciences and Humanities. The paper begins with a brief outline of the project within which the resource was created
and then goes into a more in-depth description of the main methodologies used to develop the
resource (EpiDoc and EFES) and of their benefits. The paper then focuses on the cooperation
of the project with the Venice Centre of Digital and Public Humanities and the Italian node
of CLARIN, also illustrating the dockerization process applied to the resource hosted on the
CLARIN-IT servers. Some desiderata for future developments are outlined as well. The paper
ends with some remarks about the widening of CLARIN horizons towards Digital Epigraphy
and on the role of its K-Centres in this respect.

1

Project Description

The EpiDoc collection named Cretan Institutional Inscriptions1 was created as a part of the Ph.D. research project in Ancient Heritage Studies Kretikai Politeiai: Cretan Institutions from VII to I century
BC, carried out by Irene Vagionakis at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice (UNIVE) from 2016 to 2019
under the supervision of Claudia Antonetti and Gabriel Bodard. The database, built by using the EpiDoc Front-End Services (EFES), collects the EpiDoc editions of 600 inscriptions shedding light on the
institutions of the political entities of Crete from the VII to the I century BC.
The project, which contributes to the landscape of Digital Humanities – in particular to that of Digital
Epigraphy, through the creation of a new open access online epigraphic resource – and could hopefully
be a forerunner for the inclusion of other digital epigraphy projects in the Common Language Resources
and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN), has been a valuable opportunity for collaboration with the
Venice Centre for Digital and Public Humanities (VeDPH) and the Italian node of CLARIN (CLARINIT) during its final testing and publication stages.
1.1 Aim of the Research
The Archaic, Classical and Hellenistic history of Crete is a history characterised by a very high level
of fragmentation. The numerous silences of the literary sources and the gaps in the epigraphic records
have resulted in wide sectors of the island history still being overshadowed and in a similar fate befalling
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0.
1
For a detailed description of the resource, see Vagionakis, 2021.
Irene vagionakis, Paola Baroni, Riccardo Del Gratta, Angelo Mario Del Grosso, Federico Boschetti and Tiziana
Mancinelli 2022. ‘Cretan Institutional Inscriptions’ Meets CLARIN-IT. Selected papers from the CLARIN
Annual Conference 2021. Linköping Electronic Conference Proceedings 189: 189 139–150.
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many of its political entities. In particular, the institutional history of Crete was greatly affected by such
fragmentation and also by the bulky presence of the albeit scarce literary sources related to it. In fact,
the alleged greater authoritativeness of authors such as Plato, Aristotle or Ephorus often prompted to
force what was witnessed by the uneven epigraphic records to relate the contradictory information coming from different areas to a single model, thus flattening the variegations of the multiform landscape of
one hundred-citied Crete (Hom. Il. II 649) in the name of the existence of a single unitary Kretike
politeia. Within that framework, the Ph.D. research project set itself the goal of collecting systematically
the records pertaining to Cretan institutions in order to propose an up-to-date reconstruction of the administrative framework of the island political entities, highlighting the specificity of each context, from
the rise of the poleis and their first epigraphic records in the Greek alphabet(s) to the Roman conquest
of Crete (VII-I century BC). By bringing together these so far scattered records in a searchable digital
collection, the project also aimed at facilitating their finding, consultation and reuse.

2

The EpiDoc Collection and the TEI Catalogues

The core of the documentary basis of the research consisted of 600 Greek inscriptions, either directly
mentioning institutional elements (as the decree from Knossos I.Cret. I 8 12 of the late II cent. BC: l.
1, ἔδοξεν Κνωσίων τοῖς κόσμοις καὶ τᾶι πόλι, ‘the kosmoi and the polis of the Knossians decreed’) or
hinting at them through a revealing terminology (as the treaty between Hierapytna and an unknown polis
I.Cret. III 3 6, of the late III or early II cent. BC: ll. 1–2, μηνὸς [- - -] τάδε ἔδ[οξ]εν τ[- - -], ‘in the month
of [- - -], [- - -] decreed these things’).
For each inscription, an XML edition compliant with the TEI EpiDoc epigraphic substandard (Elliott
et al., 2020) was created, including a descriptive and a bibliographic lemma, the text of the inscription, a
selective apparatus criticus and a commentary focused on the institutional data offered by the document,
plus links to other related online resources.
The EpiDoc markup was especially functional to the research questions in the encoding of the Greek
texts inside <div type="edition">, where its semantic nature proved to be very helpful for the extraction of the institutional elements and for the analysis of variations in their type and function or sphere
of competence, avoiding preconceived generalizations and valuing the specificity of each occurrence. In
fact, the markup of the institutional elements was based on the use of <rs type="institution">
along with a customized combination of focused attributes: @subtype for specifying their typology
(such as assembly or board), @role for specifying their function or field of action (such as voter or dedicant), @ref for specifying their political entity (usually their polis), @key for facilitating their indexing
through normalized forms of their names. A complete example of the markup of an institutional element
can be found in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. An excerpt from the XML EpiDoc text of inscription I.Cret. I 22 4 A (l. 31)
In addition to <rs>, some other core TEI EpiDoc elements were used: <w lemma=""> for
the lemmatization of institutional and other relevant terms, <placeName type="" ref="">
for toponyms and ethnic adjectives, <persName type="" key="" ref=""> and <name
nymRef="" type=""> for prosopographic and onomastic elements (for officials, honoured individuals, foreign rulers and theonyms).
Overall, the semantic markup involved 8,162 lemmata (<w>), 4,353 institutional elements (<rs>),
2,633 toponyms or ethnic adjectives (<placeName>), 1,694 anthroponyms (<name>) and 1,651 prosopographical elements (<persName>).
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In addition to the epigraphic collection, the research outputs also include the creation of two TEI catalogues: one relating to the political entities of Crete (poleis, koina, dependent communities, extra-urban
sanctuaries and hegemonic alliances); another one relating to the attested Cretan institutions (comprising assemblies, boards, officials, associations, civic subdivisions, social statuses, age classes, months,
festivities and other celebrations, institutional practices, institutional instruments and public spaces).

3

Benefits of Using EFES and EpiDoc

The EpiDoc Front-End Services (EFES) are an open source customisable tool for the online publication of ancient documents in EpiDoc XML, inscriptions in primis (Bodard and Yordanova, 2020)2 . It
is the EpiDoc specialisation of Kiln, an analogous framework for publishing collections of TEI XML
documents, from which it was forked in 20173 . The main strengths of EFES, as well as of its ancestor
Kiln, are its comprehensiveness, ease of use and high customizability, which make it possible to quickly
create a Web site provided with indices, textual search and browse facilities even from persons without
advanced IT skills. In fact, the aim of EFES is to allow the production of such outputs also from small
projects whose teams neither include IT experts devoted to the development of Web sites nor have funds
to be dedicated to that purpose.
The specific case of Cretan Institutional Inscriptions is particularly emblematic of the benefits deriving
from the use of EFES, being it the first project carried out by a single person to have used it. Despite the
awareness of the importance and usefulness of a collaborative approach to research, the case was that
of an individual doctoral project to be completed in three years with no external support, thus perfectly
matching the target of users expected by EFES. The timing of the first release of EFES in September
2017, at the end of the first year of the Ph.D. research, was providential and allowed the creation of the
Web site in the remaining two years.
In particular, with some customization of the provided XSLT stylesheets, from the EpiDoc markup of
the inscriptions it was possible to generate several custom thematic indexes, recording the occurrences of
institutional elements, relevant lemmas, prosopography, onomastics, toponyms, ethnics and theonyms.
These indexes, especially the one relating to the institutions, are displayed in a tabular format, where all
the pieces of information included in the markup are collected in separate columns and can be easily
combined and compared with each other.
Besides the indexes, the EpiDoc encoding allowed the creation of very specific search filters, thanks to
which the inscriptions can be browsed not only according to their traditional metadata (type of document,
type of support, date, provenance, current location, bibliographic reference), but also on the basis of the
name (e.g. agela, herd), type (e.g. tribe) and role (e.g. decreer) of the institutional elements and of the
name of the places and divinities mentioned.
Another benefit deriving from the EpiDoc encoding is the high level of accuracy of the textual searches
performed on the collection, which ignore all the extremely frequent diacritics due to the epigraphic
editorial conventions and can be further refined by including the lemmatized base forms of the terms.
From a linguistic point of view, lemmatization proved to be a rather significant component of the work,
considering the nature of the encoded inscriptions. In fact, the texts present themselves as particularly
remarkable from a linguistic and dialectal perspective. The inscriptions, in the Cretan Doric dialect,
contain a large number of lemmas – mostly terms attested only in epigraphic sources – that are either
difficult to be found or completely absent in the main lexica of ancient Greek (such as the renowned
Liddell-Scott-Jones Greek-English Lexicon; they are often mentioned within the corresponding Attic
lemmas only)4 , including some hapax legomena (such as δωροτελέω, συνβολήτρα) that are unique from
2
EFES: code https://github.com/EpiDoc/EFES, documentation https://github.com/EpiDoc/EFES/
wiki.
3
Kiln: code https://github.com/kcl-ddh/kiln, documentation https://kiln.readthedocs.io/en/
latest.
4
Some examples among the many possible are ἀγέλαος, ἀγρήιον, βοαθέω, γυνά, δαμιοργός, δαρχνά, ἐσζικαιωτήρ,
ἐσπράττω, κσενοδόϙος, μνάμων, ματρῶια, νενομήια, οἰκετηία, πράδδω, σαλπίνδω, τριϝετηρία, τριόδελον, ψαφίδδω,
ὠνά. Curiously, the printed version of the Liddell-Scott-Jones as well as its online version plus other online lexica that can be
accessed through the shared Logeion interface (https://logeion.uchicago.edu), do not even include ποινικαστάς,
an element so emblematic of Archaic Cretan Doric dialect and culture that it was chosen as the name of the online resource
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a lexical or morphological point of view.
Therefore, the lemmatization carried out was aimed at preserving the dialectal particularities of the
Dorian Cretan language, including the presence of letters such as digamma (ϝ) and qoppa (ϙ), attested the
latter also in alternation with kappa in cases such as ϙόσμος/κόσμος, ϙοσμέω/κοσμέω, ὄρϙος/ὄρκος,
πρόϙοος/πρόκοος.
In addition to the linguistic peculiarities, the epigraphic nature of the database is also an aspect that
made lemmatization particularly useful. In fact, the high fragmentary nature of the texts led to the presence of very frequent diacritical marks, particularly in relation to the indication of lacunae, additions and
uncertain readings (square brackets, dashes, dots, underdots, question marks; see e.g. the text in Figure
2), which severely limits the search possibilities using the simple text-by-string search method. The combined action of EpiDoc markup and lemmatization made it possible to ignore diacritical marks in text
searches as well as to perform text searches based on the lemmatized text.

Figure 2. An inscription of the collection, I.Cret. II 3 21
dedicated to Lilian Jeffery’s work on Archaic Greek epichoric alphabets, Poinikastas: Epigraphic Sources for Early Greek
Writing (http://poinikastas.csad.ox.ac.uk).
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Figure 3. An excerpt from the index of institutional elements

Cretan Institutional Inscriptions at VeDPH

4

The Venice Centre for Digital and Public Humanities (VeDPH) was inaugurated in 2019 and belongs to
the Department of Humanities of the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice (UNIVE-DSU). The mission of the
centre is the promotion of interdisciplinary methodologies for “the collaborative development of durable,
reusable, shared resources for research and learning” (https://www.unive.it/pag/39289).
VeDPH not only promotes and funds new projects, but is also in charge of legacy projects developed
at UNIVE-DSU over the past decades.
Since its foundation in 2019, the Venetian Detached Research Unit (URT) of the Institute for Computational Linguistics A. Zampolli of the National Research Council of Italy (CNR-ILC) has been
working in collaboration with VeDPH within the Archipelago DPH project in order to ensure that the
creation of new digital resources and the maintenance of the legacy ones are effectively durable, reusable
and shared.
According to this vision, CLARIN-IT provides the necessary know-how through webinars and seminars at VeDPH, a state-of-the-art technological infrastructure to develop and test the new prototypes
created by VeDPH affiliates, a suitable Web infrastructure for (permanently or temporarily) hosting the
legacy projects developed at UNIVE-DSU and all the CLARIN tools and strategies to make new data
and legacy data as FAIR5 as possible.
In this context, Cretan Institutional Inscriptions gave the opportunity to test this model of collaboration
between VeDPH and CLARIN-IT through its Executing Institution, namely CNR-ILC.
5

FAIR is an acronym for Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (https://www.go-fair.org).
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Cretan Institutional Inscriptions at CLARIN-IT

5

The Italian Consortium CLARIN-IT6 has a strong interest in the field of Digital Classics and aims at including a large part of resources for historical languages in its repositories (for an overview of the consortium at a whole see Nicolas et al., 2018). The Repository7 of the ILC4CLARIN Centre8 already contains
important resources, such as the ALIM archive (Ferrarini, 2017), presented also at the CLARIN Conference 2020 (Boschetti et al., 2020), as well as many resources9 from the ERC project “LiLa: Linking
Latin”10 . The deposit and description of Cretan Institutional Inscriptions follow this path and increase
the number of resources for Ancient Greek available in the CLARIN Virtual Language Observatory
(VLO). Indeed, if VLO is queried for some of the main keywords used to describe Cretan Institutional
Inscriptions in the ILC4CLARIN Repository (such as, for instance, epigraphy or epigraphic), only few
resources are returned. The authors hope that Cretan Institutional Inscriptions pave the way for other
similar initiatives to be described in Italy and other countries belonging to CLARIN-ERIC.
5.1 Organizational Aspects
In this section, the organization of the Cretan Institutional Inscriptions resources within the Italian node of CLARIN is described. The Web site dedicated to the dataset created within the Ph.D.
project (https://www.clarin-it.it/cretaninscriptions)11 is hosted by CLARIN-IT in
the framework of the activities supporting projects and events in the Social Sciences and Humanities
sector. The Web application to interact with the dataset (https://ilc4clarin.ilc.cnr.it/
cretaninscriptions)12 is offered as a service of ILC4CLARIN, the first CLARIN B-Centre of
CLARIN-IT. The Persistent Identifiers (DSpace Handles) relating to the description sheets drawn up
by the authors for the dataset 13 and the Web application14 are available under a free license in the
ILC4CLARIN Repository.
The strategy behind this organization is the following one: the Cretan Institutional Inscriptions collection has its GitHub repository (https://github.com/IreneVagionakis/
CretanInscriptions), which contains the dataset, the software for the search engine, some customization, the licenses of use and the releases of the dataset. The authors decided to periodically deposit
the various releases of the dataset in the ILC4CLARIN Repository as well, so that scholars can access the
complete data without using the search engine. On the one hand, this approach guarantees the versioning
of the dataset and the long term preservation of the data; on the other hand, it shares Cretan Institutional
Inscriptions with the CLARIN community.

6

Dockerization

In the last decades a growing number of humanists exploited the digital ecosystem to improve their
research and disseminate their results. Textual scholars learnt to build digital resources, to develop computational tools and to use research infrastructures, as well as to reuse generic frameworks, originally implemented for other domains of knowledge, but adapted to specific needs in Digital Humanities projects.
Before the advent of the Docker system, two scenarios characterized the technological choice for new
digital initiatives: 1) adopting resources and an infrastructure provided by some technological centre; 2)
adopting proprietary resources and technologies within a single project. Both scenarios have advantages
and disadvantages. As far as the first scenario (based on technological centres) is concerned, benefits
lie mainly in soundness, availability, homogeneousness, maintainability and security concerns about the
6

https://www.clarin-it.it.
https://dspace-clarin-it.ilc.cnr.it/repository/xmlui.
8
https://ilc4clarin.ilc.cnr.it/en.
9
The resources described are available in the Virtual Language Observatory (VLO): https://vlo.clarin.eu/
search?4&q=CIRCSE.
10
https://lila-erc.eu.
11
The PID for the URL is http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/1002.
12
The PID for the URL is http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/1003.
13
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/OPEN-548.
14
http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/OPEN-550.
7
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technologies adopted. These advantages have the inevitable cost of experimenting new (if not immature)
approaches, methods and tools. Actually, on the technological side, research activities were severely limited by these constraints. Indeed, the digital framework was often defined a priori and, therefore, hardly
negotiable. For instance, relational databases were used alongside applications written in specific programming languages to build the Web Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). As for the second scenario
(proprietary technologies and resources), the flexibility offered in experimenting new methodologies,
practices, models and resources often gave profitable outcomes. However, the innovative results were
usually confined to a single initiative and almost never acknowledged within other similar initiatives.
These last disadvantages were mainly due to the lack of well-defined standards, stable protocols, sufficient reliability and online availability of services.
A new scenario to build, share and run applications emerged recently. Indeed, Docker technology enables new DH applications to be packaged, published and deployed in single flexible units, called Docker
images. The introduction of the Docker environment keeps the advantages offered by the aforementioned
legacy scenarios but, at the same time, gets rid of their disadvantages. In fact, Dockerization provides a
way to guarantee the availability of services, the maintainability of tools, the portability of applications,
the flexibility of the environment, the scalability of the architecture and the consistency and reusability
of the results of a digital project. In addition, the adoption of the Docker tool as the main deployment
technology has two other advantages: 1) the DevOps methodology for agile development and continuous integration; 2) microservices for creating coherent components exposing data and services. Thanks
to these properties, the typical problems of updating technical and data dependencies are successfully
overcome, significantly improving data security.
Within this context, CLARIN-IT supported the Cretan Institutional Inscriptions team to adopt the
DevOps methodology for the development, building and deployment of its digital resource (i.e. the collection of epigraphic texts encoded according XML/EpiDoc schema) as well as the Web application to
interact with it (i.e. the EFES Web platform). This methodology increases speed of the development process of Cretan Institutional Inscriptions in each of its phases (text encoding, software implementation,
testing and deployment on production servers). It also reduces unexpected issues, mainly due to different operative systems or different versions of software libraries. In addition, the DevOps methodology
facilitates the visualization of the Cretan Institutional Inscriptions running components15 through a Web
container manager. Thus, the CLARIN-IT team adopts Docker technology in order to implement a sound
development workflow as well as long term preservation policies for the applications hosted, increasing
their collaborative implementation and portability.
With the aim of maximizing the benefits of this methodology, CLARIN-IT runs the Cretan Institutional Inscriptions EFES application as a stack of dockers containers, managed through the Rancher
environment, an open source Web container manager16 . In this way, the different technologies and devices used (such as the Operative System, the Java Virtual Machine and the Web server) are separated
from the technologies and devices of other applications running on the same server.

Desiderata for Future Developments

7

As with all work, although a lot has been done, a lot remains to be done. Among the main desiderata
for the future there is undoubtedly the integration of data visualization systems through maps, relational
graphs and timelines. This could be allowed by several existing open source tools and JavaScript libraries,
among which Leaflet, Cytoscape.js and, above all, Palladio stand out.
Leaflet17 , an open source JavaScript library for creating interactive maps, can be easily integrated
inside EFES18 , providing a filterable map view of the various institutional elements marked-up in the
inscriptions.
15

https://goto.docker.com/rs/929-FJL-178/images/20150731-wp_docker-3-ways-devops.
pdf.
16
https://www.docker.com, https://rancher.com.
17
https://leafletjs.com.
18
A precedent for this is the integration of Leaflet into the EFES-based site of Fiscal Estate in Medieval Italy: Continuity and
Change (9th-12th centuries) project, Fiscus, https://fiscus.unibo.it.
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Cytoscape.js19 , an open source JavaScript library for creating interactive graphs, can also be easily
integrated inside EFES20 , providing – through the usage of its force-directed fCoSE layout21 – highly
dynamic relational networks.
Compared to the JavaScript libraries just mentioned, Palladio22 has the advantage of being an open
source application developed specifically for the visualization of complex data resulting from historical
research. Its visualization options include a Map view, a Graph view, a Table view and a Gallery view.
In particular, its Map view is remarkably rich: in addition to the map itself, it includes the possibility
of filtering data also according to a chronological criterion through the Timeline and Timespan filters.
Such functionalities could allow to enhance the graphical performance of what can be obtained through
a combination of multiple EFES search filters, which already allow a cross-search of geographical and
temporal data and information relating to the institutions mentioned (as well as other variables relating
to the epigraphic sources and their contents). The following figures (Figs. 4-8) offer some examples of
what types of visualizations can be obtained trough the Palladio Web application, using respectively its
Map view (Fig. 4), its Map view with a Timespan filter (Figs. 5-6) and its Graph view (Figs. 7-8) applied
to some case studies relating to the institutions attested as decreers and dedicants and to the full picture
of the attestations of tribes and agelai.
In addition to the Map, Graph and Timeline views, in the future it would be useful to develop some
other features, such as the implementation of an API interface allowing an export of the data also in
RDF23 or JSON formats and, from the point of view of contents, the inclusion of the English translations
of the inscriptions.

Figure 4. Geographical distribution of the attestations respectively of kosmoi (top left), boule (top right),
demos (bottom right), and polis (bottom left) as decreers (visualization on Palladio - Map view)
19

https://js.cytoscape.org.
A precedent for this, again, is the integration of Cytoscape.js into the EFES-based site of Fiscal Estate in Medieval Italy:
Continuity and Change (9th-12th centuries) project, Fiscus, https://fiscus.unibo.it.
21
https://github.com/iVis-at-Bilkent/cytoscape.js-fcose.
22
Palladio. Visualize complex historical data with ease, http://hdlab.stanford.edu/palladio, https://
github.com/humanitiesplusdesign/palladio-app.
23
Kiln and EFES already provide some basic functionalities for handling RDF data: see https://kiln.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/tutorial.html#querying-rdf and https://kiln.readthedocs.io/en/latest/rdf.
html.
20
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Figure 5. Geographical and chronological distribution of the attestations of tribes (visualization on Palladio - Map view including a Timespan filter)

Figure 6. Geographical and chronological distribution of the attestations of agelai (visualization on Palladio - Map view including a Timespan filter)
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Figure 7. Institutions attested as decreers (visualization on Palladio - Graph view)

Figure 8. Institutions attested as dedicants (visualization on Palladio - Graph view)
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8

Digital Epigraphy and the CLARIN Community: The Role of K-Centres

The original focus of CLARIN is on language resources, such as dictionaries and treebanks, and textual
resources, such as literary corpora, used in particular as a test to study linguistic phenomena in a context.
Recently, however, the interest of the CLARIN community in the domain of Digital Humanities significantly increased, as it emerged in the last CLARIN Annual Conferences, in CLARIN initiatives such as
the CLARIN Café series and in initiatives supported by CLARIN such as the last Annual Conference of
the Italian Association of Digital Humanities and Digital Culture (AIUCD)24 .
By widening its horizons, the CLARIN community has enlarged its interdisciplinary competence towards the digital representation of cultural artifacts, such as ancient and modern epigraphs, Medieval
manuscripts, ethnographic oral archives etc. The processing of fragmentary texts, Information Retrieval
applied to the text of scholarly editions with variant readings in the critical apparatus and the mapping of
linguistic annotations on facsimile of historical documents are just a few examples of the new challenges
that the CLARIN Infrastructure has to face.
On the one hand, CLARIN helps the disciplinary communities of digital philologists, digital epigraphers and digital historians to share best practices relating to digitalization processes in Digital Humanities. In particular, these best practices concern the digitization of images, the transcription of primary
sources, the encoding of texts, the annotation of linguistic, stylistic and philological phenomena, the visualization of scholarly editions, the creation of search engines and the publication and reuse of literary
and documentary data. Indeed, the use of language resources is transversal to different disciplines. New
epigraphic corpora enrich the repertories of attested inflected forms, which feed up the spellcheckers
used to improve the OCR post-processing applied to corpora of secondary sources etc. On the other
hand, CLARIN has the opportunity to extend the infrastructure in order to meet the specific needs of
the humanists, in particular the interrelation between text and document, the non-sequentiality of the
variorum edition and the diachronic perspective.
CLARIN Knowledge Centres25 are suitable instruments to share interdisciplinary competence that, in
order to accomplish each phase of a digital project, has to be coordinated. Among them, the new Knowledge Centre for Digital and Public Textual Scholarship (DiPText-KC)26 , which is the second CLARIN
K-Centre of CLARIN-IT, is specifically devoted to the scientific representation of literary and documentary texts as well as to their elaboration and publication.
Cretan Institutional Inscriptions gave us the opportunity to test the organization of DiPText-KC in
order to put the project leader in close contact with a team of experts in the DevOps technologies distributed among Pisa, Venice and other European DH Centres. Indeed, Digital Epigraphy is an interesting
test bench for verifying the cross-fertilization between language infrastructures and Digital Humanities,
since, in order to study the historical context etc., it involves the description of the material support, the
study of (possibly fragmentary) texts and references to the secondary literature.
Being a solid project based on EpiDoc, Cretan Institutional Inscriptions adopts standard protocols for
encoding its textual resources. DiPText-KC addressed the project leader to publish the software source
code and textual data separately and under open licenses as well as to make data and metadata compliant
to the FAIR principles in order to maximize their reusability.

9

Conclusion

With this paper the authors aimed to highlight how CLARIN-IT is opening up to areas of Digital Humanities that, until few years ago, were not central to the CLARIN world. Indeed, CLARIN has always
demonstrated interest not only in the living language but also in literary texts, as it is evidenced by the
high number of corpora in the CLARIN repositories. However, its interest in Ancient Greek and Latin
Digital Epigraphy and Papyrology is more recent. A search in VLO with the keyword “epigraph* Greek
OR Latin” or with the keyword “papyr* Greek OR Latin” shows that most of the records is very recent
(around 2020). These disciplines give CLARIN the possibility to reason about new use cases to extend
24

https://aiucd2021.labcd.unipi.it/en/home-english.
https://www.clarin.eu/content/knowledge-centres.
26
https://diptext-kc.clarin-it.it.
25
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the metadata set with information needed by epigraphers and papyrologists, such as the geolocalization
of the document, the presence or not of a facsimile in the collection, the literary genre to which texts
belong, if a text is in poetry or prose etc.
Federated Content Search can also benefit from an expansion to new types of documents, especially in
the way of citing the occurrences returned by a query and in the way of dealing with fragmentary texts.
The authors hope that a project such as Cretan Institutional Inscriptions, which contain both a critical
edition and a specific visualization tool, can contribute to widen the bridge between purely linguistic
interests and other areas of the Humanities inside the CLARIN world, where this important connection
is often missing. It is to this end, in fact, that the authors are implementing a DevOps methodology and
a Docker infrastructure aimed at hosting such a kind of initiatives.

10
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Abstract
We present the results of a manual evaluation of the performance of automatic linguistic annotation on three different datasets: (1) texts written by native speakers, (2) essays written by
second language (L2) learners of Swedish in the original form and (3) the normalized versions
of learner-written essays. The focus of the evaluation is on lemmatization, POS-tagging, word
sense disambiguation, multi-word detection and dependency annotation. Two annotators manually went through the automatic annotation on a subset of the datasets and marked up all deviations based on their expert judgments and the guidelines provided. We report Inter-Annotator
Agreement between the two annotators1 and accuracy for the linguistic annotation quality for the
three datasets, by levels and linguistic features.

1

Introduction

In the current project, Development of grammatical and lexical competences in immigrant Swedish,2
we explore profiling of lexical and grammatical competences among second language (L2) learners of
Swedish based on two corpora. The coursebook corpus, COCTAILL (Volodina et al., 2014), and the
L2 Swedish learner corpus, SweLL-pilot (Volodina et al., 2016), are used for qualitative and quantitative
analysis of lexical and grammatical categories that L2 learners are exposed to or produce themselves. The
texts in the two corpora have been automatically annotated with linguistic information using the Sparvpipeline (Borin et al., 2016) which is an essential part of the CLARIN infrastructure for the Swedish
language. Sparv, in turn, relies on the gold annotation standards from the Stockholm Umeå Corpus (SUC)
(Ejerhed et al., 1997) and on the theoretical framework in the Saldo lexicon (Borin et al., 2013). Since the
process of linguistic annotation is performed automatically, we need to evaluate to which degree we can
expect the results of the annotation to be reliable, so that our theoretical generalizations and conclusions
about language learning can factor that in. For this reason, we performed a manual “annotation quality
check” of Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, lemmatization, dependency annotation, identification of multiword expressions (MWE) and word sense disambiguation (WSD) which we report in this paper.
Previous work suggests that performance of automatic pipelines trained on native language models is
non-optimal on L2 language due to a large number of non-words, deviating syntactic patterns and statistical distributions in L2 production (Štindlová et al., 2012). Rubin (2021) shows that the performance
of two independent parsers for Dutch drops by ≈7–8% on L2 learner data compared to first language
(L1) data. Krivanek and Meurers (2013) have similar results for L2 German, with ≈6% drop in LAS
(labeled attachment scores) for dependency parsing of L2 German. Ott and Ziai (2010) have observed
that not all L2 deviations have an equally drastic impact on automatic linguistic annotation, e.g. deviations in morphology and word order do not influence the accuracy of POS tagging or syntactic parsing,
whereas omission of syntactically important relations, such as subjects and verbs, yields incorrect parses.
Meurers and Wunsch (2010) discuss the need for theoretical analysis of linguistic features in learner language with implications for automatic L2 annotation. For example, the three criteria for assigning a part
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
Note, though, that dependency annotation was checked by one annotator only
2
Riksbankens jubileumsfond P17-0716:1, project homepage: <https://spraakbanken.gu.se/en/projects/l2profiles>
Elena Volodina, David Alfter, Therese Lindström Tiedemann, Maisa Lauriala and Daniela Piipponen 2022.
Reliability of Automatic Linguistic Annotation: Native vs Non-native Texts. Selected papers from the CLARIN
Annual Conference 2021. Linköping Electronic Conference Proceedings 189: 189 151–167.
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of speech (POS) - lexico-semantic, morphological and distributional - are not always applicable to the
L2 data, e.g. I was *choiced for a job; He walked *rapid; where one or more of the criteria are not
followed. However, there is no common consensus (and very little discussion) about which automatic
fallback strategies should be preferred in case of automatic annotation of non-native language or whether
the principles of L2 annotation should be more drastically revised (Meurers and Wunsch, 2010).
A very dangerous trap in annotation of learner language is to start encoding what the learner meant
(which is subjective in nature) rather than objectively describing what has been used. To ensure objectivity in L2 POS-tagging, it might be best if all the three criteria could be encoded separately. This would
mean that for the word *rapid in He walked *rapid, three POS codes could be assigned: lexical-POS:
adjective; morphological-POS: adjective; and distributional-POS: adverb.
To our knowledge, no evaluation of automatic linguistic annotation on Swedish L2 data has been done
yet. In the present paper we present the results of such an evaluation for the Sparv pipeline and our
conclusions regarding the applicability of the Sparv pipeline for analysis of L2 data. This experiment
complements and extends several investigations of the Sparv pipeline where Sparv has been analyzed
from the point of view of automatic tools, models and modules (Ljunglöf et al., 2019), and its performance has been automatically evaluated in relation to native language (L1) varieties (Berdicevskis,
2020a; Berdicevskis, 2020b), whereas we examine the reliability of annotations manually and on several
types of language – L1, L2 original and L2 normalized (i.e. corrected). We analyze the performance of
the tool by categories and subcategories, as well as in relation to different L2 proficiency levels.
Despite Swedish being the focus of this experiment, we expect our findings to be generalizable to other
languages and to the performance of other pipelines on non-native language samples. It is an important
study for CLARIN since it evaluates how well part of the CLARIN infrastructure works for both L1 and
L2 Swedish, thereby assessing the need for improvements to the current pipeline for Swedish.

2

Notes on Linguistic Terminology

Notion of Lexical Items The way researchers operationalize the construct of a “word” influences the
way word statistics and frequency counts are collected and the way different aspects of individual items
are analyzed. This has a direct impact upon the application of the collected statistics (Gardner, 2007).
One of the most common ways to work with words is based on lemmas (=base forms of a word, e.g.
file) and its derivative version lemgrams (=base form + POS, e.g. file, verb). There are different
ways to define the notion of lemgrams. In our case we rely on the operationalization of lemgram in
the Saldo lexicon (Borin et al., 2013) which is used in the Sparv-pipeline (Borin et al., 2016, p.1):
“A lemgram is a lexical identifier which refers to an inflection table in the SALDO lexicon (Borin et
al., 2013), which provides linkages between lemgrams and word sense identifiers, although the relation
is many-to-many.” This means that Sparv can differentiate between words of the same part of speech
if they belong to different inflectional paradigms, e.g. between the verb hang-hanged and the verb
hang-hung; however, if both the base form and the inflectional paradigm are shared, homographical
items are not automatically differentiated, e.g. fil ‘file on a computer’ vs fil ‘driving lane’. Sparv
therefore provides a pointer to several possible senses of each identified lexical item (e.g. to different
senses of all possible "file" nouns with the same inflectional paradigm). Even word senses are derived
from the Saldo lexicon, with regards to their identifiers, descriptors and number of senses per lemgram,
and are used in the module for word sense disambiguation in the Sparv pipeline.
Notion of a Single-Word Lexical Item Lemgram is usually understood as a set of word forms having the same base form and belonging to the same POS, e.g. all occurrences of the word forms flicka,
flickas, flickan, etc. are counted together since they have the same base form flicka ‘girl’ and the same
part-of-speech noun. The Sparv annotation takes this a step further, where lemgrams are also differentiated based on inflectional paradigms encoded in Saldo, so that val (noun, -et; the neuter gender, 6th
declension; ‘election; choice’) and val (noun, -en, -ar; the uter gender, 2nd declension; ‘whale’) count as
two different items in frequency statistics. Besides, due to the recent development in word sense disambiguation approaches for Swedish (Nieto Piña, 2019), it is now possible to collect triples of identifying
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information for each lexical item, namely lemma+POS+sense. Thus, for the lexical item gräva, verb, we
are able to collect frequencies separately for the sense dig a hole and for the sense do research.
Notion of a Multi-Word Expression The concept of Multi-word expression (MWE) is both broad and
vaguely defined. The literature abounds in different terms with similar meanings: collocations (Bhalla
and Klimcikova, 2019), phraseological units (Paquot, 2019), lexicalized phrases (Sag et al., 2002), formulaic sequences (Wray, 2005), etc. The definition of multi-word expressions in our study is inherited
from the Saldo lexicon which is used in the Sparv annotation pipeline, where Saldo forms the lexical
knowledge-base. The Saldo definition of MWEs is based on semantic-orthographic principles, i.e. an
MWE consists of two or more orthographically defined lexical items, while exhibiting a certain (varying) extent of semantic non-compositionality (Borin, 2021). Each MWE is a lemgram of its own, can
have several senses and falls into one of the three structurally-defined broad categories: contiguous, noncontiguous or constructions (Borin, 2021, p.223). However, constructions, which by definition contain
open placeholder e.g. på X bekostnad ‘on X’s account’, are not yet fully integrated into Saldo, and are
therefore not yet automatically processed by the Sparv pipeline either. We accept the Saldo definition of
MWEs at face value for this particular investigation limiting ourselves to the first two types of MWEs
(see, however, Alfter et al. (2021) for our more refined taxonomy developed within the context of the
current project based on the first two MWE types in Saldo).
Part-of-Speech Categories As is clear from the descriptions above, we are focusing on the analysis of
annotation tags (and their interpretation) present in the Sparv annotation output, even though they do not
always reflect the way we may want to define the categories which they represent. The same concerns
part-of-speech (POS) categories.
There are two POS taxonomies used in the output of Sparv: one coming from the model trained on
SUC (Gustafson-Capková and Hartmann, 2006), a gold-annotated corpus, with 22 POS categories3 ; and
the other based on the Saldo lexicon (Borin et al., 2013), with 37 POS categories4 . The analysis in
this experiment is focused on the SUC-based POS tags (see Appendix A for an overview). There is an
option to convert SUC-based POS tags into the universal tagset5 (Petrov et al., 2011), but the conversion
is not fully reliable. Not all POS categories used in the Sparv output correspond to the part-of-speech
defined in the Swedish Academy Grammar (SAG) (Teleman et al., 1999), which is the most authoritative
description of Swedish grammar. The difference is especially notable in relation to determiners which
are used in the SUC tagset, but are not among POS categories in SAG. Another difference concerns
adverbial usage of neuter adjectives (e.g. högt) which in SUC are treated as adverbs but as adjectives
in neuter form in SAG (i.e. adjective hög + neuter inflection -t). The conflicting theoretical views on
POS categories may have prompted unnecessary corrections by the annotators.

Figure 1: Syntactic tree based on Sparv annotation.
Dependency Relations Categories used by Sparv come from the MAMBA tagset6 used in the Swedish
treebank Talbanken (Nivre et al., 2008). The Mamba tagset contains sixty-five (65) tags including fourteen (14) tags describing punctuation (see Appendix B for a full taxonomy). The dependency relations
(DepRels) are split into Root (or head) and Relations (or syntactic functions), e.g. subject, finite verb,
3

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/markup/msdtags.html
https://spraakbanken.gu.se/en/resources/saldo/tagset
5
https://universaldependencies.org/u/feat/index.html
6
https://cl.lingfil.uu.se/~nivre/swedish_treebank/dep.html
4
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direct object, agent. No conversion to the Universal Dependency Relations7 (De Marneffe et al., 2014)
is offered by Sparv. DepRel tags are used to build syntactic trees (see Figure 1) where syntactic relations
are shown through arrows, while POS tags are shown in squares.

3

Experiment Setup

Figure 2 shows the main steps in the experimental setup. We started with three main hypotheses (subsection 3.1), selected three datasets appropriate for testing our hypotheses (Section 3.2), processed all the
datasets with the Sparv pipeline (Section 3.3), and manually checked the automatic annotation (Section
3.4). The choice of evaluation metrics and quantitative analysis of the results are given in Section 4,
followed by a qualitative analysis in Section 5.

Figure 2: Overview of the experiment setup.
(*)Guidelines: https://tinyurl.com/bdhsukys

3.1 Hypotheses
As is obvious from the short description of the automatic linguistic annotation of learner language given
in the Introduction, there is a need to explore the reliability of automatic pipelines further, to assess the
needs to adapt the pipelines for L2, and to discuss the implications of the results for L2 theoretical studies
and practical applications. Our hypotheses for this experiment are:
1. Pipelines trained on a standard language (L1) do not perform as well on non-standard language
varieties such as learner language (e.g. L2 learner production).
2.

Normalization of non-standard language, e.g. through error correction, improves tool performance.

3. The need for normalization (cf "correction") is especially critical for L2 texts written by learners at
lower proficiency levels since they are likely to contain a higher level of misspellings, wrong words and
syntactic discrepancies in comparison to the standard.
Even though some of the claims above appeal to common sense, they need to be confirmed explicitly
and there is a need for an estimate of how well, or how poorly, the automatic annotation works in order
to know how it can be reused for research, CALL and other scenarios.
3.2 Datasets
To address the hypotheses above, we selected 15 texts per language variety which we are interested
in – namely, native language used in L2 Swedish course books (L1 Coctaill), L2 essays (L2 orig) and
corrected L2 essays (L2 norm) – so that they represent five levels of proficiency with three texts per level
for each dataset. The levels are defined in accordance with CEFR, the Common European Framework of
Reference (Council of Europe, 2001), in our datasets covering five of the six levels: A1 (beginner), A2,
B1, B2 and C1 (advanced). C2 was excluded due to a lack of data in the source corpora.
Care was taken to select texts of different genres and topics to avoid biases. Only texts containing at
least one MWE according to the Sparv annotation were selected. Learner essays in the L2 orig dataset
7

https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/index.html
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represent speakers of different native languages – namely: Chinese, English, Finnish, Flemish, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Persian, Romanian, Serbian, Somali, Spanish, Tigrinya, Vietnamese – to avoid potential influence of L1 on L2 usage. Detailed statistics over the datasets are available in Appendix C.
L1 Coctaill L1 Coctaill is a dataset representing native language and contains 2190 tokens (incl. punctuation) per 15 texts. These texts comprise various genres (narrations, facts, evaluation, dialogues, letters,
poems) and different topical domains (traveling, languages, culture and traditions, relations with other
people, etc.). The dataset is based on COCTAILL – a corpus of course books (Volodina et al., 2014),
where each chapter has been marked with the level of proficiency at which it could be used in the teaching of L2 Swedish. The CEFR levels are represented by three texts per level.
L2 orig L2 orig is a dataset that contains 4012 tokens (incl. punctuation) per 15 essays, with three
essays per CEFR level, covering several genres (narration, evaluation, argumentation, etc.) and topical
domains (personal identification, daily life, travel, house and home, culture and traditions, etc.). L2 orig
is a subset of the SweLL-pilot – a corpus of learner-written essays (Volodina et al., 2016) collected from
three different schools/test bodies, and also marked with CEFR levels.
L2 norm L2 norm is a dataset containing 3955 tokens (incl. punctuation) per 15 essays and consists of
the same essays (or in two cases of comparable essays, e.g. of the same topic and genre) as in L2 orig, but
normalized for errors and deviations to reflect the current norms of the target language. The normalization
was performed using the SVALA tool (Wirén et al., 2019), by a linguistically trained L1 Swedish speaker
following the normalization guidelines from the SweLL-project (Rudebeck et al., 2021).
3.3 Sparv Pipeline
The Sparv pipeline8 (Borin et al., 2016), consists of several modules, sequentially applied to the Swedish
data input. In version 3.0, analyzed by us, for lemmatization, the Saldo lexicon (Borin et al., 2013) returns
lemgrams including potential MWEs and a list of associated senses. Senses are disambiguated using an
algorithm developed by Nieto Piña (2019) based on Saldo senses. For POS tagging, Sparv uses HunPos
(Halácsy et al., 2007) trained on the SUC 3.0 corpus (Ejerhed et al., 1997). For syntactic annotation, the
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007) is used, trained on the Swedish Talbanken (Nilsson et al., 2005).
A new Sparv version (4.0) was released for public use in 2021,9 where the POS tagger and syntactic
annotation are changed to Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) with new models. According to Berdicevskis (2020a)
and Berdicevskis (2020b), annotation for syntactic relations and POS tagging in versions 4.0 and above
should have a higher accuracy than previous versions. The newer versions of Sparv continue using models
trained on SUC and Talbanken, which means that the tagsets for both POS and DepRels are still the same.
3.4 Manual Check
Two linguistically trained assistants, one an L1 Swedish speaker and one an advanced L2 Swedish
speaker (L1 Finnish), manually analyzed the automatic tags of the three datasets, introducing corrections where necessary. Assistants were equiped with guidelines10 and were in regular contact with one of
the researchers for discussions, which cleared up uncertainties and led to clarifications in the guidelines.
They performed the check using separate spreadsheet files to avoid influencing each other. Instructions
were specific for each linguistic feature.
The rule of thumb for the annotation check was to start from a positive assumption that the Sparvpipeline’s suggestions are correct, and introduce corrections only if necessary and motivated. With regards to annotation of learner essays, it meant disregarding the perspective of “what the learner meant”
and assessing the output of the pipeline from a formal point of view, i.e. what it had been fed.
Most problems arose from the conceptual interpretation of the task in relation to the L2 orig dataset,
namely, what to consider correct or incorrect output from the pipeline. Consider the following example:
8

History of Sparv-releases: https://github.com/spraakbanken/sparv-pipeline/releases
https://github.com/spraakbanken/sparv-pipeline/releases/tag/v4.0.0
10
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W9gcwRwFJ7-DsAC6cf6BHUoEivt73r-XWCV1oKS6xV8/
edit?ts=5f3518d7#
9
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[1] Jag tycker om spela fotbol , sinima , cykler och TV-speL . (A1 level)
‘I like to play footbal , ?swinim / ?sinima , bykes11 and TV-gameS .’ (translation tries to replicate the
errors in the original variant. sinima may be an attempt to write simma ‘to swim’, but since the learner
lists hobbies it could also be an attempt to write the English word ‘cinema’ in a more Swedish way
instead of the corresponding Swedish word bio.)
The word cykler12 ‘bikes’ could be interpreted as either the present tense of the verb “to bike”13 ,
cyklar, or the plural form of the noun “a bike”, cyklar. The use of TV-speL ‘TV-gameS’ suggests
that a noun is a possible alternative in a list together with the noun TV-speL. However, a verb is
also a fully legitimate alternative, as a part of a list together with the verb spela (*fotbal), ‘play
(football)’. The assistants have annotated this output differently – one correcting the Sparv-suggested
noun-tag for cykler with a verb-tag, the other accepting the noun-suggestion as the right one. Similarly,
the misspelled word sinima was automatically tagged as a noun, and accepted as such by one of
the assistants, but changed to a verb by the other. These examples show the problems of dealing with
learner data and potential reasons for disagreements between the annotators. Both interpretations above
are equally possible and equally close to the original.
The example below is easier to interpret and does not cause disagreement between the annotators. One
learner produced a misspelling of the preposition enligt ‘according to’ which was tagged as an adjective,
most probably due to its morphological form in conjunction with the position in the sentence:
[2] Engligt ungmedia.se, är... (C1 level)
‘Accordin to ungmedia.se, is...’ (translation tries to preserve the errors in the original variant.)
Both annotators corrected Sparv-suggested tag adjective to preposition. In standard Swedish, the first
position of a sentence is most likely to contain a subject, often consisting of a noun phrase which can
contain an adjective. However, to a human annotator, the similarity of engligt to the word enligt
was obvious; it was also obvious that there is no adjective that is similar to this. This motivated the
correction to the pipeline’s output and suggests a need to check for lexical similarity in POS-tagging.

4

Results

On completion of the check, we analyzed the number of deviations discovered during the manual check
and inspected their nature per linguistic category in each dataset and in relation to the proficiency level
and tagset, where appropriate. Below, we report these results using precision, F1-score and LAS measures (averaged over the two annotators for all tasks except syntactic parsing/DepRel annotation which
was checked by only one annotator). For word sense disambiguation, we have additionally computed a
baseline using the first sense in all cases.
Inter-Annotator Agreement To put the reported results into perspective, we calculated inter-annotator
agreement (IAA) for the two annotators using Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2004) for MWEs, and
pairwise agreement for Lemma, POS and Sense, see Table 1. Pairwise agreement is calculated on a token
basis, and we count only whether a change has been made to the original annotation or not.
Corpus

Lemma

POS

Sense

MWE

L1 Coctaill
L2 orig
L2 norm

0.95
0.94
0.95

0.97
0.95
0.97

0.88
0.88
0.90

0.85
0.74
0.89

Table 1: Pairwise agreement for Lemma, POS and Sense; Krippendorff’s alpha for MWE
The agreement lies over 0.8 for most of the datasets and denotes high agreeement. We see that values
for L2 orig is nearly always lower than for the other datasets; reasons for that have been briefly touched
11

since the original cykler is a misspeling, we mock a misspelling in the English version of the word bike
Note that cykler is a misspelling, too.
13
While “to cycle” might be a more idiomatic translation, we want to illustrate the homonymy between word classes here
12
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upon in Section 3.4. Most disagreements appear in the evaluation of the MWE identification, with the
lowest at 0.74 for L2 orig. The intersection of corrections introduced by both annotators is high. Still we
see that one annotator is better at noticing grammatical MWEs (e.g. trots att ‘even though’ and the
other is better at spotting light verb constructions (e.g. få barn ‘have a child/children’) and this causes
disagreement, but enriches the results of the check.
Corpus

Lemma

POS

DepRel

L1 Coctaill
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

0.93 (0.0)
0.96 (0.02)
0.98 (0.03)
0.94 (0.0)
0.89 (0.0)
0.92 (0.01)

0.98 (0.0)
0.98 (0.0)
0.97 (0.02)
0.97 (0.0)
0.97 (0.01)
0.97 (0.0)

74.49
75.93
72.51
76.65
71.05
76.31

L2 orig
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

0.90 (0.02)
0.89 (0.01)
0.89 (0.0)
0.91 (0.02)
0.92 (0.04)
0.92 (0.03)

0.95 (0.0)
0.92 (0.0)
0.94 (0.0)
0.96 (0.01)
0.97 (0.01)
0.97 (0.01)

63.01
51.66
57.18
60.42
67.53
69.18

L2 norm
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

0.93 (0.02)
0.95 (0.0)
0.92 (0.0)
0.95 (0.02)
0.92 (0.03)
0.92 (0.02)

0.97 (0.0)
0.98 (0.01)
0.96 (0.0)
0.98 (0.01)
0.98 (0.01)
0.97 (0.0)

69.02
67.23
69.30
70.53
71.52
66.80

Table 2: Lemmatization and POS tagging: precision and standard deviation; Dependency: LAS
4.1 Automatic Lemmatization, POS-tagging and Dependency Annotation
Table 2 summarizes the results regarding the quality of the automatic annotation (i.e. how often the
two annotators corrected automatically assigned tags) for lemmatization, POS tagging and Dependency
Relations. Lemmatization and POS-tagging are evaluated in terms of precision (number of correct items
by total number of items), averaged over the two annotators. Dependency annotation is evaluated using
micro-averaged (i.e. token-based) Labeled Attachment Score (LAS) (Kübler et al., 2009).14
Automatic Lemmatization Results for automatic lemmatization show that it is very successful, with
93% precision on average for L1 Coctaill. As expected, the number decreases in L2 orig in comparison
to L1 Coctaill, resulting in 90% precision; and after normalization it increases to 93% in L2 norm, the
same level as in L1 Coctaill. We also see the expected tendency of quality increase in the L2 orig by
proficiency level. As learners become more proficient they write in a way that can be expected to be
closer to L1, a language containing less discrepancies and hence easier to annotate automatically with
tools trained on L1 data. The fact that we do not see the same increase in L1 Coctaill is probably due
to the fact that language presented as reading materials to learners at more advanced levels can contain
more specialized vocabulary, some of which might not be in Saldo. It is interesting that similarly we also
do not see an increase over all levels in the L2 norm. But this correlates with the L1 data and it is notable
that C1-level in this data is as well lemmatized as the L1 data.
Part-of-Speech Tagging Results for POS-tagging are systematically high across all datasets, with the
average top 98% for L1 Coctaill and the lowest average result of 95% in L2 orig. Normalization of learner
14

Note that the dependency annotation was checked by one assistant, while the rest of the annotation was checked by two.
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essays improves the results for POS by 2 points. Just like for lemmatization there is a clear improvement
in the POS-tagging on higher levels in the L2 orig, which reaches as high precision as the L1 data on B2
and C1-levels. The L2 norm has as high precision as the L1 data had at its best, with 98% precision on
A1, B1, B2. However the precision drops on A2 to 96% and also on C1 where it is on the same level as
L1 and L2 orig, 97%.
Dependency Annotation Our results show that dependency annotation is less reliable even for L1,
with a preserved tendency of quality loss on L2 orig as in the lemmatization and POS-annotation. In
this case, however, the performance drops by 11 points, from 74.5% to 63%. Normalization improves
performance of the Sparv-tool by 6 points, from 63% to 69%. Level of proficiency seems to have a direct
effect on the improvement of annotation of L2 orig, and for dependency relations also of L2 norm except
for C1 level. The results for L1 Coctaill are in line with previous results reporting a LAS score of 78.39
on L1 text (Berdicevskis, 2020a) in automatic evaluation of dependency-relation annotation with Sparv
(v.3.0).
We see that our general assumptions are confirmed: the performance of the automatic annotation on
learner essays (L2 orig) has lower accuracy than on native (L1 Coctaill) or normalized (cf corrected) (L2
norm) texts, even though only marginally for lemmatization and POS tagging. This echoes the results obtained in the automatic evaluation of the Sparv POS-tagging on in-domain L1 texts versus out-of-domain
Internet texts (accuracy 0.98 vs 0.93) (Berdicevskis, 2020b) and partially for dependency annotation
(Berdicevskis, 2020a). While dependency relation is only moderate in quality, the automatic lemmatization and POS tagging are reliable enough to base further generalizations about L2 development.
4.2 Automatic Detection of MWEs
The purpose of the MWE check in our experiment was to find out whether MWEs: (1) were correctly
identified; (2) failed to be identified; (3) were incompletely identified; or (4) were incorrectly identified in
the different datasets. Table 3 shows precision, recall and F1 score per resource, as well as a breakdown
over the different CEFR levels. These values are calculated relative to the number of automatically and
manually identified MWEs (≈ the total correct number of MWEs) and not on a token basis. Numbers
are averaged over the two annotators, with standard deviation indicated in parentheses.
F1-scores in Table 3 follow the same tendency as the features described earlier: the pipeline performs
best on L1 Coctaill, the performance drops on L2 orig (in this case by 12 points), and improves on
L2 norm (by 4 points). We cannot see any clear tendency across proficiency levels, the increases and
decreases seem to be idiosyncratic and depend on other factors than levels of proficiency, e.g. text genres,
topic or task types. Still the results in Table 3 indicate that we can expect that out of 10 MWEs, 7–
8 are correctly captured, 2–3 are missed and a small percentage of noise is introduced in the form of
suggestions of MWEs that are not actually in the text or that are incomplete MWEs. In nine of the
missed cases (45%) an MWE entry is also missing in the Saldo lexicon. However, there are also cases
where the MWEs did exist in Saldo but were still missed. All in all, results of this evaluation suggest that
we can trust the automatic MWE identification, even though we need to be aware of possible misses.
4.3 Automatic Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
The goal of this check was to find out how often: (1) sense was correctly identified; (2) no sense was
assigned at all; (3) a lemgram for the correct sense was missing in Saldo; and (4) the correct sense was
missing in Saldo. Table 4 shows the results of the WSD annotation checks. In all three datasets the
accuracy of WSD is high, with very slight fluctuations between the datasets. Counter to our expectations,
we do not see any radical improvement in performance following normalization of L2 data, nor is there
any distinct tendency for poorer WSD quality on the lower proficiency levels. The check shows that
some senses are missing in Saldo; sometimes even lemgrams are missing. Most challenging are function
words, like som, mången, än ‘as, much, yet’, that have very few (sense-based) entries in Saldo, and
often in combination with a POS that does not match POS tagging based on SUC. For example, for the
word som ‘as, like’, the SUC taxonomy used in Sparv contains two POS - conjunction (KN) and relative
pronoun (HP), whereas in Saldo, som is listed as subjunction (SN) and adverb (AB), leaving no overlap
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Resource

Identified Correct

Partial

Incorrect Missed

Precision Recall

F1

L1 Coctaill
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

59
8
7
18
17
9

50.5 (1.5)
6.5 (1.5)
6.0 (0.0)
16.5 (0.5)
14.0 (1.0)
7.5 (0.5)

4.0 (1.0)
1.0 (1.0)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
2.0 (0.0)
1.0 (0.0)

4.5 (0.5)
0.5 (0.5)
1.0 (0.0)
1.5 (0.5)
1.0 (1.0)
0.5 (0.5)

13.5 (3.5)
1.0 (1.0)
1.0 (0.0)
4.5 (0.5)
6.5 (1.5)
0.5 (0.5)

0.85 (0.02)
0.81 (0.18)
0.85 (0.0)
0.91 (0.02)
0.82 (0.05)
0.83 (0.05)

0.79 (0.04)
0.85 (0.14)
0.85 (0.0)
0.78 (0.02)
0.68 (0.03)
0.93 (0.06)

0.82 (0.03)
0.83 (0.16)
0.85 (0.0)
0.84 (0.02)
0.74 (0.00)
0.88 (0.05)

L2 orig
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

81
5
4
15
22
35

56.0 (1.0)
5.0 (0.0)
3.0 (0.0)
5.0 (0.0)
15.0 (0.0)
28.0 (1.0)

1.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)
1.0 (0.0)

24.0 (1.0)
0.0 (0.0)
1.0 (0.0)
10.0 (0.0)
7.0 (0.0)
6.0 (1.0)

21.0 (2.0)
4.5 (1.5)
3.5 (0.5)
5.5 (0.5)
3.5 (0.5)
4.0 (1.0)

0.69 (0.01)
1.00 (0.0)
0.75 (0.0)
0.33 (0.0)
0.68 (0.0)
0.80 (0.02)

0.72 (0.01)
0.53 (0.08)
0.46 (0.03)
0.47 (0.02)
0.81 (0.02)
0.87 (0.02)

0.70 (0.00)
0.69 (0.07)
0.57 (0.02)
0.39 (0.00)
0.74 (0.00)
0.83 (0.00)

L2 norm
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

98
8
8
23
33
26

68.5 (1.5)
6.5 (0.5)
6.0 (0.0)
13.5 (0.5)
21.0 (1.0)
21.5 (0.5)

3.0 (2.0)
0.5 (0.5)
0.0 (0.0)
1.5 (1.5)
0.0 (0.0)
1.0 (0.0)

26.5 (0.5)
1.0 (0.0)
2.0 (0.0)
8.0 (2.0)
12.0 (1.0)
3.5 (0.5)

17.5 (0.5)
4.5 (0.5)
3.5 (0.5)
3.5 (1.5)
2.0 (0.0)
4.0 (1.0)

0.69 (0.01)
0.81 (0.06)
0.75 (0.0)
0.58 (0.02)
0.63 (0.03)
0.82 (0.01)

0.79 (0.00)
0.59 (0.04)
0.63 (0.03)
0.79 (0.07)
0.91 (0.00)
0.84 (0.03)

0.74 (0.01)
0.68 (0.05)
0.68 (0.01)
0.67 (0.04)
0.74 (0.02)
0.83 (0.02)

Table 3: Number of correctly identified MWEs including precision, recall and F1 score: Averages (and
standard deviations)
between the two resources. Besides, the sense inventory for such words is too limited in Saldo to cover
all the possible contexts where they are used, which we can see in the fact that Svensk ordbok (SO) lists
six senses for som.
Checking the quality of the automatic WSD on our three datasets has shown that we can expect that in
80–90 percent of the cases the word sense is correctly assigned. Despite the fact that the WSD in Sparv
is not bullet-proof, we consider it reliable enough to build our vocabulary resource (L2 lexical profile)
on the sense level using lemma+POS+sense as our main entry.
For WSD, a frequently used baseline is the most frequent sense baseline which assigns the most frequent sense observed in the training data to each word (Mihalcea, 2007, p. 123). Saldo senses are not
ordered by frequency (Borin et al., 2013), thus such a baseline is difficult – albeit not impossible – to
calculate (before calculating frequencies, one would need to clarify and justify which corpora to use,
etc.). Sense distinctions in Saldo simply indicate that there is a difference in sense (Borin et al., 2013).
We therefore calculate a simplified version of the most frequent sense baseline – the first sense baseline
– which assigns each word the first sense in Saldo. Table 5 shows the number of correct word senses
according to the baseline calculation, in comparison with the annotations by annotators 1 and 2, the total
number of tokens per dataset, and the mean accuracy and standard deviation. With an average accuracy
of about 75%, this baseline is clearly outperformed by the WSD in Sparv. The results for WSD by Sparv
are, thus, very encouraging.

5

Qualitative Analysis

In this section we take a closer look at the POS-annotation and the dependency relations in the three
datasets. Grammatical annotation such as this can prove very useful both in research and applications in
relation to L2 acquisition, but we need to know exactly which tags that are reliable enough.
5.1 Qualitative Analysis of the POS Check
Most of the POS have a precision between 1–0.9 in most of the three datasets and according to both
annotators, hence POS-tagging generally provides a very good basis for both research and applications
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# tokens
excl punct

Correct sense

Incorrect sense

No sense

Lemgram
missing in
Saldo

Sense
missing in
Saldo

Accuracy
(correct/
total)

L1 Coctaill
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

1900
434
101
554
488
324

1619.5 (66.5)
399.5 (5.5)
84.0 (7.0)
466.0 (22.0)
409.0 (15.0)
262.0 (17.0)

192.0 (61.0)
26.5 (4.5)
15.5 (6.5)
58.5 (21.5)
47.5 (13.5)
44.0 (15.0)

46.5 (3.5)
2.0 (0.0)
0.5 (0.5)
14.0 (2.0)
18.5 (1.5)
11.5 (0.5)

25.0 (1.0)
5.0 (2.0)
1.0 (1.0)
6.5 (1.5)
8.0 (0.0)
4.5 (0.5)

17.0 (1.0)
1.0 (1.0)
0.0 (0.0)
9.0 (0.0)
5.0 (0.0)
2.0 (2.0)

0.85 (0.03)
0.92 (0.01)
0.83 (0.07)
0.84 (0.04)
0.84 (0.03)
0.81 (0.05)

L2 orig
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

3635
301
481
814
886
1153

3000.0 (178.0)
243.5 (11.5)
405.5 (14.5)
657.0 (51.0)
737.5 (39.5)
956.5 (61.5)

326.5 (163.5)
33.0 (10.0)
39.5 (13.5)
78.5 (42.5)
76.5 (36.5)
99.0 (61.0)

201.5 (13.5)
22.5 (2.5)
27.5 (0.5)
68.0 (7.0)
45.0 (1.0)
38.5 (2.5)

25.5 (3.5)
1.0 (0.0)
4.0 (1.0)
5.0 (0.0)
4.5 (2.5)
11.0 (0.0)

81.5 (2.5)
1.0 (1.0)
4.5 (0.5)
5.5 (1.5)
22.5 (0.5)
48.0 (2.0)

0.83 (0.05)
0.81 (0.04)
0.84 (0.03)
0.81 (0.06)
0.83 (0.04)
0.83 (0.05)

L2 norm
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

3565
323
499
852
1159
732

2963.5 (109.5)
271.5 (7.5)
426.0 (5.0)
718.5 (36.5)
966.5 (32.5)
581.0 (28.0)

372.5 (108.5)
40.5 (8.5)
45.0 (6.0)
92.0 (33.0)
107.0 (31.0)
88.0 (30.0)

123.5 (1.5)
6.0 (0.0)
15.0 (0.0)
23.5 (2.5)
54.0 (1.0)
25.0 (0.0)

30.5 (2.5)
1.0 (0.0)
7.5 (0.5)
6.5 (0.5)
7.5 (2.5)
8.0 (0.0)

75.0 (3.0)
4.0 (1.0)
5.5 (0.5)
11.5 (0.5)
24.0 (0.0)
30.0 (2.0)

0.83 (0.03)
0.84 (0.02)
0.85 (0.01)
0.84 (0.04)
0.83 (0.03)
0.79 (0.04)

Table 4: Overview of the automatic sense annotation in the three datasets: Averaged counts (and
standard deviation)
Resource

Correct (Annotator 1)

Correct (Annotator 2)

Total

Accuracy (std)

L1 COCTAILL
L2 orig
L2 norm

1469
2800
2808

1401
2588
2641

1900
3635
3565

75.52 (1.79)
76.42 (2.34)
74.11 (2.92)

Table 5: WSD first sense baseline
even when based on learner data. Participles (PC) have low precision according to both annotators in L2
orig, and this is the only time both annotators are in clear agreement that the pipeline is wrong (precision
0.5 and 0.38). However, only eight tokens have been annotated with PC in this dataset so the figures
are hardly reliable. Still we know that participles have been problematic in several ways. They can be
lemmatized as verbs, adjectives or as their own POS (participles). Both in Saldo (Borin et al., 2013)
and in SAG (Teleman et al., 1999) they are treated as an individual POS. A complicating fact, though,
is the ability of Swedish past participles to agree with their noun phrase antecedents, which makes their
behavior similar to adjectives, e.g. plural Stolarna är täckta med snö ‘The chairs are covered
in snow’ vs singular Bordet är täckt med snö ‘The table is covered in snow’. Note also that
many adjectives in Swedish are historically derived from participles, e.g. nöjd ‘content, happy’ from the
verb nöja sig ‘be content with’. All these factors combined make distinguishing participles from verbs
and adjectives complicated, especially in learner language.
Other POS with low precision by one annotator can have moderate to excellent precision from the
other annotator. This is because there are very few tokens which have been tagged with some POS, e.g.
Interjection – 2 items in L2 norm (precision 1 and 0.5) or Ordinal number – 5 items in L1 Coctaill (1 and
0.4). This particular case clearly shows that Saldo can contribute to disagreement between annotators.
The two ordinals annotated here, första ‘first’ and tredje ‘third’, are adjectival lemmas in Saldo.
Other ordinals such as fjärde ‘fourth’ appear twice in Saldo, once as an adjectival lemma but also as
a form in the morphological paradigm for fyra ‘four’. Comparing the datasets we see that första,
tredje received no lemma automatically. Both annotators inserted lemmas according to Saldo, but only
one of them adjusted the POS-tag from RO to JJ in agreement with Saldo. When the token is the ordinal
fjärde this is lemmatized as fyra and neither annotator corrects this in L2 orig, but in L2 norm it is
corrected by one to the lemma fjärde, but the POS-tag RO is left untouched. Disagreements like these
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are not errors and can only be avoided by specifying how to treat these in the guidelines. However, even
the researchers who are used to working with Saldo were not aware that this was a difference that existed
in Saldo and hence could not take it into account in writing the guidelines. Instead, the check has helped
to spotlight an inconsistency in Saldo that should be taken into consideration for future developments,
but which may be unavoidable to some extent due to differences in how different the ordinal forms
are in relation to the cardinal numbers. Since this also appears to bear a direct affect on the success of
lemmatization this is clearly of importance to the performance of the pipeline.
Twenty-three tokens in L2 orig have been tagged as particles, but the precision differs between 0.96
and 0.43. This appears to be related to the definition of particles. They can be seen as a POS of their
own, or as e.g. adverbs or prepositions; and particle (adverbial) is sometimes instead seen as a syntactic
function. This is the way SAG views them. It seems one annotator followed SAG more closely and this
caused disagreement. IAA could here have been improved by a stricter guideline with regards to how to
treat particles.
Interestingly, adjectives also have quite low precision according to one annotator in both L2 orig and
L2 norm. Most cases ( 61.6%) have been corrected to determiner, a category which this annotator seems
to be more familiar with than the other annotator and a category which is not normally included in
Swedish grammar, nor is it a POS category in SAG (Teleman et al., 1999). Half of the items are the word
många ‘many’ which is classed as a pronoun by Svensk ordbok and also by Saldo, but which is normally
used as a prenominal modifier for quantity and hence could according to some theories be classed as
determiner. However in SUC 3.0 många is annotated as adjective (76%) or pronoun. Determiner is used
for similar words like några ‘some’ or alla ‘all’. This is a clear example where it is hard to decide
when the pipeline should be considered correct.
To summarize, IAA is easily severely damaged if there are few items that are being evaluated. Lexical
items with clear morphological paradigms with many different forms are easier to classify by POS.
But lexical items with morphological paradigms which are hardly used for agreement (e.g. mången
- många) and which in comparison show suppletive forms which can be interpreted as independent
lemmas (e.g. mången, många - flera, flest) the morphological paradigms cause problems
for the annotation.
5.2 Qualitative Analysis of the Check of Dependency Relations
Dependencies can be problematic for linguists because – even though they may be familiar with main
categories (e.g. subject, object, finite verb) – checking the dependency annotation entails understanding
of what should be seen as correct according to that particular dependency grammar (which in our case includes 65 tags). Since the dependency parser has been trained on Talbanken our annotator was instructed
to consult the annotations in Talbanken for comparison when uncertain. In addition, she discussed complicated cases in detail with one of the researchers. Another complicating factor turned out to be that L1
data included some lyrics and poems which were difficult for the parser since sentences were not marked
as usual. Similar problems can often be seen in L2 language at low proficiency levels. Unfortunately, few
of the dependency labels have a precision above 0.9, only eight in L1 Coctaill, four in L2 orig and four in
L2 norm. In addition, several labels have been assigned to very few tokens and hence the accuracy is not
really reliable as shown above. There are only three categories with a precision between 0.9–0.95 and 39
tokens or more.
It is only Infinitive Verb phrase minus infinitive marker (IF) and Negation adverbial (NA) that have a
precision of 0.9 or more in all the three data sets. In L1 Coctaill this is based on very little data, but in
L2 datasets it is based on 50–63 tokens which is reassuring. Unfortunately, these particular dependency
labels do not give that much additional power to L2 research or applications since they are highly correlated with specific words or morphological forms, the negation inte ‘not’ and the infinitive. The correct
NA-labels are always correlated with the lemma inte. Out of all NA in Talbanken 697/742 = 94% are
attached to inte. And out of all the inte in Talbanken 697/720 = 97 % are NA. Of course looking at
the actual dependency tree it is of interest to see that this dependency relation is related to the correct
nodes in the tree since this can affect the semantic interpretation of the sentence.
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Nominal adjectival pre-modifiers (AT) are rather well annotated in all datasets. In L2 orig the precision
is at its lowest at 0.85 (based on 100 tokens) and increases to 0.92 (based on 83) in L2 norm. Neither as
high as the L1 data, precision 0.95, but the L1 data is based on only 39 tokens and could therefore be seen
as less certain. AT are interesting for L2 acquisition in relation to both agreement and definiteness. Hence
these are important to capture for assessment purposes, CALL and research. Moreover, being able to use
extended noun phrases with adjectival premodifiers can be seen as a first step to increased proficiency
even if the forms are incorrect.
In comparison to the pre-nominal adjectival modifiers it would be interesting to also be able to catch
predicative complements well since they also show agreement to some extent and this type of agreement
is more difficult to a learner according to Pienemann’s processability theory (Pienemann and Håkansson,
1999) since it crosses phrase boundaries. Predicative complements have somewhat lower precision. It is
moderate for subjective predicative complements (SP) and there is a clear improvement from L2 orig to
L2 norm, but interestingly it does not quite reach L1 precision.
Finally, one last dependency which receives reasonably good scores and is also based on a fair number
of tokens is determiner (DT), 0.83 (L1 Coctaill, 196), 0.87 (L2 orig, 357) and 0.92 (L2 norm, 339). It
is interesting that here L1 has the lowest precision and we see a clear improvement from L2 orig to L2
norm. DT has been attached to tokens which vary quite a lot. Their POS-tags include: conjunctions (KN),
determiners (DT), adjectives (JJ), nouns (NN).

6

Conclusions

To summarize, we have seen than lemmatization, POS-tagging and word sense disambiguation are the
least sensitive to being applied to non-native data instead of L1. Most affected are dependency annotation
and identification of multi-word expressions. All of the annotation steps perform better when applied to
normalized learner data instead of the original.
Comparing a non-standard text to a standard text is complicated, and such an evaluation is affected
by the type of texts which are used in the evaluation, including the levels of text complexity and the
proficiency levels of the essay writers. One complication in evaluating learner texts is that mistakes can
be on many different levels. A word might have been used in the wrong context but annotated correctly
based on the morphological principles, disregarding semantic and syntactic principles.
Despite the challenges and varying results per linguistic features, we find that our hypotheses have
been generally confirmed:
1. Pipelines trained on standard language do not perform equally well on non-standard deviating language. The performance drop varies between different linguistic features, and in certain cases it is relatively negligible (e.g lemmatization and POS tagging).
2. We have shown that normalization of the learner language improves the performance of the automatic pipeline for all linguistic features, but sometimes only marginally.
3. Proficiency levels have no systematic influence on the performancee of the automatic pipeline, apart
from in L2 orig where there are improvements for each of the linguistic features with growing proficiency
levels. This may be due to the fact that automatic pipelines are more sensitive to incorrect language
typical of L2 original data than to length of the sentences, lexical and syntactic complexity in normlike
written texts of different genres and levels.
All in all, the results of our evaluation are very encouraging, especially with regards to lemmatization, POS tagging, and word sense disambiguation. MWE identification seems to be a cognitively more
challenging task. Further, we have strong indications that automatic dependency relation annotation is
relatively unreliable with the exception of the labels IF, NA, AT, DT, SS and ROOT, and to some extent FS if we disregard the low precision in L1 data because it is based on so few instances. We should
therefore be selective in which categories we use for theoretical geeneralizations and practical implementations. However, the new version of the Sparv pipeline may perform reliably enough for our purposes
for all categories.
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A

Appendix: POS taxonomy

Kod ‘Code’
Ordklass ‘Word class’

Svensk term ‘Swedish term’

Engelsk term ‘English term’

AB
DT
HA
HD
HP
HS
IE
IN
JJ
KN
NN
PC
PL
PM
PN
PP
PS
RG
RO
SN
UO
VB

Adverb
Determinerare, bestämningsord
Frågande/relativt adverb
Frågande/relativ bestämning
Frågande/relativt pronomen
Frågande/relativt possessivuttryck
Infinitivmärke
Interjektion
Adjektiv
Konjunktion
Substantiv
Particip
Partikel
Egennamn
Pronomen
Preposition
Possessivuttryck
Räkneord: grundtal
Räkneord: ordningstal
Subjunktion
Utländskt ord
Verb

Adverb
Determiner
Interrogative/Relative Adverb
Interrogative/Relative Determiner
Interrogative/Relative Pronoun
Interrogative/Relative Possessive
Infinitive Marker
Interjection
Adjective
Conjunction
Noun
Participle
Particle
Proper Noun
Pronoun
Preposition
Possessive
Cardinal Number
Ordinal Number
Subjunction
Forein Word
Verb

Table 6: SUC-based part of speech categories (POS code, Swedish term, English term).
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B

Appendix: DepRel taxonomy

MAMBA Categories
Tag

Meaning

Tag

Meaning

JR
JT
KA

Second parenthesis
Second dash
Comparative adverbial

MA
MS
NA
OA

Attitude adverbial
Macrosyntagm
Negation adverbial
Object adverbial

OO
OP
PL
PR
PT
RA
SP

Direct object
Object predicative
Verb particle
Preposition
Predicative attribute
Place adverbial
Subjective predicative complement
Other subject
Time adverbial

FS
FV
I?
IC

Coordinating conjunction
Conjunctional adverbial
Coordination at main clause
level
Other adverbial
Agent
Apposition
Nominal (adjectival) premodifier
Contrastive adverbial
Doubled function
Determiner
Relative clause in cleft
Logical object
Logical subject
Other
nominal
postmodifier
Dummy object
Free subjective predicative
complement
Dummy subject
Finite predicate verb
Question mark
Quotation mark

IG

Other punctuation mark

VS

IK

Comma

XA

IM
IO

Infinitive marker
Indirect object

XF
XT

IP

Period

XX

IQ
IR
IS

Colon
Parenthesis
Semicolon

YY
New Categories
CJ

IT
IU

Dash
Exclamation mark

HD
IF

IV
JC

Nonfinite verb
Second quotation mark

PA
UA

JG

Second (other) punctuation
mark

VG

++
+A
+F
AA
AG
AN
AT
CA
DB
DT
EF
EO
ES
ET
FO
FP

SS
TA
TT
UK
VA
VO

Address phrase
Subordinating conjunction
Notifying adverbial
Infinitive object complement
Infinitive subject complement
Expressions like "så att
säga" (so to speak)
Fundament phrase
Expressions like "så kallad"
(so called)
Unclassifiable grammatical
function
Interjection phrase
Conjunct (in coordinate
structure)
Head
Infinitive verb phrase minus
infinitive marker
Complement of preposition
Subordinate clause minus
subordinating conjunction
Verb group

Table 7: MAMBA categories for annotation of dependency relations (DepRel code, English term).
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Appendix: Statistics of the three datasets

Dataset

Level

# sent.

# tokens excl.punct

L1 Coctaill

15 texts
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

196
57
19
57
32
31

1900
434
101
553
488
324

L2 orig

15 texts
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

287
42
60
61
63
61

3635
301
481
814
886
1153

L2 norm

15 texts
A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

306
52
60
65
64
65

3565
323
499
852
1159
732

Total

45 texts

789

9100

Table 8: Statistics over the three datasets
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Abstract
In this paper we present an approach called Common Framework, which addresses issues of
interoperability and flexibility of metadata schemes as developed by specific scientific communities, and as later supported by domain and cross-domain data repositories. The approach was
triggered by a very concrete use case, namely the question how to expose Component Metadata
Infrastructure (CMDI) metadata, stored in computational linguistics datasets in the DANSEASY archive, for discovery services. The work in CLARIN to push further for the development
of CMDI into a standard (ISO 24622-1:2015, ISO 24622-2:2019) forms part of the background
of the use case. We used the Dataverse platform to deliver proof of concepts for various elements
of the Common Framework, including the recommendation of standardised elements for
Dataverse instances in CLARIN. At the core of the Common Framework is a design which envisions an interaction between different microservices, possibly also hosted by various service
providers. Mechanisms of semantic mapping are used throughout a pipeline which starts at a set
of existing metadata standards and values at a digital research data repository (Extraction) and
their analysis. This leads to an alignment of these metadata standards with others standards
(Transformation) and proposes enrichments to be used by other service providers but also to be
imported back to the original source (Load). Some modules applied along this pipeline are discussed in detail, together with the challenges this specific use case entails. At the same time, we
also stress generic aspects, as we are convinced that this approach can also be applied in other
settings, other archival platforms and other domain specific metadata schemes. The high-level
goal of this exploration is to explore ways to make research data collections FAIR (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable), and in particular interoperable and re-usable, while
preserving the rigour of domain specific indexing practices.
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1

Introduction

Research data repositories are increasingly expected to operate together. Standardisation and alignment
of metadata schemes used to describe (index) datasets are a precondition for any platform to work (for
example see https://datacite.org). At the same time, data repositories usually serve specific knowledge
domains, and have tailored their indexing practices towards those communities. In short, there is a tension between serving one or few communities in a very rigorous manner and being integratable into
cross-domain platforms (see Figure 1).
The tension between specificity of metadata schemes and a genericity which enables interoperability
is nothing new (e.g., Guéret et al., 2013). We see similar debates around the emergence of universal
classifications in the bibliographic domain at the beginning of the twentieth century (e.g., Dewey and
UDC) (McIlwaine, 2010); reinforced with the introduction of automatization in classification and indexing (Svenonius, 2000); and reappearing in a different shape with the emergence of web services.
Currently, (traditional) phrases as crosswalks, alignment, catalogues mark the quest for interoperability
in the growing universe of domain specific ontologies, classifications, thesauri which become semantic
artefacts when living in the web (Hugo et al., 2020; European Commission, Directorate-General for
Research and Innovation et al., 2021).

Figure 1. Tension between specific resources and generic metadata schemes
While almost trivial, one cannot overemphasise the fact that the organisation of knowledge, and of
systems and practices around it, is deeply contextualised, and depends on the concrete purpose for such
knowledge orders to emerge (Smiraglia and Scharnhorst, 2021). So, it cannot be a surprise that each
knowledge domain, each scientific field or speciality according to its epistemic frameworks and research
perspectives develops its own specific organisation of knowledge. One could even say that research
knowledge organisation systems have an element of being intrinsically not-interoperable. This is the
curse to the virtue of deepening our knowledge in an ever more differentiated and specialised knowledge
universe (Scharnhorst and Smiraglia 2021). Additionally, even in one domain the organisation of
knowledge once achieved does not remain static (e.g., Tennis, 2018).
Formulated in terms of stability and volatility one could say that research itself naturally leads to
changed knowledge. Volatility in this sense is what research is about. The organisation of new
knowledge content needs to be a bit more stable to enable communication and knowledge transfer across
all involved actors in a domain. But, with ever newly emerging knowledge also this domain organisation
will need to change. If it comes to knowledge exchange across domains the reach/scale of interaction is
bigger, and so stability is even more important, just to allow all parts of the information system to align
with each other. One could also say the larger the (information) systems are, in which knowledge is
produced and exchanged, the slower adaptation needs to take place to prevent a disconnect of parts of
the system. However, at the end, even standardisation is relative, time-dependent and operates on different time scales.
It is these different timescales of change we refer to if we talk about flexible metadata schemes for
repositories. In this paper, we look more closely into the negotiation between scientific communities
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and repositories, using one specific case: the DANS Long-term preservation archive EASY1 and the
CMDI metadata framework of the computational linguistics community (Goosen et al., 2015). But we
developed our approach in a way that is also applicable for other metadata schemes: hence the choice
of the name Common Framework.
A central aspect in our design is the exploration of moving from one application (in our case Fedora
as the repository software behind EASY) to a modular approach of a coherent set of microservices
working together, making the system more flexible towards the future. On a general level this is in line
with thinking of infrastructures as consisting of networked ‘microservices’ (Wang, Y et al., 2021). We
chose Dataverse as our main application to execute several workflows due to its active open development community2, our own in-depth experiences with developing Dataverse microservices in various
projects, the DANS experience as host of a Dataverse platform service for Dutch Higher Education
repositories, and the fact that the CLARIN community has an instance of Dataverse in Norway with the
colleagues of which we have already collaborated (Conzett et al., 2020). Moreover, Dataverse has already responded to the need of flexible metadata schemes by offering both a standard, common core set
of metadata called Citation Block3 and the possibility to extend this core set with custom fields defined
as a discipline specific metadata block4.
Our use case unfolds around a concrete pipeline - called the ETL pipeline (Extract-Transform-Load).
We start with a CLARIN and Oral History collection, indexed on the dataset level with a specific
metadata standard, and with more specific indexing information which can be found in a specific CMDI
metadata file as part of the datasets in this collection. We call this phase Extract. We extract and analyse
both schemas and values, with the aim to prepare alignments. These alignments are executed in the next
phase (Transform). At the end, we discuss how enriched information can be feedback to the source
repository as well as made available for other service providers (Load).
While we departed from DANS-EASY and the ‘CMDI use case’5, during our exploration it became
obvious that various modules we developed as proof of concepts can also be applied to other settings:
other metadata schemes, other problems of alignments and so one. This gradually led to the emergence
of the Common Framework. The recommendation of standardised elements for Dataverse instances in
CLARIN then becomes a special example of this Common Framework. At the core of the Common
Framework is a design which envisions an interaction between different microservices, possibly also
hosted by various service providers. Mechanisms of semantic mapping are the cornerstones of the framework.
In the next section, we unfold the steps which led to the Common Framework, the implementations
and challenges we had to respond to.

2

Building a Common Framework

Figure 2 shows the major components upon which the Common Framework is built, along the pipeline
we introduced above. In the course of the work, we identified two major linking tasks:
●

Finding an appropriate ontology for the specific metadata fields (red block),

●

The prediction and linkage of the appropriate concepts for their values from the list of available
controlled vocabularies (green block).

The ultimate goal of the whole workflow lies within metadata enrichment, with adding Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) for both concepts and their values. For our case this means that we work on
increasing the FAIR score of the datasets with associated CMDI metadata.

1

https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/
https://dataverse.org/
3
https://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/user/appendix.html
4
https://guides.dataverse.org/en/4.20/admin/metadatacustomization.html
5
https://github.com/CLARIAH/CLARIAH-plus/blob/main/use-cases/cases/DANS-cmdi.md
2
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Figure 2. Schematic overview of the workflow (ETL pipeline)
The entire workflow consists of multiple microservices, indicated by blocks in the schematic description, which are separate components that we are building, reusing, or extending. Furthermore, this workflow can be extended with new open-source components (microservices) that already exist and are maintained by other institutions. This setup gives us the flexible opportunity to connect third-party services
provided elsewhere. These components are represented as separate blocks in the workflow shown in
Figure 2.
Component
CMDI converter
CMDI files
Dataverse

Component provider
DANS-KNAW
DANS-EASY archive
DANS-KNAW

DDI converter
tool
LD proxy

DANS-KNAW

Semantic Bot
Skosmos

Open Data Soft
National Library of
Finland
KNAW HuC

XSLT mappings

DANS-KNAW/
KNAW HuC

URL
https://github.com/DANS-labs/CLARIAH_CMDI
www.easy.dans.knaw.nl
Internal DANS / Humanities Cluster6 (HuC) development environment
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse-ddi-converter-tool
Resolver: https://github.com/DANS-labs/ld-serverless-resolver
LD Proxy: https://github.com/KNAWHUC/LDProxy
https://github.com/opendatasoft/semantic-bot
https://skosmos.org/

https://github.com/menzowindhouwer/dataverse2cmdi/blob/main/profile/prof2tsv.xsl
Table 1. Overview of components presented in the ETL pipeline

Examples from the workflow above and presented in Table 1 are: Skosmos as a service (for our proof
of concept we have used the Skosmos instance of the National Library of Finland), a shared internal
Dataverse instance, a local Semantic Bot installation and a DDI Converter tool. The arrows in the workflow (Figure 2) represent the interaction between the services. By reusing what is already available and
eventually connecting it to our own DANS service infrastructure we hope to drive innovation. The integration of microservice-type components in existing workflows contributes, in principle, to their sustainability (sustainability by re-use and integration). In turn, the addition of microservices to existing

6

https://huc.knaw.nl/
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workflows contributes to the innovation of those workflows without the need to rebuild the entire workflow. Having said this, interoperability and maintenance are of course the underlying principles for this
design to succeed. Ideally, the objective is to benefit from all the developments happening
somewhere and matching these with our current demands and requirements. In the following we
demonstrate this for the CMDI use case.
2.1

Describing CMDI use case

As part of the CLARIAH+7 project DANS is working on the CMDI use case. The main goal of this use
case is to identify all linguistic and oral history datasets containing a CMDI metadata file archived in
the DANS-EASY repository and make these datasets visible and harvestable by CLARIN harvesters.
What we call a dataset refers to one archival information package (AIP)8 in the DANS-EASY archive
which comes with a metadata file and can contain several folders or folder structures and/or individual
files. The current DANS-EASY archive uses a subset of the Dublin Core Standards and DCMI Terms9
as a metadata set to describe a dataset. The difficulty here is that the CMDI based metadata description
of the dataset is attached to the dataset as a separate file, in either text or XML format, and thus not
included in the EASY search index and also not harvested by CLARIN. The CMDI metadata fields are
currently not visible for search interfaces, harvesters and metadata aggregators. The separate CMDI file
forms part of the dissemination information package (DIP)10 for harvesting or download by a researcher,
thus it is possible for a user to view the CMDI metadata and potentially use it, however it is not manifest
and prominent.
To make the CMDI metadata usable by metadata aggregators and for the discovery of datasets the
first task was the identification of all AIPs which have been deposited with CMDI metadata in DANSEASY. There are different ways to find them however, with the web interface, a general search through
all metadata fields revealed (2020) 1096 datasets which use CMDI metadata, and it should be noted that
its use is in either the Description metadata field or in the Form metadata field of the Dublin Core
Standard. However, as noted above, while the use of CMDI is identified, the web interface cannot be
used to automatically search in those CMDI notations as they are in a separate file and thus not indexed
for search.
Once identified, the second task was to extract all CMDI specific metadata fields from the CMDI
files and perform an analysis on the distribution of fields used and filled. Here, one needs to understand
that a) CMDI is a standard, but does not have an obligatory set of core fields and b) the values of CMDI
fields could be defined in a schema as free-text, closed vocabularies, specific data types or even regular
expressions. We also see in the analysis of the CMDI metadata how this standard performs in the wild,
and as expected we see quite some variation (Smiraglia et al., 2013; Odijk, 2016). An alternative to the
tool we used could have been the SMC-Browser11 (Durco et al., 2014) of which we were not aware at
this time
The analysis was twofold. We first performed a frequency analysis of the CMDI metadata fields in
our sample of 1097 records. As this sample was insufficient to draw conclusions on what might be a
core set of metadata, we cooperated with CLARIN to do a second analysis executed on the Virtual
Language Observatory12 (VLO) that describes over a million datasets. CLARIN used our tool and performed a frequency and hierarchy analysis to see the distribution of metadata fields used in the CMDI
descriptions of the VLO. We must point out here that the frequency analysis did not take into account
the CMDI feature that allows different schemas to use different namespaces for the same element. Table
2 shows the result of the frequency analysis. The outcome of both analyses is the basis for further analyses and to identify core elements of CMDI.

7

https://www.clariah.nl/
As described in the Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS):
https://public.ccsds.org/Pubs/650x0m2.pdf
9
EASY metadata schema: https://easy.dans.knaw..nl/schemas/md/emd/emd.xsd
10
As described in the Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS):
https://public.ccsds.org/Pubs/650x0m2.pdf
11
https://clarin.oeaw.ac.at/smc-browser/index.html
12
https://vlo.clarin.eu/ - Analysis executed 8th of April, 2020
8
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cmdp:Description; 36774144
cmdp:Code; 18114816
cmdp:AnnotationType; 22291456
cmdp:MimeType; 16102720
cmdp:SizeUnit; 21238016
cmdp:LanguageName; 10574912
cmdp:Number; 21238016
cmdp:TotalSize; 10572928
cmdp:iso-639-3-code; 20817152
cmdp:Name; 10415552
Table 2. Most frequent used metadata fields based on VLO CMDI metadata
The variety in the use of a metadata standard, visible in our use case, has been long debated in the
CLARIN community (Windhouwer et al., 2012). CMDI is a metadata framework primarily used for
describing digital language resources. There is no obligatory subset of fields required for each CLARIN
resource. Of course, this also poses a problem for the CLARIN-wide implementation of a federated
search on the metadata in the Virtual Language Observatory, and the community itself is working on
this intensively. Moreover, as for any indexing practice, metadata is not always complete or harmonised
as the CLARIN community maintains limited mappings for VLO facets, and it is quite time consuming.
Despite these problems, the evaluation of the CMDI metadata from DANS-EASY and the Virtual
Language Observatory led to a proposal for a core set of elements13. It remains a difficult process to
eventually implement such a core set, to which all CLARIN data providers would need to agree to, and
the proposal is still under discussion. However, such a draft proposed core set14 was enough to start a
Proof of Concept for the CMDI transformation.
We used the Dataverse platform to implement what became a CMDI metadata block. Firstly, a CMDI
converter tool15 was created and used to extract the CMDI fields from the XML files. Then to create a
proposed CMDI metadata block in Dataverse these extracted fields were transformed to a CMDI
metadata schema by using Tabs-Separated Values (TSV)16 file. The Dataverse DDI converter tool17 was
used to convert the TSV files into a JSON file, which could be imported to Dataverse by using the
Dataverse API to create the specific CMDI metadata block in Dataverse. With the CMDI metadata block
in a Dataverse instance the following step is to load all the extracted CMDI metadata values to the
corresponding metadata fields. As the original metadata files are present, a simple field value mapping
using the JSON format did the job.
However, as we detail later, there is also a challenge of enriching this metadata by updating each field
through linking the value to a corresponding term from a recommended controlled vocabulary. This last
step is also part of the Common Framework, and thus could be applied to any metadata extraction and
transformation. In our CMDI case, this last step (Load) helps us to make CMDI metadata more visible
and findable.
2.2

From use case to general framework

The basis for the Common Framework has evolved from the desire to achieve a universal Federated
Search across multiple data repositories. The current lack of crosswalks and mappings across different
metadata schemes and the lack of enriched indexes with values from controlled vocabularies presents a
challenge.
The exploration of agile solutions and proof of concepts, in principle of value for different communities, helped us in defining and understanding the problem domain and gave us a clear future perspective: the creation of FAIR metadata and related semantic services. Starting with a conceptual approach
for semantic interoperability on the infrastructure level was the basis for finding a common, generic
solution suitable for any metadata related use case. We had to make some critical changes in the
Dataverse repository core software to implement this conceptual shift, which departs from the traditional

13
Working document by Goosen, T., Broeder, D., Windhouwer, M., Köning, A., Labropoulou, P., Conzett, P., Van
Uytvanck, D., Oleksy, M., Ohren, O.P., Tykhonov, V., De Vries, J.,
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sTgp_rdwE40tMqKqhuUQ2m-FJ74NURNQ1c2IAsC295E/edit
14
Working document of mapping by Goosen, T., Broeder, D., Windhouwer, M., Köning, A., Labropoulou, P., Conzett, P.,
Van Uytvanck, D., Oleksy, M., Ohren, O.P., Tykhonov, V., De Vries, J.,
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zKR5ErqL3wRX4tOL371l0-34jXVP0gNzgU2vFsLrbcI/edit
15
https://github.com/DANS-labs/CLARIAH_CMDI
16
17

https://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/admin/metadatacustomization.html
https://github.com/IQSS/dataverse-ddi-converter-tool
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understanding of (meta)data management and leads to semantically driven services. In the following we
describe the steps of these implementations and their conceptual importance.
The first conceptual step consisted of the leveraging of the Semantic Metadata API18 being built for
the Dataverse platform by the Global Dataverse Community Consortium 19 (GDCC) as a part of
Dataverse’s core. DANS has played a critical role in the testing and improvement of this new functionality that was introduced in version 5.6 of Dataverse.20 The format, which follows the OAI-ORE21 export
recommendations, allows for a standardised transfer of metadata from, and to, external systems without
knowledge of the Dataverse specifics, such as metadata block and field storage architecture. More importantly, the Semantic Metadata API allows for the update of metadata fields published in Dataverse,
both on the level of the dataset, as well as on the level of the data in the dataset and therefore, could be
widely used for metadata enhancement.
The second conceptual step was the extension of the Dataverse API to fully support external controlled vocabularies (Tykhonov, 2021). This functionality was originally developed by DANS for work
on a Skosmos framework 22 in the Social Science and Humanities Open Cloud 23 (SSHOC) project
(Tykhonov et al., 2021) and extended by the GDCC to allow a more generic integration of Wikidata24,
ORCID25, MeSH26 and other controlled vocabularies (Tykhonov et al., 2021). A Skosmos implementation helps to get appropriate Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS)27 representations of the
relevant controlled vocabularies and serves as a lookup service for metadata values and terms, returning
the concept URI28 that could be added to the metadata to enrich the dataset metadata. At the same time
this process of metadata standardisation is extremely important for interoperability as the content of the
selected concept is being cached in JSON29 and indexed by Dataverse, and therefore, is available in the
search interface. The utilisation of concept URIs facilitates users to find the dataset whilst querying in
languages other than the original of the deposited dataset. For example, datasets with metadata described
in Chinese, Russian or Arabic could be found with English search queries as soon as some of their terms
are linked to external multilingual controlled vocabularies. It is important to understand that Dataverse
is an open-source data repository and has a global community consortium, consequently all of its community members can potentially obtain and utilise this new semantic-based functionality after they upgrade their running data repository instance to version 5.7 or higher. When we worked on the consensus
proposal, we also involved all community members in the process and accepted various comments, contributions, and feedback to make the collaborative solution as generic as possible. It was implemented
in a fashion that it could be reused by any data repository system dealing with semantic artefacts (Hugo
et al., 2020).
As a result of this work, users can export metadata from Dataverse repositories in the JSON, JSONLD and other common formats and thus provide a more consistent way for the utilisation of this metadata
by developers (and others) to create data-centric applications. Rich metadata descriptions will contain
concept URIs with their cached records consisting of JSON export, this information could be indexed
by various aggregators and used as a basis for the building of semantic search facilities, basically providing universal federated search across multiple data repositories.

2.3

Flexible Semantic Mapping Framework (SEMAF)

As indicated above, CMDI is a standard for which data providers usually define their own profiles,
specifically tailored to their collections, consisting of various components of the CMDI framework. As
a consequence, those self-defined metadata schemas in CMDI create complexity (Durco et al., 2018).

18

https://guides.dataverse.org/en/latest/developers/dataset-semantic-metadata-api.html
https://dataversecommunity.global/
20
https://json-ld.org/
21
https://www.openarchives.org/ore/
22
https://github.com/SSHOC/Skosmos
23
https://sshopencloud.eu/
24
https://www.wikidata.org/
25
https://orcid.org/
26
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
27
https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
28
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Data_access
29
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
19
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In turn, this has led to increased efforts on the maintenance of mappings for all CMDI fields30. Most of
the CMDI mappings are done by the CLARIN community using XSLT transformations (Haaf et al.,
2014). To improve the situation, Broeder et al. (2021) proposed the flexible Semantic Mapping Framework (SEMAF) to create, document and publish semantic mappings and cross-walks, linking different
semantic artefacts within a particular scientific community and across scientific domains (Myers et al.,
2021).
The aim is to keep all mappings in semantic form without taking into account the initial structure and
hierarchy of the metadata records, and to reuse those mappings for CMDI, XML, CSV or any kind of
input format.
We have developed a proof of concept using the Data Catalog Vocabulary31 (DCAT) mappings for
CMDI metadata fields to produce a standardised metadata schema where every CMDI metadata field is
mapped to a DCAT URL. As soon as this link is established, another process is used to extract all the
values from appropriate fields and to update metadata records with the corresponding URIs, helped by
the Skosmos look-up service (see Figure 2, phase Load). SKOS is applied here to model thesauri-like
resources with simple skos:broader, skos:narrower and skos:related properties.
This approach allows us to load all elements, such as properties and attributes, from CMDI records
and build a knowledge graph from them. This solution is suitable for any metadata enhancement task
where dataset metadata is being enriched with concept URIs linked from various controlled vocabularies
such as Skosmos, Wikidata and others, linking to the appropriate nodes in the knowledge graph. In turn,
this knowledge graph could be serialised in formats suitable for the integration with different systems.
For example, JSON-LD serialisation works well for Dataverse, TURTLE and RDF-XML serialisations
for Apache Jena Fuseki triple stores32 (Tykhonov et al., 2021).
2.4

Using Machine Learning for metadata enrichment

While testing the workflow (schematically depicted in Figure 2) we discovered that the quality of the
linking approach, based on the Deterministic (Exact) Matching Method (Shlomo, 2019), and currently
available in Skosmos and Wikidata services, was rather poor. In some cases, this lookup process returns
a lot of irrelevant candidates as it does not take into account the ambiguity based on the applied context,
with the associated possibility of selecting an inappropriate concept URI and creating a false data linkage
and an incorrect assertion.
We began to experiment with Machine Learning (ML) in order to add context to improve this workflow and the first results are very promising. We ran a Doccano annotation tool33, which facilitated
collaborative labelling of concepts, over the text of CMDI records and received results with recognised
concepts and entities, delivered through our SpaCy34 based Machine Learning pipeline (Figure 3). All
annotations are shared between all users as a part of a collaborative effort as, in principle, the labelling
of concepts could be improved. Users can also create new labels, highlight them in the text and enrich
annotation with comments. After the annotation is complete the ML model is retrained.
Such a collaborative approach enables an increase in the quality of the concepts detected and provides
more accurate information about types or classes of concepts, for example, for persons (PERSON),
organisations (ORG), dates (DATE), Geo-Political Entity (GPE). It may guide the linking process to
create appropriate links between concepts and controlled vocabularies, however, human oversight is
required to review ambiguities and changes, for example, in names of persons and places. Future work
will incorporate experimenting with the association of concepts, for example, with PERSON to lookup
in the ORCID registry (if living), GPE in the Geonames service35, ORG in the Global Research Identifier
Database36 (GRID), etc. One should emphasise that this experiment did not check for the ambiguity of,
for instance, multiple individuals or places having the same name.
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Figure 3. Automatic annotation in the Doccano text annotation tool
The utilisation of ML tools appears promising for automated metadata enrichment, but it is quite
resource consuming if we wish to achieve the highest possible quality. It is manifest that only collaboration, additionally on an international level, will turn these explorations into standardised methods.
2.5

Beyond the CMDI use case

The CLARIAH+ project and the CMDI use case gave us the opportunity to explore and comprehend the
first two parts of the Common Framework pipeline and helped us to demonstrate and test the complete
pipeline: metadata extraction, metadata transformation and loading (archiving) of the enhanced
metadata, in an instance of Dataverse.
Throughout this work we have taken the opportunity to collaboration with various other research
groups and organisations:
●

Extraction and evaluation of CMDI metadata fields, based on all CMDI metadata archived in
DANS-EASY, in collaboration with the ODISSEI37 project

●

Definition of a core set of CMDI metadata fields in the cooperation with the CLARIN community38

●

Creation of a workflow for the prediction and linking of concepts from external controlled vocabularies to the CMDI metadata values (metadata enrichment), in collaboration with
the CESSDA39 community

●

Extension of the Common Framework with the support for controlled vocabularies to create
metadata that is available in a FAIR way, joining forces with Netwerk Digitaal Erfgoed40 (NDE)
team

●

Extension of the export functionality of Dataverse to export deposited CMDI metadata back to
the original CMDI format, together with KNAW Humanities Cluster (HuC)

The envisioned use of the Common Framework workflow as shown in explorations reported in this
paper is two-fold: primarily, it informs CLARIAH+ about possibilities and challenges when it comes to
the interoperability of metadata schemes; secondly, it informs DANS, as service provider of a long-term
archive, about a portfolio of registered microservices which form a generic and extensible pipeline.
DANS is currently migrating its research data archiving service from a Fedora-based platform (DANS37

https://odissei-data.nl/en/
Working document of mapping by Goosen, T., Broeder, D., Windhouwer, M., Köning, A., Labropoulou, P., Conzett, P.,
Van Uytvanck, D., Oleksy, M., Ohren, O.P., Tykhonov, V., De Vries, J.,
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zKR5ErqL3wRX4tOL371l0-34jXVP0gNzgU2vFsLrbcI/edit
39
https://www.cessda.eu/
40
https://netwerkdigitaalerfgoed.nl/
38
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EASY) to other platforms including introducing Dataverse to function as the DANS Data Stations as a
specific repository service for designated communities (Wals, 2021). The designated communities will
be served with larger metadata aggregations that include references to data not curated and/or hosted by
DANS. The exploration described in this paper bases its analytic part on the current production system
while, at the same time, informs the on-going migration process.

3

Future work

A substantial amount of work has been completed, but we are not finished yet. From the CMDI use case
we discovered that CMDI as a standard is lacking a defined core set of CMDI metadata (Goosen et al.,
2014). We remain in close cooperation with the CLARIN CMDI taskforce working on a proposal for,
and acceptance of, a core set of CMDI metadata as a recommendation for all CLARIN centres.
The CMDI use case gave us the opportunity to prove the Common Framework approach. The following steps are to extend this Framework and to implement it for other cases. Beyond the extension of the
Citation Core set of Dataverse, it is envisioned to support a link between other ‘indexing’ metadata fields
to the other Knowledge Organisation Systems providers. In particular, we think here of recommended
FAIR controlled vocabularies and ontologies which potentially may become part of the set of metadata
fields (Wilkinson et al., 2016; Broeder et al., 2021; Wang, M. et al., 2021). Coming back to the CMDI
case, this could lead to linkages of recognized, or any, CMDI metadata values to a recommended ontology or controlled vocabulary with the aim to produce ‘5-star Linked Open Data’41.
To contribute further to the FAIRification of controlled vocabularies and other KOS or Semantic
artefacts we wish to experiment further with the creation of a semi-automatic workflow, using a Skosmos API, to query Skosmos representations of recommended controlled vocabularies. Therefore, explorations of the NDE’s Network of Terms42 GraphQL43 endpoint will be continued to create links between
appropriate controlled vocabularies for the terms extracted from the CMDI fields. These metadata fields
will link to the CMDI component registry in the CMDI metadata schema.
Within the ODISSEI project DANS is going to work further on the creation of a production implementation of the microservices infrastructure. In the recently granted project FAIRCORE4EOSC44 it is
likely that DANS will be migrating the registries and brokering of microservices for schematic and
semantic transformation/enhancement to the EOSC45. DANS will continue to host some of the (micro)services, which ones are still a topic of debate. All future work of DANS will be shepherding transformations, enhancements, crosswalks, etc to a microservice/registry architecture.
All of our insights and workflows will be shared with the CLARIN and CLARIAH communities and
we are looking for more collaborations on semantic mappings that could be used to get an appropriate
ontology linkage not only on value level but also between fields available in CMDI Component Registry.
The Common Framework can help to support the enrichment of metadata, may aid the making of
CLARIN datasets findable and accessible, and ultimately also supports Reusability. FAIR compliance
automatic assessment tools, such as F-UJI46, can be included in the Common Framework to evaluate the
FAIRness of the metadata (Devaraju et al., 2020, 2021).

4

Conclusion

Our experimental work of building a Common Framework to expose CMDI metadata via a DANS discovery service relates to the migration of the DANS archive service to (a) newly to build DANS Data
Station(s), which will serve as a basis for the discovery and OAI-PMH47 harvesting services for the
CLARIN researcher community and beyond.

41

https://www.w3.org/2011/gld/wiki/5_Star_Linked_Data
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https://graphql.org/
44
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46
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This paper describes the first two steps in our ETL-pipeline: 1) the extraction of the CMDI metadata
from CMDI metadata files archived in DANS-EASY, and 2) the transformation of this metadata information. The third step of the pipeline, the loading of the transformed metadata into the new Data Station,
is performed as a proof-of-concept in a separate Dataverse instance, one could say an envisioned
Dataverse-based Data Station. The work is ongoing and the challenges we reflect upon, when addressed,
are unavoidably leading to new challenges. For instance, we have been able to extend the Dataverse
metadata model with a proposed core set of CMDI metadata which serves the needs of DANS as a basis
for the discovery service. This resulted in a flexible solution which is easy to adjust in the event that the
core set of CMDI metadata will be changed in the future. Its implementation in production services is
still a challenge ahead.
To arrive at the proposed core set of CMDI metadata, we have analysed all linguistic and oral history
datasets containing CMDI metadata stored in the DANS-EASY archive with the CMDI exploration tool.
With the same tool we were able to transform each CMDI metadata file to the proposed core set.
To increase the FAIRness of the new metadata, we explored the possibilities of enriching the metadata
with recommended external controlled vocabularies. This exploration has led to a flexible and generic
solution to add custom external controlled vocabularies to Dataverse beyond the immediate CMDI use
case. A semi-automatic workflow, which uses a Skosmos API, was developed to query any Skosmos
representation of the recommended external controlled vocabularies. The NDE’s Network of Terms
GraphQL endpoint was used to make linkage to the appropriate controlled vocabularies for the terms
extracted from the CMDI fields.
To extend the semi-automatic workflow we started to explore the possibilities of a semantic gateway.
We started a proof-of-concept with a semantic gateway lookup API. This API is able to return a list of
standardised concepts based on the selected vocabulary and a term. This will help to link each field in
the proposed core set of metadata to the appropriate controlled vocabulary.
To complete the circle, we are currently in the phase of investigating the export of the Dataverse
metadata back to the original CMDI format. The basic requirement for this should be that the Dataverse
metadata schema must have CMDI metadata that can be extended with custom components, which are
used by the different CLARIN centres. Secondly, the original relationships between fields and concepts
should be kept whereby the custom components should be added to a SKOS schema. If this is possible,
then we should be able to reproduce the original CMDI metadata, which could be offered for download
to any user without losing the authority and provenance of the original metadata.
The basis of our work lies in reusing and exploring new techniques, (micro)services and the basic
ideas behind the Common Framework are not only to solve long standing problems, but also to build
flexible solutions for different communities. This is the main reason for the setup of a microservice
oriented pipeline. Being part of different communities has helped us to create a broad support base
amongst these communities. In the meantime, multiple communities, organisations and projects are testing and exploring our experimental work and connecting it to their own infrastructures, providing us
with feedback to improve the microservices leading to sustainable infrastructure.
This work has taught us that looking to the future and setting ourselves some big challenges not only
leads to innovative ideas and solutions, but it also leads to further new challenges. These challenges are
motivating us to build sustainable solutions with and for the communities by exploring new technologies. These new technologies furthermore allow us to circumvent existing technology-lock-ins and they
also demonstrate how, via microservices and a distributed approach, new methods of aligning and enriching metadata can be created.
Implementing these solutions in a sustainable infrastructure for long-term preservation archives is yet
another challenge which we did not discuss in this paper. An important aspect when it comes to the
implementation is the ownership of (meta)data and recommended controlled vocabularies, provenance
and authorisation. We have demonstrated how technologies such as machine-learning approaches can
be used to clean, enrich and harmonise metadata. We have also indicated communities must be involved
in these technological developments, and how to implement to meet their needs. However, it remains to
be seen and investigated how these technologies will be used in daily work by data producers and consumers (Borgman et al., 2019) and how they change the work of data managers and archivists. Moreover, more work is needed to investigate what are possible consequences for the certification process,
and in general, which monitoring and governance policies are required for an envisioned network of
distributed service providers that is required to remain stable over time.
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Abstract
Getting researchers to archive their data properly is hard. Many factors are at play. In this paper,
we present Bagman, a software that aims at alleviating research data management significantly.
Bagman is a web-based software that supports researchers to package their data, assign a minimal
set of metadata for their description, define a licence for the data’s future distribution, and to
submit the entire package in a safe manner to an archive of their choice.

1

Motivation

Research data management is an essential ingredient of good scientific practise. Theories explain the
data, and for one researcher to validate another researcher’s theoretic models, the inspection of data is
central. Nevertheless, many researchers regard the management of research data as a necessary evil.
Although one clearly acknowledges the benefits of proper research data management, it is also perceived
as something that is not done with overwhelming desire or pleasure.
Fear of scientific scrutiny and competition aside, proper research data management feels like household chores; one needs to make an inventory of all research data, clean-up the data, iron-out a proper file
and directory structure of all data, document the procedures and scripts for data annotation and analysis
etc. When everything is in order, one needs to describe the data with metadata, and then bundle and
safely transfer it to an archive of one’s choice, so that eventually – once it is ingested into the archive and
published – fellow researchers can find and make proper use of it.
The assignment of metadata is a particular nuisance. For this, researchers have to become familiar with
metadata standards, registries, profiles, editors, validators, and best practises. Moreover, researchers are
expected to take care of licensing issues, and last but not least, know about archives that are well suited
to host their precious data.
Our new software, Bagman, aims at supporting researchers in all of the aforementioned areas to ease
their pain as much as possible. At the same time, the Bagman developers strive to improve overall metadata quality, and also support archive managers to receive properly packaged research data.

2

Background

Getting your research data archived constitutes a workflow that varies across institutions. Details aside,
it includes data packaging, metadata description, and transfer. Each step is accompanied by some quality
control to minimize mishaps in these processes.
2.1 Packaging
In the worst case, researchers send their archive managers an email where all data is attached to the email.
Sometimes data is put into some cloud space, or on portable storage devices for manual delivery. Such
worst case scenarios often include data loss, files whose formats do not comply with archiving standards
or whose names disobey naming conventions. Moreover, metadata descriptions might be anything from
absent, incomplete or invalid XML. To avoid such mishaps, the art of packaging needs appreciation.
There are a number of tools that help researchers to bundle their research data into a single package. The open source software docuteam packer [URL-1] helps users bundling research data into
a single package that can then be transferred to archives (Docuteam, 2018). The stand-alone Java application turns files into a Submission Information Package (SIP), a single data package that is delivered
This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
Claus Zinn 2022. Bagman – A Tool that Supports Researchers Archiving Their Data. Selected papers from the
CLARIN Annual Conference 2021. Linköping Electronic Conference Proceedings 189: 189 181–189.
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to an archive or repository for (semi-)automatic ingestion, and which contains technical, structural and
descriptive metadata in METS, PREMIS and EAD (www.loc.gov/[mets|premis|ead]).

Figure 1: Software docuteam packer.
Fig. 1 depicts how users of Docuteam packer can add their research data in an incremental manner to
the SIP. New files can be added to the file tree, and parts of the tree can be rearranged; also, for each
object in the tree, metadata can be assigned. Usually, both researchers and archive managers will use the
software. Researchers will use it to organize their research data into a tree, and to assign metadata to it to
the best of their knowledge; then archive managers will use the software to complement metadata where
it is missing.

Figure 2: A simple bag.
A software called Bagger was created for the U.S. Library of Congress as a tool [URL-2] to produce
a package of data files according to the BagIt specification (Kunze et al., 2018). The specification is a
set of hierarchical file layout conventions for storage and transfer of arbitrary digital content. Simply
speaking, it can be seen as a shopping cart (bag) together with a shopping bill that lists each of the items
with its location (path) and its price (an MD5 or SHA checksum). Those who receive the bag can use the
inventory to check whether all goods were received in a complete and correct manner.
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A simple example bag is given in Fig. 2. The figure shows the bag’s manifest file (the shopping bill)
together with the inventory listed under data as well as some technical metadata about the BagIt version
used and the file encoding.

Figure 3: The Bagger Tool from the Library of Congress on our example data.

Fig. 3 shows the Bagger tool, a Java-based and desktop-bound application, in action. The functionality
“Create Bag In Place” transforms a given data location on the user’s hard drive into a bag that is conform
to the BagIt specification. That is, Bagger moves all research data into a subdirectory called data, computes the checksum for each file, and generates the file “manifest-md5.txt” along with the other tag files.
In principle, users could be asked to install the Bagger application onto their local machine, create a bag,
compress the bag into a zip archive, and then send it to their archive manager; the archive manager on
the receiving end then unzips the archive and then uses the Bagger application to validate the bag.
Our software, Bagman, makes use of the BagIt format to help CLARIN researchers packing-up their
research data so that it can be transferred to an archive in a correct and complete manner. Similar to
docuteam packer, users are given the opportunity to describe their research data with metadata. Rather
than asking users to fill out rather technical tables (see right-hand side of Fig. 1), Bagman aims to provide
a more user-friendly approach by avoiding metadata jargon.
2.2 Metadata
Metadata plays a key role in any research infrastructure. Good metadata ensures that research data or any
digital object are Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reproducible. The area of metadata research
and practise is vast with many hundreds of metadata standards in use, and hundreds of policies in place to
ensure that the FAIR principles are being followed [URL-3]. To support reproducible computational research, metadata formats must be sufficiently expressive to describe input (raw data, intermediate data),
tools to process such data (with their version, dependencies, licence etc.), statistical reports and notebooks (e.g., session variables, parameters), pipelines (dependencies between tools, provenance), and the
resulting scientific publication (research domain, keywords, attribution etc.), see (Leipzig et al., 2021)
for an overview.
In the CLARIN community, for researchers to assign metadata to data, they need to make use of the
CMDI metadata framework (Broeder et al., 2012). For many researchers, this exercise feels like taming
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multi-headed monsters in a landscape that feels rough and bracketed from every angle. Researchers need
to consult the CMDI component registry [URL-4] to find a metadata profile that best fits their research
data, and once they have identified a profile, they have to instantiate it to the best of their knowledge. This
is not a trivial matter given that there are hundreds of profiles to choose from, but not a single metadata
editor that gives intelligent help with instantiating the numerous different metadata fields.
No wonder, most CMDI-based descriptions have a rather poor descriptive power, taming the beast is
exhaustive, and at some point one rather leaves it alone. As a result, researchers must be supported by
dedicated archive management staff that is knowledgeable about the CMDI zoo of beasts, and that is
armed with XML magic, best practises, and metadata processing tools to keep them at bay.
In Bagman, users are kept away from editing CMDI content directly. Information is gathered via
simple forms, and information stemming from bagged resources is automatically added to the CMDI description. As a result, Bagman users are empowered to provide administrative, descriptive, and technical
metadata with ease and minimal effort.
2.3 Archiving
The CLARIN infrastructure offers its community members a good number of repositories to store, preserve, and make available to others their research data. The CLARIN Virtual Language Observatory lists
nearly 50 different data providers that host over 800 collections of valuable language-related resources.
Finding the right archive for your research data is by means trivial when your home institution fails to
provide an archive that fits your needs such as content fit or certification requirements, see [URL-8].
The German CLARIN website offers a “find your archive” service that helps researchers identifying
the archive that is best suited to host their data [URL-5]. Users are requested to answer questions about
the modality of their research data (spoken language, written language, multi-modal language, sign language), its lingual type (German, multi-lingual, historical etc), the type of their resource (e.g., lexicon,
corpus, treebank), and whether they choose a public licence or not. As a result, the centres that fit the
answers best are returned, together with the contact details of the respective archive managers.
Bagman will use the information submitted by the user to suggest archives that are suitable for hosting
the user’s research data. Once the user selected the archive, the bag will be safely transferred to a neutral
place; the archive manager can download the bag from there, inspect the package, and then contact
the user to proceed with the archiving procedure. Bagman hence aims at acting as a broker between
researcher and archive manager.

3

Bagman

Figure 4: Bagman - Welcome Page.
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Bagman aims at supporting researchers and archive managers alike. The software uses Java for the
back-end and react-js for the front-end. Fig. 4 depicts the welcome page of Bagman; it gives access
to its two core functionalities: “Pack your data” and “Archive HQ”. The first functionality is targeted at
researchers who want to archive their research data; the second one is aimed at archive managers to get
access to the research data packages submitted by users. In this paper, we will focus on the first aspect.
Fig. 5 depicts Bagman’s user interface for collecting data from its users via simple forms.

Figure 5: Bagman - Requesting Metadata.

Researchers are requested to describe their research data with respect to the project where it has been
collected and the researchers and their organisations that were involved. Users then classify their data in
terms of a resource type and by answering a number of targeted follow-up questions about the chosen
type. In the fifth step, users can select a licence for their research data. In the sixth step, users can upload
their data by selecting a directory from their file system, see top-left part of Fig. 6. Note that some icons
in the resulting tree are highlighted in red to signal file formats not suitable for archiving. Here, users are
encouraged to convert, say, proprietary file formats to non-proprietary ones, or to delete superfluous ones.
Note that Bagman delegates the main task for organising directory structures to users’ existing tools such
as Finder (Mac OS), Explorer (Windows), or Files (Ubuntu), and file conversion software, say, Numbers,
Excel, or OpenOffice. Once users have post-processed the directory tree, they can prepare the submission
process (last step). Preparation includes the automatic generation of a CMDI file from known inputs as
well as the submission package, the bag where all files all listed together with their checksums (see topright and bottom part of Fig. 6). The back-end of Bagman takes care of all storage of research data, and
it also implements basic functionality for CMDI generation. In detail, the back-end implements an API
for (i) the generation of XML-based CMDI from JSON input, which is passed on from the client; (ii) the
transferal of bags in ZIP format from client to server as well as methods for getting and deleting bags for
archive management. Bagman also implements functionality for matching a bag with an archive that is
best suited for hosting it.
Fig. 7 show a fragment of the CMDI file for the component ResourceProxyList, which is a
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Figure 6: Bagman -Various Screenshots.
central part of the CMDI header. Each resource that our example user has uploaded is tagged as ResourceType “Resource” together with the mimetype that Bagman identified. The id attribute of the
ResourceProxy component assigns a unique id to each resource.
Fig. 8 shows the corresponding ResourceProxyListInfo component, which reuses the aforementioned unique identifiers. Here, additional information about each resource is given, in particular, the
resource’s file size and its checksum in the cryptographic encodings “md5”, “sha1”, and “sha256”.

4

Current State and Future Work

We have built a prototype of Bagman that implements its core functionality and which is now open
for beta testing at the website https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/bagman/. We
invite readers to explore the tool and encourage their feedback. At the time of writing, only a single
archive has been connected to Bagman to test and validate the transfer of data between researchers and
archive managers. With research data temporarily stored on Bagman’s back-end, adding new archives
to Bagman means giving their managers a login so that they can get access to the bags submitted to
them. At the time of writing, Bagman supports the five major resource types hosted by TALAR, the
Tübingen Archive of Language Resources [URL-6]; our software hence allows the automatic instantiation of CMDI profiles for the description of lexical resources (LexicalResourceProfile), text corpora
(TextCorpusProfile), speech corpora (SpeechCorpusProfile), tools (ToolProfile), and experiments (ExperimentProfile), all identifiable via the Group Name “NaLiDa” in the CMDI component registry. The
use of these profiles ensures that the corresponding resources can be easily found using faceted browsing
in the Virtual Language Observatory, say, by searching the facets for language, collection, resource type,
modality, or availability [URL-7].
The design of Bagman walks a fine line between researchers (often taking research data management
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Figure 7: CMDI Excerpt – ResourceProxyList component.
as a necessary evil) and archive managers (taking it for something absolutely necessary, with an emphasis
on “the more metadata the better”). When Bagman users, for instance, identify their data as a lexical
resource, they are given the opportunity to specify the type of the lexicon (e.g., dictionary, glossary,
thesaurus), the type of the headword, and the subject language, but they may skip the step if they want
to. Also, they can put more information about their resource in an open-ended lexicon description field
when they feel that more information needs to be put somewhere. Note, however, that Bagman delegates
any metadata-related issues to a subsequent one-to-one communication between researcher and archive
manager. Metadata fields left open during a Bagman session can often be filled at a later stage when
archive managers feel they require more information than researchers provided.
Bagman is browser-based software, and hence, special care needs to be taken to ensure that users can
provide their input in a flexible, piece-wise manner. At any time, users can save the current session, that
is, write-out all metadata that has been entered to their file system. At a later time, when users like to
resume their work, they can then easily restore their session.
At the time of writing, Bagman is only connected to TALAR, but it supports all the archive’s profiles.
For TALAR users, Bagman has entered production mode. The feedback we obtain from these real-world
users informs the further development of Bagman, strengthening its usability and stability. Once Bagman
has matured, we will ask other archives whether they want to be connected to Bagman, and we will
investigate how their archiving requirements can be meet with the software. Currently, it is too soon to
speculate about the detailed implementation roadmap for the archiving aspect of Bagman. It is clear that
other archives will like to see their metadata profiles and archiving policies supported. Here, Bagman
would need to adapt its front-end to collect information specific to the new profiles, and the back-end to
generate ready-to-use and valid CMDI instances that other archives are happy to work with.1
Bagman does not prescribe any guidelines on the granularity of the research data that needs to be
archived. Each set of resources is different, and Bagman per se does not attempt to promote a onesize-fits-all model.2 Naturally, there exist research data that are not easily or adequately described with
1
At the time of writing, Bagman pre-fills some form fields such the organisation’s name or address. The default values of
such fields are specific for TALAR users, but can be overwritten. With each new archive being connected, Bagman would also
need to adapt its front-end to provide default values specific to the archive.
2
As a rule of thumb, all research data created to support a scientific finding should be bundled into a single archival unit.
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Figure 8: CMDI Excerpt – ResourceProxyListInfo component.
Bagman and the CMDI profiles it currently supports. While the TALAR-based CMDI profiles have a
good descriptional power, they might have shortcomings when it comes to the description of heterogeneous research data that researchers see as a single archival unit. For now, most users are unaware of
Bagman. They contact the TALAR archive manager because they would like to have their resources deposited. Once the contact has been established and any open questions between the two parties addressed
(e.g., granularity or licence issues), the users are then explicitly directed to Bagman to build, describe,
and submit their package to the archive via Bagman.
One important aspect to Bagman’s usability is the packaging. When the archive manager is informed
of a new bag being submitted via Bagman, he can download the bag from Bagman’s “Archive HQ”
GUI, unzip the bag and run BagIt software to verify that the package has been transferred in a complete
and correct manner.3 Our TALAR archive managers find this functionality very useful and reassuring
indeed, and a necessary first step before looking into the CMDI, and contacting the researchers for any
follow-ups, such as resolving metadata issues, or the drafting and signing of data depositing agreements.
Note that the use of the BagIt specification duplicates information that is also present in the CMDI file
generated by Bagman, in particular, the information shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The duplication of such
technical metadata, however, is well justified. The bag delivered to the archive is used to ensure that all
research data is being transferred in a complete and correct manner. and archive managers can use the
aforementioned toolchain to validate the bag. The CMDI file, of course, is used by metadata harvesters
such as the VLO to being able to link to the resources the metadata describes.
Getting users to archive their research data is hard. Bagman offers users a single pit-stop approach to
get their data archived without too much hassle. Bagman helps users with metadata management as it
generates a CMDI automatically from the information and research data supplied by the user. Given such
3

The command python3 -m bagit --validate bag verifies the bag.
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data, Bagman then helps users to decide on an archive to host their resource, and then helps ensuring that
all data is transferred to the archive in a complete and correct manner. In sum, Bagman fills-in a gap in
the CLARIN infrastructure; its ease of use encourages users to get their data archived; and its automatic
generation of CMDI from known inputs ensures the generation of expressive and high-quality metadata.
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Abstract
This article presents an innovative approach to metadata handling implemented in the ARCHE
Suite repository solution. It first discusses the technical requirements for metadata management
and contrasts them with the shortcomings of existing solutions. Then, it demonstrates how the
ARCHE Suite addresses those problems. After one year of use, we can assert that the approach
implemented in the ARCHE Suite is viable and provides important benefits. We aim to establish
the ARCHE Suite as an open-source repository solution to be used also by other parties.

1

Introduction

The Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and Cultural Heritage (ACDH-CH) at the Austrian Academy
of Sciences in Vienna runs the repository ARCHE for persistent hosting of humanities research data.
ARCHE is certified as a CLARIN B-centre. Between 2017 and 2020, the underlying software technology
we used was Fedora Commons version 4 with Blazegraph as a metadata store. Due to many serious
shortcomings related to metadata management, the increasing amount of technical issues, and a lack of
adequate alternatives, we decided to develop our own repository solution: the ARCHE Suite.
This paper specifies core requirements for metadata management and explains why they are not met
by the existing repository solutions Fedora Commons (The Fedora Leadership Group, 2016), DSpace
(Smith et al., 2013), Dataverse (King, 2007) or Invenio (Holm Nielsen, 2019) 1 . We describe how the
desired features have been implemented in our solution and how they are used in our metadata management workflows. Finally, we discuss the challenges posed by our solution and summarise our first-year
experiences of using it.

2

Technical Requirements for Metadata Handling

Metadata is a vital part of every data repository, indispensable for finding, understanding, and reusing
the data. To fully comply with the FAIR Data Principles that emphasise machine-actionability (Wilkinson et al., 2016), data and metadata have to be machine-readable and interoperable, which poses many
challenges. The most important one includes ensuring metadata interoperability and consistency while
preserving its descriptive precision. Handling these challenges governs our core technical requirements
for the ARCHE Suite.
2.1 Ensuring Metadata Interoperability
In the humanities and cultural heritage disciplines, the tremendous amount of metadata standards (e.g.,
(Riley, 2010)) stands in the way of metadata interoperability. To overcome this, CLARIN has introduced
the Component Metadata Infrastructure (CMDI) (Broeder et al., 2012), a standardised (ISO 24622-1,
24622-2) metadata framework with a built-in interoperability mechanism. Another compromise widely
used across all disciplines is to apply the DCMI Metadata Terms (DCMI Usage Board, 2020), with the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
1
Webpage for Fedora Commons: duraspace.org/fedora/, for DSpace: duraspace.org/dspace/, for Dataverse: dataverse.org/,
and for Invenio: invenio-software.org/
Mateusz Zołłtak,Martina Trognitz and Matej Ďurčo 2022. ARCHE Suite: A Flexible Approach to Repository
Metadata Management. Selected papers from the CLARIN Annual Conference 2021. Linköping Electronic
Conference Proceedings 189: 189 190–199.
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caveat of losing the potentially richer metadata to one basic common set of metadata descriptors. The
repository solutions most popular among CLARIN B centres - Fedora Commons 3 and DSpace (see
Tables 1 and 2) - force users to use Dublin Core (DC) as a repository-native metadata format in a more
or less explicit way.
CLARIN B Centre

City

ASV Leipzig
ACDH-CH - ARCHE
Bayerisches Archiv für Sprachsignale
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and
Humanities
Center of Estonian Language Resources
CLARIN.SI Language Technology Centre
Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen
Hamburger Zentrum für Sprachkorpora
Institut für Maschinelle Sprachverarbeitung
Instituut voor de Nederlandse Taal
Leibniz-Institut für Deutsche Sprache
LINDAT/CLARIAH-CZ
MPI for Psycholinguistics
PORTULAN CLARIN
Språkbanken
The ILC4CLARIN Centre at the Institute for
Computational Linguistics
The Language Bank of Finland
Universität des Saarlandes
ZIM Centre for Information Modelling
CLARIN-PL Language Technology Centre
CLARINO Bergen Center
CMU-TalkBank
The CLARIN Centre at the University of
Copenhagen

Leipzig
Vienna
Munich
Berlin

Software
Fedora Commons, v3
ARCHE Suite
own solution
Fedora Commons, v3

Tartu
Ljubljana
Tübingen
Hamburg
Stuttgart
Leiden
Mannheim
Praha
Nijmegen
Lisboa
Gothenburg
Pisa

META-SHARE & own (Entu)
DSpace
Fedora Commons, v3 (v4 planned)
Fedora Commons, v3
Fedora Commons
own
Fedora Commons
DSpace
Fedora Commons, v3 (v4 planned)
META-SHARE & own
DSpace & own (Korp, etc.)
DSpace

Helsinki
Saarbrücken
Graz
Wrocław
Bergen
Pittsburgh
Copenhagen

META-SHARE & own (tools)
Fedora Commons
Fedora Commons, v3 (v4 planned)
DSpace
DSpace
own (talkbank)
DSpace & eSciDoc

Table 1: Repository software solutions used by CLARIN B centres according to the CLARIN’s Centre
Registry. The information is based on a centre’s registry entry or its latest CoreTrustSeal document.
In the last years, a new concept for (meta-)data interoperability has gained prominence: the Linked
Open Data (LOD) principles with five levels (stars) of compliance(Berners-Lee, 2009). Four-star LOD
(Berners-Lee, 2009; Holborn, 2014) requires data to be provided in a W3C-compliant standard like RDF
(W3C et al., 2014) or SPARQL (W3C et al., 2013). This is easily met by using DC because of a welldefined mapping to RDF (W3C et al., 2014; Nilsson et al., 2008). The real challenge, however, is to
additionally meet the requirements of five-star LOD, which includes the use of external links (BernersLee, 2009; Holborn, 2014). Using external URLs as DC term values meets the requirements but results in
a repository inaccessible to human users, who expect human-readable labels like ’Karl Baedeker’ rather
than URIs or URLs like ’arche.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/api/35998’. Using both URLs and human-friendly text
labels as values results in problems with DC properties used multiple times (e.g. dc:creator) because
the corresponding labels and URLs cannot be paired anymore. Overall, the only viable solution to fully
adopt five-star LOD seems to be providing full RDF support.
Fedora Commons 3 does not have any RDF support. This has been changed in Fedora Commons
4 where RDF became a native metadata format. Unfortunately, Fedora Commons 4 and 5 suffer from a
serious feature drop compared to the previous version (most notably the lack of a search API and dissem-
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Repository software
ARCHE Suite
DSpace
Entu
eSciDoc
Fedora Commons
META-SHARE
own solution

No. of centres
1
7
1
1
9 (v3: 6)
2
6

Table 2: Popularity of repository software solutions used by CLARIN B Centres listed in Table 1.
ination methods). As a result, the adoption of Fedora Commons 4 and 5 has never become widespread.
The lack of the search API has been addressed in version 62 but the introduced API has no RDF support.
On top of that, Fedora Commons 4-6 enforce a hard-coded metadata schema for all metadata properties
managed by the service (media type, binary content size, creation and modification date, etc.).
Dataverse presents a mixed approach. On the input side, it requires metadata to follow a bespoke
Dataverse schema making it interoperable with other Dataverse repositories only. On the output side,
metadata can be serialised into a few schemas (Institute for Quantitative Social Science, 2021), e.g.
schema.org’s Dataset RDF schema serialised as JSON-LD.
Invenio allows any metadata schema which can be defined using the JSON Schema (CERN et al.,
2021). Such a solution can be considered RDF-compliant to a large extent because RDF metadata can be
serialised as JSON-LD, and the resulting JSON-LD structure can be described in the JSON Schema. The
limitation here is that there can be many valid RDF to JSON-LD serialisations, and it can be impossible
to describe all of them using the JSON Schema.
DSpace defaults to Dublin Core but can be set up to accept any flat metadata schema. The limitation is
that it requires metadata to be provided serialised as XML in the way that a property is represented as an
XML tag and the value is the tag’s content. This is incompatible with RDF in two ways: First, it forbids
ingestion of RDF metadata containing URI values because in RDF-XML the URIs are stored as XML
tag attributes and not as a tag’s content. Second, the flat internal metadata model makes it impossible to
store multiple values (URLs and labels) of the same metadata property in such a way that relationships
between them (e.g.this is a label for this URL) are maintained. Despite the limitations on the data input
side, DSpace allows a few RDF serialisation options on the output side. E.g. generation of an OAI-PMH
record in the RDF-XML format with an XSLT stylesheet. Another option is to couple DSpace with a
triplestore (DuraSpace, 2021).
The interoperability imperative combined with the heterogeneous formats landscape implies that most
repositories have to handle more than one metadata format. The enforcement of a metadata schema (often
DC) by a repository software is undesired as it either prevents the handling of domain-specific metadata
schemas or requires extensive customisation. A typical way of overcoming limitations imposed on the
metadata schema by a repository software is to materialise domain-specific formats as separate repository
data streams. The main disadvantage of this approach is making the information redundant, which brings
the risk of inconsistency. Furthermore, if a presentation format has to be changed, e.g. because a CMDI
profile definition is updated, all materialised metadata records have to be regenerated and updated even
if there is no change in the metadata values themselves. Similarly, if a metadata value changes, both the
repository-native metadata format as well as all materialised metadata data streams have to be updated.
A better solution is to keep a single copy of all metadata values in a schema-agnostic metadata store
and to allow for on-demand conversion to the desired metadata format with a templating system. DSpace
and Fedora Commons have no embedded support for on-the-fly metadata conversion, Dataverse provides
a fixed set of built-in conversions as described above, and Invenio allows to write custom metadata
schema conversion plugins in Python.
2

Fedora Commons 6 was released on 30th June 2021, while development on the ARCHE Suite had already begun by end of
2019. The information on Fedora Commons 6 provided here originate from its technical documentation and not from testing.
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2.2 Ensuring Metadata Consistency
Ensuring metadata consistency, preferably at the ingest stage already, involves several aspects to be
considered in the context of the repository management software. First, the way in which metadata checks
are defined. This can be done either by specifying the allowed schema when using configuration files or
by plugging in own code which performs the checks. Dataverse only supports the former method, Fedora
Commons 4 only the latter, DSpace and Invenio both, and Fedora Commons 3 has no support for custom
metadata checks. Executing a pluggable code only after the data were stored in the repository, like in
Fedora Commons 4, does not allow for reliable metadata checks because it either allows the metadata to
stay in an inconsistent state or rejects it without notifying the client about the ingestion failure.
The second aspect regarding metadata consistency concerns the software layer, in which the metadata
restrictions are verified. To ensure that checks can not be bypassed, they have to be enforced by a single
software component responsible for handling all data irrespective of the ingestion interface.
The third important factor is the ability to ingest the data using ACID — atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability — (Haerder and Reuter, 1983) transactions. It is especially important from the LOD
perspective where consistency of one repository resource metadata may depend on a successful creation
(or update) of another repository resource. Unfortunately, ACID transactions are poorly supported by
existing repository solutions.
Invenio provides only a basic optimistic concurrency control on a single resource modification request
level. Dataverse, DSpace and Fedora Commons 3 lack any concurrency control on the client API level
and our experience with the previous ACDH-CH repository based on Fedora Commons 4 proved its
transaction support to be intrinsically broken. Reasons for this are that Fedora Commons 4 and 5 lack a
built-in search feature and the synchronisation with an external search engine like Solr or a triplestore
is done only after the transaction commit. This makes it impossible for the ingestion client to search for
any ingested data until the transaction’s end. Furthermore, there is no locking system preventing parallel
transactions from modifying the same repository resource (a lack of a so-called transaction separation).
As a consequence, Fedora Commons 4 and 5 commit and rollback transaction operations provide no
guarantee regarding the final state of resources modified by a transaction. Additionally, there are smaller
issues like requests made within a transaction not extending the transaction timeout. The latter can lead
to the failure of a large resource upload (e.g. few gigabytes in size) when the upload takes more time
than the transaction timeout. The Fedora Commons 6 documentation suggests no changes in this regard.
2.3 Requirements List
To sum up, the desired repository solution should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide RDF support as the only viable way of fulfilling the five-star LOD principles
Not enforce any particular metadata schema
Avoid metadata duplication that comes from materialising metadata in different formats
Allow for defining upon-ingestion metadata consistency checks in a flexible way
Ensure metadata consistency in a way that cannot be easily bypassed
Provide fully ACID transactions
Allow for writing extensions in many programming languages.

Unfortunately, none of the existing solutions provides support for all the points from this list. For this
reason, we have developed a new repository software: the ARCHE Suite.

3

The ARCHE Suite

The ARCHE Suite is a bespoke, in-house repository solution that we developed from scratch within
half a year in 2020, including the migration from the old Fedora 4-based repository. Before going into
production it underwent an external code review. The ARCHE Suite is built in a modular, service-oriented
manner, consisting of multiple interconnected components that communicate through well-defined APIs
(see Figure 1). All software components are available on GitHub3 and the documentation is provided at
acdh-oeaw.github.io/arche-docs/.
3

github.com/acdh-oeaw?q=arche
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Figure 1: ARCHE Suite components. As can be seen, a microservice-based approach has been used.
Here, we detail the technical implementation of the metadata-related requirements formulated above.
We focus on the developed software solution, ARCHE Suite, as opposed to ARCHE, the specific repository instance certified as a CLARIN B Centre provided by the ACDH-CH with the ARCHE Suite as
the underlying technology. While ARCHE Suite is schema-agnostic, in ARCHE every resource must be
described with metadata respecting a bespoke and elaborate schema (Trognitz and Ďurčo, 2018).
3.1 RDF Support
We decided to avoid dependency on a triplestore and to use a relational database as a metadata store
instead. The database schema is developed in a way it can store any RDF data, i.e. does not enforce any
particular RDF schema. There were two main reasons for this decision. First, using a triplestore makes
it difficult to implement ACID transactions because triplestores do not recognize this concept. Second,
using a relational database backend allowed us to significantly lower CPU and memory consumption of
the repository (see Figure 2). On average we achieved 10 times lower memory usage and 10 to 25 times
lower CPU usage. It is also important that we avoided resource usage peaks coming from the triplestore
(see the middle of the right-hand column charts in Figure 2). Last but not least it sped up data ingestion
by a factor of four. As a result, the ARCHE Suite supports RDF as metadata format both on the input and
output side but does not natively provide a SPARQL endpoint. A dedicated search API is used instead.
However, a triplestore can be paired with the ARCHE Suite either by using the plugins system described
below or by periodic synchronisation. We already successfully tested the periodic synchronisation scenario.4
To compensate for the lack of a native SPARQL endpoint, the ARCHE Suite REST API allows to
flexibly define the amount of linked data to be provided, e.g. it is possible to extend a REST API call
response with metadata of ’all resources that are pointed to by a given resource’ or metadata of ’all
resources that point to a given resource’ or metadata of ’all resources which can be reached by following
a given RDF property’ or all of them. This solution proved to be very convenient and for performance
reasons we strongly prefer it over a triplestore (see Figure 2)5 .
The data model assumes a direct connection between the metadata RDF graph and the repository
structure: Every node in an ingested RDF metadata graph corresponds to a repository resource. The
repository can be configured either to automatically create repository resources when an unknown RDF
graph node is found in the metadata graph or to treat it as a metadata inconsistency and raise an error.
Figure 3 illustrates this connection by showing how ingested RDF nodes are processed into repository
resources. In the upper part of Figure 3 an RDF graph representing a collection with the title Collection 1
and the author John Doe, who comes with one custom (https://myNmsp/Doe/John) and one external
4
5

See the arche2sparql Docker image: github.com/csae8092/arche2sparql
See also ARCHE REST API scalability testing on acdh-oeaw.github.io/arche-docs/aux/metadata api performance.html
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Figure 2: Comparison of hardware resources usage of the same repository implemented using Fedora
Commons 4 coupled with a Blazegraph triplestore (stacked bars differentiating Fedora, Blazegraph and
other components) and using the ARCHE Suite (denoted by the black line). The ingestion scenario data
series for the ARCHE Suite is shorter because the ingestion finished faster.
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identifier (https://viaf/123), is being ingested into the repository. The result is represented on the upper
right-hand side of Figure 3: except for the identifiers, the RDF nodes now correspond to repository
resources. Each resource was assigned an additional repository identifier (starting with https://repoUrl/ ).
The identifiers of John Doe were imported from the RDF nodes as URIs into the repository and will be
interpreted as RDF nodes upon export.
The lower part of Figure 3 represents a second ingest of another RDF graph with information about
a collection with the title Collection 2 that has the same author John Doe. The author John Doe is
referenced with an already stored identifier (https://viaf/123) and an additional identifier is provided in
the graph (https://gnd/456). The result from this second ingest is represented by the lower right-hand part
of Figure 3: an additional repository resource for Collection 2 was created and the additional identifier
for the author is added as an URI to the already existing resource representing John Doe.

Figure 3: Example of the relation between the ingested RDF data (left) and the ARCHE Suite’s internal
data model (right). Identifiers are accumulated and the second ingestion does not create a new repository
resource for the author but links to the already existing one.
The given example highlights that the data model used in the ARCHE Suite provides a flexible and
uniform framework for handling external authoritative data. As each named entity has exactly one repository resource storing its data, e.g. information about a person (see Person John Doe in Figure 3), it is
enough to update this resource for the change to be applied across the whole repository, i.e. all resources
referring to a given person as an author (see Collection 1 and Collection 2 in Figure 3) do not require
updating. Such an update can be done either by manual curation or by automated data retrieval from
external authority files like GND6 , VIAF7 , ORCID8 , GeoNames9 , etc. We successfully employed both
strategies10 .
6

www.dnb.de/EN/Professionell/Standardisierung/GND/gnd node.html
viaf.org/
8
orcid.org/
9
www.geonames.org/
10
For an example of the automatic approach see github.com/acdh-oeaw/arche-ref-sources
7
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What makes named entities handling in ARCHE Suite even more convenient is its native support for
multiple identifiers per resource. The ARCHE Suite uses a dedicated and configurable RDF property to
store all possible URIs, i.e. identifiers, of a given resource. In Figure 3 this property is represented as
hasIdentifier. All identifiers stored in this RDF property are synonymous and can be used interchangeably to denote the resource. For example, if there is a repository resource with multiple identifiers like
the John Doe resource in the lower right-hand part of Figure 3, and a new ingestion is performed denoting John Doe as an author, any of https://repoUrl/2346, https://myNmsp/Doe/John, https://viaf/123 and
https://gnd/456 can be used to refer to the already existing John Doe repository resource in the newly
ingested RDF metadata. On a conceptual level, we can say the ARCHE Suite has built-in support for
the owl:sameAs relation, which maps all URIs being values of the above mentioned configurable RDF
property to a single repository resource.
The described data model also makes the ARCHE Suite well suited to serve as an entity reconciliation
back end. In fact, one of the ARCHE Suite components is a microservice providing an OpenRefinecompatible API (see left part of Figure 1)11 , which we are already using for curation and enrichment of
metadata.
3.2 Metadata Schema and Metadata Schema Conversion
The ARCHE Suite does not enforce any particular metadata schema. The only requirement is the
metadata to be expressed in RDF. The RDF predicates used for storing metadata internally managed by the repository (e.g. resource checksum, last modification date, etc.) can be adjusted in the
repository configuration on run time. For example, the date of a resource’s last modification can
be easily set either to http://my.own.schema#creationDate, http://purl.org/dc/terms/created or even
http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#created (for direct compatibility with Fedora Commons
repositories).
The OAI-PMH service shipped with the ARCHE Suite allows converting metadata into various XMLserialisable formats using a flexible templating system. We have successfully implemented conversions
from our internal metadata schema to CMDI profiles as well as to the schema used by Kulturpool (the
Austrian Europeana aggregator) which allows us to entirely avoid materialising metadata in specific
formats (cf. OAI DC12 , Kuturpool13 and CMDI profile p 128817261402314 serialisations of the same
resource).
3.3 Custom Metadata Consistency Checks
The only metadata consistency check performed automatically by ARCHE Suite is the foreign key constraint. As described above, all nodes of the RDF metadata graph are represented by repository resources,
making it impossible to remove a repository resource that is pointed to by another resource’s metadata.
All other checks have to be implemented as plugins by the repository administrator. The plugins can
be written in any programming language with the AMQP message queue support15 . Plugins bind to
given events (before/after metadata/binary/transaction creation/modification). When an event occurs, the
plugin is provided with resource metadata in the n-triples format and is expected to return metadata in
the n-triples format or to raise an error. Plugins can be used both for metadata checks and enrichment as
well as for synchronisation with external services (e.g. a triplestore).
The plugins system has turned out to be a very flexible and powerful tool. Dedicated plugins have been
implemented for the ARCHE repository: checking metadata property cardinalities (applying different
rules for resources of different RDF classes), minting PIDs, casting metadata property values to their
proper RDF datatypes (including mapping string value labels to SKOS concept URIs for properties
11

github.com/acdh-oeaw/arche-openrefine
arche.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/oaipmh/?verb=GetRecord&metadataPrefix=oai dc&identifier=https://hdl.handle.net/21.11115/
0000-000C-29F8-F
13
arche.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/oaipmh/?verb=GetRecord&metadataPrefix=kulturpool&identifier=https://hdl.handle.net/21.11115/
0000-000C-29F8-F
14
arche.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/oaipmh/?verb=GetRecord&metadataPrefix=cmdi&identifier=https://hdl.handle.net/21.11115/
0000-000C-29F8-F
15
The are more than 20 languages with AMQP Client libraries including Java, C/C++, Python, PHP, Ruby, JavaScript/node.
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with controlled vocabularies) and computing aggregated metadata property values (e.g. summary of the
licence types used by resources within a collection).
3.4 Transactions Support
The ARCHE Suite provides full ACID support, although the isolation level is read uncommitted only.
If consistency enforcement is undesired, it can be turned off by a configuration option. Importantly, all
the before event plugins are considered part of an ACID transaction and thus, the ACID properties also
extend to the plugins’ actions. The transactions are backup-safe. In fact, the backup script uses its own
transaction with a serialisable isolation level.
Transactions atomicity guarantees the repository can automatically get back to the pre-transaction
state, i.e. perform a so-called rollback, if there was any error during the ingestion. This means compliance
of metadata to be ingested, with the metadata schema in use can be safely checked by just performing
an ingestion attempt. If there are errors, they are reported and the whole transaction is rolled back. We
use such a workflow successfully for data curation and it proved to work reliably even for very large
transactions, that involve an all day long ingestion of up to thousands of resources.
Due to the low isolation level, ARCHE Suite transactions have a negligible impact on the repository performance (see Figure 2) and the transaction commit is immediate. The price to be paid is a
time-consuming rollback process taking up as much as half of the ingestion time. We did not find it
troublesome in practice as the rollback happens only when data contains errors and the time is anyway
needed to fix them.
Parallel transactions as well as parallel requests within the same transactions for faster data ingestion
are also supported but discussing these complex topics in detail goes beyond the scope of this paper.
More information can be found in the ARCHE Suite documentation16 .
3.5 Ingestion Workflows Automation
ARCHE Suite features, especially the flexible plugins system (see Section 3.3) coupled with the ACID
transactions support (see Section 3.1), allow for automated checking of input metadata compliance
with the ARCHE metadata schema and performing fully automated data ingestions in a safe way. Our
latest achievement is a workflow that reads metadata from TEI/XML files, maps them to the ARCHE
metadata schema, and then ingests both, the source XML files and the generated metadata into the
ARCHE repository17 . The TEI/XML data can be stored at any place accessible via the internet, e.g.
in a dedicated repository on the GitHub platform. The metadata creation and repository ingestion
workflow are set up as a continuous deployment workflow using GitHub Actions18 . When data is
stored inside GitHub, the workflow can be automatically triggered every time a new TEI/XML data
release is made. Thanks to the atomicity of the transaction described in Section 3.4, the workflow
execution comes with no risk, as the transaction is rolled back whenever an error is encountered. If
there is no error, the new version of the data is published without the need for any human interaction.

4

Summary

After a year and a half of using the ARCHE Suite to run the ARCHE repository (as of March 2022, over
1.9 TB of data, 132k resources, 4.5m RDF metadata triples), we can confirm it has met our expectations. It allows us to use RDF metadata as input and output format, to perform metadata enrichment and
complex consistency checks within the repository software, as well as to avoid duplicating metadata by
materialising various metadata formats. Notably, using the ARCHE Suite has significantly reduced server
resources consumption compared to the previous solution based on Fedora Commons 4 coupled with a
Blazegraph triplestore. We are determined to develop the ARCHE Suite further and seek for cooperation
with other CLARIN partners.
16

acdh-oeaw.github.io/arche-docs/aux/parallel ingestion.html
For a practical use case see e.g. github.com/acdh-oeaw/kraus-static/actions
18
docs.github.com/en/actions/learn-github-actions
17
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